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Customer & Stakeholder Feedback to Hawaiian Electric Companies’ June 2017 Draft Grid
Modernization Strategy

On June 30, 2017, the Hawaiian Electric Companies’ submitted their draft Grid Modernization
Strategy to the Hawaiian Public Utilities Commission pursuant to Order No. 34281.1 Included in
that draft filing was an invitation for public comment made to an email address established by
the Companies.
In addition to the opportunity for comment via email, the Companies held public town hall
style meetings on Oahu, Maui, and Hawai`i islands. The public meetings were held in the
evening in an attempt to enable greater public participation. At each public meeting, the
Companies provided a brief overview of the grid modernization strategy and then invited
written comments and questions.
Participation counts are included in Table 1 below and full transcripts as well as written
comments from the public meetings are included in in Sections I.A - I.D. Each comment
submitted in these town halls is presented below in its original, unedited format. The name of
the person submitting the question or comment is included with their submittal but their
personal contact information has been redacted or removed.
Table 1 Public Meeting Participation

Island

Date

Participants

Hawai`i (Hilo)

July 31, 2017

16

Hawai`i (Kona)

August 1, 2017

13

Maui

August 2, 2017

37

Oahu

August 7, 2017

48

In addition to the public meetings, customers and stakeholders were invited to submit
comments by email through August 9, 2017. The public comments received through email as
well as a set of in person meeting feedback in included in Section II.

1

The June Draft Grid Modernization Strategy, this document containing Customer & Stakeholder Feedback to Draft
Grid Modernization Strategy as well as the August Final Grid Modernization Strategy have been posted:
https://www.hawaiianelectric.com/about-us/our-commitment/investing-in-the-future/grid-modernizationstrategy
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1

(Video was played.)

2

NARRATOR: Hawaii is the first in the nation

3 for rooftop solar systems per customer. To integrate
4 all this clean renewable energy, our electric grid now
5 has to operate as a two-way system instead of a one-way
6 system. In the past, energy would be generated at
7 power plants and flow in one direction to homes and
8 businesses. Today, homes with rooftop solar are not
9 only getting energy from the grid, they're sending
10 energy back into the grid. This two-way flow has its
11 advantages and challenges. When they are generating
12 energy, homes with rooftop solar can provide clean
13 power for neighboring homes and communities across the
14 islands.
15

As rooftop solar energy flows into the grid,

16 other forms of energy need to be continuously adjusted.
17 These adjustments are necessary to safely and reliably
18 meet the demand of everyone connected to the grid.
19 Ongoing grid improvements will help us manage the
20 two-way flow of energy and that will allow us to
21 integrate even more renewable energy.
22

MS. LEE-MOKU: Thank you, Kristin.

23

Now it gives me great pleasure to introduce

24 to you Jay Ignacio, who will cover some grid basics and
25 also some specific Hawaii Island informations. For
4
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1 those of you who don't know Jay, he was born and raised
2 in Hilo and graduated from Hilo High School, and then
3 he went on to college at the University of Hawai'i at
4 Manoa and got his electrical engineering degree. Jay
5 has over 25 years of service with Hawaii Electric
6 Light, and since 2008 he's been our president.
7

Jay?

8

Wait, I have to move the mic. Hold on.

9

MR. IGNACIO: Thanks for your help.

10

Thank you for coming, spending time with us

11 this evening to talk about grid modernization.
12

I started in the company back in 1990 and,

13 you know, been very familiar with this picture that you
14 see here, the traditional grid. And we spent many
15 years actually modifying and actually modernizing the
16 grid that we have today, but this presentation is about
17 taking it even a step further, doing even more
18 modernizing, in order to incorporate all of the
19 renewable energy that we anticipate in the future.
20

So if you look at this slide, you'll see a

21 power plant, and in this particular picture -- sorry,
22 Colton -- in this particular picture, we saw, actually,
23 one of our older fossil fuel plant was the stack. In
24 actuality, currently, we have a mixture of fossil fuel
25 plants; we also have wind; we have hydroelectric on our

6
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1 system; we have geothermal. So that represents the
2 power plants that we have on our system.
3

Traditionally, the power plants would be

4 larger units, would be located centrally, so you have a
5 larger unit located centrally. On our island, the
6 maximum use is about 185 megawatts. A typical unit
7 size, a large unit like this on our system, would be
8 about on the order of 20 to 30 megawatts. So we build
9 the units in that size increments.
10

So from the power plant, we then step up the

11 voltage from the power plant so that we can
12 bulk-transmit large amounts of power through our
13 transmission system. On our island, the transmission
14 is at 69,000 volts, so we step it up to 69,000 volts,
15 and we distribute, or we transmit, the power across the
16 island, our transmission grid across the island, and it
17 ties in all of these central station generators.
18

When it gets closer to the neighborhood, then

19 we lower the voltage through our substation
20 transformers, and then we distribute the energy along
21 the streets or neighborhoods, in our subdivisions,
22 downtown Hilo. We distribute it in a lower voltage, a
23 distribution voltage, but it's still a much higher
24 voltage than most people are accustomed to.
25

In our distribution system, it's 12,500

7
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1 volts. It's in that range. It's much higher. It's
2 still, you know, the voltages that most customers
3 cannot handle. But when it gets closer to the
4 customers' facility, their dwelling, their houses,
5 their businesses, we then lower the voltages to what
6 the customers are more accustomed to and can manage.
7 So it will have another transformer that takes it down
8 from 12,500 volts down to 120, 240 volts, which most
9 customers are accustomed to; and that's what you use in
10 your outlets day to day.
11

That system has worked very well. It

12 actually was a simple diagram, but actually having the
13 grid and operating the grid is much more complex than
14 this simple diagram. We have specialty engineers to
15 make sure that if you have a problem on the
16 transmission or on the distribution, it gets removed
17 very quickly. We build a network where, if you have
18 one problem in one part of the system, it will
19 automatically transfer to another part of the system.
20 So it's still a very complex and sophisticated grid,
21 but what we need to do is make it even more
22 sophisticated, because today the customers themselves
23 can generate energy, so it's not just the central
24 station power plants; it's also the customers.
25

So we have about 85,000 customers on our

8
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1 system, and currently we have about -- the group there
2 does a lot of the interconnection -- we have about 113 to 12,000 self-generating customers, primarily
4 photovoltaic. So you can see 85,000 versus that 11- to
5 12,000, that's a significant amount of customers that
6 are self-generating today. And going forward, when we
7 looking going forward out to 2045, we anticipate that
8 amount to actually double, so we can actually have
9 24,000 or more customers actually self-generating. So
10 what we need to do is we need to upgrade the grid so
11 that we can monitor and manage that self-generation.
12 We no longer can just connect and not monitor and
13 manage that generation. So part of this grid
14 modernization is for that component.
15

While we're doing that, we might as well add

16 other improvements. And I don't want to take Colton's
17 thunder later, so I'll just leave it at that.
18

Next slide, please.

19

So we're currently at 54 percent renewable,

20 and like I said earlier, it's a combination of
21 geothermal, wind, photovoltaic; and we need to take it
22 to 100 percent renewable. This chart shows by 2045,
23 but we anticipate that we're actually going to get to
24 100 percent even sooner than that.
25

Part of the grid modernization is to help us

9
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1 meet that goal, because it's going to be a balance;
2 we're still going to have a combination of central
3 station generators but then also a lot of
4 self-generation, and we're going to have to manage that
5 combination, and we're going to have to do it through
6 grid modernization.
7

So we are Hawaii Electric Light Company.

8 We're part of the Hawaiian Electric Company. Hawaiian
9 Electric runs the utility on Oahu, Maui Electric runs
10 the utility on Maui, Lanai, and Molokai, and then
11 Hawaii Electric Light Company operates the utility here
12 on Hawaii Island. We combine many of our services and
13 partner with our other utility employees. In the grid
14 modernization effort, our power supply improvement
15 planning effort is coordinated, and a lot of it is
16 driven from Hawaiian Electric.
17

So here tonight we have Colton Ching, who is

18 the senior vice president of Planning and Technic- -19

MR. CHING: Technology.

20

MR. IGNACIO: Technology. That's right,

21 Technology.
22

So Colton actually leads the group that does

23 the planning for all of the Hawaiian Electric
24 Companies; so I'll turn it over to Colton.
25

MR. CHING: Okay. So if you guys don't mind,

10
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1 I'm going to try to do this standing up.
2

Okay, thanks Kristin.

3

So Jay talked about a grid modernization

4 strategy, and that's something we have been working on
5 now since January of this year. And we started the
6 development of the strategy not by having a bunch of
7 smart people come up and do some design or
8 architecture; we actually started this process off by
9 meeting with our customers, big and small,
10 residential/commercial customers here on the Big
11 Island, Maui, and on Oahu. We met with energy
12 stakeholders, people who, you know, are involved in the
13 energy space, as well as government agencies at the
14 County level and at the State level, to get their
15 thoughts. We asked them "What do you think the grid
16 needs to be?" "What do you think are the objectives
17 that a modern grid needs to achieve functionally?" and
18 "What are the parameters, the factors, that are most
19 important to you?"
20

And through this range of conversations that

21 we had over the prevailing months, what came to us as a
22 really strong message from those interviews and
23 discussions was that our customers want a grid that
24 will result in a grid that delivers affordable energy
25 to them; they want that electricity supply to be

11
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1 reliable; they want to have a say in how they consume
2 electricity; and our commercial customers in particular
3 said they want to have information provided to them on
4 their consumption of energy so that they can make good,
5 informed decisions to help them save money and operate
6 their business more efficiently; and then our customers
7 also said they want to achieve the 100 percent
8 renewable energy goal. It's a legal requirement for
9 us, but we heard it very strong from our customers that
10 it's important to them as well. And for a lot of our
11 customers, they combined affordability with 100 percent
12 renewable energy, right?
13

And some of you may have your own rooftop

14 solar systems. Some of you may have your own battery
15 system. And a lot of our customers, as Jay mentioned,
16 have already made the decision to make these kinds of
17 investments, yes to be renewable, to reduce their
18 carbon footprint, do the right thing, but they're also
19 doing it to manage their electric bill and save some
20 money. And so they came back to us with the strong
21 message that achieving these renewable energy goals are
22 very, very important. So it's these four parameters
23 that really started our work.
24

We took this information, this feedback, and

25 we said, "Okay," as we design a strategy to modernize

12
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1 our grid, we have to make sure that not just the end
2 point of the strategy, but how we implement, how we go
3 from where we are today to that modern grid that is
4 done in a way that supports these four elements in
5 here.
6

Okay, Kristin.

7

So, you know, I brought a handout. I'm not

8 sure if anyone has had the chance to actually read the
9 draft of the strategy. It's about 90 pages long in the
10 body. There's some appendices that go along with it.
11 It's not too long of a document, but it's pretty dense,
12 with a lot of technical information in the draft. So
13 I'm going to cover -- try to attempt to cover the
14 really key elements in a couple of slides, but, you
15 know, this is why we're holding this venue tonight. If
16 you have clarifying questions or if you want to discuss
17 any of these subjects more deeply, by all means, let's
18 have the discussion as we transition to an open house
19 setting. But I'll try and use this slide here to cover
20 some of the main components.
21

The first thing I want to cover is, you know,

22 this diagram here just shows an illustration of some of
23 the technologies and elements that will be part of our
24 grid modernization strategy in the draft that we file.
25 But before I cover any of those elements, I want to
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1 actually spend a minute talking about how we plan to
2 roll this out.
3

And so what was behind how we would approach

4 the deployment and utilization of these new
5 technologies? Because it's probably the one thing that
6 makes our grid modernization strategy different from
7 most electric utilities, makes it a little bit
8 different from what Kauai did as well. And that is our
9 strategy proposes to deploy various flavors of these
10 technologies that I will be covering in a bit on what's
11 called an opt-in basis, right? So if you choose to
12 participate in a demand response program or if you
13 choose to invest in distributed energy resource, a PV
14 system, a battery system, if you choose to
15 participate -- we're talking about time-of-use rates.
16 If you choose to participate in a time-of-use rate
17 program, then we will deploy the technology that will
18 enable and facilitate those energy choices.
19

We heard very strongly from our customers

20 that they want to have these kinds of choices, and so
21 we need to deploy some of the capabilities with these
22 technologies to make these programs and technologies
23 work well with the grid, but we also didn't want to
24 overinvest. We didn't want to deploy these
25 technologies where perhaps a customer may choose not to

14
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1 participate in a program, right? And so we'll only
2 deploy these technologies where we know that they will
3 be utilized. And that actually helps keep the cost of
4 the infrastructure, of what's needed to modernize the
5 grid, down rather than doing things everywhere with the
6 hope or presumption that all customers will participate
7 in various programs. The strategy is built around a
8 deployment that's called proportional, where it gets
9 deployed as customers elect to participate in one of
10 these programs that I described, right?
11

And so this diagram here just showed every

12 single technology or capability. It doesn't mean that
13 every home or every neighborhood or every circuit will
14 have all of these technologies. We just put it here on
15 this diagram just so that you could see the range of
16 technologies that we're looking at.
17

And, really, these technologies that we're

18 looking to deploy to modernize our grid is done sort of
19 with two objectives. One is to provide customers -20 which I'll give them a choice. So like I said, if a
21 customer makes a decision to participate in a program
22 or invest in a technology on their side, we want to
23 make sure that the grid is able not just to
24 interconnect and accommodate that system or that
25 technology or the customer participating in a program,

15
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1 but it also operates in a way that that resource is
2 well-utilized.
3

So it doesn't make sense to have a customer

4 invest in a PV system and the grid is only able to
5 accept a small portion of the power that it generates,
6 right, or allow it to operate in sort of a restricted
7 way, right? Really to get the best utilization of that
8 resource means that that connection of that PV system
9 or that battery, when it's connected to the grid,
10 really makes the best use of what the capabilities of
11 that system can be. That creates more value to
12 customers, and it creates more value to the grid when
13 it's operated to support the grid, right? So that is
14 one of the key objectives of deploying these various
15 technologies.
16

The other objective is to use some of these

17 advanced technologies in lieu of more costly and more
18 traditional circuit upgrades. And so one way to, for
19 example, accommodate more distributed solar and
20 distributed storage systems is to make the grid fatter,
21 right, put in more capable, thicker conductors, larger
22 transformers that can take more power. And that can
23 work, but we think, with the use of some of these
24 technologies we're going to be talking about, we can
25 get to that same point, or nearly the same point, at a

16
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1 lower cost, right?
2

So let me focus just in on a couple of items

3 on here. You see in -- see, my vision is bad.
4

So one of the things that I want to focus on

5 is you see on the far right, you have a customer
6 with -- the house has a rooftop solar system, right?
7 So I kind of use it as an example where our grid
8 modernization work will accommodate the adoption and
9 interconnection of more rooftop solar systems. The
10 same thing holds true for battery systems. You can see
11 that on the left side is a fixed battery system. Those
12 resources, distributed solar and distributed storage,
13 will absolutely be a part of our future.
14

In order for us to cost-effectively achieve

15 our 100 percent renewable energy goals that Jay
16 described, we need a combination, like he said, of
17 distributed resources like this as well as central
18 station and grid scale resources. And it's only
19 through the combination of those things can we achieve
20 our goals in a cost-effective fashion.
21

So the grid modernization includes things

22 like advanced inverters, which is -- an inverter is a
23 device that, actually, customers either purchase or
24 they lease or install on their home along with the PV
25 system. An inverter converts the DC, direct current,

17
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1 power from a PV system and converts it to alternating
2 current that our outlets in a grid is operated at.
3 It's also used by battery systems.
4

So we said part of our grid modernization

5 work, to make it cost-effective and work well, really
6 should leverage the capabilities of these devices
7 called inverters. A lot of them today, the really
8 advanced ones, are like small computers; and so they
9 have capabilities to actually help run the grid in
10 their area. It doesn't control the entire grid, but it
11 can sense what is happening locally and make
12 adjustments in how it operates to help do things like
13 manage the voltage in your community.
14

And so if customers are going to make that

15 investment in an inverter as part of their distributed
16 system, let's make the most use of that investment and
17 use its capabilities to actually provide some of that
18 functionality. And this is where Hawaii is actually,
19 along with California, leading the industry on
20 identifying and really creating the capabilities in
21 inverters to help actually run the grid.
22

Another example that I want to talk about are

23 things like electric vehicles. There's a car in the
24 garage there, right? An electric vehicle is probably
25 one of the best examples of something called demand

18
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1 response. So demand response is this notion or idea
2 that when the utility is operating the grid -- Jay
3 talked a little bit about this -- that to operate the
4 grid reliably, the utility must always keep in balance
5 from moment to moment the amount of electricity that's
6 being consumed on the Big Island with the amount of
7 generation on the Big Island. They always have to be
8 in perfect match. If they're not matched, then things
9 can become unstable that could lead to outages.
10

And so traditionally, the way that we kept

11 things in balance was to simply allow the electric load
12 to change -- as we all come home from work and we cook
13 dinner, we take a shower, right, watch TV, or whatever
14 it is that we do -- and adjust the generators to
15 accommodate those changes in load. Demand response is
16 the concept of actually subscribing customers with an
17 incentive to actually have some control over that load.
18 So if there's a sudden increase or decrease in load and
19 there's a need to suddenly increase or decrease our
20 generation, we can also have the option of adjusting
21 some of the load that's under contract for demand
22 response.
23

That's really important in an increasing

24 renewable energy grid that relies less on what's called
25 dispatchable power plants or power generation that have

19
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1 a very predictable or commandable level of output,
2 right, basically a car with a gas pedal that you can
3 control, to renewable generators, whether they are
4 distributed or grid scale, that don't have the
5 corresponding gas pedal, right? They produce the
6 amount of power based upon what's happening with the
7 sun or what's happening with the wind or what's
8 happening with the river; and they don't have the same
9 kind of control.
10

But we always have to keep the grid in

11 balance, and we think demand response in conjunction
12 with generators that do have a gas pedal that you can
13 control is a more cost-effective way to run a grid and
14 avoid having to make investments in a new dedicated
15 power plant that may not get a lot of utilization.
16

But for demand response to work, it means

17 that the grid now needs to be able to see what loads
18 are doing; it needs to be able to understand what
19 utilization we have on those sets of customers that are
20 participants in demand response program; and we need a
21 communication network that provides the visibility back
22 to the control center and provides the ability for an
23 operator to say, "I need a 10 megawatt reduction in
24 load because I'm having a problem with this power
25 plant. Our load is ramping up much more quickly than I

20
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1 projected."
2

And so that grid now isn't just a one-way

3 electric power grid, right? It becomes now a two-way
4 power grid where power flows down to homes, like it
5 always has for the last 100 years, but power can now
6 flow from homes back up into grid at a much greater
7 scale than it can today.
8

And then layered on top of that is a

9 communication infrastructure that knows what's
10 happening with distributed generators, knows what's
11 happening on our grid throughout it, and has the
12 ability to control and effectively dispatch these
13 distributed resources when they are under contract by
14 us to do that.
15

And that, we think, will create more value to

16 customers in their investments. It gets used in
17 multiple ways. It's not just for that one particular
18 business or household; but then it also creates value
19 to the utility and the rest of our customers, because
20 if we can contract for that function at a cost less
21 than building something new and dedicated, then all
22 customers win out. But that only happens if the grid
23 is actually able to perform that function that today
24 it's not or not able to do so universally.
25

And so those are kind of functions that we're

21
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1 looking to do as part of our grid modernization
2 strategy.
3

But I'll go back to what I said at the very

4 beginning, that this is not just -- Kristin, you can
5 switch to the next slide -- this is not something that
6 we're just going to say, "Okay, this is our strategy,
7 and we're going to go ahead and deploy it throughout
8 the Big Island" or throughout Maui or throughout Oahu.
9 Right? Our plan in our draft is to deploy it as
10 customers participate in a program.
11

So you may have one customer -- talking to a

12 couple of folks in the audience tonight that are very
13 interested in some of these programs, time of use rate,
14 demand response, maybe greater utilization of your PV
15 system or your electric vehicle; and you can elect to
16 participate in these programs, and we'll deploy the
17 technologies that facilitates your participation and
18 helps to facilitate the operation of your local
19 distribution system wherever you may be located.
20

But if you're a traditional customer -- and

21 I'll use my father-in-law as an example, right?
22 Retiree, has no desire to participate in any program,
23 doesn't want an online electric bill, wants the paper
24 copy, doesn't want a bank withdrawal, just wants to
25 write a check every single day. If you want to

22
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1 continue to be sort of a full-service traditional
2 customer and get all of your power from Hawaii
3 Electric, that's fine too. It's your choice. And
4 everyone will have that choice to make and opportunity
5 to make that choice; but if you're my father-in-law and
6 you choose not to participate in any of these programs,
7 then we won't deploy a Smart Meter or a sensor, right,
8 to your home or to the pole in front of your home
9 because there really isn't that need at this point for
10 that. And so we think that that's the way to make this
11 affordable as time goes by.
12

And so, for example, to bring it to a close,

13 if you look in our strategy, we've done a very, very
14 rough high-level cost estimate of the strategy; and for
15 all five islands -- Hawaii Island, Maui, Molokai,
16 Lanai, and Oahu -- we think, based upon an estimate of
17 customer adoption of some of these programs, that the
18 modernization effort across the five islands will cost
19 about $205 million. That's a real rough estimate, and
20 it's really ultimately going to be driven by what
21 customers choose to do. But to give you that
22 comparison, although $205 million is a lot of money,
23 it's 40 percent less than our earlier proposal, which
24 was to do a smart grid deployment on these same five
25 islands at a larger scale throughout the network.

23
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1

And so we think we can get alignment with our

2 State energy policies, alignment with what our
3 customers are telling us what they want from a modern
4 grid, and to do it in what we call this proportional
5 way on an opt-in basis that results in a modernization
6 effort at a lower cost, especially within this six-year
7 period that we're looking at.
8

So that's kind of a very high-level overview

9 covering 90 pages in a few minutes, but those are some
10 of the key elements.
11

Kristin, if you can -- oh, thank you.

12

So if you haven't done so already, you can go

13 to our website. We have a website dedicated just to
14 this grid modernization strategy. On this website,
15 you'll find the Hawaii Public Utility Commission orders
16 that intructed us to develop a strategy. You'll find a
17 copy, a downloadable copy, of the draft strategy as
18 well, and you'll see that public comment e-mail address
19 where you can e-mail your comments to us.
20

And we're at the phase now, as Rhea mentioned

21 at the beginning, where we are taking our draft that we
22 published, taking input from our customers like you,
23 and going to incorporate that as we refine our strategy
24 from its draft form to the final form.
25

We ask that you provide us comments in
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1 writing. You can do so in the hard copies today. You
2 can do it online. You want to do both, that's even
3 better.
4

At the end of the day, one thing we have

5 committed to is, you know, we're not going to be able
6 to incorporate every single person's comment in our
7 final, but what we have committed to do is to take
8 every written/e-mailed comment that we receive from our
9 customers; we'll provide it as an appendix and submit
10 it to the Public Utilities Commission so they have full
11 visibility to all the range of comments and input that
12 we receive in the foregoing weeks and months.
13

So with that, I'll turn it back over to Rhea

14 to bring us to a close.
15

MS. LEE-MOKU: Thank you, Colton. Thank you,

16 Jay.
17

So now we are entering our

18 question-and-answer period. So for those of you who
19 have filled out question forms, please hand them over
20 to either Darin or Jane. They're going to be walking
21 through the aisles.
22

In the meantime, I have a few questions that

23 were submitted early, so I'm going to go ahead and get
24 started with them.
25

Okay, question No. 1. I think this is for
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1 Colton: If we were designing a power generation and
2 distribution system from scratch, how would it look?
3

MR. CHING: If we were designing basically

4 the grid from scratch, how would we do it? You know, I
5 think it would definitely look different from the grid
6 that we have today. I think it would use a lot of the
7 technologies that we identified in the draft of the
8 grid modernization strategy into that grid. I think
9 what -- you know, it's a tough question to answer,
10 because no one has that luxury, but it would still -11 you would still recognize, I think -- even if we were
12 to design it from scratch, still see a lot of the
13 elements that we see in our grid today. It may be
14 configured differently, right, because people today
15 live in places that people didn't live in 100 years
16 ago, and we grew the grid out, right? If we have the
17 luxury of knowing where everyone was going to live,
18 then we'd probably make some adjustments there. We
19 would probably do things -- for one example, we would
20 probably do things in terms of space and in terms of
21 communication differently. So if we designed the grid
22 today, I think I would argue that we would incorporate
23 into the core design of the grid the ability to
24 communicate, right?
25

And a lot of these technologies that we're
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1 looking to do, they take a little bit of space, right?
2 And here on the Big Island, space really isn't as big
3 an issue as it is on, say, Maui or Oahu, but sometimes
4 having enough space locally in a community for the
5 right size volt VAR device or the transformers or the
6 switch really becomes a big challenge.
7

So like if we were designing a house, if you

8 could custom-build a house today for the family you
9 have today, you would probably design the space and
10 layout a little differently.
11

MS. LEE-MOKU: Thank you, Colton.

12

Okay, question No. 2. Don't sit down,

13 Colton.
14

MR. CHING: Don't sit down.

15

MS. LEE-MOKU: How will the new grid be paid

16 for? There are fewer customers to chip in as many go
17 off grid.
18

MR. CHING: Okay. That's a really good

19 question.
20

So when it comes to affordability -- and that

21 was a very important element in how we develop the
22 design of a grid modernization strategy. There will be
23 a cost to do the modernization of the grid. I mean,
24 that's unavoidable. One big element to make it more
25 affordable was to be very deliberate on where we make
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1 the investments, like I talked about before, around
2 this notion of deploying these technologies only where
3 the need exists and not in places where the need isn't
4 there today.
5

Although it will take an investment to do

6 that modernization, the other thing we need to keep in
7 mind when it comes to the question of affordability is
8 that we are looking to unlock additional capability and
9 value out of the grid as a result. And so from a
10 customer standpoint, there may be a need to pay for the
11 upgrades in the modernization work, but if it means
12 that your investment in an electric vehicle or
13 investment in a PV system can be further utilized, your
14 value that you see will be greater.
15

And one of the more unique things about

16 electric utilities is that we make investments for the
17 long term, right? And so for things like modernizing
18 the grid, this is not an investment that we are going
19 to recover the cost in five years or ten years, right?
20 Our recovery period is 40 years long, sometimes 50
21 years long, depending upon the asset, right? And so
22 that helps make the investments affordable as well
23 because we're going to be recovering it slowly over
24 time rather than in a short period. But at the end of
25 the day, that investment is being designed so that it
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1 unlocks more value to our customers than the cost of
2 that investment. And that's how we hope and really
3 feel that the grid will become actually more valuable
4 and remain for our customers.
5

And so, you know, to keep in mind, unlike

6 most utilities in the mainland, the utilities in
7 Hawaii -- this also includes KIUC -- the bulk of our
8 electric bill actually comes from the cost of
9 generation; it's not the cost of the grid itself. And
10 this grid modernization work is really there in place
11 in part to enable those renewable resources that will
12 actually help us get off of oil but also help to reduce
13 the cost of generation. And that's where we think the
14 value lies.
15

MS. LEE-MOKU: Thank you, Colton.

16

I'm going to get a little closer to Colton.

17

Okay. Next question: Does the plan assume

18 centralized control of power generation and
19 distribution or decentralized individual or small group
20 control or a mix?
21

MR. CHING: One question will be for you,

22 Jay.
23

MR. IGNACIO: Oh, yeah.

24

MR. CHING: The answer is a mix. The grid

25 modernization strategy is linked to the Power Supply
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1 Improvement Plan that we filed at the end of last year,
2 that the Commission accepted a couple of weeks ago.
3 And in order for the State and for the Hawaiian
4 Electric Companies, including Hawaii Electric Light -5 in order for us to meet our renewable energy goals that
6 Jay covered, we actually need a combination of
7 distributed resources as well as central station or
8 grid-scale resources. And it's really the combination
9 of the two that gives us that economic combination that
10 allows us to achieve the goals that we actually are
11 mandated by law to achieve.
12

MS. LEE-MOKU: Thank you, Colton.

13

Okay. So we'll give one to Jay, but he may

14 pass it on to you.
15

So, Jay, next question: How will customers'

16 security and privacy be protected?
17

MR. IGNACIO: So when we deploy these new

18 technologies, part of the strategy is actually to use
19 communications right to the meter and collect that
20 information and, you know, download it into a central
21 storage location. So I think there's two components
22 of, you know, customer information, privacy and
23 security.
24

One of them we addressed already today,

25 because even if we manually read the meter, we take the
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1 meter and we put it in an information database, so we
2 have certain -- you know, we have controls; we have
3 laws/rules to control the privacy of customer
4 information today. I think the concern going in the
5 future is how secure would the information be if you're
6 going to a wireless system, right? What if someone
7 tries to intercept that?
8

The systems that we intend to use, they're

9 encrypted so that, you know, you would have to have the
10 encryption or the decoding in order to use the
11 information that you -- even if you intercepted it
12 through a wireless method, you would have to know the
13 coding and the encryption. So there's protections
14 planned into the system.
15

Hopefully that answers the question.

16

Colton, do you want to add to that?

17

MR. CHING: The only thing I would add to it

18 is that Jay and I are not the experts on security,
19 so we have some of our team members that are here. So
20 for those of you who have an interest on this, as we go
21 back into an open house session, I encourage you to
22 talk to Sherry and others who can talk on this at a
23 level that Jay and I just absolutely cannot. They're
24 far more knowledgeable on this.
25

MS. LEE-MOKU: Thank you. We actually had
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1 two questions that were very similar, so thank you for
2 answering that.
3

And the next question I'm going to give to

4 Jay: Can a customer refuse a Smart Meter?
5

MR. IGNACIO: As Colton said several times,

6 the grid modernization strategy going forward is an
7 opt-in strategy; so a customer who wants the meter will
8 opt in and choose to opt in; but there are certain
9 programs that require the use of a Smart Meter, so if
10 you are going to participate in that program, you are
11 going to have to also participate in the use of the
12 Smart Meter. So "Yes" and "No" I guess is the answer.
13

MS. LEE-MOKU: Thank you, Jay.

14

So this one, I think, is going to go to both

15 of them. We'll see.
16

So given that distribution equipment and

17 improvement systems, grid maintenance and management
18 are expensive, how does Hawaiian Electric project to
19 maintain its profitability when so much of the power
20 will be generated by its customers?
21

MR. CHING: Want me to start off with that?

22

MR. IGNACIO: Yeah. I'll be the color man.

23 How's that?
24

MR. CHING: That's a good question. So one

25 of the --
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1

MR. IGNACIO: The traditional grid.

2

MR. CHING: -- misperceptions of a utility is

3 that we make more money by selling more electricity.
4 Most companies, that's how they work, right? You sell
5 more popcorn or razor blades, right, what have you, the
6 more of it you sell -- produce and sell, that you tend
7 to be more profitable. But for the Hawaiian Electric
8 Companies, including Hawaii Electric Light, the way
9 we're regulated by the Hawaii PUC is a bit different.
10 And so -- and that different way of regulation means
11 that when our electric sales go up or go down, we still
12 don't have the -- it doesn't mean that we're going to
13 earn more money, right? It means that they're going to
14 make an adjustment (unintelligible) to readjust what's
15 called target revenues around either higher or lower
16 sales.
17

It's super complicated. It's a very

18 intricate program, but at the end of the day, that
19 mechanism for regulation of the Hawaiian Electric
20 Companies was done specifically to move that
21 disincentive that would otherwise be there if we were
22 to do things that would facilitate programs like
23 customer generation or customers doing more energy
24 efficiency. It makes us effectively neutral from that
25 from a revenues perspective.
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1

Now, it doesn't mean there's a guaranteed

2 earnings -- earnings is a completely different issue
3 from revenues -- but it resets our revenues around that
4 same target regardless of sales.
5

MR. IGNACIO: So earlier, I didn't want to

6 steal Colton's thunder, but he didn't even talk about
7 some of the other benefits of grid modernization; so
8 I'm going to cover it, and I think it's linked to the
9 question, because what we want to do is we want to make
10 full value of the investment we're going to make. And
11 part of the value is -- the customer may not see it
12 directly -- it's actually using some of the
13 improvements on the grid itself to make the grid more
14 reliable, and we can improve the reliability and the
15 service to our customers. So that's one way we can get
16 more value.
17

I went through the traditional grid, you

18 know, from the power plants transmission to our
19 distribution system and down to the customers.
20 Traditionally, we don't use a whole lot of
21 communications. We minimize the amount of
22 communications because we put a lot of sophistication
23 in the devices that monitor the power system.
24

So we will put communications to each one of

25 those central station power plants. And we don't show
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1 it in this picture, but there's a transmission
2 switching station right next to the power plants, so we
3 will put communications there, so we will monitor and
4 we will be able to control the power plant and the
5 switching station. We will put communications to
6 maybe, on our system, about 60 percent of our
7 distribution substations.
8

So we actually have communications going to

9 the distribution substations, but not all of them,
10 because over the years, we have been very good at
11 putting devices at the distribution substation that
12 actually can monitor and sense any kind of problem out
13 on the system and actually record/clear the problem
14 automatically; but going forward, since much of the
15 services, whether it be demand response or
16 self-generation, because you are going to have a lot of
17 those customers out there, part of the grid
18 modernization is to put communications all the way down
19 to the lowest level, and probably at every distribution
20 substation, and still at the transmission switching
21 station and the power plants.
22

Since we have the communication there, part

23 of the plan is to put more devices out on the system.
24 We don't put devices now because we don't have the
25 communication, so if you put the device there, then
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1 someone has to go out and read it, and that will
2 increase labor costs; but since we're putting in the
3 communications and we have the communication system
4 deployed, part of the strategy is deploying more
5 monitoring devices. And I think we brought some
6 samples here that you can see.
7

So some of the devices can actually sit out

8 there, and if you have like a tree branch touching the
9 line, but maybe not -- hasn't fallen and broken and
10 actually damaged your infrastructure, but you might
11 have indications that something is happening, that
12 device can report to a central computer station, and it
13 will alarm and give us a signal saying something is
14 happening on the system, so we can proactively go out
15 and address the problem. We may cut that branch. We
16 may address that tree. And in that way, we can use
17 some of the modernization to lower costs, to fix the
18 problem before it actually causes a much bigger
19 problem. And we can do that for many different type of
20 examples. We can sense when voltages are not within
21 bandwidth, and we can go out there and actually address
22 the problem even before customers even detect that.
23

So those are the kind of things in addition

24 to what we talked about earlier that we plan to do with
25 grid modernization.
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1

MS. LEE-MOKU: Thank you, Jay. Thank you,

2 Colton.
3

The next question I think is for Jay:

4 Shouldn't choices for opt in be proportional to
5 expected life of the device? For instance, Power Wall
6 Z versus a ten-year warranty versus time of use a
7 two-year program.
8

MR. IGNACIO: I don't know. That's something

9 we probably would have to work with the Commission,
10 with the stakeholders, with -- we would probably have
11 to have better information. You know, that's one
12 particular case, but you're going to have, you know,
13 hundreds, if not thousands, of these cases; so we will
14 have to look at it across the board and make a decision
15 kind of collectively what is the best approach to do?
16 So, you know, it's really hard.
17

I think part of what we're doing today is

18 collect information, so if you want to, you know,
19 submit that as one of your comments or suggestions for
20 us to incorporate, then that will be a good one. But
21 we need to -- when we formulate these programs, we need
22 to incorporate all of that and do what is fair and what
23 is best for, you know, the majority of customers.
24

Do you want to add to that?

25

MR. CHING: Yeah, maybe just one thing to
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1 add. You know, the example given was a Power Wall; and
2 maybe that's a good example to talk about. You know,
3 the warranty period for the current gen. 2 of the Power
4 Wall is about ten years. And that's actually pretty
5 much in line with what other battery suppliers are
6 offering today. But batteries are just one really good
7 example of how new technologies are completely changing
8 the electric utility industry. And the technology for
9 batteries is improving very, very rapidly. It's
10 getting much cheaper. The cost is still kind of
11 expensive, but the costs are dropping very, very
12 rapidly, and while the costs are dropping rapidly, the
13 quality and the surety of how a battery will perform
14 over the long term continues to get better.
15

So part of what we're trying to do in the

16 strategy is not develop a strategy based upon what we
17 know of today but also create flexibility in our plans
18 to accommodate changes, like the expected improvement
19 and economics of battery systems, right?
20

So I think it was a really good question or

21 comment that was provided. I definitely want to
22 include that. But that's one of the things that we're
23 facing, so if you have comments or suggestions around
24 how we should be thinking about technologies like this,
25 not just in the static form of what they present to us
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1 as an option today, but your thoughts about how you
2 think they're going to change over time, or if you have
3 a concern about how things are going to change over
4 time, provide that to us as input, because we need to
5 develop a strategy that can be flexible to change when
6 the world changes around us.
7

MS. LEE-MOKU: Thank you, Colton.

8

Okay, this is our last question of the

9 evening. What percent of typical residential bill is
10 dedicated to grid -- I think it means grid costs -- and
11 what percent was it 10 years ago and 20 years ago? And
12 will it grow as more go to home sources?
13

Colton? Jay? Let me -- no --

14

MR. CHING: Jay will get it.

15

MS. LEE-MOKU: -- I'm just joking.

16

MR. IGNACIO: I don't know it offhand, and it

17 does change over time. Back in maybe 2008-2009 time
18 frame, the breakdown between the cost of energy
19 degeneration, back then it was like 65 percent versus
20 35 percent. And then 35 percent, you have a further
21 breakdown of, you know, other services. And to that
22 question what percent is for these, you know, grid
23 services, I'm kind of guessing maybe half of that, 35
24 percent.
25

Today the cost of oil has gone down and the
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1 cost of, you know, generation has also gone down, so
2 it's no longer in the order of 65 percent; I think it's
3 more on the order of 40, 45 percent. So maybe about
4 half of your bill is for the energy from the power
5 plants, and then the other half is from, you know, grid
6 services, including, you know, some of the -- like the
7 meter reading costs or administrative costs. So that's
8 kind of the breakdown.
9

Now, these numbers are just coming off the

10 top of my head. I think we can supply much more
11 accurate information in a breakdown. I'm not sure how
12 we're going to get it to the person who questioned.
13

MR. CHING: If the person comes up to us

14 later, we can get your e-mail address and we can
15 respond to it.
16

MS. LEE-MOKU: Actually, I have the contact

17 information, so we can get back to the person who
18 asked.
19

We have one more question regarding the

20 security of grid modernization, but I believe that was
21 already answered through another question.
22

Do you want me to read the other?

23

MR. IGNACIO: Yeah, maybe Colton -- the first

24 question was security of customer information. The
25 other concern is, you know, you might have some
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1 malicious behavior, people trying to actually impact
2 the power system. So maybe Colton can address that.
3

MS. LEE-MOKU: Okay. So this question is

4 what considerations are being made to protect a more
5 intelligent grid from hacking and possible disruptions
6 caused by people breaking into the system?
7

MR. CHING: Okay. That's a great question.

8 This is an issue that's on a lot of our minds. It's in
9 the TV and media a lot, not just on the energy space,
10 but on many different avenues.
11

You know, as we build more intelligence and

12 as we build a communications capability, along with
13 that, it does raise this question about well, how
14 secure from malicious attacks or intrusions is that
15 system?
16

So there's a couple of things I want to maybe

17 just mention specifically. In our grid modernization
18 strategy, we do have a section where we talk
19 specifically about if and when we build a
20 communications network, that that network be either
21 physically or logically separate from other
22 communications networks. So it doesn't mean it has to
23 be a utility-only owned and operated network. That's
24 definitely one option, but we also talk about the use
25 of cellular, for example, to bring data back from
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1 various points. It's a cost-effective way to do
2 communications, but we want to make sure that that
3 communication signal back is logically separate from
4 other cellular traffic. So that's one.
5

Second, the latest thinking today around

6 providing protection against cyber attacks is not to
7 build the tallest and thickest wall to separate things
8 out. That sort of was the approach in the past. The
9 approach now is -- we talk about it in our
10 strategies -- that you build security capabilities
11 inherent within every device at every layer, so you're
12 not dependent upon one impenetrable layer of defense
13 that may ultimately be penetrated by someone, but you
14 create the security within all devices. So even if the
15 unlikely event occurs where there is entry into a
16 network, the entry is just at one point, and it's very
17 limited to that one place.
18

The other element that we've actually been

19 gaining experience on, on our deployment on Oahu -- we
20 have about 5,000-plus devices installed on parts of
21 Oahu -- is to not just architect into the communication
22 network the most current cyber security functions, but
23 to also actively manage and actively look for
24 vulnerabilities within your network, right? So it's
25 basically stay ahead of the curve by looking for
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1 weaknesses on your grid. And we have been deploying a
2 third party on our network to actually -- that's their
3 job, right, to look at our communication network that
4 we have on Oahu and actually look for points of
5 weakness before they get discovered and exploited by
6 someone malicious.
7

So it's all of that combined that provides a

8 greater level of protection.
9

MS. LEE-MOKU: Thank you, Colton.

10

I'm really sorry. I know there were a couple

11 hands up, but we've run out of time for the formal
12 question-and-answer period. We are going to be here
13 for another half an hour. We invite you to come up,
14 especially if your questions haven't been answered or
15 you have questions that you just thought of.
16

Also please remember to provide your written

17 comments either by filling out the comment form this
18 evening or by contacting us through e-mail. And I
19 really again thank you for being here this evening.
20

UNIDENTIFIED MAN: Can I ask a question? The

21 reason I didn't write it down is because it's a little
22 bit detailed, and it's really important, I think, for
23 everybody in this room -24

MS. LEE-MOKU: Sir, do you want to come up --

25 can you come so we can --
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1

UNIDENTIFIED MAN: I'd rather speak from here

2 if you don't mind. I'll try to speak louder.
3

I applaud you for having an opt-in program

4 for the Smart Meters. I know you didn't want to do
5 that last year when Nexterra was writing your plan,
6 that you were going to do their type of plan which was
7 going to force it on everybody. I appreciate you doing
8 an opt in, although I know that it was the PUC that was
9 the reason that you actually did the opt in. They told
10 you to. I read the -- I read the comments.
11

Okay. So there's something in your new plan

12 that -- I want to read this little sentence in there,
13 and I'd like you to explain to me what this means, if
14 you don't mind. It says -- okay, my question is their
15 policy is going to be for those who want to keep their
16 analog meter and not accept a digital meter or a
17 non-transmitting meeter on their home. Eco's
18 application states the following in Section 8.1.1
19 concerning Smart Meters. And I'm quoting.
20 "Additionally, they will be made available for new
21 customer service requests and as part of inventory for
22 replacing old or failed meters as part of a transition
23 to the new business as usual."
24

I don't know what that means, but I want to

25 know if I own a analog meter, which I have and a lot of
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1 other people have, and I don't want a Smart Meter, and
2 I don't want a digital meter or a non-transmitting
3 meter, what are you going to do when you come out to
4 put one on my house? Because I know you want everybody
5 to have these new digital meters because they're more
6 accurate, and you're going to make more money, and it's
7 going to cost us more every month. This has already
8 been noticed all over the country. It doesn't get a
9 lot of press, but people know this; it costs more when
10 you have a Smart Meter. And the answer from a lot of
11 utilities is, "Well, you've been getting by with," you
12 know, "a meter that is not that accurate, so it's
13 payback time." That's really doesn't fly with a lot of
14 people.
15

So what I want to know is if you come to my

16 house and I tell you, "No, I want to keep my analog
17 meter," okay? They have been around 100 years, they're
18 tried and true. If I don't want to go along with your
19 program, and you tell me, "Oh, yeah, you've got to have
20 one. You've got to have one of our non-transmitting
21 digital meters," and I say "No, I don't want one.
22 You're not going to put one on here," are you going to
23 do what all the other power companies in the mainland
24 do and shut my power off or threaten to shut my power
25 off until I comply with you? Is that the kind of aloha
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1 you're going to use? Because people need to know this.
2 They may not be here asking this question now, but they
3 need to know. What's the deal about the analog meters?
4 Are we going to be able to keep them, or are we going
5 to have to bend to your rules?
6

MR. IGNACIO: So you had a long question in

7 there. This issue with respect to electronic versus
8 electromechanical meter is not unique; it's not new to
9 grid modernization. It actually is a situation that
10 exists today. So the whole industry is actually moving
11 away from electromechanical. You know,
12 electromechanical is a unit that spins. It's
13 essentially like a motor.
14

The industry is now saying, well, it's

15 actually cheaper to manufacture electronic meters. So
16 from a -- you know, we talked about cost. From a
17 decision for the utility, we don't even buy those
18 meters anymore, so, you know, eventually what I see is
19 yes, that, you know, we're not going to have
20 electromechanical meters. It's going to be obsolete.
21 You're going to have to move to a different form of
22 metering.
23

UNIDENTIFIED MAN: What about the shutting

24 off the electricity if you don't comply?
25

MR. IGNACIO: If we have to move to a
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1 different metering, we don't even have the old meter
2 available, that might be a requirement for service.
3 And, you know, we're sorry about that -4

UNIDENTIFID MAN: They're available.

5

MR. IGNACIO: -- but the whole industry is

6 moving that way. We are not going to be manufacturing
7 our own electromechanical meters.
8

UNIDENTIFIED MAN: You can buy them. I can

9 buy one right now.
10

MS. LEE-MOKU: Okay, thank you very much.

11

Again, we'll be here for about 20 more

12 minutes. Please feel free to come up and ask any
13 questions that didn't get answered yet. Please fill
14 out your comment cards and submit them or contact us by
15 e-mail.
16

Thank you again. Please drive safely. I

17 hear some sirens out there.
18

Thank you again.

19

(The meeting concluded.)

20
21
22
23
24
25
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1 STATE OF HAWAII
2

)

) Ss.

3 COUNTY OF HAWAII

)

4
5

I, TERI HOSKINS, a certified court

6 reporter in the State of Hawaii, do hereby certify
7 that the foregoing pages are a true and correct
8 transcription of the proceedings in the above matter.
9
10 Dated this 11th day of August, 2017.
11
12
13 _________________________________
Teri Hoskins, CSR No. 452
14
15
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17
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20
21
22
23
24
25
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Hilo Comments
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B.

KONA – AUGUST 1, 2017
1.

Kona Transcript
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1
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TRANSCRIPTION OF
HAWAII ELECTRIC LIGHT TOWN HALL MEETING
HELD IN KAILUA-KONA, HAWAII
AUGUST 2017

15
16
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21
22
23
24
25 TRANSCRIBER: TERI HOSKINS, CSR #452
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1

MS. LEE-MOKU: ...for giving us your time

2 this evening. Thank you for being here.
3

Before we get started with tonight's program,

4 I'd like to go over some housekeeping matters. First
5 and most importantly, we do care about your safety, so
6 if you hear an alarm, that means we need to exit.
7 Please exit through the doors in the back and then
8 cluster out in the parking lot, just to make sure
9 everyone's safe.
10

Second, if you need to use the restrooms,

11 they are located right outside to the right, to my
12 right -- well, when you're walking out, it will also be
13 on your right. So it's on the right there. And we
14 want you to be comfortable and happy, so we have some
15 water, coffee, and cookies outside. Please help
16 yourself.
17

The purpose of tonight's meeting is to

18 collect public input into Hawaiian Electric's draft
19 grid modernization strategy, and this will help us
20 update our energy network to achieve our renewable
21 energy goals. We publicly announced our draft plans on
22 June 30th when we filed our draft grid modernization
23 strategy with the Public Utilities Commission.
24

Tonight we will provide a general overview of

25 the draft strategy, and then we'll open the floor to
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1 your questions. This is an opportunity for you to give
2 us some feedback. And this is important for us,
3 because we're going to provide your feedback, your
4 comments, back to the Public Utilities Commission when
5 we file at the end of August.
6

So little procedural things: We have two

7 forms, and they're available outside, but if you need a
8 form you didn't get, just raise your hand, and one of
9 our employees can get them for you.
10

The first form is a half sheet page, and this

11 is the question form. So if you have questions, please
12 write them on this form and then give them to one of
13 our employees. They'll collect them, and during the
14 question-and-answer period of tonight's program, we'll
15 read off the questions.
16

The second form is the full-page form. This

17 is the comment form. And we do want your comments on
18 our draft grid modernization strategy. Please fill
19 this out and hand this back in at the front table.
20 There's an envelope for your comments. So these forms
21 will be turned over to the Public Utilities Commission
22 at the end of August as well.
23

It's not your only opportunity to comment.

24 You can also e-mail your comments, and at the end of
25 tonight's program, the e-mail address will be up on the
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1 screen. Comments must be received by close of business
2 on August 9th. So just for me, I like to say well,
3 what day is that? That's next week Wednesday. August
4 9th is next week Wednesday, so if you have comments,
5 please make sure that you send them and you submit them
6 by next week Wednesday.
7

Let's see. I have all my notes. Let me see

8 if I missed anything here.
9

Some of you may have questions that are not

10 related to the grid modernization strategy, and that's
11 fine too. You can go ahead and fill them out on the
12 question form, but we'll respond to your non-grid
13 modernization questions later. We'll contact you.
14 There is a place where you put your contact information
15 on, and we'll contact you that way.
16

So before I introduce our esteemed panel, I

17 would like to help us get started on the topic of grid
18 modernization. And we have a short video that we're
19 going to show, so if you'll look over here on the
20 screen.
21

(Video was played.)

22

NARRATOR: Hawaii is first in the nation for

23 rooftop solar systems per customer. To integrate all
24 this clean renewable energy, our electric grid now has
25 to operate as a two-way system instead of a one-way
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1 system. In the past, energy would be generated at
2 power plants and flow in one direction to homes and
3 businesses. Today, homes with rooftop solar are not
4 only getting energy from the grid, they're sending
5 energy back into the grid. This two-way flow has its
6 advantages and challenges. When they are generating
7 energy, homes with rooftop solar can provide clean
8 power for neighboring homes and communities across the
9 islands.
10

As rooftop solar energy flows into the grid,

11 other forms of energy need to be continuously adjusted.
12 These adjustments are necessary to safely and reliably
13 meet the demand of everyone connected to the grid.
14 Ongoing grid improvements will help us manage the
15 two-way flow of energy, and that will allow us to
16 integrate even more renewable energy.
17

MS. LEE-MOKU: Thank you, Kristin.

18

So you know how you go over your head and

19 repeat your mistakes over and over again? So I did
20 this last night in Hilo. I did it again tonight. I
21 forgot to introduce myself. I'm Rhea Lee-Moku for
22 Electric Light Company, and it's nice to be here
23 tonight.
24

I'd like to introduce to you Jay Ignacio, who

25 will talk about some grid basics. He'll also talk
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1 about some Hawaii Island-specific information. And for
2 those of you who don't know Jay, he was born and raised
3 in Hilo, and he went on to the University of Hawai'i at
4 Manoa after he graduated from Hilo High School, and he
5 got his degree in electrical engineering. Jay is our
6 president of Hawaii Electric Light. He's been there
7 for over 27 years, and he's got a lot to say.
8

So Jay, take it away.

9

MR. IGNACIO: Thank you, Rhea.

10

Thank you for coming this evening. I think

11 you're very fortunate we have a relatively small crowd,
12 so we can get through the presentation, we can get
13 through the question and answer, but you have a very
14 good opportunity to meet much of the staff from Hawaii
15 Island, Hawaii Electric Light Company, and also from
16 Hawaiian Electric; so I would welcome all of you to
17 take advantage and to meet as many of our employees and
18 ask as much questions as you want on a one-on-one
19 basis.
20

So I'm going to explain the traditional grid,

21 what we are accustomed to power operating today and how
22 we have been doing it for many years, almost 100 years.
23

This slide over here to your left shows a

24 diagram of the power flow and a simple diagram of the
25 power system. So on the upper right of the diagram,
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1 you'll see a picture of a power plant. That depicts
2 the power plant. On our island, 54 percent of our
3 energy is actually produced by renewable resources, so
4 this power plant shows more of a depiction of one of
5 our fossil fuel power plants, but on our island, we
6 have a mixture of fossil fuel plants, but we also have
7 wind, we have solar, we have hydroelectric facilities,
8 and we have geothermal. So that combination is -- you
9 know, more than half of the energy is actually from
10 renewable resources.
11

So it starts at the power plants, central

12 station large facilities. The total load on our system
13 is about 185 megawatts. That serves approximately
14 85,000 customers. And a typical size of one of our
15 units would be 25 to 30 megawatts. You can kind of
16 have that figure in your head. So the power plants on
17 the right would be facilities across the island, all
18 interconnected with our transmission systems.
19

So the next part of the diagram, in the

20 green, that's a depiction of our transmission system.
21 That transmission system ties in all of the central
22 station facilities. On this island, the transmission
23 system is at 69,000 volts. So we take the power from
24 the power plants, we raise the voltage up to the
25 transmission-level voltage, 69,000 volts, we put it
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1 into our transmission network, and then when you get
2 closer to the users, closer to the load, we then take
3 transmission connections to our distribution
4 substations. So that's the next block. That's the
5 gray block in the middle of the diagram. That converts
6 the voltage from the transmission voltage to the
7 distribution voltage. So you may recognize some of
8 these substations around the island. That will take
9 the 69,000 volts and it will reduce it to 12,500 volts.
10

Now, typically, most customers can't use the

11 distribution-level voltage. It's still too high,
12 12,500 volts, but that's the voltage that is
13 distributed in your neighborhoods, and in the streets
14 you'll see many of the overhead lines. It's a little
15 lower. It's about, you know, 40 feet above ground.
16 That's distributed at 12,500 volts.
17

But then when you get closer to the

18 customers, when you get in front of a customer or
19 residence, you will have another transformer, and that
20 transformer will reduce the voltage once again to a
21 more -- to a useable level that most customers are
22 accustomed to; so it will reduce it from 12,500 volts
23 down to 120, 240 volts. And that's what most customers
24 are accustomed to when you plug into the outlet.
25

So that's the general gist of how power is
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1 generated and then taken to the customers' homes. We
2 have been doing it this way for many years. It's
3 generally one-way power flow, from the central stations
4 all the way down to customers.
5

What most people don't realize is mirroring

6 this whole network of electric facilities, we also have
7 a lot of communication facilities and a lot of devices
8 out on our power system to help operate it. So we have
9 a central operating center. It's actually in Hilo. We
10 have a network of microwave. We use telephone lines.
11 We have fiberoptic cables. And we take information
12 from the power plants across the island, we take
13 information from our switching stations, from our
14 distribution substations, and we take it to our central
15 operations station that we actually monitor and we
16 actually control the power system from our central
17 operating. So most people don't realize that on top of
18 a very visible power system, you also have a robust
19 communication system.
20

Now, moving forward -- and we've seen it, you

21 know, over the last six or seven years -- more and more
22 customers are generating their own power. So on the
23 lower right of the diagram, that shows the customers.
24 And customers are primarily generating their own power
25 through photovoltaic systems. So now the power system
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1 actually has to accommodate power flow from the central
2 station power plants, but also going the other way,
3 from the customers back into the grid and actually up
4 into the transmission itself. It's more complex, and
5 we need to be more sophisticated. And a big part of
6 the grid modernization that we're doing is to
7 accommodate the self-generation.
8

Now, the communication and control network

9 that I talked about, most of it stops right at the gray
10 box, that distribution substation. A big part of grid
11 modernization is actually deploying more communication
12 capability in that red lines, in the distribution
13 itself, so a lot of the communication upgrades is going
14 to be on the distribution system.
15

So we have this challenge to go from where we

16 are today, 54 percent, all the way to 100 percent. By
17 statute, we need to achieve this goal by year 2045, but
18 with the addition of more resources and a recent
19 approval of a biomass plan, there's a high likelihood
20 that we can achieve this 100 percent goal even before
21 year 2045.
22

Next.

23

So we're Hawaii Electric Light Company. We

24 own and operate the electric utility here on Hawaii
25 Island. The electric utility on Oahu is Hawaiian
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1 Electric. We're actually a wholly owned subsidiary of
2 Hawaiian Electric; and Hawaiian Electric also owns Maui
3 Electric, which operates Maui Island, Lanai, and
4 Molokai. We partner with Hawaiian Electric and Maui
5 Electric to develop a lot of the studies, to do a lot
6 of the engineering jointly. We get, you know, gains
7 and reductions in cost by partnering in that way.
8

So the grid modernization strategy is

9 actually a work from the three different companies; and
10 leading that effort is actually Hawaiian Electric. And
11 tonight we have the senior vice president of Planning
12 and Technology, Colton Ching; so he will give you more
13 of the details included in the draft strategy.
14

Thanks, Colton.

15

MR. CHING: Thank you, Jay.

16

Thank you for having us over this evening and

17 coming down here to allow us to share with you the grid
18 modernization strategy that we've developed thus far.
19

Before I begin talking about the strategy

20 that we've actually developed in draft form, I want to
21 spend some time talking about how we came about to
22 develop a strategy. This started off at the beginning
23 of this year. The Hawaii Public Utilities Commission,
24 which is the state agency that regulates all the
25 utilities in Hawaii, issued an order instructing us to
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1 develop a strategy for grid modernization that would
2 give them some perspective and context in understanding
3 more broadly how all of the Hawaiian electric
4 companies -- Hawaiian Electric, Hawaii Electric Light,
5 and Maui Electric -- will plan to develop grids out
6 into the future.
7

We took that order, and before we took a pen

8 to paper or, I guess, fingers to keyboard and began
9 developing a strategy, we actually spent quite a bit of
10 time sitting down with customers on the Big Island, on
11 Maui, and on Oahu as well as local and state agencies,
12 some of our largest customers, and really sat down with
13 them and asked them what they wanted -- as customers,
14 as users of the electric system, what they wanted from
15 a modern electric grid. What did they want as an
16 objective of a good modernization effort to accomplish?
17

And what we heard consistently between the

18 islands, as well as between customers that represent
19 large companies and large businesses and individual
20 homeowners that are individual customers of ours, were
21 very consistent in some sort of key objectives. And
22 this slide here kind of encapsulates those sort of four
23 sort of pillars of feedback that we got or received
24 from customers:
25

Our customers want affordability. They want
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1 a modernization effort to result in electric supply
2 that is affordable to them.
3

Second, they want that electric service to be

4 reliable, to be very reliable.
5

Number three, bottom left, is that our

6 customers said they want to have choices, right, in how
7 they consumed energy, in how they interacted with their
8 electric utility, in particular as customers adopted
9 technologies themselves, like photovoltaic systems,
10 like battery systems, like electric vehicles. They
11 wanted to have choices in how they interacted with each
12 of their electric companies.
13

That takes a step further with our larger

14 commercial customers, who really wanted to have
15 visibility into how they consumed energy so they could
16 make smarter, more informed decisions of how they
17 consumed energy in the future, with the objective of
18 managing and lowering their costs and making their
19 business operations more efficient.
20

And then lastly, our customers -- I think

21 this is no surprise -- strongly resonate with the state
22 renewable energy goal of 100 percent RPS. And
23 customers described both achieving the renewable energy
24 goal from the perspective of doing the right thing and
25 decarbonizing the state and weaning us off of fossil
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1 fuels; but customers also connected 100 percent
2 renewable energy with the first square on the upper
3 left of affordability, because a lot of our customers
4 have already made decisions to invest in a renewable
5 resource that helps them to either reduce their cost of
6 energy or to obtain more certainty in the price of
7 energy in the future. And as much customers as we have
8 today who have already made that decision, there are a
9 lot of other customers -- and this came back in our
10 feedback -- a lot of other customers who may not have
11 made the decision yet who expressed some interest in
12 doing so in the future. All right. So that was a very
13 strong bit of sort of feedback we got from the
14 customers.
15

The very next thing was that it was very

16 consistent. We didn't get sort of different ideas from
17 different customer classes. We didn't get different
18 ideas from different islands. It was very consistent
19 across, including customers that we interviewed here on
20 the Big Island.
21

So we took that information -- and, Kristin,

22 if you can move on to the next slide -- as a starting
23 point for us to develop the strategy that I'll be
24 talking about.
25

So very much at the heart and at the core of
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1 the grid modernization strategy draft that we've
2 developed is around creating capabilities within a
3 modern grid that allows customers to have choices in
4 how they interacted with the utility, how they could
5 use their own technologies and their own investments to
6 work not just for the benefit of themselves, but to
7 create additional value by interacting with the grid
8 itself.
9

And this slide here gives some examples of

10 some of the customer choices that we identified as
11 things that need to be enabled as an objective in our
12 grid modernization strategy. So on the right-hand
13 side, you will see this list. All right? The most
14 obvious thing, the thing that's been most adopted thus
15 far, is customer-sited solar. Whether it's on your
16 home or on a business that you visit, solar is a big
17 part of the renewable energy portfolio that we have
18 today; and it will serve an even greater role in the
19 portfolio of renewables that will take us to 100
20 percent that Jay talked about earlier.
21

And so a modern grid absolutely needs to be a

22 grid that can interconnect, integrate, and operate with
23 a lot of distributed solar systems. And as Jay talked
24 about in his introduction, the electric grid that we
25 have today was really never designed from the onset for
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1 a lot of generators to be distributed on individual
2 homes and businesses that produce electricity, not just
3 for the consumption at home, but electricity that
4 actually flows back into the grid in a direction that's
5 actually the opposite from which the grid was
6 originally designed. And so clearly for our grid
7 modernization strategy, the grid that we need to build
8 to is the grid that's needed to operate in this two-way
9 fashion.
10

In addition to solar, though, there are a lot

11 of new technologies that are being adopted today, maybe
12 not at the scale of solar yet, but clearly are
13 technologies that will become much more common on all
14 of our islands into the future. And it's things like
15 solar storage. I heard some folks during the
16 discussion before we started talking about a Tesla
17 Power Wall and distributed battery systems. Those are
18 good examples of distributed batteries combined with
19 solar. That's just starting, but I think there's a lot
20 of investment and there's a lot of interest in this
21 technology.
22

And then there's also a series of

23 technologies that can be used in something called
24 demand response. So the notion of demand response is
25 the idea that when Jay and the employees of Hawaii
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1 Electric Light operate this island's grid every single
2 day, we always need to keep the balance in check
3 between the total amount of energy being consumed
4 across the entire island with the amount of power being
5 generated here on the Big Island. And there's no cable
6 that interconnects the Big Island to another island,
7 and there's no cable that connects the state of Hawaii
8 to another state. So it means that the employees of
9 Hawaii Electric Light, like the employees on Maui and
10 Oahu, they each have to maintain a perfect balance of
11 load or consumption and power that's generated. And
12 traditionally, the way they kept that balance is we let
13 the load be what it is, right? Since all of us made
14 our individual decisions of turning on lights and doing
15 laundry and taking a bath, whatever may be that changes
16 our use of electricity from moment to moment. The
17 electric utility would adjust the output of the power
18 plants that are running so that it would always be in
19 balance.
20

Demand response takes that idea, adds

21 basically another means for a utility to ensure that
22 balance is always existing; and that's by subscribing
23 customers or certain loads from customers to, you know,
24 receive an incentive, some form of payment, in exchange
25 for the utility's operator to actually control some of
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1 that load. So, for example, if there was, say, a large
2 cloud cover that appeared over Kona, right, and the
3 solar production that's currently at full blast during
4 the day drops down quite a bit, the traditional
5 approach is for, as the video described at the
6 beginning, is that the other power plants operating in
7 the island would have to increase.
8

Demand response now gives us an option to say

9 rather than increasing generation or, in longer-term
10 periods, building a new power plant to accommodate a
11 year-over-year increase in load, that we can actually
12 reduce the amount of power being consumed when that
13 solar drops out or when a fossil power plant trips
14 offline, right?
15

That ability to control load allows us to

16 keep things in balance and gives us another sort of gas
17 pedal or lever to keep things in balance; and that can
18 allow us to keep things in balance more efficiently and
19 at lower cost. But in order for that to happen,
20 customers need to be willing to participate in a demand
21 response program. They need to be willing to make some
22 of their loads available for control by the utility.
23 And for many customers -- not all -- many of the
24 customers, that means making an investment in something
25 like that battery system, that Tesla Power Wall, right,
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1 or making an investment in a water heater in which the
2 utility will have the ability to turn off for short
3 periods of time, while still keeping the water warm,
4 right, controlling the thermostat on an air
5 conditioning system, and then, into the future, being
6 able to actually control individual devices; so to
7 delay the starting of your dishwasher when you have it
8 set to start at 7:00 p.m. or to temporarily interrupt
9 or decrease the charging rate of your electric vehicle,
10 right? Those are the kinds of things that customers
11 may invest in and, therefore, make available
12 participation in a demand response program.
13

But for all of that to work, the grid that we

14 need to have to make all of that happen and to happen
15 on kind of a near realtime basis so we can keep things
16 in balance requires functions in the grid that we don't
17 have today. But at the core of it, this grid
18 modernization work is designed around giving customers
19 the option and the choice to make these kinds of
20 investments in technology, participate in these
21 programs.
22

You know, another set of response programs

23 that I forgot to mention is -- on the list -- called
24 time-of-use rates. So even if you choose not to make
25 an investment in a battery system or a grid-interactive
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1 water heater or electric vehicle, you may just say, you
2 know, "I would change my behavior," right? And so I'll
3 take a pricing signal to say that I will shift my
4 energy use from those times of the day where maybe it's
5 harder or more expensive for the utility to serve that
6 load to other times in the day where we have an
7 abundance of solar and wind power, right? That's a
8 great benefit for that customer who can make those
9 behavioral changes, but it's also a great benefit for
10 the entire island because now the entire island's load
11 can be served at a lower cost.
12

But even for something like that, where there

13 is an investment by a customer to participate, making
14 time-of-use decisions really is aided when that
15 customer has good information on a somewhat
16 near-realtime basis of what they're doing, what their
17 electric consumption is, so they can make informed
18 decisions, then, of how to change their behavior. So
19 all this requires functions and capabilities that the
20 grid that we have today just does not provide.
21

And so one of the elements -- and Kristin,

22 can you jump on over to the next slide -- is that the
23 grid that we have today really clearly isn't the grid
24 that we need. That's not to say that the grid that we
25 have today is not working. I think the team from
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1 Hawaii Electric Light and all of the teams have done an
2 excellent job taking the grid that we have today and
3 making it work with distributed system at levels that
4 leads the nation.
5

I just came from a conference in Washington

6 DC, initiative conference, and, you know, the state of
7 Hawaii got a lot of recognition and accolades
8 nationally from many different utilities and regulators
9 from across the country and Canada for the amount of
10 distributed solar that we've all elected to incorporate
11 or add to our homes and our businesses and ultimately
12 integrate/interconnect to a grid and still maintain a
13 reliable electric system; but we've kind of gotten to
14 the point where the grid as we have today is reaching
15 the limit of what it can do.
16

So I think all of you may have gotten one of

17 these handouts, 11 by 14 sheets of paper. I'm going to
18 be still speaking to this slide but also referring to
19 this, and hopefully this will help make some of the
20 things I talk about a little bit more memorable.
21

So as Jay mentioned, the grid really was

22 designed for this -- Jane has some copies if you don't
23 have one and you want a copy. As Jay mentioned, the
24 grid was designed from the very beginning for one-way
25 power flow, from the few large central station
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1 generators one direction to each and every home and
2 business on this island. It's clear that the grid that
3 we need, the modern grid that we need, needs to not
4 just do that but, at the same time, needs to allow for
5 power to flow in the opposite direction. And that's
6 the two-way power flow on the right-hand side. I'm
7 looking at the list, sort of the top section of the
8 diagram.
9

That means that today, the grid has a limited

10 capacity for things like distributed solar. And even
11 at the levels that we're at today are leading the
12 nation, we sort of are reaching what our grid, in its
13 current state, can accommodate. But as I mentioned,
14 you know, what we're hearing feedback and in the design
15 of the grid modernization work is really to provide
16 customers choice to make those kinds of decisions to
17 add a PV system or add a PV and storage system as part
18 of their home or business.
19

Because distributed renewables will be such a

20 large component of our ability to get to 100 percent
21 renewables here on the Big Island, but even more so on
22 islands like Oahu where the land is so much more
23 scarce, right, and the opportunities for large
24 renewable energy projects are so much more limited than
25 here on the Big Island, but even with that, many more
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1 opportunities here on the Big Island, rooftop solar and
2 other distributed systems will become -- is today and
3 will become a bigger component of our energy portfolio;
4 so the grid needs to be able to match that, allow those
5 resources to be part of the system and actually work
6 with the system. And so that's a critical element of
7 grid modernization strategy. It's a critical element
8 in order for us to be successful in getting to 100
9 percent renewable energy.
10

I talked about customer choice. And one

11 additional bearing on that is that we want to transform
12 the grid, not just to be the electric system that moves
13 electrons or power from one place to another, but what
14 we describe in our grid modernization strategy is this
15 concept that the grid needs to evolve and transform
16 into a platform. And the idea of a platform really
17 brings in the communication system that Jay talked
18 about, right?
19

For all of these new technologies to work,

20 for a PV system and a battery system and an electric
21 vehicle that's connected to a grid and all of these
22 different technologies that our customers are choosing
23 to adopt, they can all work by themselves in isolation,
24 but really for them to work at their best, to maximize
25 the value of that investment for our individual
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1 customers who own them as well as to the island in
2 total, that maximization happens when these devices are
3 able to communicate with each other and work together
4 in a coordinated fashion. And that's where the grid
5 becomes its platform not just to move electrons, but to
6 move information so that all of these devices are able
7 to work better in unison.
8

And lastly, you know, I don't know how well

9 this is known, but for those of you -- those of us -10 that own rooftop solar systems, for a lot of us, you're
11 able to log into a website and get to see how much
12 solar was produced in the last week or the last day or
13 the last month; but for Hawaii Electric Light and the
14 system operators, right, they aren't able to actually
15 see how much solar is being generated -- solar power is
16 being generated on any given day at any moment in time,
17 right? And so part of our grid modernization strategy
18 is if we want to efficiently utilize and incorporate
19 distributed generation systems as an integral part of
20 the system itself that operates the grid, then we need
21 to have a better understanding, better insight, better
22 visibility into what these systems are doing. And that
23 sensing function is also a big component.
24

Right now, we have very limited sensing

25 capability, but having that sensing capability is
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1 really, really critical, right? It's really we've
2 become blind to what these systems are doing anymore.
3 And so that grid that we're going to need in the future
4 are all those elements on the right-hand side of the
5 sheet here, right? And so I'd ask you to sort of kind
6 of focus on that and think about that. If you want to
7 sort of recall what happened tonight and what we
8 discussed about as you assemble some comments, you
9 know, think about that contrast between the left and
10 the right.
11

The other element that I want to focus on is

12 sort of the process and how we plan to deploy our
13 strategy. And I cover that a little bit on the bottom
14 of this handout. I've talked about some of the
15 different sort of objectives we're looking to achieve.
16 The strategy that we developed uses some newer
17 technologies. It uses actually the advanced inverter
18 or the advanced functions in inverters that customers
19 actually deploy as part of a rooftop solar or battery
20 system. It uses some brand-spanking-new devices called
21 volt VAR devices that help to manage the voltage on a
22 local system in your community that allows them -- in
23 turn, with that greater managing capability, allows us
24 to incorporate more solar and more battery systems onto
25 their grid, right, at a cost lower than if we were to
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1 just simply increase the size of conductors and
2 increase the size of transformers, the more traditional
3 devices. And a whole bunch of other technologies that
4 I probably don't have enough time to go into, but we
5 have some of the devices there.
6

But these devices include things like fault

7 circuit indicators and these automatic switches with
8 intelligence built into them that can make very smart
9 and informed decisions on actually operating the grid
10 without human intervention or a person needing to be
11 sent out on dispatch to different parts of our system
12 to operate. And so things can happen more efficiently,
13 things can happen faster, things like power
14 restoration, in the event of a tree falling into a
15 line, or getting PV systems back into operation faster
16 in case there is a problem with the grid.
17

So there's always different technologies that

18 I don't have, unfortunately, enough time to get into,
19 but if you have a moment to read our grid modernization
20 strategy, one of the key implementation elements that
21 we have is this idea that we're not going to deploy a
22 meter or a sensor or volt VAR device or an FCI or
23 Intellerupter just sort of widespread across the island
24 everywhere, right? That may be a very efficient way to
25 deploy things, but we wanted to make sure that in our
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1 strategy, that what modernization efforts we invest in
2 were investments that would result in benefits to
3 customers; and no one will benefit from an investment
4 if it's not utilized. So we're not going to put a
5 Smart Meter everywhere. We're not going to put a volt
6 VAR device everywhere.
7

We're going to put it in when we need that

8 sensing capability, when we need that measurement and
9 verification functionality from a meter, right? When a
10 customer chooses to invest in one of the technologies
11 that I talked about earlier. When a customer chooses
12 to participate in a demand response program or a
13 time-of-use rate, right? Customers have the choice,
14 which is the core of our strategy, the choice to opt in
15 to one of those programs. And when customers choose to
16 opt in and make those kinds of decisions, then we will
17 match our deployment on grid modernization work in
18 conjunction with them.
19

Now, we can't just do it on a purely

20 reactionary basis. We're going to have to do it hand
21 in hand with solar contractors and battery contractors,
22 and, you know, whether it's the utility or third party
23 that implements the demand response program, we're
24 going to all have to work hand in hand to make sure, as
25 all of you make these decisions around participating in
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1 programs, that the modernization is taking place with
2 it.
3

The big advantage and really what drove us to

4 this strategy is that it ensures that these investments
5 that we make actually get used, that the purpose for
6 them being in there results in these investments really
7 benefiting those customers that they were invested for,
8 and it's not something that is invested and installed
9 and gets little or no use, right? And that's what
10 really helps with the affordability aspect of the
11 strategy that we developed. It's going to be very
12 complicated and challenging to implement, but we think
13 this is the right way to build a strategy and move
14 forward with these investments.
15

So the affordability element is really driven

16 in part by this notion in our strategy around what we
17 call in our strategy a proportional deployment of these
18 technologies. So I want to make sure that all of you
19 understand that all of these technologies that Sherry
20 and Dave and the story boards and all of us have been
21 talking about tonight is not going to just be deployed
22 everywhere, right? This will be deployed
23 proportionally as customers make choices.
24

So I've gone on, I think, longer than I

25 should have, and Rhea is giving me that look. She
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1 always gives me that look, by the way.
2

We, again as I mentioned, filed a draft of

3 our grid modernization strategy. That link in the
4 first bullet there, www.HawaiiElectricLight.com/gridmod
5 is a website where you can actually download an entire
6 copy of the strategy. And it kind of looks like this.
7 So if you have an interest and you have the time, you
8 know, by all means, you can download a copy from that
9 site. At the same site, you also have the related
10 filings from the Public Utilities Commission that are
11 related to this effort.
12

We are taking, as Rhea mentioned, comments

13 from the public. We are actually taking it from all of
14 our customers on all islands. We've actually opened it
15 up to folks outside of the state of Hawaii. We
16 actually, in developing this strategy, reached out to
17 the entire electric utility industry to get the best
18 and brightest folks who are on the leading edge of some
19 of these new technologies and programs to all come to
20 Hawaii and share with us some of their ideas. And that
21 is one of the inputs and resources that we used to
22 build our strategy. But we are also taking comments
23 from those folks from across the mainland, actually
24 across the globe, on it as well.
25

But we welcome and really, really appreciate
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1 comments that you have. You can send it to that common
2 e-mail address. There's a whole bunch of us in this
3 room that will read it. We are asking for comments to
4 come in by August 9th, next week Wednesday, because,
5 frankly, we're going to need some time to take these
6 comments and read through them and make sure we
7 understand them, and then have an opportunity to refine
8 our grid modernization strategy with those comments and
9 file that at the end of August, August 29th, and then
10 we will make that public.
11

Now, to be very transparent with all of you,

12 we're going to get a lot of comments. We have received
13 quite a bit thus far, but we welcome more.
14 Unfortunately, we will not be able to incorporate
15 everyone's comments. We're going to have to make some
16 tough decisions around what aspects we incorporate and
17 what we don't.
18

But what we will be doing is, for all of the

19 comments that are submitted, whether it's in written
20 form tonight or e-mailed to that address, we will
21 assemble them, we'll incorporate in our refinement of
22 the strategies some of those comments, but we will make
23 sure that all of the comments and feedback that we
24 receive from all of you as an appendix into the final
25 strategy when we submit it to the Public Utilities
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1 Commission.
2

So with that, I'm going to hand the mic back

3 over to Rhea.
4

MS. LEE-MOKU: Thank you, Colton. Thank you,

5 Jay. But don't go too far, Colton, because here's the
6 first question, and it's for you: You spoke of getting
7 input and ideas from customers and residences and
8 businesses plus state agencies. What look was done at
9 options/best practices in use elsewhere in the country?
10

MR. CHING: Okay, that's a good question. So

11 we actually -- so I made at the very end reference to
12 getting input from folks outside of the state of
13 Hawaii. Specifically what we did was we brought in
14 solution providers, we brought in folks from the
15 Department of Energy, and we brought in folks from
16 other utilities all to Hawaii in May, May 10th of this
17 year, and we had sort of our own little industry day.
18 And we had 28, 29 panelists, we had over 100 people
19 assembled in the largest conference room that we have,
20 and we had another 100 or so people that were actually
21 calling in through a Webex or calling in by conference
22 call and watching a computer screen.
23

And we got a lot of very, very insightful

24 ideas around what's being done in other areas, what has
25 worked in other areas, what has not worked, what has
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1 proven to be successful. And it's coming from not just
2 other electric utilities, but it's coming from folks
3 who provide some of those solutions for folks in
4 government who are closely tracking what's happening
5 across the country. And that was very, very useful
6 input to us.
7

Having said that, one of the challenges that

8 we have in developing this grid modernization strategy
9 is, to a large extent, Hawaii is leading the electric
10 utility industry. And that's why we got a lot of
11 participation. This is why 29 people from across the
12 country, you know, flew into Hawaii on their own
13 nickel, right, stayed in very expensive hotels in
14 Honolulu on their own nickel, to participate, because
15 not only did they want that opportunity to share some
16 of their ideas, but they actually wanted to learn from
17 us and from others that were participating as well.
18

So, you know, we really tried to get the best

19 ideas and consider all of them as we develop our
20 strategy, but what we're trying to do here in Hawaii -21 I'm not talking about the utility; I'm talking about
22 all of us in the state of Hawaii -- what we're trying
23 to do here, we're leading -- many of these ideas are
24 leading the nation in terms of grid modernization work
25 and the incorporation of storage, distributed storage
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1 and distributed PV systems onto the grid.
2

MS. LEE-MOKU: Thank you, Colton.

3

This next question is sort of related to our

4 grid. I'm going to allow it. And I think this is for
5 Jay: When or how can HELCO change the pricing of their
6 public (unintelligible) Fast Chargers from flat use
7 fee, for instance, 7.50 a charge, to a realistic cost
8 per or for kilowatt hour fee or a time-of-use charge,
9 for instance, 9 cents a kilowatt hour during daytime?
10

MR. IGNACIO: You sound like a judge, you're

11 going to allow it. I'm going to allow Colton to answer
12 that.
13

MR. CHING: I think you see Jay has a gavel;

14 I don't.
15

So I'm not sure if everyone is familiar with,

16 but the Fast Chargers that Hawaii Electric Light has
17 deployed thus far on the Big Island has been
18 implemented with a flat rate, so you pay a flat fee and
19 get to charge for a period of time. And it's not -20

UNIDENTIFIED WOMAN: Charge what?

21

MR. CHING: I'm sorry, to charge an electric

22 vehicle, yeah. Too much of an insider. I'm sorry.
23

And, you know, so the question, I think, is

24 founded in this idea: Well, what if I want a specific
25 amount of charge, right? My car is at 80 percent; I
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1 just want to top it off, right? Or it's really
2 drained, it's at very low charge; I want actually a
3 deeper charge. That, I think, is the origins of the
4 question.
5

We chose to implement -- and when I say "we,"

6 we're actually doing this on all of our islands. We
7 chose to implement a flat rate really for brevity and
8 convenience, speed and efficacy, because this is part
9 of a pilot effort that we're doing. And by charging a
10 flat rate, it allowed us to implement these Fast
11 Chargers for electric vehicles more quickly, offer
12 participation hopefully with a more simple interface
13 for customers; but the fact -- so there's two things
14 that I smiled at with the question, right? Personal
15 (unintelligible) versus SAE, and a person understands
16 the potential benefits of charging either on
17 per-kilowatt hour or on a demand or charging at
18 different times of the day.
19

And this is exactly where we want electric

20 vehicle charging to go to, because we see electric
21 vehicles having multiple opportunities. One is it
22 actually helps us decarbonize the transportation
23 sector, right? At the same time, if we can create
24 incentives and programs where charging is occurring at
25 the right times of the day or where chargers are
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1 participants in a demand response program, that
2 actually helps us run the electric grid, right? So you
3 get almost a two-fer by having the charging.
4

So for long term, I think that's where we

5 want to move to is to variable rates in a per-demand or
6 per-kilowatt-hour charging, but for the pilot, we
7 wanted something that was something we could implement
8 fast and simple.
9

MR. IGNACIO: Can I add to that? Whoever

10 asked the question, maybe we can have a conversation
11 after, because it was a very good one. On Hawaii
12 Island, we deployed three Fast Chargers across the
13 island as pilots to learn, you know, ourselves, learn
14 about the charger, the installation, but also have
15 customers and see the behavior; but I'd like more
16 information as to how it's working and where can you
17 guide us to improve with respect to more chargers, what
18 locations would work for you, because that's where we
19 need to take it. So we've got only three, but we want
20 to see what needs to be done to take it to the future;
21 so I'd be looking forward to a conversation after this.
22 Thank you.
23

MS. LEE-MOKU: Thank you, Jay. Thank you,

24 Colton.
25

So this next question is also related to
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1 electric vehicles. It's about the electrification of
2 transportation sector. And Jay started to answer it,
3 Colton started to answer it, but I'm going to ask it so
4 maybe we might have something else to add: When will
5 HELCO develop a plan to accommodate the increased power
6 to electrify the transportation sector?
7

MR. IGNACIO: I'm not sure where that

8 question is going. Right now, in terms of adequate
9 supply, Hawaii Electric Light Company does have an
10 adequate supply. So if customers are concerned that as
11 we have more and more vehicle charging, would we have
12 enough generation? At this point, we have adequate
13 supply.
14

Another concern might be do we have adequate

15 facilities? Because as you have more and more electric
16 vehicle charging, you are going to actually have higher
17 use on the distribution and transmission system. That
18 might be a bigger challenge, or that might come up
19 probably faster than the first issue; but still, you
20 know, we have good engineers. We have many of them
21 here tonight. We can find the solutions for that. We
22 can make customized system improvements if that is
23 needed.
24

We see, you know, and we want to have more

25 electrification of transportation, so we are actually
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1 putting more human resources in that area. We actually
2 hired a manager for the three companies to actually
3 manage that program.
4

And also, it's not just vehicle

5 transportation, but we're also looking at work that we
6 might be able to do at our shipping ports, actually
7 electrify some of the ports, maybe even the airports,
8 and not just stop at electric vehicles.
9

MS. LEE-MOKU: Thank you, Jay.

10

This next question, I believe, is for Colton:

11 What will 100 percent renewable look like, especially
12 regarding home solar installations?
13

MR. CHING: What will 100 percent renewables

14 look like? You know, I think ideally, 100 percent
15 renewables from an electric customer will actually be
16 not all that different from today, right? And I say it
17 from the perspective of we all -- you know, and we do
18 this without thinking, right? When we come home or we
19 enter a room, we flip on a light switch or we, you
20 know, turn on a computer or a TV, right, and we all
21 just expect it to be there, right? We expect that
22 power to be there.
23

Our goal is that in that 100 percent

24 renewable energy future, that that expectation, that
25 way we live, this modern society that we live in, in
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1 which the economy is so dependent on, that part doesn't
2 change.
3

What does change is where that energy comes

4 from, right? And I think a 100 percent renewable
5 energy system in Hawaii like we described earlier is
6 going to have, as the question implies, not just these
7 larger grid-scale wind or solar systems and grid-scale
8 battery systems and biomass plant and geothermal plant;
9 it's going to also have a lot of distributed systems.
10 And for those of us who call Hawaii home, right, we've,
11 you know, slowly become accustomed to seeing PV panels
12 on many, many homes, right? It's very, very common.
13 If you go anywhere in the mainland, any residential
14 area in the mainland, maybe with the exception of a few
15 neighborhoods in California and New Jersey, oddly
16 enough, it's not common, right?
17

And so our reality today is actually the

18 future of most places in the mainland. And this sort
19 of very common sight of distributed solar systems and
20 distributed battery systems and electric vehicle in
21 your garage is I think going to be a fundamental part
22 of that 100 percent renewable energy future.
23

MR. IGNACIO: Can I add to that?

24

You know, Colton's group -- and some of them

25 are here tonight -- Hawaiian Electric, they do the
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1 planning for all of the three companies, Hawaiian
2 Electric, Hawaii Electric Light, and Maui Electric; so
3 they completed a power supply improvement plan, and we
4 recently got approval from the Public Utilities
5 Commission that actually kind of paints that strategy
6 going forward. That's basically a plan. What happens
7 going forward depends on, you know, development of
8 technologies, how successful we are in acquiring new
9 resources.
10

We could put out RFPs, but until, you know,

11 we can get viable bids, we're not exactly sure what the
12 mixture of resources is going to be. Some possible
13 visions would be a mixture of, you know, more wind on
14 our system, actually maybe possibly expansion of some
15 geothermal. We're going to expand biomass. We just
16 recently got an approval to expand a biomass facility.
17

And then customers, like Colton said, they're

18 going to have choice, and we're going to enable that
19 choice. We're going to work our best to enable that
20 choice. So customers can go from what they do today,
21 you know, "I don't want any of this fancy stuff. I
22 just want to turn on my lights and have my
23 electricity." So they -- they may have zero
24 participation. They don't want photovoltaic; they
25 don't want any demand response; they don't want any
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1 storage. And that's fine too, right? And then you're
2 going to have a more progressive customer that they
3 want their own photovoltaic; they even maybe want to
4 dabble into residential wind; they want their own
5 storage; they want their electric vehicle; they want to
6 be participants in demand response/time-of-use, and we
7 can enable that as well.
8

So I see, going forward, a whole mixture and

9 gamut of different type of customers and the utility
10 actually acknowledging that and working with these
11 customers to let them participate in this whole, you
12 know, variety of programs. It's much more complex,
13 it's much more difficult to implement, but I see that's
14 what customers want. You know, we did those surveys.
15 That's what customers want, and we're going to work
16 hard to provide what they want.
17

MS. LEE-MOKU: Thank you. Thank you, Jay.

18

Okay, next question. How will HELCO's grid

19 modernization plan accommodate and enable community
20 microgrids?
21

MR. CHING: I'll take a swing.

22

MR. IGNACIO: You going to take a swing? Go

23 ahead.
24

MR. CHING: Yeah.

25

So what a microgrid is is something as small
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1 as a single home, but more likely, you know, several
2 homes or businesses or as large as a portion of an
3 island that, on a normal day-to-day basis, is
4 connected; their electric system is connected to the
5 rest of the island. But under certain conditions -- if
6 there's a storm or if there's a problem with another
7 part of the electric grid -- this section or this
8 component can electrically become separate from the
9 rest of the island and continue to operate as a smaller
10 electric system. And that's sort of the standard or
11 common definition of what a microgrid is.
12

And so I think the question is asking, you

13 know, where do opportunities for microgrids fit in
14 within a grid modernization strategy? The
15 opportunities to create a microgrid is, I think, very
16 much lined up with a grid modernization strategy. A
17 strategy doesn't call out for specific microgrids here
18 or there because, inherently, a microgrid is going to
19 be -- or the need or desire for them will be coming
20 from customers who want enhanced reliability in an area
21 or the ability to separate out for security reasons,
22 right?
23

But the ability to do that electric

24 separation and maintain operations separately and
25 ability to then come back together later on when it's
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1 okay requires the same functionality and capabilities
2 that is inherent within the grid modernization
3 strategy. It's having the communications platform so
4 that these intelligent devices can speak to each other;
5 it's having the visibility to know what's going on in
6 different parts of your electric system so that you
7 know when it is a time to separate out if you need to
8 to avoid a blackout in a microgridded area. And the
9 microgrid itself needs a lot of communications and
10 intelligence to operate independently as a microgrid.
11

So from a functional standpoint, the

12 formation of a microgrid, it's going to require the
13 same kinds of technologies that are part of our grid
14 modernization strategy. Whether one is done is really
15 going to be driven by the desire to obtain some of
16 those operational reliability benefits of a microgrid
17 in a certain part of the island, or if the use of a
18 microgrid may be an alternative to a more traditional
19 approach to achieve or maintain a certain level of
20 reliability.
21

MR. IGNACIO: So let me take a shot for an

22 on-island example.
23

So we have the North Kohala part of the

24 island, and North Kohala has about four megawatts of
25 load.
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1

Dave, how many customers?

2

DAVE: 2,000.

3

MR. IGNACIO: 2,000 customers. And we have

4 one transmission line that serves that area. So that
5 transmission line is old and needs to be rebuilt; so
6 we're going through the process of evaluating do we
7 rebuild that line, or does creating a microgrid make
8 more sense, or maybe a combination? I think -- in my
9 mind, without all of the detailed evaluation, I think a
10 combination might make more sense, where we don't do an
11 extensive upgrade; we upgrade the line, but we also
12 invest in creating a microgrid up in North Kohala.
13

How does that grid modernization tie in?

14 Well, as engineers, we get very nervous if a part of
15 the system actually separates and is operating
16 autonomously, right? There's security in being tied to
17 the grid. When everyone is tied in and locked into the
18 grid, you have much more stability; you have much more
19 control of the voltage of the entire grid. When you
20 have smaller parts of the grid break off in the island,
21 you have less -- you know, you're going to have more
22 power swings happening.
23

So what grid modernization does, it gives me

24 a little bit more assurance, if you're going to create
25 a microgrid, is that we are going to have much more
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1 monitoring points up in Hawi -- in a place like Hawi,
2 where we create a microgrid, where today, the way we
3 operate, we only have, you know, maybe monitoring
4 voltages right at the substations. But with a grid
5 modernization system, you are going to have voltage
6 monitoring throughout the distribution system at much
7 more residences so that when we operate the microgrid,
8 we can monitor much more closely the voltages, and it's
9 going to give us much more assurances and much more
10 control in providing the quality services to customers
11 when we operate the microgrids.
12

MS. LEE-MOKU: Thank you, Jay. Thank you,

13 Colton.
14

I'm going to do a quick time check, because

15 we really are running over our question-and-answer
16 period, but we still have several more great questions.
17

Jen, how are we doing on time? What time do

18 we need to -19

MR. IGNACIO: The judge says allow it.

20

JEN: (Inaudible) 7:30.

21

MS. LEE-MOKU: Okay. Already, great.

22

Okay, next question: Will the plan

23 incorporate vehicle-to-grid opportunities?
24

Colton?

25

MR. CHING: So vehicle-to-grid opportunities
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1 is the idea of an electric vehicle that's connected to
2 a charger and has the ability to not just receive power
3 from the grid to charge a battery on the car but to
4 actually use the stored energy in that battery of a car
5 and push energy back into the grid; so if the grid
6 needs more power, rather than simply just interrupting
7 the charging, the battery now operates as a source of
8 energy and pushes battery out. So that's what
9 vehicle-to-grid means. That is one of the potential
10 kinds of uses for customer investments and one of the
11 use cases for the demand response program.
12

The ability to have a vehicle to export back

13 into the grid was something that we actually tested out
14 on the Island of Maui as part of our Jump Smart program
15 with Hitachi and the Japanese government, and we had, I
16 think, about 80 or so electric vehicle owners on Maui
17 that participated in this; so we proved that it can
18 work. We actually demonstrated that using cars
19 connected to their chargers in a VTG mode is actually
20 able to help regulate the frequency on a grid. So we
21 proved out that the technology can work.
22

The grid modernization strategy I think helps

23 facilitate those things in the future. I think it can
24 be a good potential resource for the system. What
25 really remains to be seen is whether a owner of a car,
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1 who is going to depend on the car to get their kids to
2 school and themselves to work the next day, how willing
3 are they going to be to allow the utility or the grid
4 to use some of that energy at night, overnight, or
5 during the daytime? Those are the kinds of
6 programmatic things that need to be squared out; but
7 from a technology side, the grid modernization work is
8 very much aligned with facilitating those kinds of
9 technologies from being used.
10

MS. LEE-MOKU: Thank you, Colton.

11

Next question: How will the grid

12 modernization plan provide realtime performance
13 analytics to power-producing customers connected to the
14 grid?
15

MR. CHING: Analytics. Good question.

16

So one of the natural outcomes of putting in

17 more sensing and more intelligence on a grid like we're
18 proposing in our grid modernization strategy is you're
19 generating just orders of magnitude more information -20 well, actually, more data than we are today, right?
21 And the data can be turned into useful information if
22 that data is analyzed in an appropriate fashion. So
23 part of what we're actually talking about now
24 incorporating into our strategy is identifying
25 opportunities to take all this data that's being
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1 created and using it for the purposes of -- exactly
2 like the question asked -- how do we use the data to
3 create information that can provide more informed
4 decisions, smarter decisions, by folks, by the utility,
5 by each of our customers?
6

So to give you an example, one of the

7 customer options that we're looking at is the idea of
8 giving customers more data. So one of the things
9 that -- and we have an example up there -- of a current
10 Smart Meter is the ability for the meter to actually
11 almost continuously monitor what's happening in power
12 flow and in voltage, power being used and energy being
13 used, through that meter point. And that's very useful
14 information that can be provided to a customer in a
15 portal, both in terms of how they're using energy, but
16 that same kind of technology can also be connected to a
17 generator, a PV system or battery system, to get better
18 understanding of what that product is actually
19 producing or consuming at any given point in time. And
20 that portal, that interface, can give customers more
21 information to make better decisions.
22

MS. LEE-MOKU: Okay. Thank you, Colton.

23

This next question is for Jay: Will grid

24 modernization address dirty power and variations in
25 power spikes which fried customer old electronics?
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1

MR. IGNACIO: Dirty power. I guess the

2 person asking the question is related to power quality.
3 So certainly with more monitoring devices, we can
4 closely monitor the voltages and the currents so we can
5 better manage.
6

In terms of can we prevent certain

7 transients, I'm not sure if we actually have devices
8 that could prevent that. We certainly can monitor the
9 state of the power system and maybe proactively monitor
10 maybe some of the phase angles and, you know, change
11 the power flow before, should a fault occur. There
12 could be strategies to prevent faults occurring.
13 Because what happens if you have -- say like a tree
14 branch falls across a line? You can have disruptions
15 in the voltage levels. You can have these large power
16 swings. So part of the strategy is putting devices out
17 there that manage the power system and actually prevent
18 the faults. So in that strategy, you can actually
19 reduce the amount of disturbances to customers.
20

We have a device there. It's called a fault

21 current indicator. What that is is if you have, say, a
22 tree branch or you have a problem, essentially have a
23 shortcircuit on your power system, so you have a large
24 amount of current flowing, and it will flow through
25 that fault indicator, and that will detect where on the
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1 system this fault is occurring.
2

Well, not all faults actually are bolted and

3 stay for a long time; sometimes they're temporary and
4 they'll just -- maybe a tree branch is touching the
5 line. So you might have devices out there that detects
6 these temporary problems; and before they become a
7 permanent problem, you actually detect where it is, you
8 go out, investigate, you clear the tree, you clear the
9 problem, and now you prevent a bigger problem, a bigger
10 shortcircuit on your system, that could cause problem
11 quality problem problems.
12

Colton, you got any other?

13

MR. CHING: Yeah, maybe just one more thing

14 to add to what Jay said. I think you covered it really
15 well.
16

This is getting into the geeky engineering

17 things, but some of the technologies that we're looking
18 at including in our strategy are these intelligent
19 switches; and, you know, the question is about power
20 quality, but a lot of times appliances and equipment
21 gets damaged when they see -- like Jay describes, when
22 a tree falls into a line and there's a fault. Damage
23 of equipment can occur when the fault is seen by
24 appliances for a period of time. So when they see that
25 fault for ten seconds or fifteen seconds before
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1 protected devices come into play, then the more likely
2 it is that an appliance may get damaged by observing
3 that event.
4

Some of the intelligent switches that we're

5 looking to include are able to detect these kinds of
6 events much more quickly than conventional
7 technologies. So it doesn't prevent that fault, that
8 tree from falling into a line, but it's able to detect
9 it sooner and be able to react to it faster, which
10 means that our washing machines and televisions and
11 computers will not see that event. In some cases, they
12 may not even notice it; but even if they do notice it,
13 they'll see it for a much, much shorter period of time,
14 in the matter of sometimes fractions of a second rather
15 than multiple seconds. And so that can actually help
16 with the quality of power that we all see in our
17 service.
18

MS. LEE-MOKU: Thank you.

19

This next question makes the assumption that

20 the HELCO grid is maxed out for accepting more
21 residential solar, so that's the context of this
22 question. And it's a two-part question. So the first
23 question is: Will this impact solar installations?
24 And, if so, how long 'til grid modernization cures this
25 potential program? Is it 2018? 2019? 2020? So
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1 forth.
2

MR. CHING: I'll take this one.

3

So the incorporation and integration of more

4 distributed solar. And for the answer to this
5 question, I'm going to presume it's a very traditional
6 solar system; there's no battery attached to it, right?
7 It just simply generates during the daytime when the
8 sunshine is present.
9

On the Big Island or, actually, any of our

10 islands, there are sort of two parameters that we
11 always have to check to answer the question of whether
12 more solar -- more conventional distributed solar
13 systems can be incorporated. The first is
14 (unintelligible), right? In that neighborhood, in that
15 circuit that that system is connected to, does that
16 circuit have the ability to accept and operate with
17 more solar, right? And those checks are done when we
18 receive an application.
19

And in the case for the Big Island, there are

20 some circuits on the Big Island where the amount of
21 solar on a circuit is close to or at that level; and in
22 those cases, some of the grid modernization efforts
23 that we have in our strategy can aid that circuit to
24 incorporate more solar.
25

But there's a second check that always needs
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1 to be done, and it's inherent in the fact that we have
2 island grids where we're not connected to other
3 electric systems. So during the daytime, we have to
4 make sure that -- all of the conventional distributed
5 solar systems, right, they produce what they produce.
6 We don't have the ability to control those systems, so
7 we have to make sure that during the daytime, that the
8 amount of power being generated at noon is no greater
9 than the amount of electricity that's being consumed on
10 the island. And so we have to look at it from an
11 island's perspective to make sure those things are in
12 balance.
13

And for the Island of Hawaii, it's the second

14 check, the second perspective, that, from a timing
15 perspective, is more of a determinate. And it's the
16 ability of the island, during the daytime, to ensure
17 that the amount of solar that's being generated during
18 the day, plus the other renewables that are operating
19 in the system, right, and that we have enough
20 generation able to control the grid, and that total
21 amount of generation not being greater and always being
22 matched to the amount of the load that we have during
23 the daytime. And that's a very unique challenge that
24 islands have. And that's a challenge that the Island
25 of Hawaii is facing in the near term.
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1

And so those issues, specifically those

2 system-level issues, will not be addressed by the grid
3 modernization strategy. Those issues are actually
4 being addressed by the Power Supply Improvement Plan -5 that's what Jay talked about earlier -- where, on the
6 Island of Hawaii, we're looking to add new generation
7 that's controllable. That's one. Two, we're looking
8 at new technologies, like battery systems, that allows
9 the grid to maintain that balance with lower total
10 generation, which makes more space available for things
11 like rooftop solar to be generated during the daytime
12 and, at the same time, makes sure that system stays
13 stable and keeps everything in check. And so it's the
14 second system-level issues that are being addressed by
15 the research portfolio in the Power Supply Improvement
16 Plan.
17

I know it's kind of complicated. There are

18 many variables in here. If there's time after at the
19 end, I would be happy to talk more with the person that
20 asked the question.
21

MR. IGNACIO: So the question was kind of

22 hypothetical if we were there today. We're not there
23 today, but we are approaching that point, so what we
24 need to do as the utility is stay ahead of the game and
25 put in technologies so that we don't have to tell our
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1 customers, "Sorry, you cannot connect."
2

Colton talked about some of the system

3 challenges that we have. What happens is we
4 continually need to balance the amount that is being
5 generated versus the amount that is being used.
6 Rooftop solar, during the day periods, they generate a
7 lot of energy, so as they generate a lot of energy, to
8 keep the balance, we're turning down the output of our
9 units. And we're getting to the point where we can
10 turn down our units only so far. And in order to
11 manage the entire grid and keep the stability, there
12 are certain type of units that we need to keep on the
13 system. And you'll hear terms like, you know,
14 "inertia," but there are certain units that we need to
15 keep on the system. So one of the strategies is find
16 ways to take some of these units off so that now you
17 can increase solar and now you have less of these
18 so-called must-run units that you need to keep on the
19 system.
20

Other strategies is to store it so that as

21 you have more generation, you store it, so you keep
22 that balance. The other strategies that we're using is
23 you actually make people use more during that period.
24 Maybe we can get them through time-of-use programs or
25 through demand response, or through electric vehicle
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1 charging. Those are the strategies.
2

So we're pursuing all of those and trying to

3 stay ahead of the game.
4

MR. NOYES: I just wanted to -- what you are

5 speaking about is what I wanted to comment. Thank you
6 for allowing me.
7

I'm with P.A. Harris Electric. We've done

8 about 1100 PV systems, about 10 percent of the 11,000
9 on the Big Island. And I've been studying Germany's
10 and Australia's and China's grids and their utilities,
11 and they have been able to, within ten years -- now
12 Germany within the last couple weeks -- have got to 100
13 percent of their electricity from wind and solar.
14 Within ten years, they've updated their grid with all
15 the things that I read in the grid modernization
16 strategy last night. All the things that you're
17 saying, they're doing that. Australia -- I don't know
18 if you know that -- now Germany, and China.
19

My question is why, in this same amount of

20 question -- why is it going to take us 30 years, almost
21 30 years, to 2045, to get to that point when these
22 other -- I know that we're the leader in the state and
23 the nations, but in the world, these other utilities or
24 countries are way beyond (inaudible).
25

MS. LEE-MOKU: So can we hold on that
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1 question? I'm sorry. Because I had some others in the
2 queue, and I would actually like to move into a
3 lightning round, because we have six minutes left.
4

MR. IGNACIO: I think we should answer that

5 really quickly.
6

MS. LEE-MOKU: Okay.

7

MR. IGNACIO: I mean, I think a big

8 difference is, although you may look at Germany, you
9 know, getting to 100 percent, they're interconnected to
10 other grids; so that's a big difference. So although
11 you may say "Oh, they're 100 percent," they're still
12 interconnected to other grids. We don't have that
13 option here.
14

We do look at other technologies. And grid

15 modernization, you know, one of the less-popular
16 solutions is to control the output of the photovoltaic,
17 so if you cannot turn down your unit, then now you
18 control the photovoltaic and you turn down the
19 photovoltaic. That is not a popular option, but that's
20 an option that all generators actually should
21 contribute to. They all should have controls.
22

You know, in the long term -- like you talked

23 about 10 percent of the 11,000. Going forward, to get
24 to 100 percent, we're looking at doubling that, right,
25 doubling the amount that we have, so that problem is
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1 going to be twice as challenging in the future than it
2 is today. So at some point, the distributor generation
3 has got to have to play like the generators, and they
4 are going to have to be controllable, just like the
5 central station generators. And then we can have more
6 discussion later.
7

MR. NOYES: In the meantime, we have gone

8 from 12 million two years ago to 1 million last year;
9 and I know all of Hawaii has lost 50 percent of their
10 jobs in solar because of the slowdown of the utility
11 being able to modernize the grid. And I'm just wishing
12 that there was something we can do -13

MR. IGNACIO: Like I said, I mean, we're very

14 progressive. Look at what we're talking about. We got
15 85,000 customers. We connected 11,000 of them, right?
16

MR. NOYES: It's amazing.

17

MR. IGNACIO: It's amazing.

18

We connected 77 to -- 77 is approved on a

19 system during the day that has 100 megawatts of use.
20 That is amazing.
21

So, you know, I give credit to the engineers

22 in this room that have been progressive, have been very
23 aggressive in finding solutions so we can get to this
24 point. We still cannot stop at this point. We got to
25 take it more; but I want to give credit to the
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1 engineers in this room that has really found the
2 solutions to get us to this point already.
3

MS. LEE-MOKU: Okay, thank you.

4

Okay. We have lightning round now. Four

5 minutes. Real quickly.
6

Back to assuming that the grid is maxed out

7 for accepting more residential solar. Jay: Does this
8 situation prohibit the company, HELCO, adopting
9 utility-scale solar and wind?
10

MR. IGNACIO: We actually made the conscious

11 decision to not put in central station solar early on,
12 because that would have precluded some of the
13 distributor solar to go on. But still what we need to
14 do is look at ways of getting them both, so continue
15 with distributor generation but also find ways to add
16 central station photovoltaic as well.
17

MS. LEE-MOKU: Thank you, Jay.

18

Next question is for you again: When does

19 HELCO anticipate incorporating utility-scale battery
20 storage as has been done on Kauai and other
21 jurisdictions?
22

MR. IGNACIO: So our next battery storage is

23 not actually what you hear or read about in Kauai.
24 They have what is called a nighttime solar. The whole
25 issue that we talked about where you have excess
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1 photovoltaic generation, you store it. Our next
2 battery system is actually for system stability. It's
3 actually called contingency storage. So we've done
4 technical studies. We need to revise those technical
5 studies, then go out for an RFP and actually build it.
6 I think the time frame is 20- -- '19, '20.
7

MS. LEE-MOKU: Thank you, Jay.

8

Next question: It sounds like Hawaiian

9 Electric, Hawaii Electric Light has an expectation that
10 all customers will put in rooftop solar. What about
11 those customers that do not?
12

And I think you touched on it a little

13 earlier. Maybe you could just add to that.
14

MR. IGNACIO: Yeah, I don't see 100 percent

15 of, you know, customers actually installing rooftop
16 solar, but we want to allow the choice if they choose
17 to do it, and then we need to find the technologies.
18 So it's all along the same conversation we were having
19 is, you know, allowing the customers that choose to do
20 it and finding the technologies that allow them to do
21 it, so -- but I don't see 100 percent. I don't see
22 customers' behavior being that.
23

MS. LEE-MOKU: Thank you, Jay.

24

I was tired, so -- I was standing up, so I

25 came to sit next to this gentleman. He is actually our
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1 last question for the evening. Go ahead.
2

MR. MURATA: I have a statement and a

3 question. First, I feel enlightened by your
4 presentation of the grid modernization strategy,
5 and also, to your professional staff before the meeting
6 with a talk story type conversation, thank you for that
7 opportunity.
8

My question is, in 30 years or less,

9 renewable energy is going to change, increase from 45
10 percent to 100 percent, in 20 years, correct, or 30
11 years, somewhere in there. My question is during this
12 process, will the consumer or general public be
13 participating in the streamlining the process of grid
14 modernization and, if so, how can a consumer
15 participate?
16

MR. IGNACIO: So I think the first

17 opportunity for consumers to participate is to make
18 good, informed decisions about what kinds of programs
19 they want to participate in and what kind of
20 technologies will they choose to adopt over time.
21 Because we really believe, and our strategy is built
22 around, customers making these choices. Our customers
23 across all the islands have really demonstrated the
24 willingness and the capacity to make these kinds of
25 choices. We get a lot of interest in some of the
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1 pilots that we're doing around time-of-use rates and
2 electric vehicles. We really think that is going to be
3 a big part of us getting to 100 percent.
4

So from a consumer standpoint, my

5 recommendation is be as informed as you can be about
6 the grid modernization strategy, and at the same time,
7 be as informed as you can be about the various programs
8 that we're currently piloting today. So we're doing
9 time-of-use pilots; we have electric vehicle tariff
10 pilots; we have electric vehicle charging stations; we
11 are going to be launching some demand response pilots.
12 So be informed about those kinds of programs and put
13 you in the best position to make good decisions about
14 participation in the future, because those good choices
15 by customers will actually drive the peace and the
16 manner in which we implement our good modernization
17 strategy.
18

MS. LEE-MOKU: Thank you.

19

MR. IGNACIO: Do you want to add to the

20 answer, Darcy?
21

MR. CHING: Oh, yeah. So Darcy Endo-Omoto,

22 our vice president of Government and Community Affairs,
23 mentioned something that is very important that I
24 should have at the very beginning. So all of you as
25 customers of Hawaii Electric Light and Hawaiian
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1 Electric and Maui Electric, through these various
2 regulatory proceedings, you are actually represented by
3 the Department of Commerce and Consumer Affairs. The
4 Consumer Advocate's Office was established to represent
5 all of you through these regulatory proceedings. So if
6 you have an interest and desire to express a certain
7 voice/perspective on some of these, another option, in
8 addition to interacting with all of us, is to actually
9 reach out to the Consumer Advocate, or CA's, Office. I
10 know some of you in this room are familiar with them,
11 but for those of you that aren't, that's another
12 opportunity for you to participate.
13

Thanks, Darcy.

14

MR. IGNACIO: And thank you for coming

15 tonight. We really appreciate it and enjoyed talking
16 to you.
17

MS. LEE-MOKU: Thank you very much. We did

18 pretty well on our lightning round, just two minutes
19 over.
20

I do want to thank our panel, Colton Ching

21 from Hawaiian Electric, and Jay Ignacio, the president
22 of Hawaii Electric Light. Thank you very much.
23

And I also want to thank all of you for being

24 here tonight. Your questions were very thoughtful, and
25 we appreciate that. Please don't forget to fill out
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1 your comment form and submit that at the front desk, or
2 you can submit your comments by e-mail.
3

We'll be here for a little bit longer if you

4 have any questions that haven't been answered.
5

Thank you, and please drive safely.

6

(The meeting concluded.)

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
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1 STATE OF HAWAII
2

)

) Ss.

3 COUNTY OF HAWAII

)

4
5

I, TERI HOSKINS, a certified court

6 reporter in the State of Hawaii, do hereby certify
7 that the foregoing pages are a true and correct
8 transcription of the proceedings in the above matter.
9
10 Dated this 11th day of August, 2017.
11
12
13 _________________________________
Teri Hoskins, CSR No. 452
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
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1

(Wednesday, August 2, 2017, 6:00 p.m.)

2

* * *

3

MS. MARTIN:

4

AUDIENCE MEMBERS:

5

MS. MARTIN:

6

really happy to have you here.

7

Aloha, everybody.
Aloha.

Thanks for coming tonight.

And we said we would start at 6:00.

8

says 6:00, this clocks says not.

9

right?

We're

That clock

We'll go with that one,

I'm pretty sure that one is the right one.

10

I'm Mahina Martin.

I am with Maui Electric.

I

11

help with their government and community relations.

12

know many of you in different capacities, so I'm very glad

13

to see you here.

14

I

We have a very simple agenda tonight, but I do

15

want to go over some housekeeping items first.

16

have cell phones, if you could just silence them or put

17

them on vibrate, just out of respect for folks.

18

need to take a call, we ask that you just leave outside

19

and come back in when you've completed your call.

20

are restrooms around the corner, if you just go out that

21

way.

22

water and refreshments or dessert any time you need.

And please, please don't be shy.

23

If you
If you
There

Help yourself to

Tonight, our agenda is going to be as open as

24

possible.

We are here in a very excited way to give this

25

opportunity to hear from you.

The purpose of tonight's
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1

meeting is that we want to be able to share information

2

with you about a strategy to modernize our grid that's

3

headed to our Public Utilities Commission.

4

And in order to make sure it has its fullest

5

information available that reflects our community's wishes

6

and input, questions, concerns, we've been holding

7

meetings on different islands.

8

them.

9

course, is Maui.

And so this is one of

We just had one in Kona and Hilo.

And tonight, of

10

We want to be able to collect the public's input

11

in a way that will be included in our filing at the end of

12

August to the commission.

13

stenographer who will take a record of tonight's meeting

14

verbatim.

15

you say, we won't be misunderstanding what you say, and,

16

hopefully, not even involved in the spelling of what's

17

being said.

18

And we have here our

And that way, we will not be interpreting what

As you walked in the door, you noticed that we

19

had a table of information.

Two things I really want to

20

point out to you.

21

a take-home handout.

22

summary contained in the draft.

23

my -- and I want to point out that there are two forms

24

that you noticed when you came in.

25

to you why there are two different ones.

Well, actually, three things.

This is

It gives you the exact executive
And you will -- where's
And I want to explain
This one is so
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that you can offer your comments that will go with the

2

filing to the Commission.

3

so you'll see information on where you can email it.

4

we're just trying to be helpful.

5

just to be clear, this is for you to ask a question that

6

we can answer tonight.

7

collection box, but our staff is around, also.

8

at the very end of our information presentation, we'll ask

9

for these.

You could also email it to us,
So

But, also, this one.

So

We're going to -- you saw a
You know,

You can still offer them throughout the

10

evening, but this is so that we'll be able to pinpoint

11

what the questions are immediately and answer them.

12

you have a question in combination with a comment, feel

13

free, absolutely, to include it in the white form.

14

just that if someone wrote at length tonight, for

15

tonight's purposes, or any of our public meetings, we may

16

not do a good job of picking out a one-sentence question

17

buried into a lot of comments.

Is there a question about this?

19

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:

So that means only the

20

white form gets recorded by the Public Utilities

21

Commission on record and the green does not?
MS. MARTIN:
Thank you.

It's

Yeah.

18

22

If

The green is for tonight, correct.

23

Yes.

Yeah, the green is for tonight so that

24

we can facilitate and answer those questions.

25

is for us to offer as part of the filing.

The white

And, again, you
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can, also, email.

2

this handout.

3

where to email your comments.

4

long and detailed as you would like that to be.

5

All right.

I believe the email is on

Yeah, there's a big blue box that tells you
It can be as short or as

Tonight we have with us, very happy to have them

6

here to help with the presentation and offer information

7

and answer questions, we have our Senior Vice President of

8

Planning and Technology from our Hawaiian Electric

9

Company, this is Colton Ching.

10

remind us that he is from Maui.

11

graduate.

He's a Baldwin High

Yay for Baldwin High people.

12

MR. DE REGO:

13

MS. MARTIN:

14

Who, by the way, likes to

Exactly.

Thank you.

Some people will say "we forgive

you," but we're very happy to have Colton with us.

15

MR. DE REGO:

16

MS. MARTIN:

He's from Maui.
Also, with us tonight, that will

17

offer information, is Chris Reynolds who is the manager of

18

our system operations.

19

We're going to begin tonight by sharing with you

20

two very short clips.

They're videos that give a little

21

bit information.

22

system operations, for those who would like a little bit

23

more information.

24

couple minutes.

25

highlight of reliability.

The first one is going to talk about the
It's very concise and short, just a

And the second one will give us a
Two very -- a very important
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aspect that we've heard from our customers and all of our

2

users.

3

So we'll start with the video first and then I'm

4

going to turn it over to Chris who is going to talk about

5

how our system operations is today and --

6

(Video:

7

MS. MARTIN:

8

Hawaii is first in the --)
-- then we're going to go to

Colton --

9

(Video:

-- nation for rooftop solar systems per

10

customer.

11

energy, our electric grid now has to operate as a

12

two-way system instead of a one-way system.

13

the past, energy would be generated at power

14

plants and flow in one direction to homes and

15

businesses.

16

not only getting energy from the grid, they're

17

sending energy back into the grid.

18

flow has its advantages and challenges.

19

they're generating energy, homes with rooftop

20

solar can provide clean power for neighboring

21

homes and communities across the islands.

22

rooftop solar energy flows into the grid, other

23

forms of energy need to be continuously adjusted.

24

These adjustments are necessary to safely and

25

reliably meet the demand of everyone connected to

To integrate all this clean renewable
In

Today, homes with rooftop solar are
This two-way
When

As
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the grid.

Ongoing grid improvements will help us

2

manage the two-way flow of energy.

3

allow us to integrate even more renewable energy.)

4

MS. MARTIN:

And that will

Our second video is going to tell

5

you a little bit about an important part that we've heard

6

from all of our customers.

7

almost 100 years now.

8

long way, but we need to move forward on that.

9

Reliability, whether it was then, now or in the future,

We've been part of Maui for

And so, obviously, we have come a

10

continues to be a very critical part.

11

share a little bit about that.

So this video would

12

(Video:

To deliver safe and reliable electric

13

service to every home and business, the power grid

14

must maintain a stable level of energy at all

15

times.

16

energy into the grid, maintaining the stable level

17

is more challenging than ever.

18

understand, let's look at the two basic forms of

19

energy feeding into the grid.

20

energy from wind and solar farms are called

21

intermittent energy because they generate energy

22

only when the sun is shining or the wind is

23

blowing.

24

power plants, waste to energy and biomass plants

25

and geothermal facilities is available day and

Today, with many different sources sending
To help us
Rooftop solar and

Firm energy, on the other hand, from
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night.

To maintain a stable level of energy, grid

2

operators must constantly adjust between

3

intermittent and firm energy.

4

the sun goes behind the clouds or when the wind

5

stops blowing, intermittent energy suddenly drops.

6

So firm energy needs to quickly ramp up to balance

7

the grid.

8

outages can result.

9

the wind picks up, intermittent energy increases.

For example, when

If grid energy drops too low, power
And when the clouds pass and

10

So firm energy needs to quickly ramp down.

11

not, too much energy can damage your electrical

12

equipment or even pose a safety hazard.

13

revving up your car engine and then suddenly

14

slamming on the brakes.

15

between intermittent and firm energy isn't good

16

for generators or easy to do.

17

island grid make it even more challenging.

18

why we're looking at new solutions like energy

19

storage.

20

research, we're working to maintain a stable level

21

of safe, reliable energy.

22

use even more renewable energy as we move toward a

23

clean energy future for Hawaii.)

24

MS. MARTIN:

25

If

It's like

Constantly adjusting
And our small
That's

With new grid improvements and ongoing
That will allow us to

So although tonight's purpose is

primarily to collect comments and answer questions about
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our proposed strategy for modernizing our grid, we thought

2

a good place to start is how exactly is our system

3

operating today.

4

turn over to our systems manager, Systems Operations

5

Manager Chris Reynolds, and then we'll hear about the grid

6

modernization strategy that we're proposing before the

7

Commission from Colton.

So just for a few minutes, I'm going to

8

Chris.

9

MR. REYNOLDS:

10
11

All right.

Thank you, everyone,

for spending your evening with us.
This is our existing grid.

Traditionally, we've

12

always had a central power plant.

13

out through transmission lines.

14

high-voltage, 69,000, 23,000 volts, stepping down into

15

distribution substations.

16

around, across the street from Kmart, the new one being

17

built across from the Maui Lani.

18

down typically to 12,000 volts where it's kind of

19

distributed out into neighborhoods.

20

see our pole top transformers, kind of stepping it down to

21

the voltage you need for your home, which is the 240 and

22

120 volts.

23

moving towards the renewable energy.

24
25

We have power flowing
On Maui, that's

You have seen our substations
From there, it steps
From there, you'll

Right now, we're changing that.

We're kind of

Three company wide, Hawaiian Electric, Hawaiian
Electric Light, Maui Electric, we're at 26 percent
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renewable energy.

2

Maui, Molokai, Lanai, we're at 37 percent.

3

it's -- it's quite a challenge to get even to where we are

4

now.

5

systems on Maui, we have digital relays to kind of help

6

with protection system, but we're going to have to do a

7

lot more.

You know,

We've deployed certain technologies, we have battery

8
9

Maui County, which covers the island of

Right now, our goal is, year 2020, we're
supposed to get to 40 percent renewable energy.

Of

10

course, it's state law, by year 2045, we're supposed to be

11

100 percent.

12

need to make our grid stronger, more modernized and a lot

13

smarter.

14

But in order to get there, we're going to

And that's going to take modernizing a lot of

15

the way we -- our equipment and the way we do things.

16

with that, I would like to introduce Colton.

17
18

MR. CHING:

So if I stand here and speak, can

everyone in the back hear me?

19

And

Okay.

So I am -- we have some slides here, but I am

20

also going to be referring to this handout here.

21

hopefully, everyone had a chance to get a copy.

22

guess, Shayna has just self-volunteered to get everyone

23

one.

24

you a copy.

25

So,
If not, I

So if you raise your hand, we'll make sure we get
Let's see.

So -- I'm sorry.
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MR. DE REGO:

I'm not asking a question.

2

MR. CHING:

3

MR. DE REGO:

4

MR. CHING:

5

So before I actually get into the elements of

Sorry, Frank.

I know Frank.

Like asking for directions.
Yeah, exactly.

6

the strategy, I wanted to talk a little bit about how we

7

came about developing our strategy.

8

developing our strategy by bringing a lot of our smart

9

utility folks together to figure out what it should be.

10

Instead, what we did was we started off by talking with

11

our customers.

12

And we didn't start

So we conducted a range -- a series of focus

13

group meetings and one-on-one meetings with our

14

residential customers and commercial customers here on

15

Maui, on the Big Island and on Oahu.

16

one-on-one interviews and discussions with folks that we

17

call energy stakeholders, folks who have a lot of interest

18

and are very active in the energy stakes.

19

them, what -- from your perspective as a customer or as a

20

energy stakeholder, you know, what are the objectives that

21

you think the utilities grid should achieve, you know,

22

what should it do, what kind of things do you want to see

23

with it.

24

point before we began to develop our strategy.

25

We, also, conducted

And we asked

And we collected that information as a starting
And across our residential, our commercial
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customers, across the stakeholders that we've met with,

2

and in total was over 200 different discussions from

3

different people that we spoke with, what we took away

4

from those discussions is that our customers are looking

5

for a grid that results in them being able to achieve

6

affordable electric supply and use, having that electric

7

service be reliable.

8

They want to have options and choices in how they

9

interacted with the grid and how they took or provided

They want to have choices, right?

10

service to the electric utilities.

11

connection and a long-term objective to reach our 100

12

percent renewable energy goal.

13

And they clearly saw a

Right?

And so these are sort of the four sort of major

14

themes and categories of requirements or objectives that

15

our customers said that they wanted to see from the grid.

16

So if you look at this handout, that's sort of shown here

17

in the middle.

18

The one additional thing that they talked about

19

that's in the handout was this topic of includability.

20

And we asked our customers some questions around if -- for

21

example, if there is a function of the grid that benefits

22

all customers, our customers told us in these interviews,

23

then, well, all customers should be sharing in paying for

24

that investment.

25

should all pay our part in paying for it.

If we're all benefiting for it, we
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The other bit of feedback, though, that we got

2

was if an investment or if a function provides benefits to

3

a single customer or some subcomponent of our customer

4

base, then those customers that see and obtain those

5

benefits are those that should be paying for that

6

investment.

7

in.

That's where the equitability component comes

And that was another thing that -- that came through.

8

And so we used this information, right, this

9

feedback that we got from our customers, as really the

10

foundation and the starting point for us to design and

11

develop a strategy of modernizing the grid.

12

our strategy is built, really, to provide these objectives

13

and achieve them.

14
15

This next slide here just is to give some
perspective and some examples.

16
17

Therefore,

And, sorry, I didn't realize I'm kind of
blocking you folks.

18

What was very clear, right, even though there

19

were those four categories discussed, there was a lot of

20

emphasis from our customers that they wanted to have

21

choices.

22

traditional full-service customer, right?

23

Right?

Some customers wanted to be a

And so my father-in-law -- I keep using my

24

father-in-law as an example.

25

me when he finds out.

Right.

He's going to kill

But, you know, my father-in-law,
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you know, he likes the paper statement every month, he

2

likes writing a check every month, he doesn't have rooftop

3

solar, he doesn't own a battery system.

4

he wants, right?

5

making.

6

And that's what

And so that's the choice that he's

But looking around the room, as you folks know,

7

there are many, many customers who want a completely

8

different experience and a completely different option in

9

interacting with the utility.

Right?

They want to have

10

their own solar generator, right, their own rooftop solar

11

system.

12

battery, right.

13

use rate program, be a demand response program

14

participant.

15

right, really are the things that really drove us to

16

ensure that the elements of our strategy provided

17

customers choices to elect to be a participant in any one

18

of these programs here.

19

They want to have a solar system along with a
They want to participate in the time of

And so examples like that, shown here on the

And I know many of you in this room -- I know

20

many of you are very knowledgeable in this, but, for the

21

sake of everyone, just run -- spend some time, give you

22

some examples here.

23

popular form of distributed energy.

24

on Maui and throughout the state have their own rooftop

25

solar systems.

Right?

Customer solar, the most
Many customers here

That's one form of customer choice and a
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form of a distributed energy resource.

2

other things, right, includes solar and storage.

3

But it includes

And I heard someone during the open house

4

section talking about Tesla Powerwalls.

5

really good example of a distributed battery system that

6

can allow that owner of the home or the business to take

7

advantage of the ability for a battery to shift the energy

8

that's generated by their own solar system.

9

And that's a

A lot of customers are now starting to make

10

should of those choices.

11

modern grid that we move to in our strategy facilitates

12

the integration, the operation and the increased

13

utilization of these resources.

14

more top of mind types of resources, but it doesn't end

15

there.

16

We want to make sure that the

So these are kind of the

So lower in the list here we have the category

17

called demand response.

And what demand response is, is

18

this notion that customers, either through changes in

19

behavior or through the investment in technologies, like

20

batteries or control systems, can allow some of their

21

electric load, water heaters, for example, air

22

conditioning, for our larger commercial customers, it

23

could be large motors and pumps, right, to make some -- at

24

least some of the load available for control by the

25

electric utility.

And demand response participants will
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get compensated for making their load or portion of the

2

load available for that kind of control.

3

The benefit -- watch out.

The sign is starting

4

to fall.

The benefit of demand response is that allows

5

the electric utility to have another lever or another gas

6

pedal to balance the system.

7

moment, Maui Electric's operators, Chris in particular,

8

right, needs to ensure that, at every given moment, as all

9

of us make individual choices in how we use electricity

Right.

And at any given

10

from second to second, that we always have that in balance

11

with the exact equal amount of generation.

12

been the traditional way to operate an electric grid.

13

And that's

What demand response does, though, it gives the

14

system operator, Chris' folks, the ability to not just

15

only resort to adjusting the output of a generator or

16

starting up a next generator as load increases, it allows

17

Chris, Chris' team, to have the ability to actually

18

control a portion of the load.

19

sudden and rapid increase in load, we can actually turn

20

off some of these -- or lower load from these demand

21

response programs to help keep things in balance.

22

we get a sudden dropoff in wind and the wind gust dies or

23

a cloud cover forms over solar panels, then that sudden

24

reduction in generation can be matched with a planned

25

reduction in load through the demand response program.

Right?

And so if we see a

Or if
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And if we can operate the grid in that fashion,

2

using demand response, more efficiently and at a lower

3

cost than starting up another generator, right, or

4

building a new power plant to -- to be able to serve a

5

higher load, then everyone benefits.

6

customers that participate in the demand response program

7

will have a revenue stream to help offset their investment

8

in a battery system or electric vehicle.

9

Hopefully, it's done in a way where it's not impactful to

Right?

Those

Right?

10

their lives or to their business, but then all customers

11

on Maui will benefit from it as well because now Maui

12

Electric is able to operate the grid more efficiently and

13

at lower cost.

14

So if these kinds of technologies, right,

15

customer solar, customer storage, customer technology that

16

allows more customer load to be eligible and participants

17

of a demand response program, then we want to make sure

18

that our grid modernization strategy transform the

19

electric grid to be able to -- to interconnect and work

20

with these kinds of technologies and programs.

21

very significant shift from what -- what we have

22

traditionally done and seen.

23

It's a

And this change, this shift, is really

24

highlighted here at the top of this sheet.

Right?

25

Chris kind of talked -- or touched upon this at the

And
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beginning in his part, but the electric grid that we have

2

today, if you go back to Chris' diagram, was really

3

designed for this one-way power flow, right, where power

4

is generated at a few large utility scale or central

5

station generators like HC&S or Kahului or Maalaea.

6

power that's generating these PUE points from large power

7

plants than are transmitted in bulk in one direction.

8

Right?

9

to Kihei, right?

And

So from Maalaea, it goes out to Lahaina, goes down
From here, Central Maui, goes to Wailuku

10

and Kahului, to Waihee, right, and all parts of the

11

island.

12

electricity is lower and then distributed around each of

13

our neighborhoods where the electricity is consumed.

14

And from there, the power voltage, the voltage of

In contrast, the grid that we -- based upon what

15

our customers are telling us what they want in terms of

16

customer choice and the use of distributed resources, is

17

to have a grid to not just do that, but have a grid that

18

can functionally operate in the opposite direction, where

19

customers are generating the bulk of the electricity,

20

right, sending that power, not just within the home to be

21

consumed there, but to create energy and send it back into

22

the grid, flowing power in -- in the opposite direction

23

from where it has traditionally flowed.

24
25

Right?

And if you think about things like a rooftop
solar system and a distributed battery system or an
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electric vehicle, these things are intelligent, right?

2

All of these devices have very, very high capabilities,

3

but, in order for these devices to work, not only do we

4

have to accommodate and reverse the power flow, but these

5

devices need to be able to talk with each other and need

6

to provide information to our system operators.

7

So bottom line, the grid that we have today, the

8

folks at Maui Electric, the engineers, the operators, have

9

actually found very creative ways to take the grid that we

10

have to accommodate the level of distributed solar that we

11

have today on Maui.

12

And just to put that into perspective, the level

13

of solar that we have here in the islands that we serve,

14

including Maui, runs about 20 times the national average

15

on a per capita basis.

16

right, based upon what customers are telling us now and

17

through our interviews and focus group meetings, that our

18

customers want to do even more of that.

19

to do even more.

20

20 times, right?

But we know,

So the grid needs

And we've taken the grid that we have today,

21

we've done some creative things with it to accommodate the

22

amount of distributed solar that we have, right, but we're

23

beginning to see the limitations of what our grid is able

24

to do, right, we need to make modifications and upgrades

25

on that grid to modernize it to allow the grid to do this
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two-way power flow at levels beyond what is capable of

2

doing today.

3

And when -- you know, Maui, I think, one of the

4

best examples of this.

Right?

And Chris talked about the

5

requirement, the goal of us to achieve 100 percent

6

renewable energy by 2045, if not sooner.

7

require, all of us, to -- well, we require the use of a

8

whole range of different renewable resources.

9

going to get to 100 percent renewables on Maui relying on

We all

We're not

10

just one single technology.

11

get there cost effectively by just doing large wind farms.

12

We're not going to get there by doing just large solar

13

farms.

14

grid-scale larger renewable systems and more distributed

15

systems, like distributed solar and distributed storage.

16

Right?

Right?

Right?

We're not going to

And we really need more, what we call,

So in order for us to actually achieve 100

17

percent goal, for those of you who are familiar with the

18

Power Supply Improvement Plan, we're going to need to

19

actually increase the amount of distributed systems in

20

order to get there, which works great because we're

21

hearing from our customers that they have a strong

22

interest and the desire to do more distributed systems.

23

It works very well with the portfolios of renewables that

24

we've developed in our Power Supply Improvement Plan.

25

Again, customer choice on this list.

As I
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mentioned, you know, the grid was built for one-way power

2

flow.

3

right, the traditional customer who doesn't have their own

4

generation, doesn't have their own storage, takes all of

5

their electricity, all of the backup power, right, all the

6

power quality from the utility.

7

today, but what customers are telling us is they want more

8

choices, choices like those distributed systems that are

9

covered in this -- in the slide before.

10

It was really built to serve my father-in-law,

And that's fine for

And last point on this -- and I thought for

11

sure, knowing that Chris is going to be giving the

12

introduction, that he would talk about this -- I don't

13

think everyone knows that the distributed solar systems

14

that we have here on Maui -- and I think today we have

15

about, what, 70 --

16

MR. REYNOLDS:

17

MR. CHING:

93.

93 megawatts, right.

And by

18

comparison, the largest single generator here on Maui is

19

about 28 megawatts or so.

20

aggregate, distributed solar is by far the single largest

21

generating resource on this island.

22

renewable resource, but one of the things that folks may

23

not know is that 93 megawatts of distributed solar is

24

completely invisible to Chris, right, and his system

25

operators.

Right?

So in totality, in
It's a good clean

They don't have a way to know what these
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distributed solar systems are producing.

2

Right?

And so if your largest generator who will adjust

3

their output based on solar over the course of day in

4

cloud cover is also producing it without Chris actually

5

knowing exactly what it's doing.

6

ability to sense better what's going on, on the grid, down

7

in local communities where you have rooftop solar is a

8

very important additional sort of grid functionality that

9

we're going to need in order for us to make the greatest

10

So having the

use of these distributed renewable systems.

11
12

Right?

So in a nutshell, that's sort of the guts or the
objectives of the grid modernization strategy.

13

I just want to end by talking a little bit about

14

how we plan to implement these technologies in our

15

strategy.

16

how part is, actually, probably just as important as some

17

of the functions.

18

strategy that we develop probably the most unique and

19

different from grid strategies that have been developed by

20

other utilities.

I talked about some of the functions.

And the

And this is what makes this draft

21

And in our grid modernization strategy, because

22

our customers told us right here that affordability was a

23

key element, a key objective, our strategy does not call

24

for the deployment of these technologies throughout the

25

entire grid.

Right?

By doing that, you may be efficient
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in a per unit basis in doing that deployment, you take

2

advantage of economies of scale and whatnot, stuff that

3

the engineers really like, right, but what we are

4

concerned about and why we're not doing this as part of

5

our strategy is because that doesn't give us certainty of

6

whether or not a device that deployed will actually be

7

used or be utilized.

8

investment that's made and a cost that is incurred that

9

doesn't have a corresponding benefit of value because

10
11

Right?

there's no utilization.

And that could result in an

Right?

So, instead, our strategy and the how we do this

12

and how we execute is built around this notion called

13

proportionality.

14

about really is -- are examples, but, at the end of the

15

day, our plan to deploy is going to be based by customer

16

choice, back to that main point.

17

you as a customer of Maui Electric, decides that you want

18

to get a new solar system or a battery system or

19

participate in the demand response program, right, we will

20

use that decision, that election, and we'll do our best to

21

look at what customers plan to do in the future as well,

22

but to use that choice by customers to participate in a

23

program to be the trigger and to be the guide by which we

24

then deploy these various technologies to provide the

25

functions that are needed to support that customer choice.

So some of the technologies I talked

So if a customer, one of
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And so we wouldn't be deploying a technology just because

2

there is -- we're doing it next door and we are just going

3

to deploy another one here because it's convenient and

4

here, but, instead, we'll deploy the technologies only

5

when we're sure and certain that the value from that

6

deployment will occur through things like customer choice.

7

And so the phrase that I think a lot of folks

8

may use or be familiar with is opted in.

Right?

So if I

9

opt in or Mahina opts in to participate in a demand

10

response program, in order to measure and verify the

11

change in utilization on the demand response signal, we're

12

going to have to put a measurement and verification device

13

through the meter.

14

potentially, sensors that will be sort of the triggering

15

or the input information of when the demand response is

16

needed.

17

We're going to have to put,

Same thing for voltage controls.

If a customer

18

elects to do a solar system, right, and we get a

19

concentration of solar systems in one particular area,

20

then, as a result of that, we would be deploying some

21

technologies that actually help to mitigate and manage the

22

voltage in that local area.

23

system would only be deployed when customers choose to

24

adopt PV systems at that point.

25

Okay.

But that voltage management

So that's sort of a summary of the how.
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So just as a wrap-up, I want to make sure we

2

have time for questions and answers, a copy of the full

3

draft of the grid modernization strategy is available at

4

this website here, www.mauielectric.com/gridmod.

5

find a copy of the draft.

6

the Hawaii Public Utilities Commission's decision and

7

order that started this grid modernization effort as well

8

as some other related orders that came out on the same

9

topic.

You can

We also have in there copies of

We also have an email address.

So in addition to

10

providing the option to provide option -- comments through

11

written form, the white page that we all have, we are

12

accepting comments to this email address.

13

taking a look at that as well.

14

And we'll be

We ask that comments be provided to us by next

15

week Wednesday, August 9th, because we need to take all of

16

the comments that we received thus far, and will be

17

receiving through the night, and refining, using it to

18

refine our grid modernization strategy so that we can file

19

that final version of our strategy with the Hawaii PUC on

20

August 29.

21

taking the draft and developing a final.

22
23
24
25

And so we're in that stage now where we're

So with that, I'll hand the controller and mic
back to Mahina.
MS. MARTIN:

Thanks, Colton.

What I would like

to ask is -- when you entered the door, you also got
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these.

2

make sure we answered all the questions.

3

wants to verbalize them.

4

pick up your questions.

5

you can read your writing, but, if I can't, then I'm sure

6

you'll remind me.

7

can keep writing, wave your hand if you want a blank one,

8

we'll do our best to answer them tonight.

9

And the reason we asked for these is so we can
And not everyone

So our staff is available to
I'm going to read them.

I hope

As we're collecting what you have, you

I also want to recognize and thank them for

10

coming, because it's been such a busy time at Council.

11

And I don't know if she needs introduction, but, of

12

course, our Council Member Kelly King, home of the

13

sunflowers.

14

far beyond her engagement in politics and really

15

appreciate her interest in energy issues.

16

thank, because we have a good relationship with the

17

County, through their Energy Commissioner, this is Fred

18

Redell.

19

represents all of us as citizens here in the interest of

20

energy on behalf of the administration from the County.

21

He's a great fellow, so, you know, please -- I went to

22

Molokai and they said we didn't know we had a energy

23

commissioner.

24

I gave him his email.

25

so there is an office number available.

We've been partners with Pacific Biodiesel
We also want to

If you didn't ever meet him, he's the fellow that

So they were asking for his phone number.
But he is a public County employee,
But both great
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people in government that can help us guide our way

2

through modernizing our grid.

3

I'm going to ask if there's anything that's been

4

written, Kuhea?

5

questions?

6

can answer because he is here tonight.

7

to take first grid modernization related questions.

8
9

Okay.

No?

It can't be like that.

No

We're looking for questions that Colton
So we would like

This one says -- and I'll hand this to you
because it's kind of lengthy -- Section 8.1.1 of the draft

10

report states, among other things, that smart meters will

11

be available for replacing old meters as part of a

12

transition to the new business as usual.

13

timeframe for replacing old meters?

14

MR. CHING:

Sure.

What is the

Colton.

So, you know, like anything,

15

the electric industry is changing.

16

technologies coming in that's fundamentally changing not

17

just electric utilities, but all of the solution providers

18

that provide products to electric utilities.

19

know, I think we're all familiar with the

20

electromechanical meter, the one that has the dial, the

21

black and white dial that turns.

22

of the primary market.

23

meters have found it much more cheaper and more accurate

24

to manufacture digital meters.

25

Right?

There's a lot of new

So, you

You can't get them off
The manufacturers of
Right?

And don't confuse a digital meter with a smart
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meter.

2

official definition, but a digital meter is a meter where

3

the register that gives you the reading is -- is digital

4

or electronic versus that manual turn tach.

5

the new industry standard, right?

6

I think the -- and there's no sort of real

That's become

There will be a time in the future, right, that

7

the standard meter that L&G or iTron, the manufacturers of

8

meters, will have may very well be a smart meter, which

9

means a meter that has the ability to not just read, take

10

a reading, but, also, be able to communicate.

11

customer makes a personal choice and elects to not

12

participate in the program, not have a smart meter that

13

has the radio communication, it's fine.

14

digital meter or you can retain the analog meter as long

15

as the one that you have is working.

16

could be in there, right?

17

comes where only smart meters are being manufactured --

18

because you can deploy a smart meter without the radio.

19

And that's standard design today, right?

20

ability to communicate if you install the radio in it, but

21

if a customer has no desire or has no need for that

22

communication capability, then we won't -- we won't

23

install the meter as part of that meter.

24

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:

25

though?

So if a

You can use a

The digital meter

And if it comes -- the day

It has the

Why would you do that,

PG&E installed all the smart meters and just
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said, no, you have no choice, and we all got smart meters.

2

Why would you like leave half your customers in the 20th

3

Century and put the -- and -- I mean --

4

MR. CHING:

Absolutely.

So if a customer -- so

5

the question is, why would we -- why would we not install

6

a smart meter?

7
8
9

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:

Yeah, why wouldn't you

change, put everybody over on smart meter?
MR. CHING:

So we're giving -- we're giving

10

customers that choice.

11

meter and wants to get interval data, have a customer

12

portal or participate in a program that will use the

13

measurement of that smart meter, that's fine and they can

14

make that election.

15

they don't want to take advantage, they don't want a meter

16

or they have no interest in using a program that takes

17

advantage of that function, then we don't want to make

18

that investment and make that -- incur that cost without

19

having some benefits derive from it.

20
21
22

So if a customer wants a smart

If a customer chooses not to, because

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:

The question was about

the timeframe.
MS. MARTIN:

So we'll -- out of courtesy for

23

those who have questions, we'll go through the written

24

ones first.

25

sure that all the questions are answered.

And, again, you know, I just want to make
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2

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:

Can he answer that one,

that question that just got asked?

3

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:

4

MR. CHING:

Timeframe.

So this is going to be the timeframe

5

of when analog meters are no longer going to be available,

6

or digital meters.

7

industry.

8

meters, regular conventional digital meters are still

9

available.

It's really going to be driven by the

We won't put in a smart meter if digital
Right?

But we cannot create -- we don't have

10

the capacity to create and manufacturer meters.

11

going to be dependent upon the meter industry and what

12

they actually produce and sell.

13

about the timeframe.

14

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:

We're

And I can't tell you
And you know why, you

15

know what's happening here is the green question thing

16

leads to other --

17

MS. MARTIN:

Other questions.

18

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:

19

MS. MARTIN:

20

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:

-- comments.

Sure.
And people are raising

21

their hands.

And you're saying, hey, write it down on a

22

green piece of paper because we're screening everything

23

here, and by the time we get to your -- your follow-up,

24

everybody else will have forgotten the train of thought

25

and everything, especially the person who -- why don't we
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just -- why aren't we allowed to just make comments on the

2

questions that are submitted?

3

MS. MARTIN:

Only because we have other

4

questions and each of those could generate further, more,

5

and we'll never get to the --

6

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:

Absolutely.

Absolutely.

7

And I see you're taking great pains to avoid using the

8

word smart meter instead of opt in.

9

I mean, you know, there's all kinds of questions that pop

10

And so why is that?

up from that original question that got put on that chair.

11

MS. MARTIN:

So I am going to be very

12

considerate of others who have other questions as well.

13

understand about moving from one, that might generate a

14

second question.

15

considerate.

16

I will ask you to -- I really want to be

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:

17

submit a green piece of paper.

18

MS. MARTIN:

19
20
21

Well, no.

You're going to ask us to
I think it's just a

matter -UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:

So you're going to let us

raise our hands and then you're going to ignore us.

22

MS. MARTIN:

23

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:

24

MS. MARTIN:

25

I

No.
No.

Okay.

We're in the same room.

So

I'm going to move on only because I said, from the
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beginning, that we'll work it through this way.

2

if there's a continuing question, say about that --

3

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:

You said, from the very

4

beginning, you're going to keep it simple.

5

putting a level of confusion into it.

6

MS. MARTIN:

And then

Now you are

Why is that?

Out of respect for this, if one

7

question generates 10 more, we'll never get to the other

8

folks' questions.

9
10

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:

Then the first question

was a great question, wasn't it?

11

MS. MARTIN:

Actually, yeah, it was.

And there

12

are others that will also be great questions.

So if you

13

will allow me -- I don't have that many, I'm telling you,

14

I just -- unless everyone, all of a sudden --

15

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:

16

MS. MARTIN:

17

Who will pay for the upgrades and will

18

Okay.

We'll see what happens.

Thank you.

customers' bills increase and by how much?

19

MR. CHING:

Okay.

So the modernization of

20

our -- the question about who pays really depends on what

21

particular upgrade that we're talking about.

22

sort of -- I think maybe the broader question that I

23

want -- I want to discuss is that the grid modernization

24

work is not being done just to modernize the grid.

25

right.

But before,

All

Fundamentally, what we're trying to do here is to
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modernize the grid and make investments needed to do that

2

modernization, facilitate other things.

3

other things are the more newer distributed renewable

4

systems, the storage systems, the demand response

5

programs.

6

achieve lower costs, to be more efficient in getting to

7

our renewable energy goals, running -- having an electric

8

system that continues to be reliable, but to avoid

9

expensive fossil fuels, right, and have a generation

Right?

And those

And the reason for doing those things is to

10

system that's more efficient and cheaper.

11

will be an investment by customers for the grid

12

modernization to work, but we have to look at it in

13

totality of the benefits, not just of the grid

14

modernization itself, but the economic benefits of those

15

distributed systems and programs that modernization is

16

designed to actually facilitate and advance.

17

MS. MARTIN:

So -- so that

Next question, Colton, is when the

18

future of energy is at every home becomes its own power

19

generation station, with solar on the roof, a small wind

20

field in the yard and a small battery storage unit, the

21

old model of the utility producing and selling power is

22

obsolete.

23

old outdated models?

24

MR. CHING:

25

Why are you, our company, investing more in the
I presume that the question about

investing in the old updated model is referring to larger
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generation.

2

MS. MARTIN:

3

MR. CHING:

Yes.
So, you know, like I mentioned in my

4

presentation -- and I hope I wasn't unclear about it --

5

that in order for us to achieve our renewable energy

6

goals, to get to 100 percent, we're going to need to use

7

many different types of resources.

8

still continue to have a need for larger grid-scale in the

9

old systems, right, in combination with distributed

10

So we're going to

systems.

11

The author of the question is absolutely right.

12

We're going to have significantly more distributed in the

13

old systems, batteries, distributed batteries in our

14

future.

15

our customers are telling us.

16

won't -- you know, why don't we just keep it down -- but

17

we're going to be -- in order to get to our goals, we're

18

going to need a combination of both distributed systems

19

and grid systems.

20

not paying attention to the needs to facilitate more

21

distributed systems.

22

objectives of our grid modernization strategy.

23

needs to be done and facilitated in complement to new

24

grid-scale renewables, whether it's wind or solar.

25

know, 10, 15 years from now, it may be a new renewable

That's what we analyze in our plans, this is what
That will happen.

But it

So it's not -- it's not being blind or
It's absolutely one of the key
But that
You
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technology that -- that we don't really know of today.

2

MS. MARTIN:

The next question is, the Federal

3

Tax Credit for grid-scale solar projects start to shrink

4

in two years and vanishes in four, four years.

5

Maui Electric doing to solicit new grid-scale PV projects

6

in the rest of this year?

7

Electric's January letter asking that an RFP, request for

8

proposal, docket be opened?

9
10

MR. CHING:

Okay.

What is

Has the PUC replied to Maui

So this is a very specific

knowledgeable question.

11

MS. MARTIN:

12

MR. CHING:

To understand it.
But for the entire audience, the

13

question is framed around the fact that the federal tax

14

credits for things like large grid-scale solar systems.

15

And it's, actually, a little bit different for -- for

16

wind.

17

today, but they begin to decline in a couple of years and

18

they start to sunset.

19

white, but they start to decline over a few years.

20

the question is framed around if that is going to happen,

21

what is Maui Electric doing to try and get grid-scale

22

renewable and take advantage of these tax incentives that,

23

in turn, can result in a lower cost renewable resource for

24

the customers of Maui, because they're benefiting from

25

these tax credits.

Those tax credits begin to -- they're in place
Not just overnight, black and
And so
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The question, also, makes reference to a request

2

that we made at the beginning of this year.

3

filed our power supply improvement plans with the Public

4

Utilities Commission in December, we then made a

5

subsequent request to begin the process of conducting

6

competitive procurement for us to purchase renewable

7

energy from these larger systems that the developer has an

8

interest in constructing and selling energy to us.

9

time is a critical factor.

Right?

Soon after we

So

There are many

10

complicated provisions on what qualifies and safe

11

harboring and all of the like, but we feel it's a very

12

sort of time limited opportunity to extract the value of

13

remaining investment tax credits into renewable resources

14

that can provide lower cost to our customers.

15

So we've been trying to find ways to -- one, we

16

wanted to make sure we could start as soon as we can,

17

start the process as soon as we can.

18

looking for ways to conduct that procurement process

19

faster, right, and be more nimble about it so we can make

20

awards, hopefully get Public Utilities Commission's

21

approvals of the competitive procurement process and,

22

therefore, allow developers to begin making the

23

investments and start building their projects so they can

24

take advantage and be eligible for those tax credits.

25

And then we will be

We're looking at ways -- the Public Utilities
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Commission has what's called a competitive bidding

2

framework, an established process of how we go about going

3

through competitive process to procure projects, including

4

large renewable projects.

5

still achieve the intent and spirit of those procurement

6

rules, but to do it in a faster process.

7

And so we're looking at ways to
Right?

So far to date, we have not received the go

8

ahead from the Public Utilities Commission to proceed with

9

that work, but it doesn't mean we haven't been doing

10

anything.

11

procurement work faster even though we haven't got to

12

start yet.

13

So we've been trying to find options to do the

And another thing that we've done, that you may

14

have heard about, is we issued what's called a request for

15

information.

16

that we serve, including the island of Maui, Molokai and

17

Lanai.

18

if they have an interest in -- well, we said we have -- we

19

have a desire, made a request -- will be making a request

20

to conduct an RFP for grid-scale renewables.

21

large landowner, if you have an interest in making some of

22

your land available as a site to host a renewable energy

23

project, let us know, respond to this RFI.

24

allows us to collect information up front, right, of the

25

potential sites, combine that with information about our

We did this across all five of the islands

And we -- we asked landowners, larger landowners

And so as a

And that
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grid, where eligible lands or landowners with lands of

2

interest, and where we have existing transmission and

3

distribution infrastructure and capacity within our

4

infrastructure to interconnect these grid-scale systems,

5

and begin collecting that information now so that when we

6

begin the procurement process.

7

this information to interested developers rather than, at

8

the start, have interested developers only at that point

9

begin the process of looking for potential sites to host a

10
11
12
13

Right?

We can provide

project.
So those are the kinds of things we're looking
to do to help expedite the process.
MS. MARTIN:

I have a pumped storage hydro

14

question for Chris, some smart meter questions and a

15

customer choice questions.

16

It says here, Chris, will Maui Electric consider pumped

17

hydro solar as a viable energy storage strategy?

18

Hierro island in the Canary Islands did an $82 million

19

hydro generation plant, and wind power accomplished 100

20

percent renewable with major savings over the formal

21

diesel generation system.

22

Electric consider pumped hydro solar as a viable energy

23

source strategy?

24

MR. REYNOLDS:

25

MS. MARTIN:

I'm going to move to those.
El

So the question is will Maui

Short answer:

Yes.

Okay.
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MR. REYNOLDS:

Long answer:

You know, if a

2

developer comes to us with the funding and the capital to

3

make this investment, willing to sell us power that would

4

benefit our customers, we would move forward with that.

5

MS. MARTIN:

All right.

This one goes to

6

Colton.

7

hand.

8

choice equals do nothing.

9

spend money upgrading their system.

10

And if you need a blank one, just raise your
It says, why hide behind customer choice?

Customer

Most customers do not want to
So why hide behind

customer choice?

11

MR. CHING:

You know, with all due respect, I

12

don't think allowing customers a choice and using that use

13

to make smart investments only where it's needed.

14

don't -- I don't see it as hiding.

15

opinion.

16

turn from a question into a comment.

17

based upon the customer interactions that we've had,

18

discussions we've had with stakeholders, right, that what

19

rings very, very loudly, one is that a lot of customers do

20

have an interest in making an investment in -- in the

21

technology, like solar and storage and others.

22

Customers have already demonstrated that.

23

more customers are inquiring and asking about doing that

24

every single day.

25

desire.

I

I respect the person's

And I think maybe that's something we want to
But I really feel,

Right?

And more and

So I think there's that -- there's that

And my sense is that's been our experience, where
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these newer technologies, when they're brand new, they're

2

expensive, right, but the world has an incredible capacity

3

and ability to take these new technologies and make them

4

better and cheaper over time.

5

firmly believe, is going to be a significant part of our

6

future.

7

and modernization efforts and new capabilities in our grid

8

where it makes sense to do it.

9

when I say making sense, where doing that actually

So these technologies, I

And so, yes, we'll make the necessary upgrades
And by making sense --

10

provides a capability and a function that will provide

11

value to our customers, but not make that investment in

12

places where, if we were to do it, that technology doesn't

13

get utilized.

14

I don't think that that makes sense.

And so I believe it's a good approach and a

15

strategy.

16

draft.

17

question, their perspective.

18

And this is the basis for which we have our

But, again, I respect the person who authored that
MS. MARTIN:

Colton, are smart meters to include

19

digital readouts that customers can view in order to

20

validate consumption?

21

MR. CHING:

That's a simple one.

Yes.

And it

22

can be viewed in two ways, right?

You can view it by

23

going out to your meter panel and reading it this way, but

24

metering has ability to be accessed through what's called

25

a customer portal which could be, you know, a screen on
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your phone or a page on a website where you can see what

2

your meter is doing in terms of consumption, not just at

3

one point in time, but over time as well.

4

another way to look at your meter.

5

MS. MARTIN:

And that's

When I called Maui Electric to say

6

I don't want a new smart meter, I was told I could opt out

7

at a cost of $15 a month.

8

service sounds like extortion, right?

9

mark.

10

MR. CHING:

So charging to not get a
There's a question

So I don't know the specific basis

11

for that.

12

were deployed here was part of the pilot.

13

opt-out cost.

14

And I'm not aware.

15

For Maui, the only advanced meters that I know
There was no

It was a truly voluntary opt-in program.
Other folks --

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:

When you guys did a

16

presentation at the KCA, that question was specifically

17

asked and the response from the MECO rep was that you were

18

going to offer an opt out and it was going to cost money.

19

So that's where that information came from.

20
21

MR. CHING:
clarification.

So that was -- thank you for that

So that was --

22

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:

23

MR. CHING:

24

MS. MARTIN:

25

MR. CHING:

Came from your people.

That was part of -I remember.
-- the earlier smart grid program
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that we applied for that we're not going to do.

2

And that is the big -- one of the big differences between

3

the modernization strategy that we have now and the

4

earlier program that we had applied for.

5

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:

6

Right?

That's what they're doing

in California.

7

MR. CHING:

That's what's been done in many

8

states, but that is not what is part of our strategy.

9

strategy is not an opt-out strategy.

10
11

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:

Our

It's --

That was my question.

I

wrote that.

12

MS. MARTIN:

Oh, that was your question.

13

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:

I called up when I saw an

14

announcement that you were moving towards smart meters,

15

the insert with the bill, we get them through snail mail.

16

And it announced that you're going to do smart meters, so

17

I called.

18

well and got the same answer from different people at Maui

19

Electric.

And I then -- then I called another time as

20

MS. MARTIN:

21

MR. CHING:

22
23
24
25

Okay.
So that probably was related to that

earlier program.
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:

So you announced that you

were going to do it and then that's not true anymore?
MR. CHING:

So we had filed an application with
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the Public Utilities Commission to do it.

2

of this year, the Commission dismissed that.

3

going to do that.

4

that is framed around, basically, the opposite, right,

5

rather than opting out, you opt in to participate in a

6

program.
MS. MARTIN:

8

MR. CHING:

10

So we're not

Instead, we're developing a strategy

7
9

And in January

If you want.
So if you want a meter, you can --

we'll be glad to provide one for you, but if you don't
want one, we're just as glad to --

11

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:

12

if we don't want it, is that --

13

MR. CHING:

14

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:

15

MR. CHING:

16

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:

So you won't be charging

Correct.
What you are saying?

Correct.
You know, because when

17

I'm looking at this thing here, it says we're building a

18

grid for the future, that's what people want, was

19

affordability, like deployment of smart meters.

20

imagine that people were saying we want smart meters,

21

because everybody I have ever brought this up to on Maui,

22

said we're getting smart meters, they don't know what it

23

is, they've never heard of it, even though it was in your

24

electric bill.

25

MR. CHING:

I can't

So --
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UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:

So I would like to see

2

how you, you know, phrased this, that you people came up

3

with your own idea of the smart meters.

4

MR. CHING:

So, you know, in the interest of

5

time, I couldn't cover all elements of the modernization

6

strategy, but, when you have the time, take a look at the

7

document and the link.

8

I know there's a lot of interest around, questions around

9

metering, but the metering component -- unlike what we

You'll see, in that, the strategy.

10

applied for in the earlier application, the metering

11

component is a very, very small element.

12

grid modernization strategy is to enable distributed

13

energy resources.

14

sensors, devices, remote intelligent switches on the

15

distribution system to enhance reliability, provide

16

greater control of voltages on their system and to take

17

advantage of what's called advanced inverter functions.

18

And that -- that function, combined capabilities and

19

functions of these new intelligent devices is a big --

20

that is the big part of the grid modernization strategy

21

because it is focused on enabling those distributed

22

resources that I talked about earlier.

It's putting technologies on the grid,

23

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:

24

MR. CHING:

25

The focus of our

Yeah.

Quicker response.

Fast and quicker response.

Right, quick response of the system.
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2

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:

Quicker response for

sending crews out to put -- to shorten an outage.

3

MR. CHING:

4

MS. MARTIN:

Absolutely.
So Bash is offering, because he's

5

from the industry, that it allows for a faster response

6

time when there's an incident causing an outage.

7

I have a couple more here.

8

another one, we're in no hurry.

9

I have.

10

So if you still need

I'm just telling you what

In Section 7.3.2 of our June 2017 draft report,

11

you state that transmissions from smart meters, quote,

12

occur at average power levels far below safety standards

13

specified by the FCC.

14

1980s based on old science and did not take into account

15

the explosion of EMFs emitted by cell phones, wi-fi and

16

cordless phones.

17

including three types of cancer.

18

using meters that have known health hazards?

19

Those standards were set in the

Research shows effects on human health,

MR. CHING:

How can you justify

I think we're going to maybe have to

20

disagree on the perspectives of health effects, but,

21

again, I'll go back to the point that if a customer does

22

not want a smart meter -- and I'm assuming it's related to

23

the radio communications function -- if the customer

24

doesn't want to have a smart meter, then you don't have to

25

have one.

Right?

I respect that.
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3

Mahina, I suggest, although it is in the form of
a question, we should include that as a comment.
MS. MARTIN:

Comment.

So whoever authored that

4

on Section 7.3.2, the last question, we'll take it as a

5

comment and insert it, you know, as part of the document

6

that gets filed for public comments.

7
8
9
10

Colton, in addition to smart meters, what other
grid improvements are in the plan?
MR. CHING:
MS. MARTIN:

Okay.
Oh, it says what other grid

11

improvements are in the coop?

12

MR. CHING:

13

Please be specific.

Okay.

Please be specific.

So I'll be very specific, but

I'll try to avoid too much engineering and utility jargon.

14

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:

Quicker response.

15

MR. CHING:

16

that's a good start.

17

one part of grid modernization work is around automating

18

our system, our distribution system.

19

I'll go back to it.

Yes, quicker response.

Right.

So

Bash, thank you for making that.

So

So if you can --

That's yours.

20

Mahina, can I get the remote?

Yeah.

21

So Chris' slide is a good one, too.

I'll talk

22

about this.

So here at Maui Electric, and the same thing

23

applies to Hawaiian Electric and Hawaii Electric Light,

24

Chris talked about a distribution substation where we take

25

high-voltage, 69,000-volt electricity, and we step down or
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reduce that voltage typically to around 12,000 volts.

2

Still really high, but much lower than transmission

3

voltage.

4

state of ability to control equipment in the substation

5

here.

6

whether it's overhead lines or underground ducts in your

7

neighborhood, and as the power goes through your

8

neighborhood and gets to each of our homes, there's --

9

there's almost no visibility and no automation.

We have visibility and we have what's called

But once you get past the distribution substation,

So

10

when -- and I'll use overhead as an example.

When a tree

11

falls on the line, say here, that causes a short circuit.

12

Right?

13

occurring other than the substation knowing that there is

14

a problem somewhere along that line.

15

the point, as a protection, to ensure the safety of

16

everyone, that substation will de-energize that line.

17

then we'll have to send a Maui Electric trouble man or

18

crew member to drive out to that substation and they'll

19

run the line, literally drive the line, until they can

20

identify where the source of the problem is.

21

when they find it, they see the tree across the line or

22

branch across the line, they'll manually open up switches

23

around that problem area that will allow the system

24

operator then to reenergize the slide on the circuit so

25

that at least of the customers that are not directly in

First of all, we may not know that that's
Right?

And so at
And

And then
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that affected area can get their power restored.

2

depending upon, you know, traffic and -- and, yes, there

3

is traffic on Maui, right -- depending upon what the

4

weather is like and what our crews are doing at that time,

5

that process can take minutes, sometimes it can take

6

hours.

7

And

Right?
One element of a good modernization strategy is

8

called automation.

So there's devices called intelligent

9

switches that we place along the circuit.

When they see a

10

tree hitting the line, these switches have intelligence

11

built into them and they, in combination with something

12

called fault current indicators -- and we have a couple

13

examples behind there -- can actually identify where on

14

the circuit the problem is occurring.

15

knows where the problem is occurring, the switches have

16

the ability on their own to say the problem is between me,

17

switch here, and you, switch there, so you and I, let's

18

open up and let's tell the substation that you can go and

19

reenergize the circuit.

20
21
22
23
24
25

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:

And because it

Do these indicate

wirelessly?
MR. CHING:

That can happen in seconds rather

than minutes and hours.
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:

Do these communicate

wirelessly, those devices?
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MR. CHING:

So fault circuit indicators, some of

2

them, like the smaller one, just has a visual indicator.

3

Some of the newer ones would have a cellular card on them

4

and they can communicate back.

5

communications, but the switches have the ability to sense

6

and then control.

7

each other, but the other option is through how they're

8

programmed and the coordination of how they're programmed.

9

So even if we don't have communication capability on this

The switches can have

One option is by communicating with

10

meter, those intelligent switches are able to, through

11

programming logic, determine where the problem is and do

12

the isolation that I just described.

13

element.

14

So that's one

And we all think about that improved

15

reliability, that quicker response, as electric customers

16

that get service from Maui Electric.

17

problem occurs, it's a windy day, that outage that would

18

have otherwise been two hours becomes a 15 or 20-second

19

outage, right, much shorter in duration and less

20

impactful.

21

response is the fact that we're going to be relying on

22

distributed solar and distributed storage systems that are

23

installed all along businesses and homes on the circuit.

24

And so the faster that we can get at least the majority of

25

the circuit back into service means the faster we can get

And so when a

But the other benefit of having that quicker
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those generators back online, which allows the rest of the

2

island to take better advantage of that generation.

3

Because if we're going to depend on distributed systems to

4

serve our customers reliably, we want to make sure that

5

they can come back into service or stay in service when

6

problems on a distribution circuit will occur.

7
8
9

So that's sort of the doubling effect of it.
And that's just one -- one element.
The other element that, perhaps, I'll talk about

10

is -- and this is not a good diagram for that -- is the

11

use of what's called Volt-VAR devices, engineering term,

12

right, but when customers -- or when anyone installs a

13

solar system, right, it's a generator like any other kind

14

of generator.

15

natural functions of a generator is that, naturally, it

16

will tend to increase the voltage at the point that the

17

generator is producing electricity.

18

solar system is on or the wind farm is on the transmission

19

system, that's okay because most folks don't take power

20

from the transmission system.

21

through a distribution system where the voltage change at

22

the transmission level does not result in the same or

23

similar voltage change at the distribution level.

24

when you have that generator now located on the roof of

25

your home, what that means is that natural tendency for

And one of the conditions or one of the

Okay.

When that

They have it come to them

But
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the voltage to increase right where the generator is

2

located can, in some instances, especially when you have a

3

lot of distributed generators all in the same street or in

4

the same neighborhood all connected to the same 120 or

5

240-volt secondary distribution systems, can cause the

6

voltage on that distribution secondary system to rise

7

above the upper limit by which Maui Electric needs to

8

provide and is required to provide electricity to all our

9

customers.

Because our devices in our computers, our TVs,

10

they're expecting 120 volts, right, by tariff, we have to

11

keep within a certain amount percent above and below.

12

right.

13

natural voltage rise that the concentration of rooftop

14

solar systems would otherwise try to create on the grid in

15

that local area, we want to make sure that rise is not to

16

the point where it exceeds that upper limit.

17

traditional way to ensure that doesn't happen is to make

18

our conductors, the wires, or to make the transformer that

19

serves the portion of a neighborhood, make those things

20

bigger.

21

section.

22

sense, reduce the rise of voltage that would otherwise

23

occur.

24
25

All

So we want to make sure that the volt -- the

So the

It does what's called reducing impedence in that
And that helps to reduce the rise, if that makes
That can be expensive and that can take time.
And so what we've come up with as one new

technology to help that circuit accommodate more
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distributed renewables, without resorting to things like

2

replacing conductors and transformers, is to use these

3

Volt-VAR devices or voltage regulation devices.

4

been piloting a couple of different systems, different

5

technologies.

6

And we've

And we've found some that work very well.

And so one example of where these technologies

7

have been put in place on actual circuits and have

8

actually been very successful in reducing the voltage rise

9

in circuits with large amounts of distributed solar

10

systems was tested out on Oahu.

11

circuits on the windward side using brand new technology,

12

actually not even designed for this purpose.

13

designed for another purpose.

14

to actually demonstrate that with the same amount of solar

15

operating on that circuit that the voltage rise was

16

significantly less than what it was or would be when those

17

systems were not there or when they're turned on.

18

We picked a couple of
Really

We used those technologies

So use of technologies like this -- and we're

19

not binding to one specific vendor, we want to be able to

20

have many options -- is to use technologies like this as a

21

new technology in lieu of a traditional transformer or

22

conductor replacement to allow our systems or circuits to

23

accommodate more distributed solar and, then later, more

24

distributed storage systems.

25

with electric vehicles as well.

That can actually help us
So one of the things
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we're concerned about is when you have a large increase in

2

electric load, the opposite effect happens, right, voltage

3

tends to drop when the load increases.

4

traditional solution there is to put in larger wires or

5

larger transformers to deal with the voltage.

6

And the

These voltage devices can also work in the

7

opposite direction, by helping elevate or maintain

8

voltages above the minimum range without having to resort

9

to more costly time-consuming upgrades alternatives.

10

So those are two examples.

I've gone on for a

11

while, so I'll stop there.

12

more, more of the technologies, if you folks have

13

questions.

14

MS. MARTIN:

I can -- I can discuss it

There will be a quiz after.

I just

15

have a couple more.

16

When will you, the company, lower the base power level at

17

the Maalaea power station, power plant, and will you be

18

adding battery peaker plants?

19

One, I think, Chris can help answer.

MR. REYNOLDS:

Maalaea Power Plant, I don't want

20

to brag, but our power supply department has been very

21

diligent about working on lowering their minimum output.

22

They have gone through some generation control changes and

23

they've gone through a program like a -- so, basically,

24

they have low load modifications on these plants.

25

actually, you can run these generators that will normally

So,
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block that higher rate and actually run 'em lower now, and

2

still maintain their emission compliance.

3

important for this -- earlier this year, we saw an

4

incredibly low daytime load on Maui, 72 megawatts.

5

that day, we have 21 generators available at Maalaea, that

6

day, we were only running three.

7

heat recovery unit.

8

that are burning diesel.

9

job in lowering the minimum amount of power that can come

10

out of Maalaea at a very safe level.

12

MS. MARTIN:

15

And one of them was a

So, yeah, they've done a great

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:

14

So on

So, actually, there's only two units

11
13

It's kind of

Impressive.

And the last green sheet I have is

for Colton.
MR. REYNOLDS:

Was there something about the

batteries?

16

MS. MARTIN:

Oh, yeah.

17

MR. REYNOLDS:

Sorry.

We are -- we are looking at

18

battery technology and how to actually -- especially in

19

the South Maui area because there's a -- there is some

20

issues as far as voltage protection.

21

continuing looking at that.

22

the right price point we like because any time we put

23

something like that, everybody, even me as a ratepayer,

24

will have to pay for that.

25

of looking at this.

So we are kind of

Right now, it's not quite at

So right now, we're still kind

It's not critical, but we are -- we
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do like seeing the advantages the batteries offer and it's

2

a nice alternative to the traditional way.

3

MR. CHING:

Mahina, can I just add to that?

So

4

earlier in the evening, one of the first questions we got

5

was about this RFP process, right, the competitive

6

procurement for new grid-scale renewables.

7

expect, as part of that competitive solicitation, that

8

solution providers will be proposing things like a

9

combination of solar and storage that produces renewable

10

energy, but will use the batteries and will generate that

11

energy to charge that battery that would then allow Chris

12

and the operators at Maui as well as folks on other

13

islands to use that energy on demand, right, to help --

14

for example, help to serve the load during the evening and

15

not necessarily only produce and inject that energy into

16

the grid during the daytime.

17

that we will be getting proposals like that.

18

hopeful that those proposals, actually, will be

19

competitive.

20

We fully

And it's very, very likely
And I'm

The other question that we got was around these

21

investment packs, right, related to that.

And so one of

22

the quirks or -- quirks is probably not the right term,

23

but one of the functions or features of these tax credits

24

is that tax credit can apply to the battery as well as

25

long as the battery system is designed in a certain way
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and has a certain -- at least a certain portion of the

2

energy that's used to charge that battery comes from that

3

renewable resource that's built as part of it.

4

that battery cost now can be brought down to those tax

5

credits.

6

find ways to -- to procure these resources timely, where

7

those systems can be brought in at a lower cost.

8

big, it's 30 percent.

9

in reducing.

10

And that's another opportunity.

MS. MARTIN:

And so

And if we can
And it's

It's 30 percent, so big, big help
Colton, this question says, with

11

regards to the technology being used, explain how smart

12

meters and demand response, how -- namely, how can the

13

utility turn off and on my appliances related to smart

14

meters and demand response?

15

MR. CHING:

Okay.

What's a good example?

I'll

16

give two examples.

Let's say a customer has made an

17

investment in solar system and a battery.

18

customer may say, hey, I want to participate in Maui

19

Electric's demand response program, right, which that

20

means that, you know, potentially up to the entire load of

21

my home can be made available to Maui Electric to control,

22

right, to either reduce the amount of energy that's being

23

provided to that home or maybe down to nothing, right, for

24

that customer.

25

would still be unaffected because they will just shift

And so that

Their daily lives, their life at home,
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0057
1

their usage of electricity from the grid onto the battery.

2

And we may not be able to stay on that battery for a

3

really long period of time, right, because it may not be

4

fully charged, but the needs of the utility may be --

5

Chris is dealing with the ramping event, and so he needs

6

that capability only for a few minutes.

7

that customer with the battery says, yeah, if you're going

8

to pay me to give you that flexibility, I'll just shift my

9

load over to the battery, as that homeowner, right, it

Right?

And so

10

doesn't affect me at all, I still use my appliances and

11

equipment in the same way.

12

response program is done by controlling -- by having a way

13

to communicate with that controller of that battery system

14

or separate controller that oversees how the home's load

15

is served by both the utility and that battery system.

16

meter in that case would be used to -- what's called M&V,

17

or measure and verify, how that home's use of power from

18

the utility changed or went down as a result of that

19

signal that Chris' folks had when they needed that

20

reduction.

21

compensate customers to provide that response, that when

22

we call on them, we actually get the response that we were

23

expecting.

24

comes into play.

25

In that example, the demand

A

So we want to make sure that if we're going to

And that's where the function of the meter

MS. MARTIN:

We promised that we would go to
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1

7:30.

2

to let you know that we do value your comment.

3

encourage you to email in as well in the next week.

4

absolutely want that input to be included into the

5

document that's going to be filed with the PUC.

6

doing everything we can to make sure that opportunity is

7

there, completing as much of these meetings that we can.

8

Having said that, everything you said tonight,

9
10
11

I think, in recognition of your time, I just want
And we
We

We are

again, as I said earlier, went to our stenographer here
who has been with us.

And we appreciate her time as well.

And if there are comments that you want to write

12

down later, submit to us, please do.

Email is fine.

If

13

you have a question, we're going to be here for a little

14

bit, but, on behalf of Hawaiian Electric and Maui

15

Electric, we certainly want to thank you for coming

16

tonight and spending your time.

17

be here to answer further questions that you might have.

And we are still going to

18

So thank you, everybody.

Appreciate it.

19

(Meeting concluded, 7:25 p.m.)

20
21
22
23
24
25
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1

CERTIFICATE

2
3
4

I, TONYA MCDADE, Certified Court Reporter of the

5

State of Hawaii, do hereby certify that the proceedings

6

contained herein were taken by me in machine shorthand and

7

thereafter was reduced to print by means of computer-aided

8

transcription; and that the foregoing represents, to the

9

best of my ability, a true and accurate transcript of the

10
11

proceedings had in the foregoing matter.
I further certify that I am not an attorney

12

nor an employee of any of the parties hereto, nor in any

13

way concerned with the cause.

14

DATED this 14th day of July, 2017.

15
16
17

_____________________________
Tonya McDade

18

Certified Shorthand Reporter #447
Registered Professional Reporter

19

Certified Realtime Reporter
Certified Broadcast Reporter

20
21
22
23
24
25
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Maui Comments
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1

HONOLULU, HAWAII

AUGUST 7, 2017, 6:58 P.M

2

-- o0o --

3

MR. SEU:

All right.

Good evening, everybody.

4

Thank you for coming.

My name is Scott Seu.

I'm senior

5

VP of public affairs for Hawaiian Electric Company.

6

joining me up here at front -- in the front, who will be

7

giving some of the information to you to kick off, will

8

be Colton Ching, senior vice president of planning and

9

technology.

So

We are also going to be assisted by Annelle

10

Amaral, who will help facilitate -- facilitate tonight's

11

discussion.

12

I want to make sure I cover all of the

13

information correctly.

14

at this.

15

Okay.

So that's why I'm going to look

So, generally, tonight we're going to

16

structure it so that, first off, Colton and I are going

17

to be giving you a little bit of background information

18

about our current electric system and then what we have

19

in our Draft Grid Modernization Strategy.

20

be the first part of the evening.

21

So that will

From that point, we'll have some time for some

22

questions and answers.

23

were spurred on in your minds from the presentation,

24

we'll have a chance to clarify some of that information.

25

Okay.

So if there's any questions that

And then the third part of the evening
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1

will be we are providing an opportunity for folks to

2

actually provide some verbal testimony or comments

3

tonight.

4

sheets where you can submit written comments to us.

5

And in addition, by the way, we also have

As you are listening to the presentations, we

6

would ask that if you have questions that come to your

7

mind, again, for any clarification, write it down on one

8

of these purple half sheets.

9

have it completed, just hold it up, and somebody from

Okay?

And then when you

10

Hawaiian Electric will collect it from you and that will

11

make the Q and A session go a little bit faster.

12

you have written comments, then use the full-page

13

written comment sheet.

14

Okay.

And if

So the purpose of tonight really is to

15

collect input from you folks, from our customers, from

16

the community about this Draft Grid Modernization

17

Strategy.

18

August 9th, I believe, because what we then have to do

19

is incorporate the inputs in turning around our next

20

revised filing of the grid-mod strategy, and all of that

21

will be filed to our Public Utilities Commission by

22

August 29th.

23

state verbally will be documented and included in what

24

we file to the Public Utilities Commission.

25

We will be collecting comments through

So all the comments you submit to us or

We do have a court reporter who is collecting -187
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1

documenting everything that is being shared tonight.

2

we want to make sure that we have a complete record.

3

Let's see.

So

So we publicly announced the draft

4

grid-mod strategy on June 30th when we filed that to the

5

Public Utilities Commission, and that draft grid-mod

6

strategy has been available online.

7

We will provide this opportunity for customers

8

on the record, again, so that we can capture as many

9

different inputs and opinions about this grid-mod

10

strategy as possible.

11

So let's see.

12

We ask that anyone speaking tonight, please

What else do I have here?

13

state your name before providing your testimony or your

14

comment.

15

have a fair chance to comment.

16

a question, and we have an answer and that leads, in

17

your mind, to a follow-on question, again, we ask that

18

you, please, fill out another question form, and that

19

way we can provide a fair opportunity for us to get

20

through everybody's questions.

21

I think we also want to make sure that people

Okay.

So if you have submitted

Okay?

I think I went through -- I think I went

22

through -- you know what, I forgot, very importantly,

23

emergency exit here, emergency exit there.

24

you can also try to use those entry doors that you came

25

in on.

Of course,

And I think as you walked in, you should have
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1
2
3
4

seen the women's and men's restrooms.
Okay.

With that, I will start the background

overview of our electric system.
Okay.

Well, so first off, I'm going to start by

5

laying out why are we here talking about a modernization

6

strategy for our electric system or what we call

7

"electric grid."

8

The existing grid that we have --

9

You know, I'm going to do my best to avoid the

10

jargon that we all talk about within the electricity --

11

electric company, but, please, if I do -- if I do say an

12

acronym or use jargon, at that point, please don't

13

hesitate to interrupt me.

14

interrupt each other, but if I say something that is

15

utility speak, please do go ahead and raise your hand

16

and say, "What is that?"

17

Our general rule is don't

So our existing energy system is -- basically,

18

it was designed to produce electricity and provide it to

19

our customers through a distribution -- what we call a

20

transmission and distribution system, but, basically,

21

the energy is going one way.

22

being produced out to the customers.

23

our traditional energy system.

24
25

It's going from where it's
So that has been

So with that, I want to -- I'm going to show you
a very short video clip here.
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1

(Video playing for audience.)

2

MR. SEU:

Okay.

So, you know, for those of you

3

who have been with us in this journey of working with

4

our renewable energy development, all of this will be

5

very old hat to you.

6

in the energy sector, we tend to just jump right into

7

the discussion of debating various technologies and

8

systems that are needed to get to our 100 percent

9

renewable future.

But what we often find is that we,

So what I want to do is just, in a

10

few minutes, just explain what our traditional grid --

11

some of the major components are.

12

As I mentioned, it starts with producing

13

electricity somewhere.

So in this depiction, we have

14

what is a conventional power generation plant.

15

could replace that with a wind farm, with a solar farm,

16

some other alternate source of producing electricity.

17

Once the electricity is actually produced, then in order

18

to get it to our customers, we actually increase the

19

voltage of that electricity to a pretty high number.

20

Oahu, we boost up the voltage to 138,000 volts, and we

21

then send that high-voltage electricity over our

22

transmission line system.

23

the big poles that you see going over the Ko'olaus or

24

going -- basically taking this high-voltage energy and

25

getting it into the general vicinity of the

You

On

So these are the big wires,
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1
2

neighborhoods.
What we do then is we flow that high-voltage

3

electricity into our distribution system.

4

distribution system is now taking that electricity, and

5

we're lowering the voltage to, in most cases, about

6

12,000 volts.

7

use in our homes.

8

electricity out into the neighborhoods, and that's where

9

you will see, if you -- for example, if you have a

Okay.

Okay.

So the

Still too high for any of us to

We then provide that 12,000-volt

10

utility pole right in front of your house or down the

11

street, you will see a pole-mounted transformer.

12

So within that pole-mounted transformer, we're taking

13

that 12,000-voltage electricity and bringing the voltage

14

down even lower, 120 volts, getting it into your house.

15

So, now, that's the usable electricity typically for all

16

of us as customers.

17

Okay.

So what we're doing in this traditional grid is

18

producing electricity.

We want to up the voltage as

19

high as we -- as high as feasible here so that it can be

20

more efficiently sent across the island; right?

21

almost like that's the freeway of electricity.

22

as we're getting closer to where the customers are

23

actually going to use it, we will be lowering the

24

voltage down in a few different steps.

25

the traditional electric system that we currently have.

Okay.

It's
And then

So that's
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1

Like I said, the power generation plant, it

2

includes -- like, on this island, it includes the

3

conventional power plants that we have out in Campbell

4

Industrial Park, whether it's our Kahe Power Plant, our

5

biofuel plant in Campbell, the city's H-POWER plant.

6

those are some of the conventional plants that we have.

7

Also, though, it will include the wind farms up

8

in Kahuku and the North Shore.

9

large solar farms.

10
11

So

It would include the

So that is our traditional -- that's

what our traditional grid was designed for.
You'll notice, though, that, as was shown in

12

that earlier video, now we have distributed energy

13

systems across the island, primarily in the form of

14

rooftop solar systems on our customers' homes and

15

businesses.

16

transitioning to is taking this traditional electricity

17

grid and moving it forward and modernizing it so that we

18

can actually accommodate a much more diverse set of

19

resources on our system.

So that is the difference of what we're

20

You can send the next video.

21

(Video playing for audience.)

22

MR. SEU:

So as the system operators -- the

23

system operators sit in a building across from the

24

Blaisdell on Ward Avenue, and their job 24 hours a day

25

is to try and maintain that perfect balance between how
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1

much electricity is being produced and how much is being

2

used.

3

and you're monitoring what's happening on the island, if

4

there is a sudden reduction in energy that's being

5

produced, say, from a wind farm, then they immediately

6

have to see that one of our power plants is going to be

7

jumping in to service and fill that gap.

8

of a sudden, if the wind then kicks back in, well, very

9

quickly, that power plant unit has to ramp down or

So you can imagine if you're there at the desk

10

reduce its output.

11

act that we're performing here.

12

Okay.

And then all

So it's always a constant balancing

So this is my last slide.

13

renewable energy by 2045.

14

mandate for us.

15

performance using what's called a renewable portfolio

16

standard calculation or an RPS.

17

to how you calculate that right now.

18

customer-owned renewables.

19

counting, but right now the impact of that double

20

counting is fairly, fairly small.

21

100 percent renewable energy.

22

wrapped around that equation, but using that RPS

23

calculation, at the end of 2016, we're at 26 percent

24

RPS.

25

Okay.

100 percent

That's -- that is the

We measure -- right now we measure our

There are some nuances
We're actually

There's sort of a double

But our goal is truly

We don't -- we don't get

We recently received commission PUC approval for
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1

what we call our Power Supply Improvement Plan, which

2

sort of mapped out a number of different scenarios for

3

adding additional renewable resources in the future.

4

And under our Power Supply Improvement Plan, we expect

5

to be at about 48 percent by the year 2020.

6

100 percent by the year 2045.

7

And, again,

What we show in this slide here, though, is that

8

it's going to take a combination of grid resources as

9

well as customer resources in order to achieve that 100

10

percent future.

11

be the large-scale -- sometimes people call it

12

utility-scale renewable resources.

13

So the grid resources on the left will

On the customer resource side of the equation,

14

though, will be not only customer renewable energy

15

generation, but also how our customers make use of

16

energy at any given time.

17

earlier to maintaining that perfect balance at all

18

times.

19

to manipulate the actual amount of energy you use.

20

it's a combination of firm generation ramping up and

21

down to beat the variations in the intermittent

22

renewables, but also the other tool that we have at our

23

disposal is can we actually control the load of a

24

customer?

25

reducing my energy usage, but let's say that I have an

So as an example, I referred

Well, you can also balance things by being able
So

So for me, that might actually be not only
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1

electric vehicle and now I can actually increase how

2

much energy I'm drawing from the grid; right?

3

an example of how much customer resources can also

4

provide an active balancing value.

5

So that's

So with that, I think that is my portion, and

6

I'm going to hand it off to Colton to talk about the

7

grid-mod strategy.

8

MR. CHING:

9

Okay.

Thank you, Scott.

I'm going to get my notes here.

So good

10

evening.

11

Monday evening here with us.

12

modernization strategy, if I can ask, just by show of

13

hands, folks who have either read the grid modernization

14

strategy cover to cover with gleeful energy or at least

15

read the executive summary.

16

for investing the time.

17

Thank you, again, for coming and spending your
Before I get into the grid

That's awesome.

Thank you

So in the interest of time and so that we can

18

allow ourselves adequate time for questions as well as

19

public testimony, I'm going to kind of run through my

20

slides rather promptly and not cover every single detail

21

of the strategy itself, but I do want to spend some time

22

talking about -- before I actually talk about the

23

strategy, spend some time talking about how we developed

24

the strategy in draft form.

25

The process for us developing the strategy
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1

really started off with us sitting down with our

2

customers, sitting down with energy stakeholders in the

3

past months to get their input, their comments, their

4

thoughts on what are the objectives, what are the

5

functions, what are the needs that our customers have,

6

and what do they want a modern grid to do for them.

7

So in the first couple of quarters of this year,

8

we sat down with over 200 customers on Maui, on Hawaii

9

island as well as here on Oahu, as well as conducted

10

one-on-one interviews with many, many stakeholders.

11

what was interesting was whether they were a residential

12

customer or whether they were a commercial customer with

13

a business or they were someone who has a keen interest

14

in energy and is actively involved in the energy space

15

here in Hawaii, there was a lot of common themes in what

16

our customers told us.

17

And

What they said that they wanted from the grid is

18

for the grid to provide affordability.

19

electricity that they buy from Hawaiian Electric or the

20

electricity that they produce and consume themselves to

21

be affordable.

22

expected.

23

electric supply to be reliable.

24

like, "If you were able to get our electricity at a

25

slightly lower price, would you be willing to accept

That's a no-brainer.

They want the

It's to be

But customers also said they wanted that
We even asked questions
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1

slightly lower reliability in electricity?"

And the

2

overwhelming response was, "Absolutely no."

Customers

3

want and expect and need high levels of reliability in

4

the electric supply.

5

The third theme that we heard from customers is

6

they want to have choices in how they consumed

7

electricity, choices in how they interacted with their

8

utility and the grid, and how they provided services

9

into the grid.

10

So Scott talked a little bit about things like

11

distributed energy resources and demand response; right?

12

Customers have told us through these interviews and

13

focus group meetings that being able to make those kinds

14

of choices by making the decision to invest in some of

15

these technologies themselves or make the decision to

16

participate in something like a time-of-use rate and

17

change indicators, those kinds of choices -- those

18

different kinds of choices were things that were very

19

important to them, and they wanted their grid to be able

20

to afford them the ability to make these kinds of

21

choices as they look to use energy more efficiently and

22

hit their affordability targets.

23

And then, lastly -- this is no surprise to us

24

from Hawaii -- that our customers also had a strong

25

alignment and recognition of the state's desire and goal
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1

to go to 100 percent renewable energy.

2

that the grid that we need in the future must be a grid

3

that can support this 100 percent renewable energy goal.

4

And what was really encouraging was that many of our

5

customers that provided us the feedback understood that

6

they also played a role in getting our state to this 100

7

percent goal.

8
9

And so they felt

So that was pretty awesome.

So we used these four -- these comments and
feedback that we got from our customers around these

10

four sort of themes or four ideas as the foundation for

11

us to begin the development of our grid modernization

12

strategy.

13

filed, the strategy is being designed around creating a

14

grid that allows these functions, allows our customers

15

to make these choices, allows for affordable, reliable

16

energy, and allows for an energy system in total to

17

achieve this 100 percent renewable energy goal.

So if you look at the strategy draft that we

18

Now, before I move on to the next slide, I hope

19

everyone had a chance to pick up one of these when they

20

came in.

21

Scott talked about the '70s grid, the grid that

22

we have today, the grid design for one-way power here at

23

the top.

24

functions that a modern grid needs to provide the new

25

capabilities, the different capabilities on the

What we're going to be talking about are the
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1

right-hand column.

So if you look at your handout,

2

you'll see that Scott mentioned the grid that we have

3

today was built for a one-way power feed to send power

4

from a few large generators out in Nanakuli, out in

5

Pearl City, out in Campbell Industrial Park, and send it

6

one way along our transmission system to each and every

7

one of our homes and businesses where the utility

8

provided everything, provided the power, provided all

9

the energy, provided all the voltage stability,

10

frequency regulation, all of the traditional service

11

that we all kind of took for granted that utility was

12

going to be provided to them; right?

13

heard from our customers through these discussions is

14

that the grid that we need on the right needs to be able

15

to allow for more two-way power flow.

16

We have some of it today.

But what we've

We've been able to

17

modify our grid to a limited extent to real eke out the

18

capabilities of what we have today, but we really need

19

to do more.

20

Scott talked about, we talk about a 2045 future having

21

two to three times as much distributed energy resources,

22

rooftop solar systems and battery systems than we have

23

today.

24
25

And the Power Supply Improvement Plan that

So even though we're maybe leading the nation at
20 times the national average, what our customers are
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1

telling us is that even with the levels we have today,

2

we want to do a lot more.

3

telling us that if we want to get to 100 percent, by all

4

means, we need to do more.

5

facilitate this two-way power flow.

6

And the resource plan is

So the grid needs to

Earlier here, I talked about energy choices;

7

right?

The grid was designed for what's called a

8

traditional full-service customer.

9

the Maui News talking about my father-in-law.

I actually quoted to
So I

10

think I'm going to get into trouble with my wife this

11

weekend when she reads the article.

12

father-in-law is probably a really good example.

13

no interest in a rooftop solar system or battery system.

14

He's a very traditional kind of guy, and he wants

15

traditional service from the electric utility.

16

But, you know, my
He has

On the other hand, my father, right, has a

17

rooftop solar system.

After my wife got a Leaf, now

18

he's been shopping around to get an electric vehicle.

19

He's interested in participating in demand response with

20

his water heater and other loads; right?

21

are making individual choices; right?

And the grid

22

needs to be able to accommodate both.

We still need to

23

accommodate my father-in-law who wants that traditional

24

supply, and we do need to accommodate my father who

25

wants some of these new interactions with the utility.

And they both
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1

We talked about enabling 100 percent renewable

2

energy, but we need to achieve a 100 percent renewable

3

energy goal to that upper right-hand block up there in a

4

way that allows us to continue to provide along with

5

distributed systems that our customers make an

6

investment in, and this combined system needs to still

7

provide reliable electric service to all customers.

8

we think if we do it in a right, deliberate way, not

9

only can we maintain the reliability that everyone

And

10

wants, but we can actually enhance the resiliency of the

11

electric system.

12

storms and things of the like, that the electric system

13

is more able to respond to that event and bring electric

14

service back quickly.

15

about that later.

16

So when bad things happen, like major

We'll talk a little bit more

You can see on the right-hand side the other

17

sort of new functions and new capabilities that we need

18

for our electric system.

19

So what's in our strategy?

This slide covers,

20

by example, some of the new technologies that we're

21

looking to deploy.

22

strategy.

23

highlight some of them, but this slide here is an

24

illustration to show the range of technologies that we

25

are proposing to deploy as part of our strategy and

It's part of our grid modernization

And I will talk about some of the --
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1

include within it, but this is not to mean that we will

2

have these technologies or all of these technologies

3

deployed everywhere.

4

modernization strategy is this concept of opting in.

5

And this is an element of our strategy that's very, very

6

different from almost every other grid modernization

7

strategy amongst the U.S. electric utilities; right?

8

rather than deploying these technologies everywhere

9

across the island and try to do so in an efficient,

In fact, foundational to our grid

So

10

low-cost manner, what we're going to do in our strategy

11

instead is to deploy these technologies and these

12

systems selectively when a customer makes a decision to

13

participate in a program or if the circuit in the

14

neighborhood operationally demands a certain capability

15

that's not provided today.

16

technologies until those kinds of elections are made

17

where we can ensure that that investment will result in

18

an immediate and equal or greater value to that

19

individual customer or to a group of customers in the

20

neighborhood or potentially to all customers here on

21

each of our islands.

22

We will not deploy these

So that opt in or what we call a proportional

23

strategy -- proportional deployment in our strategy is

24

one very, very unique and different element in the

25

strategy that we are proposing now versus the smart grid
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1

foundational program that some of you may be familiar

2

with, which we filed an application with the Public

3

Utilities Commission in 2016 and had that request

4

denied.
So in contrast to that earlier proposal, we're

5
6

not going to do that program.

7

strategy is very, very different.

8

proportional deployment.

9

strategy.

10

What we're saying is this
Sort of opt in and

That's a very, very different

So our strategy from a technology standpoint

11

uses some advanced systems for the first topic of

12

allowing or enabling a grid to accommodate, integrate

13

and greater utilize distributed energy systems like

14

rooftop solar and battery systems.

15

technologies we identified to aid in that is on the --

16

Some of the

On the far right, you see advanced inverters.

17

That's actually customer equipment.

We identified some

18

specific new functions that a device called an inverter

19

can produce if you select the right run with the right

20

program.

21

or have installed as part of their rooftop solar system

22

or their battery system.

23

capabilities that many of these converters can provide

24

that can actually help mitigate some of the voltage

25

issues that might otherwise occur and actually help run

These are devices that customers will purchase

We identified certain
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1

that electric system in their particular neighborhood.

2

So part of the strategy is actually defining the right

3

equipment on the customer side.

4

of these advanced inverters versus a traditional one is

5

very small.

6

really helps in the grid's operation in conjunction with

7

some other devices.

8
9

The cost to deploy one

Just a matter of several dollars.

But that

Like, for example, on the left-hand side, the
bottom, you'll see a secondary -- it's called a

10

secondary bar controller or an SBC.

This is a device

11

that is mounted on the electric system in neighborhoods.

12

It's a very, very new technology that we actually

13

piloted here on Oahu.

14

to use this technology for PV additions.

15

technology actually helps -- it looks at and identifies

16

what the voltage is that the grid is seeing in different

17

localities, and it's actually able to adjust the voltage

18

upwards or downwards based upon what it's seeing and

19

help keep the voltages to each of our homes at the right

20

voltage; right?

21

or we plug in our laptop or refrigerator into an outlet,

22

it's expecting 120 volts.

23

make sure that when we provide electricity to you, we

24

provide it at 120 volts, the voltage we expect, and

25

within a 5 percent band around it and no more.

I think we were the first utility
And this

Because when we plug in our television

And by tariff, we need to
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1

So these devices actually help manage those

2

voltages, which it then, in turn, allows for more

3

distributed battery systems and distributed photovoltaic

4

systems to be installed on our homes and businesses

5

while still maintaining voltages at their acceptable

6

limits.

7

So this is some examples.
Another set of examples I want to point out sort

8

of is in the top.

9

switches.

It's called remote intelligent

This combined with the device to its right

10

called a remote current indicator -- we had an SCI

11

current indicator on the table outside.

12

it.

13

of what's typically called distribution automation.

14

These technologies can sense what's happening on the

15

conductor.

16

and determine when there's a problem on a circuit that

17

may be assigned that there's a fault or an outage.

18

rather than the traditional manual approach of when

19

there is a problem, we de-energize an entire circuit,

20

and resort to our workers driving out to the location of

21

where that circuit is and driving or running a line to

22

figure out where the problem is before we manually

23

switch customers back on.

24

can be one hour.

25

on the weather and traffic and other circumstances.

A couple of examples.

Take a look at

But those devices are part

They actually can sense the conductor itself

That can be 30 minutes.

And

It

It can be a four-hour event, depending
But
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1

these devices are able to basically perform that same

2

function to sense what's happening on a line, make

3

decisions through a coordinated control with each other,

4

other switches, to automatically isolate where a problem

5

is.

6

end of the street, it will isolate that portion of the

7

circuit where the tree is resting -- where the branches

8

are resting on a line; right?

9

reconnect all the other parts and re-energize the rest

So if a tree fell on a line on the corner at the

And open up that section,

10

of the circuit.

11

more quickly.

12

outage becomes a five-second or eight-second outage.

13

Very short.

14

So that helps to bring power back on

So what may be a half-hour or two-hour

That helps to provide greater reliability to

15

customers, which we heard very strongly from customers

16

that they want.

17

so that the distributed systems that are now prevalent

18

in all of our circuits, these rooftop solar systems,

19

these distributed storage systems, if we want to count

20

on them and rely on them to serve the entire electric

21

grid, then we can count on them more if that

22

distribution circuit that they're connected to is more

23

reliable and is able to come back into service more

24

quickly if there's a problem.

25

more reliable service to our customers, but allows us to

But the other purpose for doing this is

So it provides not just
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1

greater utilize some of these distributed resources that

2

our customers are connected to.

3

And there are many other examples here.

I won't

4

go into all of them in the interest of time, but if you

5

haven't done so already, I encourage you, on your way

6

out, to go in the back and take a look at some of the

7

devices.

8

what some of these technologies can do.

Sheri and others can talk to you a lot about

This is just another depiction of some of those

9
10

same technologies.

The reason for showing this is to

11

show that all of these devices, if and when they're

12

deployed, will be deployed on a distribution circuit.

13

And one of the things about the electric system today

14

that most folks may not realize is that the electric

15

utilities, Hawaiian Electric included, have the ability

16

to communicate with monitoring and control devices in a

17

substation.

18

left-hand side?

19

either an overhead or underground line runs through all

20

of our neighborhoods and ultimately serves our homes,

21

that portion of the electric grid, the utility has

22

almost no visibility at all.

23

on.

24

when a customer picks up the phone and calls and says,

25

"Hey, I've got a power outage.

You see where it has a substation on the
But along the distribution feeder where

We don't know what's going

We don't know when there's a problem other than

You need to send someone
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1
2

to take a look at it."
So a portion of our grid modernization strategy

3

is really now, through these technologies that we

4

described, provide the ability for the electric

5

utility -- for Hawaiian Electric to actually see what's

6

happening along the circuit.

7

what's happening along the circuit, when we're able to

8

have these intelligent devices installed that can

9

provide us information of what's going on, we can work

And when we're able to see

10

with each other in an autonomous or coordinated fashion,

11

then we can operate the utility system much more

12

efficiently and with greater utilization of some of

13

these resources that we have.

14

So we're at a step now where, again, as Scott

15

mentioned, we published the draft strategy.

The purpose

16

of our meeting tonight is one of the many opportunities

17

to have our customers, our stakeholders, people who work

18

in the industry, and I see several of you out here

19

tonight, to provide us feedback and comments on the

20

draft strategy because we're in this step now where

21

we're taking the draft, taking public comments, taking

22

stakeholders' comments and then refining our strategy

23

based upon what we're hearing, and then using that to

24

develop our final strategy that we'll be filing with the

25

Public Utilities Commission on August 29th.
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1

So if you haven't, if you weren't one of the

2

folks who raised your hand earlier, don't worry.

3

want to take a look at the grid-mod strategy, you can go

4

to that website, www.HawaiianElectric.com/gridmod.

5

that site, you can download a copy of the strategy.

6

It's fun reading, I think.

7

If you

It can be long.

You also can find on the same page some relevant

8

orders from the Public Utilities Commission on this

9

topic.

10
11

From

So that kind of helps provide context to the

grid-mod strategy that we developed.
On that site, as well as this here, is the email

12

address, gridmod@HawaiianElectric.com.

13

provided a written comment sheet tonight, that's great.

14

That's awesome.

15

tonight after the Q and A.

16

comments via email, that's the email address to use to

17

send it to us.

18

strategy read that -- read the email that we get in from

19

that every single day.

20

develop our final.

21

If you have

You can provide a verbal comment
But if you'd rather provide

Several of us working on the grid-mod

So we definitely use that as we

Now, we won't be able to incorporate every

22

single comment/point of feedback that we get throughout

23

this journey in the last month or so that we've been

24

doing these meetings, but what we've committed to our

25

customers and the stakeholders that we've met with is
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1

for all of the material that we get in writing, whether

2

it's here tonight on paper or it's with the email

3

address, we'll provide a copy of that and assemble it

4

and include it as an appendix in the grid modernization

5

strategy final version that we file with the PUC on

6

August 29th and make sure all that gets in there.

7

So with that, I will turn it back.

8

So we're going to do the Q and A?

9

THE FACILITATOR:

No.

I'm going to read,

10

actually, some questions, and then you get to answer

11

spontaneously.

12

MR. CHING:

Great.

13

THE FACILITATOR:

14

So there are a number of ways to give input.

This is the fun part for us.

15

The first one we're going to walk through is the -- if

16

you wrote down a question, we've collected it and now

17

we're going to ask the questions and see who jumps up

18

with an answer.

Okay?

19

So this is from Mr. Richard Conrad.

20

"If you will require advanced meters on homes

21

with solar, will the meters be used only to monitor or

22

eventually also to control the solar inverter feed onto

23

the grid?

24

control of voltage at substations adequate to integrate

25

solar?"

And if not, why are not monitoring and
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1

MR. CHING:

Okay.

That's a good question, and

2

I'll actually use this slide to help answer it.

3

first part of the question was about how we will be

4

using --

5
6

So the

Is it a smart meter as part of a PV
installation?

7

THE FACILITATOR:

8

MR. CHING:

Yes.

So if a customer decides to

9

participate in a DER program and install a rooftop solar

10

system, in our strategy, we identify the installation of

11

a smart meter not for the revenue and billing function

12

of the meter, but smart meters and advanced meters have

13

the ability to really be a very high-performing sensor.

14

So they can actually measure the voltage, the power flow

15

and the frequency at that point where the utilities'

16

grid interfaces with an individual's home or business.

17

And that's a very important point because that's the

18

point with tariff where the utility has to provide power

19

at a certain power quality and certain voltage.

20

So the meter really is going to be used, first

21

and foremost, as a sensor and is able to provide a point

22

of visibility and monitoring.

23

meter is not intended to be a control point because the

24

only thing it can really control at that meter panel is

25

to turn off or on all of the power of the home.

It's not intended -- that

What
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1

we're looking to use that meter for is that visibility.

2

When it comes to the control of the operation of a PV

3

system, that's, in part, where advanced inverters come

4

in.

5

So one of the operational characteristics and

6

operational values of an advanced inverter is that with

7

the right advanced inverter, with the right program,

8

we're working on those details right now.

9

is able to sense what's happening on the customer's PV

10

system, what's happening with voltage there locally on

11

that rooftop behind the meter, and based on that

12

programming, it changes the reactive power it provides,

13

potentially changes the amount of vars -- technical

14

term, engineering term -- vars it produces or be able to

15

actually adjust the power output.

16

autonomous function based upon the programming of these

17

advanced inverters.

18

An inverter

But that would be an

The meter in this example would not be used for

19

turning on and off the inverter system.

However, we

20

also have been looking at other technologies:

21

connector, potential use of a second meter, or there's a

22

company called Eaton that's testing out some smart

23

breakers, like the breakers you have on your breaker

24

cabinet in your kitchen or in your hallway that's able

25

to selectively control certain devices, including a PV

collar
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1
2

system.
Our intent of that controllability is not to

3

control a PV system on a day-to-day basis in its regular

4

operation.

5

to provide control during abnormal situations.

6

have a very abnormal day where we have an extremely low

7

electric load, but it's a sunny day and PV systems are

8

producing a lot, our operators may not be able to

9

balance out the grid.

It's really to have that backup capability
So if we

We have too much generation and

10

not enough load to serve -- to be served by that

11

electricity, and that imbalance can create instability

12

of the grid.

13

situation, we may resort, for example, by

14

controlling/turning off for a moment some of these PV

15

systems so that we can regain the balance.

16

strategy, that functionality is not intended to be a

17

normal control functionality, but more for abnormal

18

situations that we don't expect to happen on a regular

19

basis.

20

So if we find ourselves in an abnormal

But in our

I think the other part of that question was

21

around if you're going to do voltage control there

22

locally at the home, why can't you just do it at the

23

substation?

24

unique things about the electricity is that the voltage

25

on our grid varies from location to location.

And it's a good question.

And one of the

And so we
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1

may be able to sit and manage the voltage at a perfect

2

level at a substation up on the left-hand side where the

3

distribution circuit begins, but if we have a lot of

4

distributed PV or distributed storage systems that are

5

not working in unison, they may be raising the voltage

6

down at the end of the meter where these individual

7

devices are located and raise the voltage at the end

8

point beyond and above what we need to provide under our

9

tariff.

10
11

But, yet, in time, the voltage will be -THE FACILITATOR:

Colton, I have five more

questions.

12

MR. CHING:

Okay.

13

THE FACILITATOR:

Brigitte Otto:

"Will renters

14

and residents of apartment buildings be able to decide

15

for themselves whether or not to have the wireless

16

advanced meters, or will only the owners of those

17

apartments or single-family dwellings be the ones that

18

make that decision?"

19

MR. CHING:

So, you know, every circumstance may

20

be different, but we look at our customers as customers.

21

It doesn't matter if you are a renter of a home or owner

22

of a home.

23

a renter, then you are the customer of ours.

24

choose to participate in a time-of-use program as a

25

renter of a home, it doesn't require an investment of

If your account is with Hawaiian Electric as
So if you
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1

some technology, right, that you don't want to make an

2

investment if you're just renting that home.

3

elect to participate in a time-of-use rate program and

4

elect to have a smart meter as part of that.

5

are renting a home that has a PV system on there, you

6

know, you'll need to work it out with your landlord as

7

to how that system will be used.

8

going to use that system, then you would be a

9

traditional full-service customer of the utility.

You can

But if you

But if you're not

10

Unfortunately, you wouldn't have the benefit of the

11

utilization of that PV panel.

12

THE FACILITATOR:

Okay.

Good.

13

From Ellyse, E-l-l-y-s-e, Mazzi, M-a-z-z-i:

14

"What are the inverter capabilities that you're looking

15

for in advanced meters' inverters?

16

capabilities over and above the inverter capability

17

currently required?"

18

MR. CHING:

19

baseball question.

Wow.

20

THE FACILITATOR:

21

MR. CHING:

Are these

That's a very insider,

Very technical.

This is -- the specification and

22

identification of these new advanced inverter functions,

23

this is for the benefit of everyone in the room.

24

is someplace where Hawaii is really leading the nation.

25

We're actually -- and you can argue against this, but

This
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1

we're getting ahead of places like California.

And so

2

we've been working with the folks who actually

3

manufacture these inverters, who are looking to provide

4

new functionality in it, and we are looking to work with

5

them not just to provide the capability, but to make

6

sure that these inverter manufacturers are able to

7

enable these functions and actually operate on a

8

day-to-day basis with these functions enabled.

9

because of insurance requirements and other reasons, the

And

10

manufacturers of this equipment needs to ensure that

11

they're certified for this specific use in electric

12

systems.

13

look for something that's UL certified; right?

14

go --

15

So when we buy electronics from a store, we
So you

Each of these manufacturers will go to a

16

certification agency like Underwriters Laboratories to

17

make sure these devices pass -- passes UL's test in this

18

operation.

19

systems are actually in the process right now, but the

20

functionality that they're looking to get certified to

21

are the functions that we've been working with inverter

22

manufacturers on for, gosh, the past year-plus.

23

So many of the manufacturers in our inverter

THE FACILITATOR:

John Russell asks, "With local

24

mountain areas, why is HECO not discussing pumped energy

25

storage?

Pumps can respond very quickly to energy sags
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1

and surplus of power in the system.

2

technology is very reliable and proven."

3

MR. CHING:

Yeah.

Additionally, hydro

So the question is about two

4

things, the use of pump-storage hydro, which is a form

5

of storage, not a generator, and you use water -- moving

6

water between a lower and upper elevation to provide

7

both the load and source of energy, sort of like a

8

battery.

9

We actually looked at the use of that technology

10

in our Power Supply Improvement Plan.

11

it an option to be selected by this very complex

12

optimization tool that we used.

13

question is right.

14

technology.

15

right location, provide a very responsive function, but

16

it does come with challenges.

17

high-cost system.

18

use of damming at least one or two reservoirs to make

19

the system work.

20

the challenges that we have here in Hawaii, particularly

21

on Oahu, is trying to find an appropriate location of

22

these large pieces of infrastructure, but we did look at

23

it.

24
25

We actually made

The author of the

Pump-storage hydro is a proven

It can, if designed in the right way and

It's a very, very

It requires -- typically requires the

It's physically very large, and one of

Hydroelectric is the other question, which is
the use of -- typically in Hawaii, the use of a running
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1

river or stream to provide electricity by running

2

through a hydro generator.

3

actually on the Big Island.

We do have those systems
We do have it on Maui.

4

Again, when we did our Power Supply Improvement

5

Plan, the cost of those resource options versus some of

6

these newer technologies, whether it be solar, storage,

7

those technologies have been dropping so quickly in

8

price and becoming so much better operationally that

9

when we look at the economics, those other resources are

10
11

selected.
Having said that, you know, if someone has a

12

very good hydroelectric project or pump-storage hydro

13

project, when we go through our procurement efforts,

14

we're going to be open to those options.

15

going to let the market really determine what's the most

16

cost-effective solution for all of our customers.

17

THE FACILITATOR:

Okay.

But we're

Grant Nakaya,

18

N-a-k-a-y-a.

19

this application is denied by the PUC or no individuals

20

or community opt in, how would that affect the 100

21

percent renewable goal?

22

percent renewable without upgrading the grid?

23

the proposed deployment timetable?"

24
25

It says, "In a worst-case scenario, if

MR. CHING:

Is it possible to attain 100
What is

So it's another good question.

I'll

actually go back to the Power Supply Improvement Plan
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1

that we filed at the end of December and, as Scott

2

mentioned, we recently got accepted by the PUC.

3

What we found, in order to take all of Hawaiian

4

Electric Company -- so this is the island of Oahu, Maui

5

Molokai, Lanai and the Big Island of Hawaii -- to 100

6

percent renewable energy, we cannot rely just on the

7

larger grid-scale resources like wind farms and large

8

solar farms.

9

solar systems and distributed storage systems.

We cannot rely just on distributed rooftop
We

10

actually need both.

11

something else; right?

12

over 70 percent of the energy use in the state occurs

13

right here on Oahu.

14

here, and that's why we have a much higher utilization

15

of energy.

16

neighbor islands with renewable energy options as well

17

as the land to make those renewable energy choices on a

18

large-scale work.

19

And on top of that, we need
Especially here on Oahu where

Majority of Hawaii residents are

But Oahu isn't blessed as bountifully as our

So we need all of the above, and I strongly

20

believe that in order to make that future happen, to

21

make all of these resources work that will get us to

22

that 100 percent, then we're going to need a grid that

23

operates in a different way, and I really don't think

24

that the grid that we have today is going to provide

25

those functions and capabilities that we need in the
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1
2

future.
THE FACILITATOR:

Okay.

Tom Harris says, "All

3

150 meters in my condo tower are within 4 feet of a

4

communication closet offering direct-bound, not wireless

5

communication channels via test," (sic) "pair coax,

6

c-o-a-x, fiber optic to a local router which talks to

7

HECO by conventional telco circuits.

8

not only far from the power poles, but may which

9

directly expose certain residents to high levels of EMF.

10

Why not use wired methods of connecting the meter to the

11

substation?"

12

That sounds very technical.

13

MR. CHING:

14

However, they are

Yeah, it actually may be above my

expertise, but let me take a swing at it.

15

THE FACILITATOR:

16

MR. CHING:

Okay.

So when people think of smart or

17

advanced meters that communicate, people automatically

18

think about some wireless option.

19

things we are definitely looking at in our strategy, but

20

one of the foundational components of our strategy is to

21

use open standards, sort of like Wi-Fi or our computers

22

and laptops, right, and phones, and open standards for

23

these devices to speak with each other.

24

the -- one of the elements of some of these new open

25

standards is to allow not just for wireless

That's one of the

And one of
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1

communication through the radio or something like that,

2

but also allow for PLC, power line carrier.

3

for those of you who have that Ethernet over your power

4

line's plug in your home that allows for your internet

5

to run through a power line, it's a similar concept to

6

that; right?

7

Basically,

So we want to be open to these different

8

technologies as long as they adhere to the open

9

standards that are being developed right now that gives

10

us flexibility and optionality to use the latest

11

technology as things evolve, and they can all

12

communicate with each other.

13

exciting stages, right, where some of these newer

14

technologies are starting to use wired, wireless and

15

other things.

16

But this is some of the

I've got to apologize.

That probably is the

17

limit of my expertise.

18

question afterwards a little bit deeper --

19
20
21
22

MR. HARRIS:

I'd be happy to take that

That's my question.

Can I clarify

it?
THE FACILITATOR:

If you need to clarify, sir,

come here.

23

MR. HARRIS:

If I may.

24

MR. CHING:

25

THE FACILITATOR:

Yeah, sure.
If you come here to the
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1

microphone --

2

MR. HARRIS:

3

THE FACILITATOR:

4
5
6
7
8
9

I can project enough from here.
Well, the difficulty, sir, is

the stenographer.
MR. HARRIS:
have trouble.

Very good.

The stenographer would

Thank you.

THE FACILITATOR:

Thank you.

If you could

identify yourself.
MR. HARRIS:

My name is Tom Harris, and I'm an

10

officer with the condominium I referred to in my

11

question.

12

worked most of my life as a systems engineer.

13

in computer network technology and information security

14

but was brought up primarily as a zoologist and

15

biologist.

16

these questions.

17

My training is as a biologist, but I've
So I work

So it's from those perspectives that I ask

The primary problem with the open standards that

18

are currently being developed is that there's very

19

strong scientific evidence that these are biohazards

20

that are being ignored.

21

gigahertz frequencies with pulsed electromagnetic fields

22

that are trying to communicate with a distant power pole

23

that is hundreds of feet below the comm closets or the

24

meters, which happen to be on every floor in our

25

particular condos' instance, is that on every floor,

And if they're working at 2.1
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1

there are six meters that are within 20 feet of my head

2

when I'm sleeping, and they're trying to communicate

3

with pulsed ultra high frequency to a power pole that's

4

300 to 400 feet away when they're, in fact, 4 feet away

5

from a comm closet where there's lots of opportunity for

6

channels, for fiber coax and twisted pair to talk to a

7

router downstairs that could then talk to that power

8

pole.

9

So there are technologies that are already

10

preexisting, aged, tested open standards that already

11

exist that have been around for decades, which are

12

highly reliable and have no radiation hazards

13

whatsoever, and, yet, we're looking at smart meters that

14

have proven to be highly biohazardous, carcinogenic and

15

directly cause harm to biological systems.

16

Try looking at -- why cannot you have a look at

17

using older, proven technologies with sufficient

18

bandwidth already existing to achieve the communication

19

standards that this wonderful plan does offer?

20

wonderful thing.

21

is this high-frequency wireless link.

22

It's a

The only thing that we're objecting to

MR. CHING:

Thank you.

So just to clarify, the open

23

standards that we're looking at is in the 900 megahertz

24

range --

25

MR. HARRIS:

Okay.
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1

MR. CHING:

2

MR. HARRIS:

3

-- and not the 2-plus gigahertz.
That's really close to 1 gig,

though, and that's still pretty high.

4

Thank you.

5

THE FACILITATOR:

Robert Harris says, "In the

6

appendix slash exhibit, there was a lengthy discussion

7

of the cost of DERs.

8

included in the smart grid proposal?

9

out to the major DER providers for input?"

10

MR. CHING:

Is there a reason this was
Have you reached

So we did input some folks that are

11

in the DER space as part of our stakeholder outreach.

12

We have not spoken to everyone to be fair.

13

exactly sure what specific section is being referenced,

14

but we welcome additional discussion around that.

15

we'll provide some peaceful input into our final

16

version.

17

THE FACILITATOR:

18

MR. CHING:

19
20
21
22

I'm not

Maybe

Okay.

Can you convert that question into a

comment?
THE FACILITATOR:

Yes.

And, actually, we'll

enter all of these as part of the record.
As we have indicated, there are a number of ways

23

to participate in assisting Hawaiian Electric in the

24

development of their revised strategy for the -- the

25

document that's due to the PUC.

So what was also handed
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1

out --

2

MR. SEU:

Sorry to interrupt. I do also want to

3

explain that we actually did receive a fair number of

4

other comments, and what Kurt has been trying to do is

5

group them into -- into --

6

I mean, basically, a lot of them were very

7

similar in terms of what they're commenting on or asking

8

about.

9

question that you feel we did not at least address or

Are there any of you folks who submitted a

10

touch on?

11

it.

12

We can certainly pull that out and address

THE FACILITATOR:

So what we'd also like to do

13

or what has been offered is on that first table when you

14

came in, there were comment sheets, and so you can also

15

make your own comments in writing or online before

16

August 9th.

17

then they will draft the document for the PUC by August

18

29th.

19

comments into the record.

20

All right.

The comment period is going to close, and

We also have some people signed up to give oral

Let me yield once more, however, to

21

the last question, and that is Todd French says, "How

22

does Hawaiian Electric plan to implement a costly new

23

grid system that increases customers using home solar in

24

order to meet their 100 percent renewable mandate and

25

maximize shareholder value?"
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1

That's an interesting quandary.

2

MR. CHING:

Yeah.

I think the question is

3

asking about the cost of investment for grid

4

modernization.

5

intent -- original intent -- the core intent of the grid

6

modernization strategy isn't to modernize the grid for

7

the sake of modernizing.

8

doing the necessary modernization efforts to facilitate

9

or to enable different customer programs and

That's the first part.

That cost or the

The strategy is built around

10

technologies.

11

that are actually designed to make the cost of

12

generation lower, make the cost of generation more

13

renewable, make the cost of generation more predictable

14

and allow for all of these systems to operate in a more

15

efficient manner.

16

And it's those programs and technologies

So from an electric utility standpoint,

17

providing that total value, right, the grid

18

modernization in combination with the programs and the

19

technologies it enables, is really the goal here.

20

not just the grid modernization.

21

we made this commitment to get to 100 percent renewable

22

energy, as an employee of Hawaiian Electric, I see my

23

role is finding the most cost-effective, most efficient,

24

most reliable way to get there; right?

25

that we can make that work for all of our customers, not

It's

And so if, as a state,

And the more
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1

just for customers who may elect to participate in one

2

program or another, but also for my father-in-law who

3

may choose to not participate in any program, but make

4

the electric system more valuable to them, make it more

5

efficient.

That, to me, is our job.

6

And from a utility employee that works for an

7

investor-owned utility, creating greater value from the

8

electric system that allows our customers to make more

9

choices in how they interact with us, how they consume

10

their energy, how they provide their energy back to us,

11

to me, is how we ensure the health of our electric

12

utility going into the future.

13

THE FACILITATOR:

14

MR. CHING:

15

Okay.

Good.

It's not just about selling kilowatt

hours.

16

THE FACILITATOR:

Yes.

17

There are five people who have signed up to give

18

testimony here at the microphone and onto the record.

19

So I will call your name, and if you can make your way

20

down here, I'm going to ask that you try to limit

21

yourself to three minutes, if possible.

22

to be pau by 8:30.

23

We're supposed

So the first person, it looks like from what I'm

24

reading -- is Allen --

25

Is it Leonard?
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1
2

MR. LEONARD:
writing.

3
4

Yeah, but I'm going to defer to

I'm going to submit testimony.

THE FACILITATOR:

Thank you very much,

Mr. Leonard.

5

Tom Harris, did you also want to --

6

MR. HARRIS:

7

THE FACILITATOR:

If I may now.
Yes.

So as I call you -- your

8

name, you have to make your way to this microphone so

9

you can be heard, and it will be entered into the

10
11
12

record.
If you keep it down to three minutes, I'd
appreciate it.

13

MR. HARRIS:

14

THE FACILITATOR:

15

MR. HARRIS:

16

I will try.
It's a challenge.

Yes, it is.

I'll try and

summarize, then.

17

THE FACILITATOR:

18

MR. HARRIS:

Thank you.

There have been a number of quite

19

expensive U.S. government toxicology studies that have

20

found that wireless radiation and cell phone and smart

21

meter frequencies and intensities does cause cancer in

22

rats and other biological systems.

23

carefully vetted by the National Institutes of Health.

24

And the conclusion is that nonthermal levels of RF

25

radiation can and do cause cancer.

They've been

The exposure to
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1
2

smart meter radiation is a primary concern here.
There have been a number of other -- hundreds of

3

other peer-reviewed publications that have reported

4

biological effects of significant harm in cells in

5

animals, including DNA breakage and interference with

6

healing and other behavioral effects as well.

7

Two-thirds of independent-funded research have

8

demonstrated health hazards.

Any assurances of safety

9

by the FCC, where utilities rely on FCC statements,

10

pertain only to safe insofar as not causing shocks or

11

burns, and they do not address lower, nonthermal levels

12

of RF radiation.

13

There have been three independently conducted

14

surveys of hundreds of persons in different parts of the

15

world, and they have found, on installation of wireless

16

smart meters, previously healthy residents have

17

developed significant electrical sensitivities for the

18

first time and are no longer able to be near wireless

19

smart meters, Wi-Fi or cell phones without debilitation

20

and physical symptoms.

21

I'm going to skip over a lot of that.

22

Major insurance companies, including Lloyd's of

23

London, have announced that they will not give liability

24

coverage to manufacturers or installers of wireless

25

devices for health damage claims.
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1

Close-proximity wireless-exposure problems for

2

electrically sensitive people who wish to exercise

3

caution is not solved by having an opt-in-only program

4

because wireless exposure will be present from those

5

neighbors nearby who did opt in.

6

would still be present from them.

7
8
9
10

Wireless exposure

Regarding persons who are concerned about RF
exposure -I'm skipping over a lot here.
-- for even nonwireless, digital meters to be

11

safe for people with such sensitivities, their internal

12

power supplies would have to be changed from their

13

presently used electrical noisy switch-mode types to

14

linear power supplies, and they would have need to have

15

added filtration.

16

So I'm skipping over a lot.

17

Essentially, we have an opportunity to get rid

18

of a major part of the biological hazards that are

19

offered by this technology that was developed over the

20

last 20 years without these biohazards having been

21

previously tested.

22

technologies for communication that do not depend upon

23

wireless technologies that already have the bandwidth

24

and capability, but they would require a change in the

25

infrastructure and a reduction of the dependence upon

There are a host of preexisting
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1

these pre-existing technologies in which there have been

2

huge investments because they've been designed to

3

operate in the wireless mode, but they could easily be

4

converted, with some significant expense, to be using

5

bound technologies, such as fiber-optic or coaxial

6

cable, and completely eliminate the biohazards that the

7

current systems that are being offered to us present.

8

And this is just one link, just the smart meter link, in

9

this really wonderfully advanced system that we should

10

really embrace for complete energy independence for Oahu

11

and Hawaii.

Thank you.

12

THE FACILITATOR:

Thank you.

13

It is not our intention to put pressure on you,

14

to limit you from fully expressing yourself, but if I

15

can just remind you, you can send in your longer

16

testimony, all of that good information that you skipped

17

over, to the different sites that I think you already

18

have.

19
20
21
22
23

MR. HARRIS:

Is that stuff on the board for us,

or is that leftover for somebody else?
THE FACILITATOR:

Here.

It's up here:

online, www.HawaiianElectric.com/grid."
Okay.

"To GMS

Those sites.

The record is open until August 9th.

So,

24

again, with the press of time, do it quickly, but you

25

can do it this way.

So we're not trying to cut off some
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1

very valuable input.

2
3

Eric Olson?

Eric?

He

may have left.

4

Okay.

5

Aloha.

6

MS. OTTO:

7

You signed up to speak.

Brigitte Otto.

This is actually the first time I'm

speaking in front of an audience.

8

THE FACILITATOR:

Is it?

9

MS. OTTO:

My name is Brigitte Otto, and

Okay.

This will be fun.

10

I'm electrosensitive, and that's why this smart meter

11

plan is a nightmare for me because I -- I cannot use

12

cell phones.

13

a cell phone approaches me, it feels as if someone is

14

pinching me.

15

me tremendous problems.

16

Wi-Fi.

17

I have Ethernet.

18

meters and cell phone towers are the worst offenders,

19

and I'm afraid that this will torture me and cause me

20

extremely serious health problems.

21

It doesn't even have to touch my head.

If

And I had to give up my iPad that caused
I already feel my neighbor's

That is already a problem.

I don't have Wi-Fi.

And that's why I understand smart

I thought about other electrosensitives in other

22

states who ended up in wheelchairs after being exposed

23

to smart meters.

24

can opt out, what if the neighbors have smart meters?

25

They will still be too close.

And, also, I'm renting, and even if I
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1

And I heard from others who -- actually, one

2

lady, she said she convinced her whole building to opt

3

out of smart meters, and she could still feel smart

4

meters from the other side of the street.

5

caused her problems.

They still

Yeah, I mean, how am I going to protect myself

6
7

from neighbors' smart meters?

And also -- I mean, I'm

8

all for solar energy.

9

environmentally friendly energy, renewable energy as

That is all good.

I'm all for

10

long as no smart meters are involved.

11

technologically possible to use solar energy without

12

smart meter technology.

13

instance, there could be a second -- a second analog

14

meter could be installed instead.

15

possibility.

16

And it would be

Why isn't it done?

For

That could be a

And I'm also wondering, as I have heard, that

17

HECO wants to get rid of analog meters, and this is also

18

a concern.

19

be sure that down the road, it won't be converted into a

20

smart meter without even me knowing about it?

21

if it is not digital meters, they are a fire hazard.

22

And, yeah, I mean, there's a lot to say about smart

23

meters.

24
25

As soon as I have a digital meter, how can I

THE FACILITATOR:

And even

And then this is important

information, and I know you have something in writing.
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1

I hope that you'll submit it.

2

MS. OTTO:

3

THE FACILITATOR:

4

I will, if I could.
Thank you very much.

Thank

you.

5

And Meysam Razmara, M-e-y-s-a-m R-a-z-m-a-r-a.

6

Okay.

Those are the names that I have who have

7

signed up to speak.

8

of you still wanted to rise to speak, we'd like to give

9

you that opportunity as long as you can keep it to about

10
11
12

We have 10 minutes more.

three minutes.
MR. HARRIS:

Annelle, could I add about 30

seconds?

13

THE FACILITATOR:

14

MR. HARRIS:

15

So if one

Oh, you want 30 seconds more?

Definitely.

It's something I had

forgotten that Ms. Otto reminded me of.

16

Again, for the steno, it's Tom Harris.

17

THE FACILITATOR:

18

MR. HARRIS:

19

Ms. Otto's testimony was quite painful --

20

THE FACILITATOR:

21

MR. HARRIS:

22

-- painful because she is one of three people I

Then say your name again.

Thank you very much.

Tom Harris?

Tom Harris, yes.

23

know who are profoundly electrosensitive and have

24

trouble just wandering around the city because of the

25

inundation of Wi-Fi.

I have no sensitivity at all.

I
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1

don't feel it, but these people are in pain.

2

I have a firsthand testimony of a close friend

3

who lives on Pueo Street who had a test smart meter

4

installation, and she ultimately had to have it removed

5

because it killed all of the plants within 30- or

6

40-foot radius of the meter, and it killed all the fish

7

in her fishpond.

8
9

So these biological tests that show
peer-reviewed research and whatnot, all well and good,

10

but we have -- I have this firsthand testimony of a

11

close friend who has actually gone through the

12

consequences of direct biohazards.

13

these technologies are established and safe, well, to be

14

mild, are quite suspect to me.

15
16

THE FACILITATOR:

So the claims that

And thank you.

Thank you.

Thank you very

much.

17

MR. HARRIS:

Thank you for the opportunity.

18

THE FACILITATOR:

19

What I'd like to do right now is give Colton the

Yes.

20

opportunity to make some closing remarks, I guess, and

21

then we still have some time to mingle before they shove

22

us out of the building, I think.

23

MR. CHING:

Okay.

So I just want to thank

24

everyone again for coming this evening, spending your

25

Monday night here with us.

Just to remind everyone, if
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1

you think of additional comments and points of feedback

2

to provide, please do so by emailing that address above.

3

Some of you spoke with notes.

4

actually send that full body of notes in as well.

5

allows us to get that full set of information to be

6

incorporated and documented.

7

Again, I encourage you to
That

As we mentioned, we're going to be here until

8

about 8:30 before McKinley kicks us out.

9

Scott and I are here.

So, you know,

You can ask us questions.

We

10

still have some of our boards and equipment located

11

outside.

12

folks who actually know this stuff better than me and

13

Scott.

14

of the technologies and some of the systems.

15
16
17

So you can talk to some of our engineers and

You can ask them specific questions about some

So, again, thank you very much for being here
tonight.

Safe travels.

Thank you.

(Meeting adjourned at 8:20 p.m.)

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
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1

C E R T I F I C A T E

2

STATE OF HAWAII

)
)
)

3

CITY AND COUNTY OF HONOLULU

4

I, LAURA SAVO, a Certified Shorthand Reporter in
and for the State of Hawaii, do hereby certify:

ss.

5
6
7
8

That the foregoing proceedings were taken down
by me in machine shorthand at the time and place herein
stated, and was thereafter reduced to typewriting under
my supervision;
That the foregoing is a full, true and correct
transcript of said proceedings;

9
10
11

I further certify that I am not of counsel or
attorney for any of the parties to this case, nor in any
way interested in the outcome hereof, and that I am not
related to any of the parties hereto.

12
Hawaii.

Dated this 14th day of August 2017 in Honolulu,

13
14

S/S Laura Savo_
LAURA SAVO, RPR, CSR NO. 347

_

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
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2.

Oahu Comments
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Comments Received
A.

EMAILED COMMENTS

Date:

Fri 6/30/2017 1:02 PM

Subject:

Battery storage for non PV owners?

Body of
Are there any plans to provide opportunities for customers to purchase battery
the Email storage to take advantage of Time of Use pricing and to help smooth out the
“Nessie Curve”?
-Albert Katsuyama

Date:

Tue 7/4/2017 2:17 AM

Subject:

Designer Coder

Body of
Hi There,
the Email
Would you be interested in hiring a Web designer or coder for 1 week on trial
basis?
We deal in providing virtual team of dedicated Web designer or coder and have
been into this business for the past 15 years. Our clientele base is extended to
US, UK, Canada, Australia and more.
Please share your valuable requirement about the skill set you are looking for
and I will revert back to you with some sample resume for your review.
Appreciate your time and look forward to hear from you.
Thanks
Kerry bell

Date:

Fri 7/28/2017 8:07 AM

Subject:

Smart Meters
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Body of
I am opposed to the installation of smart meters because of their detrimental
the Email effects on health and the specter of such a system being used to control and
penalize consumers from the use of electrical power and to raise the rates they
will have to pay.
-Harry Yoshida

Date:

Fri 7/28/2017 9:40 AM

Subject:

unsmarts METERS

Body of
un SMART METERS are not safe, violate privacy,
the Email
And exude EMFs. We don’t want them.
Pamela Palencia

Date:

Fri 7/28/2017 3:55 PM

Subject:

Smart Meters

Body of
Aloha
the Email
I understand that the county is once again looking at the installation of smart
meters.
I want you to know that I object, do not want one, and also do not want them in
my neighborhood.
I am one of those select few who are sensitive to EMFs. I know from living in
California where they were installed in my neighborhood that they do affect me.
Please do not adopt a plan for use of these here on Maui.
Ane Takaha

Date:

Sat 7/29/2017 9:24 AM

Subject:

EmF sensitivity
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Good day
Body of
the Email I am one of the thousands of people who are EMS sensitive.

For me it takes the form of pressure headaches and spikes in the brain that are sharp
and painful and frightening.
When I am in the vicinity of a cell phone mast or a Smart meter I feel an icy hot sensation
and throbbing in my left arm where I used to carry my cell phone ..
I will never permit a smart meter on my home and am frightened that they will be placed
anywhere near me.
Thorough research will show how dangerous EMFs Are.
Cancers are proven to be associated with smart meters ......please inform yourself of this
research.
Respectfully submitted,
LiLi Townsend

Date:

Sat 7/29/2017 11:56 AM

Subject:

"Grid Modernization" plan comment

I do not support the deployment of technologies that place profit over the
Body of
the Email health of people.
Smart meters are a public health hazard:
1. Hundreds of fires, several explosions, and two deaths have been linked
to smart meters.
2. EMF devices are now excluded by insurance companies.
3. Smart meters will not make for faster grid restoration. New England's
largest utilities criticized smart meters saying there was “no rational
basis” for their implementation.
4. Data collection by smart meters violates privacy and constitutes inhome surveillance.
5. Wireless smart meters make our electrical grid vulnerable to hacking
by petty thieves and rogue nations.
6. Smart meters have been shown to cost customers more by forcing
people to reduce consumption and pay higher prices.
Keith Ranney

Date:

Sat 7/29/2017 5:33 PM

Subject:

SMART METERS ARE ALREADY OBSOLETE

NO NEED SMART METERS, SO NO NEED SMART GRID.
Body of
the Email

SPEND HAWAIIAN ELECTRIC CUSTOMER REVENUE ON ACCELERATING THE
HAWAIIAN ELECTRIC UTILITY "DEATH SPIRAL" BY INVESTING CUSTOMER
MONIES IN FREEING ALL CUSTOMERS FROM PERPETUAL DEPENDENCY ON
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HAWAIIAN ELECTRIC'S GOVERNMENT-GUARANTEED FOR-PROFIT
MONOPOLIES.
NO NEED FOR CUSTOMERS TO PAY UNEARNED GOVERNMENT GUARANTEED
SUBSIDIES--AKA SO-CALLED "PROFITS"--TO ABSENTEE HAWAIIAN ELECTRIC
STOCK OWNERS, AND NO NEED TO PAY OBSCENELY EXCESSIVE AND
UNDESERVED SALARIES TO FAR TOO MANY HAWAIIAN ELECTRIC EXECUTIVES.

Date:

Sun 7/30/2017 11:10 AM

Subject:

smart meters

i'm sorry I cannot attend the wed. meeting but would like to express my concern regarding the
Body of
the Email installation of smart meters in maui meadows. I am among many who are against the use of

smart meters. I sincerely hope an alternative solution will be found. if economy is the issue I can
think of one alternate solution to reduce the cost of electricity.
hi. electric should bill for trimming trees which extend into power lines. planting a tree close to
power lines is crazy. expecting the power co. to trim that tree is ridiculous. but the electric co.
actually pruning these trees at their cost is just plain stupid and grossly unjust to the rest of us
who are responsible for what we plant.
when I purchased a house with a tree that grew into power lines I took down the tree at my own
expense. hi. electric should require all home owners to do the same. if hi. electric needs to trim
trees the home owner should foot the bill or take the tree down. how much money would that
save?
Barbara Kaneshige

Date:

Sun 7/30/2017 9:47 PM

Subject:

smart meters

After reading about smart meters I do not want them around me. They are dangerous
Body of
the Email on many different levels including our health. Also I do not need a smart meter to tell
me when I upload electricity .... I am aware of this as well as the amount. Keep them
out of Maui....
Dhyan Sandhya
Please keep this as a vote against smart meters as a renter on Maui

Date:

Tue 8/1/2017 12:39 PM
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Subject:

smart meters

As a resident of Maui county, count me as AGAINST the “grid modernization” toward
Body of
the Email smart meters. I see no upside for we the people, only potential dangers.
-Helena Berg

Date:

Thu 8/3/2017 10:07 PM

Subject:

No Thank you smart meters

Please do not install more smart meters on Maui. I have several friends and relatives that
Body of
the Email have experience health problems from living near them even for a few months. These
include lack of sleep, headaches, lowered immune system and one friend who died of
cancer in her 40’s.
Thank you for doing the smart thing and the right thing and not supporting them.
-Heather

Date:

Mon 7/3/2017 8:03 AM

Subject:

High rise

Body of
How can something like this help at a high rise condominium project or can it?
the Email
Milton Miyasato

Date:

Mon 8/7/2017 4:54 PM

Subject:

Comments on Grid Modernization

COMMENTS ON HAWAIIAN ELECTRIC’S POTENTIAL USE OF WIRELESS
Body of
the Email SMART /

ADVANCED METERS, FROM A PH.D. BIOCHEMIST
Claims by Hawaiian Electric so far about safety of wireless advanced meters and
of concern for
customer safety is empty propaganda, and shows they have not taken into
serious
consideration any of the following facts:
1. A recent 25 million dollar US government NTP (National Toxicology Program)
study has found that wireless radiation at cell phone (and smart meter)
frequencies and intensities DOES cause cancer in rats. These results were
carefully vetted and accepted by the National Institutes of Health. The conclusion
is that low non-thermal levels of RF radiation can and does cause cancer
(remember that the FDA uses animal studies as a first assessment of risk to
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humans).
2. Hundreds of other peer-reviewed publications have reported harmful biological
effects of such radiation in cells and animals, including DNA breakage and
interference with healing of DNA breakage. Numerous recent studies on humans
have shown behavioral effects and other effects. In general, more than 2/3 of
independently funded research projects have demonstrated unhealthy effects.
3. Any assurances of “safety” by the FCC or by utilities relying on FCC statements
pertain ONLY to “safe” insofar as not causing shocks or burns. The FCC
themselves have admitted that their “safe level” limits do not account for other
biological effects caused by lower, nonthermal levels of RF radiation. The have
deferred to the EPA on this, but political pressure has silenced the EPA
concerning these matters.
4. Three independently conducted surveys of many hundreds of persons in
different parts of the world have found that upon installation of wireless smart
meters, previously healthy residents have developed electrical sensitivities for the
first time in their lives, and are no longer able to be near wireless smart meters,
wi-fi or cell phones without suffering debilitating physical symptoms. In many
cases, their new symptoms began soon after smart meter installation and before
they became aware that a smart meter had been installed. These surveys also
found that people who were already electrically sensitive had serious declines in
their health soon after smart meters were installed, again, in many cases before
they knew that a smart meter was present.
5. Major insurance companies, including Lloyd’s of London, have announced they
will not give liability coverage to manufacturers or installers of wireless devices for
health damage claims.
6. The close-proximity wireless exposure problem for people who are electrically
sensitive or who wish to exercise caution is not solved by having an “opt-in only”
program for the following reasons:
A) Wireless exposure would still be present from close neighbors who opted in,
especially in apartments with banks of dozens of smart meters.
B) Wireless exposure would still be present from close neighbors who might be
required to have wireless smart/advanced meters because of having rooftop solar
feeding into the grid.
C) There would be increased wireless exposure near collector - repeater sites.
SOLUTIONS: ALTERNATIVES TO WIRELESS
Do we even really need real-time monitoring at every home, even at homes with
solar? In the case of rooftop solar, would advanced meters be used only to
monitor, or eventually also to control the feed of each individual PV system onto
the grid? Why are not advanced monitoring and control of voltage at substations:
“Expanded use of sensors and automated controls at substations and
neighborhood circuits” as stated by Hawaiian Electric, adequate to integrate
solar? Furthermore: “Ching explained that advanced inverters are like small
computers. They have capabilities to run the local grid; they sense what`s
happening locally and make adjustments in how it operates.” So why the need for
wireless smart/advanced meters? (Most customers will not take kindly to having
their appliances controlled by Hawaiian Electric – such external control was
implied by Ching when he said: “The new demand response model is to adjust
demand to accommodate changing supply.”)
For many years, Heco has had a very successful postcard program for selfreporting of monthly readings. For a more automated reporting system to further
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reduce the need for meter-readers, there are at least three other practical
alternatives:
1. Hawaiian Electric could issue a phone number for customers to dial-up a
dedicated company computer and simply punch their 5 digit meter reading into
their phone keypad. (They could have pre-registered their phone number linked to
their account so the computer’s caller ID would automatically know which account
was reporting.)
2. Hawaiian Electric could set up a website for customers to log onto and simply
enter their meter reading.
3. Hawaiian Electric could supply an email address for customers to email their
meter reading. (Where a customer has solar, the customer could report two
readings separately, incoming usage, and outgoing feed.)
OTHER ALTERNATIVE REPORTING MEANS:
Viable alternatives include cell-phone technology built into an advanced meter,
built in modem reporting via the internet, or fiber optics. (Although automated cell
phone reporting is a form of wireless, it need produce only a short communication
burst once a day or in case of outages, as contrasted to the constantly pulsing
wireless mesh networks usually used in present wireless smart meters.)
(BPL - Broadband over Power Lines or PLC -Power Line Communication, would
be an extremely unsatisfactory and unhealthy alternative because it inadvertently
causes the whole power line transmission grid to become a transmitting antenna,
radiating spurious RF (the data communications) into neighborhoods, as well as
conducting it into home wiring). Hawaiian Electric has claimed “Enhanced outage
management and notification technology” benefits of wireless smart/advanced
meters. But they already have a fast and successful
automated system of a dedicated outage-reporting phone number for customers
to call in event of an outage - additional benefits of smart meters in this regard
would be very minor. The “Expanded use of sensors and automated controls at
substations and neighborhood circuits” would already enhance automatic
knowledge of outage locations. The old electromechanical analog meters have
been safe, reliable, accurate, long-lived and inexpensive. So far, digital meters,
whether they be smart or advanced or even nontransmitting, have been neither
safe (including many reported fires), unreliable, inaccurate (they
give inaccurate readings due to spurious/“dirty” RF and noise increasingly present
on power lines today), are a short lived technology (will become obsolete quickly),
and overall are a very expensive and complex system.
REGARDING PERSONS WHO ARE CONCERNED ABOUT RF EXPOSURE:
For even non-wireless digital meters to be safe for persons with electrical
sensitivities, their internal power supplies would have to be changed from the
presently used electrically noisy switch-mode types to linear-type power supplies,
and they would need to have added filtration to keep their power supply noise and
their digital processor and digital signal noise from being conducted back into
homes. Current models do not have adequate filtration. Even with additional
filtering, there are no guarantees that a presently non-wireless digital meter would
not be secretly upgraded in the future to either include a transmitter or to activate
a transmitter already imbedded. Trust is not there, and ordinary assurances will
not suffice.
THEREFORE:
1. Persons who already have electrical sensitivities, and also any who wish to
minimize their exposure to RF, must be allowed to retain their present analog
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electromechanical meters, as long as they self-report by any of the 4 means listed
above. They should not be assessed ANY extra fees, costs, or higher rates. To
be fair, those who op-in should pay a fee or higher rates to cover the cost of the
new technology.
2. Hawaiian Electric must further accommodate electrically sensitive people by
not allowing any of their close neighbors to opt-into having wireless
smart/advanced meters. Utilities have been putting a great deal of emphasis and
money (ultimately customers’ money) into “Customer Acceptance Programs”
(propaganda) because smart/advanced meters provide no real benefits to
consumers. In fact, they are actually dangerous: in addition to harming health,
they are a cybersecurity risk, an invasion of privacy and have caused fires on the
sides of homes.
DO NO HARM to the health of customers should be the first priority of any Grid
Modernization Strategy.
Otherwise both suffering and lawsuits will ensue.
-Richard H. Conrad, Ph.D. biochemist, Oahu

Date:

Mon 8/7/2017 9:51 PM

Subject:

grid modification comments

Radio waves are the ultimate pollutant. You can't see, hear, smell them, but
Body of
the Email contrary to what the "experts" say your body is stressed and injured by them.
Unfortunately for me, over exposure has left me with Electromagnetic
Hypersensitivity (EHS). If a wireless smart meter is installed on my home or
even in my neighborhood, I would not be able to live in my home.
I've had EHS since 2004. I lost my dream job in educational television that I
worked so hard to get. This job that I loved exposed me to microwave signals
daily for six years until my body broke down and I had to quit. The many cell
phone antennas and microwave transmission dishes on the roof above my
office pushed me beyond my body's limits.
This was just the beginning of a very long, living nightmare. The damage had
been done. I could not even sleep in my own home because of my neighbors'
wi-fi signals coming into my home. After twelve years, I still am injured by
Electro Magnetic Radiation (EMR). I lost my job, had to sell my home and I've
spent more than $60,000.00 seeking treatment to heal this affliction. I've spent
my life savings and have no money for my children's college education.
What if this happens to you? To your loved one, spouse or children? What will
happen when we have a generation of outcasts that cannot work, go to school
or even function in their home because of the e-smog that is prevalent?
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I have been a Hawaii public school teacher since 1989 and a school
technologist since 1992.
Since 2001 I have been suffering from an illness that the World Health
Organization (WHO) calls Electromagnetic Hypersensitivity (EHS). This was
caused by over exposure to microwaves (cell phone repeaters on the roof of
my working place and wifi). My symptoms include: a burning sensation in my
head that continues and increases until I can move away from the source, a
terrible sensation of pain through out the body, muscle spasms, irritability,
insomnia, confusion, inability to concentrate and others. This all translates to
stress on the body which can lead to a whole host of other ailments.
I do support having a “Smart Grid” which would have the capability to save
energy, I DO NOT support the use of wireless technology in that system or
anywhere else.
Mahalo,
Paul Stanley, M.Ed. (Educational Technology)

Date:

Sun 8/6/2017 5:54 PM

Subject:

Must-See Documentary Reveals Dangers of Smart Meters - Take Back Your
Power, a Smart Meter Expose

Body of
Dear PUC Commissioners, Consumer Advocate, State Legislature, Governor,
the Email News Media, HECO, and residents of Hawaii,
This message goes to 395 recipients, including 236 Bcc recipients. Please forward
to as many of your friends and co-workers and neighbors throughout the state
ASAP.
I am submitting the following multi-award winning full-length 1:23:18
documentary, Take Back Your Power, a smart meter expose, as my public
comment to HECO's plan to upgrade its grid for the sole benefit of its profits and
monopoly control, its continued stranglehold on our energy, and continued
abuse of power and fleecing of our people.
The documentary has been updated for 2017. Producer Josh del Sol, in
conjunction with Dr. Joseph Mercola, has made it available for viewing free all
this week (through 8/11) at Mercola's website
Must-See Documentary Reveals Dangers of Smart Meters
The opening scene is not a recreation by actors. It is actual footage from the
Maine Supreme Court.
After Aug 11, the documentary will cost you $19.95.
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Our political leaders continue to abuse their power to support a company that
not only was one of the instigators of, but actively participated in the Overthrow
on Jan 17, 1893, none other than the HECO monopoly.
Our politicians are all fighting to stop a tsunami, a world-wide movement to
stop smart meters, and they will be buried by that tsunami.
It is time for our people to wake up, rise up, march, and overthrow the
dinosaur HECO monopoly to bring about publicly owned, non-profit power to
Hawaii.

It is time for our people to rise up in 2018 and take back control of an abusive,
out of control, Democrat monopoly government that answers to no body
and is accountable to no one, except the wealthy, power elite Queen Bees
like HEI CEO, Connie Lau.
Encourage Representative Colleen Hanabusa to run for Governor.
Spread the word throughout Hawaii and refuse smart meter installation if
you value your privacy and your health, and that of your children.
Big Brother is watching you!
Mahalo,
Ed Wagner
Mililani

Date:

Sat 8/5/2017 1:28 PM

Subject:

Modernization of Power Grid

Question: How will this upgrade help customers without rooftop solar? Also, how will
Body of
the Email the cost of this upgrade be paid for? Will it come from everyone utilizing Heco's system,
including those with rooftop solar?
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This needs to be addressed at your public meeting.
Thank you.
Barbara Umiamaka

Date:

Mon 8/7/2017 1:26 PM

Subject:

Grid Modernization

Aloha,
Body of
the Email

I do have concerns about Grid Modernization. I heard that they are the same as Smart
Meters and Smart Meters are known to be health hazardous, invade privacy and cause
fires. We wish not to have them in our house or in the community.
Mahalo,
Mio

Date:

Mon 8/7/2017 1:26 PM

Subject:

Grid Modernization

I do not wish to have a smart meter at either home on my property located at [omitted
Body of
the Email from publication]. I realize there are many meetings being planned around this issue

which I will be unable to attend but I do wish to make my position known on this topic NO SMART METER for me. Mahalo Carole Newell

Date:

Sun 8/6/2017 10:18 PM

Subject:

Smart meters

Body of
These smart meters are far from smart, I am extremely opposed to these
the Email horrible meters, causing more damage than most people know about. I shall
testify as well.
Mahalo, Julie Dahl

Date:

Mon 8/7/2017 8:50 AM

Subject:

SSTUSA – Introduction
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Body of
We are delighted to hear Hawaii electric and in particular, Maui electric is getting
the Email serious about modernizing its energy grid. I personally visit Maui on a regular
basis and the essential upgrades are long overdue.
We offer a vast array of sophisticated energy management tools, such as
demand response , geothermal energy storage technologies such as HQA
horizontal quad array and HSA horizontal spiral array that is vastly superior to
vertical geothermal. Besides geothermal Portions of Maui are suitable for
pumped hydro, OTEC and SWAC.
http://www.sstusa.net/index.html
We welcome the opportunity to discuss, design and install a renewable resiliency
system for maui electric and others.
Sincerely,
Jeffrey Bisk

Date:

Tue 8/8/2017 2:39 PM

Subject:

CCA

Body of
Aloha,
the Email

Does HECo/MECo/HELCo allow for Community Choice
Aggregation?
Eric Olson
Date:

Tue 8/8/2017 2:46 PM

Subject:

Clean Energy Portfolio

Body of
What other Clean Energy solutions are you pursuing to help stabilize the grid to
the Email reach 100% renewables? Can you break it out by percentages and MWhrs served
(Hydro, Kenetic, Fuel Cell, BESS, PV, Thermal, etc).-Eric Olson

Date:

Tue 8/8/2017 2:46 PM

Subject:

Comment on Grid Modernization
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Body of
Comment relating to the use of wireless in Grid Modernization,
the Email
from Richard H. Conrad, Ph.D. biochemist on Oahu, Aug 8, 2017:
The article below, hereby submitted as a comment to Hawaiian Electric,
describes definite harmful effects of wireless on human beings - firefighters harm documented by scans and other medical testing - harm recognized and
accepted by the California legislature. The EMF radiation they were exposed to
is not very different from that emitted 24/7 by wireless smart meters.
‘Health Exemption for Firefighters sends a Message to the World’
https://betweenrockandhardplace.wordpress.com/2017/06/26/guest-bloghealth-exemption-for-firefighters-sends-a-message-to-the-world-by-susanfoster/

Date:

Tue 8/8/2017 2:46 PM

Subject:

Comment on Grid Modernization

Body of
Comment relating to the use of wireless in Grid Modernization,
the Email
from Richard H. Conrad, Ph.D. biochemist on Oahu, Aug 8, 2017:
The article below, hereby submitted as a comment to Hawaiian Electric,
describes definite harmful effects of wireless on human beings - firefighters harm documented by scans and other medical testing - harm recognized and
accepted by the California legislature. The EMF radiation they were exposed to
is not very different from that emitted 24/7 by wireless smart meters.
‘Health Exemption for Firefighters sends a Message to the World’
https://betweenrockandhardplace.wordpress.com/2017/06/26/guest-bloghealth-exemption-for-firefighters-sends-a-message-to-the-world-by-susanfoster/

Date:

Tue 8/8/2017 2:49 PM

Subject:

Community Solar
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Body of
What is happening with Community Solar? How does it work? Who is
the Email participating? Who manages it? How do the community and solar companies
get involved?
Eric Olson

Date:

Tue 8/8/2017 2:48 PM

Subject:

Disaster Ready

Body of
How much focus is placed on “Disaster Preparedness” as part of the resiliency of
the Email the modern grid? Can Energy Partners install micro-grids that isolate and remap
around damaged areas (Similar to Mesh Networks in Communications)? Do you
have specifications and requirements for such a project?
Eric Olson

Date:
Subject:
Body of
the
Email

Tue 8/8/2017 1:31 PM
Doc as Comment on Grid Modernization
MA HEARING TODAY FOR: An Act relative to utilities, smart meters, and
ratepayers’ rights.
SENATE DOCKET, NO. 344

FILED ON: 1/16/2017

SENATE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . No. 1864

The Commonwealth of Massachusetts
_________________
PRESENTED BY:
Michael O. Moore
_________________
To the Honorable Senate and House of Representatives of the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts in General
Court assembled:
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The undersigned legislators and/or citizens respectfully petition for the adoption
of the accompanying bill:
An Act relative to utilities, smart meters, and ratepayers’ rights.
_______________
PETITION OF:
Name:

District/Address:

Michael O. Moore

Second Worcester

Diana DiZoglio

14th Essex

1/26/2017

David Paul Linsky

5th Middlesex

1/26/2017

Linda Dean Campbell

15th Essex

1/31/2017

Kate Hogan

3rd Middlesex

2/2/2017

Jack Lewis

7th Middlesex

2/2/2017

Marjorie C. Decker

25th Middlesex

2/3/2017

Solomon Goldstein-Rose

3rd Hampshire

2/3/2017

Jennifer L. Flanagan

Worcester and Middlesex

2/15/2017

Kathleen O’Connor Ives

First Essex

3/27/2017

SENATE DOCKET, NO. 344

FILED ON: 1/16/2017

SENATE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . No. 1864
By Mr. Moore, a petition (accompanied by bill, Senate, No. 1864) of Michael O. Moo
DiZoglio, David Paul Linsky, Linda Dean Campbell and other members of the General Court fo
legislation relative to utility meters and the rights of utility ratepayers. Telecommun
Utilities and Energy.
[SIMILAR MATTER FILED IN PREVIOUS SESSION
SEE HOUSE, NO. 2868 OF 2015-2016.]
The Commonwealth of Massachusetts
_______________
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In the One Hundred and Ninetieth General Court
(2017-2018)
_______________
An Act relative to utilities, smart meters, and ratepayers’ rights.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in General Court
assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows:
Chapter 164 of the General Laws is hereby amended by inserting after section
116B the following section:SECTION 116C: Smart/wireless utility meter information
a) As used in this section, the following terms shall have the following meanings:
(1) “Electromechanical analog meter”, means a purely electric and mechanical
device, using no electronic components, no switch mode power supply, no
transmitter, no antenna, and no radio frequency emissions.
(2) “Utility company”, shall mean an electric, gas, or water company, or town or
city-owned utility or other utility provider.
(3) “Wireless meter” shall mean: Any transmitting metering device with electronic
components and/or any electric or battery operated meter that is capable of
measuring, recording, and sending data by means of a wireless signal from a
utility consumer or member to a utility company, municipality, or cooperative
association in a manner utilizing one-way communication, two-way
communication, or a combination of one-way and two-way communication either
through the meter itself or through a device ancillary to the meter. Common
names include, but are not limited to, AMR, ERT, smart, AMI, and Comprehensive
Advanced Metering Plan CAMP.
(4) “Equivalent technology” shall mean utility infrastructure that communicates
data using wireless frequencies, but which may be undisclosed due to proprietary
rights.
b) The department of public utilities shall direct utility companies to provide
ratepayers the following:
(1) a choice of the type of utility meters to be installed and operated on their
places of residence, property or business; among the choices offered shall be the
installation and ongoing operation of an “electromechanical analog meter”; and
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(2) the ability to retain and operate an “electromechanical analog meter” on an
ongoing basis at no cost; and
(3) the right to replacement of a wireless meter with a non-transmitting
electromechanical meter at no cost.
c) The utility companies shall be required to obtain the ratepayer’s written
consent:
(1) before installing wireless meters or “equivalent technology” on the ratepayer’s
property and
(2) before altering the functionality of said meters.
d) The utility companies shall provide written notice to ratepayers within 90 days
of the effective date of this act for the purpose of informing said ratepayers if
wireless meters have been installed on their properties. Ratepayers shall have the
right to request that the utility companies remove said wireless meters and install
in their place electromechanical analog meters that emit no radiofrequency
electromagnetic radiation. There shall be no cost or other periodic usage charges
to the ratepayer for such removal, replacement installation, and use of a nonwireless utility meter. The utility company shall promptly comply with such
removal and replacement installation request made by the ratepayer to said
company.
e) Utility companies are:
(1) prohibited from shutting off service to a ratepayer based on the ratepayer’s
utility usage or on the ratepayer having electromechanical analog meters;
(2) prohibited from imposing any disincentive on a ratepayer for not consenting to
the installation or use of wireless meters;
(3) required to notify ratepayers in writing that the installation and use of wireless
meters are not mandated by state or federal law and are not permitted without
the ratepayer’s consent;
(4) prohibited from discriminating against ratepayers who may have medical
conditions that are exacerbated by exposures to pulsed microwave radio
frequencies; and
(5) prohibited from installing “equivalent technology”, such as direct wireless
connection to devices in the home or business, on poles or in any other manner
near the home or business of an individual requesting a non-transmitting meter.
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f) The department of public utilities shall establish terms and conditions to comply
with the requirements of this section.
g) This section shall take effect upon its passage.

Date:

Tue 8/8/2017 2:42 PM

Subject:

Electric Cars Load Displacement to the Grid

Body of
What is the estimated increase in energy needs to support 100% Fossil fuel free
the Email transportation in Hawaii? Specifically, the shift of automotive consumption to
the electric grid creates a need for more residential solar. How is HECo creating
incentives for customers to increase PV to offset EV cost shift from gas pumps to
electric bills?
Eric Olson

Date:
Subject:
Body of
the
Email

Tue 8/8/2017 2:44 PM
Jurisdiction
More comments from Richard H. Conrad, Ph.D. biochemist, Aug. 8, 2017, results
of three surveys, plus one article:
https://smartgridawareness.org/2014/01/18/symptoms-from-exposure-to-smartmeters/ https://smartgridawareness.org/2014/12/07/symptom-developmentfrom-smart-meter-rf-exposure/
https://skyvisionsolutions.files.wordpress.com/2014/01/halteman_survey-resultsfinal.pdf http://www.conradbiologic.com/pdfs/9-Reasons-Today's-SmartMeters-Are-A-Mistake.pdf NINE REASONS WHY TODAY’S SMART METER
SYSTEMS ARE A MISTAKE by Richard H. Conrad, Ph.D. biochemist May 9, 2014
INTRODUCTION Smart electric meters and smart grid systems track and record
details of customers’ energy usage, and transmit the information to utilities
wirelessly at microwave frequencies. Authorities are attempting to make smart
meters mandatory. They are usually installed without permission and sometimes
against the wishes of homeowners. Smart meters fill homes with pulsed
microwave radiation 24/7 without consent, and infringe on the privacy, security,
safety and health of residents. For the above reasons there is world-wide
opposition to smart meters. Fifty-seven jurisdictions in the US are opposed to
mandatory smart meters. Fifteen jurisdictions in California have made smart
meter installations illegal. More than half of the States in the US have wireless
smart meter opposition groups. The opposition is growing and is persistent. The
American Academy of Environmental Medicine (AAEM) in a letter to the
California Public Utilities Commission (January 2012) called for an immediate
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moratorium on smart meter installation and in October 2013 restated their call for
a moratorium based on new scientific evidence that “clearly demonstrates
adverse health effects in the human population from smart meter emissions.”
Many experts concur (see References and Notes section). Safe wired (vs. wireless)
alternatives that enhance sustainability and do not infringe on personal rights are
technologically feasible right now (see Alternatives at end of References and
Notes section) but in most cases are not being offered. There is an enormous
amount of propaganda being disseminated by the smart meter manufacturers
and others that paints a picture far from the truth. Smart meters cause more
problems than they solve. Here is the reality: 1) NO REAL COST JUSTIFICATION
In January 2014, Northeast Utilities in Massachusetts filed a statement to the
Massachusetts Department of Public Utilities which concluded: “There is no
rational basis for AMI (smart meter Advanced Metering Infrastructure)......there is
ample evidence that this technology choice will be unduly costly for customers
and that the objectives of grid modernization are achievable with technologies
and strategies that rank substantially higher in terms of cost effectiveness......the
costs associated with AMI are currently astronomical, while the incremental
benefits for customers are small in comparison......There is no cost justification
that can support the implementation of (smart meters)......consider the results
and experiences of recent and ongoing pilots before blindly moving forward with
an AMI mandate”. !2 The Attorney Generals of Illinois, Connecticut and Michigan
have independently stated they oppose smart meters on the basis of high cost
and little or no benefit. Smart meters have not been saving consumers money but
have caused sky-rocketing utility bills, resulting in class-action lawsuits in
California and Texas. 2) INVASION OF PRIVACY RIGHTS Smart meters relay
detailed information about times and amounts of electrical power usage. Energy
usage data allows the reconstruction of a household’s activities, including when
residents are home or away. Even in the absence of “smart”/wi-fi transmitting
appliances and Zigbee chips, the specific appliances consuming power and their
time of consumption can be determined through analysis by special software
developed at MIT. (This is for the sole benefit of the utilities; the statement that
consumers will make use of an ability to see a running analysis of their
consumption is propaganda - most customers are not interested.) One cannot
rely on a utility’s claim that they will not release or sell information to other
parties. Smart meters are an open portal into every home - an unacceptable
intrusion into customers‘ privacy. A very slippery slope. A related invasion of
rights is the plan for the utilities to eventually be able to control major household
appliances. This will be a serious infringement on freedom within one’s own
home; the freedom to use such devices whenever they are needed. It will impose
forced limitations on when one can wash dishes, wash or dry clothes, take a hot
bath, or run the A/C. Another very slippery slope. 3) SUSCEPTIBILITY TO
HACKING AND CYBER-TERRORISM Utilities have not established adequate
protections from hacking or for preventing sensitive data from being accessed by
unauthorized persons or entities. The FBI, a former CIA director and industry
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experts have expressed alarm over the hacking and cyber-terrorism potentials of
a smart grid. Smart meter/grid technology greatly increases vulnerability to
cyber-terrorism. Utilities are not likely to ever be able to effectively defend
against these threats - it will be a never-ending risk - an expensive on-going battle
with hackers and terrorists. 4) ADVERSE BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF MICROWAVE
RADIATION Low level microwave radiation is not innocuous. Thousands of peerreviewed research publications (Bioinitiative 2012; January 16, 2014) show
adverse biological effects from pulsed microwave frequency radiation at exposure
levels well below FCC limits; often lower by orders of magnitude and in the range
of emissions from smart meters. (For non-thermal biological effects, peak
intensity is more important than averaged power. 24/7 exposure to smart meter
pulses is actually an exposure of the same order of magnitude as using a cell
phone for a much shorter time.) Studies have shown detrimental effects of lowlevel microwave exposure on animals, birds and bees. In animals: reduced fertility
and sperm viability, disturbance of immune function, increased numbers of
breaks in DNA, breaching of the blood-brain barrier making it more porous to
toxins, increased oxidative stress, increased cancer rates and many other effects.
See “Important letters from experts” in References and Notes section. In
humans, !3 alterations in brain waves, sleep patterns and heart rates; increased
cancer rates. There would be much more known about health effects in humans
but funds have been withdrawn for research on non-thermal effects, and nonthermal findings by the EPA have been kept under cover. 5) POSSIBLE HUMAN
CARCINOGEN The World Health Organization’s International Agency for
Research on Cancer (IARC) has classified microwave radiation, specifically
including that emitted by smart meters, as a possible human carcinogen. This
means that in order to continue to receive electrical power, people are being
forced to live with a device on their homes that emits possibly carcinogenic
microwaves 24/7. The results of thousands of studies strongly suggest that
microwaves are not safe for humans. At least with cell phones a person has a
choice whether or not to use them. If the smart meter roll-out plan had been
submitted as a proposal for an experiment on human beings, which it undeniably
is, any Institutional Review Board, including the division of the NIH that
supervises such experiments on humans, would have rejected it outright. Millions
of persons world-wide are being used as guinea pigs without their permission.
The smart meter roll-out violates Nuremberg principles. 6) FCC AND INDUSTRY
SPIN The FCC has never actually said that adherence to their standards is a
guarantee of complete safety. It is industry spin that has interpreted and
proclaimed it this way. The FCC says that their MPE, or Maximum Permissible
Exposure level, was selected to protect from the overheating of tissue (this and
electric shock are the only hazards of microwave/radio frequencies that the FCC
officially recognizes). Their MPE does not protect from short and long-term
health effects from lower, non-thermal levels such as emitted by smart meters,
cell phones and Wi-Fi. Therefore any smart meter plans or decisions based on the
MPE are completely invalid. The FCC admits that non-thermal effects do exist
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and have been reported to effect human EEG and sleep patterns and then goes
on to say that biological effects do not necessarily mean harmful health effects in
humans and more research is needed; this is akin to saying that you are using lowlevel microwave emitting devices at your own risk (see FCC DOUBLE-SPEAK in
References and Notes section). The many non-thermal effects that have been
found (thousands of peer-reviewed research papers) should raise red flags, but
instead are ignored by our regulatory bodies as if they simply do not exist. Yet
smart meters are becoming obligatory, and PUCs and utilities are basing claims of
safety on the FCC’s standards. See REFERENCES AND NOTES section at the end
of this document for a description of THE FCC DOGMA). Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA), 1993: The FCC’s exposure standards are “seriously
flawed.” (Official comments to the FCC on guidelines for evaluation of
electromagnetic effects of radio frequency radiation, FCC Docket ET 93-62,
November !4 9, 1993.) Food and Drug Administration (FDA), 1993: “FCC rules do
not address the issue of long-term, chronic exposure to RF fields.” (Comments of
the FDA to the FCC, November 10, 1993.) National Institute for Occupational
Safety and Health (NIOSH), 1994: The FCC’s standard is inadequate because it “is
based on only one dominant mechanism— adverse health effects caused by body
heating.” (Comments of NIOSH to the FCC, January 11, 1994.) Amateur Radio
Relay League Bio-Effects Committee, 1994: “The FCC’s standard does not protect
against non-thermal effects.” (Comments of the ARRL Bio-Effects Committee to
the FCC, January 7, 1994.) Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), 2002: Norbert
Hankin of the EPA’s Office of Air and Radiation, Center for Science and Risk
Assessment, Radiation Protection Division, wrote: “The FCC's current (radio
frequency/microwave) exposure guidelines, as well as those of the Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) and the International Commission on
Non-ionizing Radiation Protection, are thermally based, and do not apply to
chronic, nonthermal exposure situations.....the generalization by many that the
guidelines protect human beings from harm by any or all mechanisms is not
justified.....there are reports that suggest that potentially adverse health effects,
such as cancer, may occur......Federal health and safety agencies have not yet
developed policies concerning possible risk from long-term, nonthermal
exposures." The FCC standards were set before, and do not take into
consideration, the WHO’s IARC decision to classify microwave radiation,
including the radiation from smart meters, as a possible human carcinogen. This
is yet another reason why the FCC standards do not protect consumers. Certainly
smart meters cannot by any stretch of the imagination be considered safe. Any
organization that bases claims of “no long or short-term health effects from
smart meters” or “smart meters are safe” or “smart meters have been determined
to be safe” on the FCC dogma is hiding behind non-existent liability protection.
Contrary to industry propaganda, the only “testing” of the safety of smart meters
has been their deployment. The only results of this “testing” that have been
reported are survey reports and many personal testimonials of health effects
(some of which were accompanied by sworn affidavits) including testimonials
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from the “Smart Meter Health Effects Survey”. See the Survey and its results and
testimonials at: (testimonials are in Appendix 6, beginning on page 65):
http://www.mainecoalitiontostopsmartmeters.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/01/
Exhibit-10-Smart-Meter-Health-Effects-Report-Survey2.pdf The report from a
previous survey: http://www.conradbiologic.com/pdfs/EMSnetwork- SurveyResults-FinalReduced.pdf !5 Additional testimonials can be read at:
http://www.conradbiologic.com/pdfs/Santa-Rosa- Smart-Meter-Hearings.PDF
Nine countries (including China, Russia and much of Europe) representing 40% of
the world’s population, have much lower exposure limits than the US; some
countries have established guidelines more than 100 times lower. Certainly China
and Russia are not known to be overly protective of their populations. 7) MENTAL
AND PHYSICAL DEBILITATION Many people worldwide independently report
becoming electrically sensitive for the first time in their lives after a smart meter
was installed, and can no longer tolerate using cell phones or Wi-Fi. It is important
to note that in many of these cases, brand new and severe symptoms began to
appear days or weeks BEFORE they learned that a smart meter was nearby (see
Survey report). Therefore effects on human functioning are a reality and not
paranoia or hysteria. Because of the severity of these symptoms, in many cases
people are forced to abandon their homes if utilities refuse, as they sometimes
do, to remove the smart meter. Once a wireless smart meter system is in place,
there exists a very real potential for the remote reprogramming of pulse patterns
emitted by (either all or selected) smart meters by hackers, terrorists, or by any
government in the future. This could be used to purposefully affect a population’s
(or selected sub-populations’) mental and physical functioning. This would be
analogous to what the Russians did to the US Embassy in Moscow, and the
military knows exactly how to accomplish this. Smart meters are already
inadvertently having this effect on susceptible persons at their usual low pulse
duty cycle of 1% or less (see Survey report). Imagine how much greater the effect
would be, and on how many more people, if the duty cycle was raised for example
to 50% at the push of a button. A potential weapon of mass debilitation attached
to every home. An extremely slippery slope. Exposure to EMF such as that from
smart meters and other sources, rapidly causes painful physical symptoms and
disability in a significant percentage of the world's population, whether or not
these people can directly "sense" EMF and whether or not they are aware that
they are being exposed. This is in spite of junk science sponsored by industry poorly conducted experiments - that have supposedly “proven” that the
symptoms are not caused by EMF exposure. More than any other electronic
device, smart meters have been the cause of persons world-wide being converted
from normal, to becoming electrically sensitive, to the point of not being able to
use their beloved cell phones or wi-fi any longer (see Survey report). Take note:
smart meters really are disabling people, and the number so disabled is growing
rapidly. This is one of the main reasons that there are over 200 smart meter
opposition groups world-wide. Many of these health effects are irreversible.
Electrical Sensitivity (ES) is very real, and it is direct evidence that non-thermal
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effects do cause serious health problems in humans. See References and Notes !6
section for a definition and discussion of ES. Even in the general population that
has not yet become electrically sensitive, it is very probable that smart meters are
causing subliminal effects on sleep patterns, neuropsychological functioning,
leakage of the blood-brain barrier, and increased oxidative damage including
DNA breakage. No official testing has ever been done with smart meters to look
for these effects. 8) OPT-OUTS NOT SUFFICIENT Opt-outs are not a satisfactory
solution because of cumulative microwave emissions from neighbor’s smart
meters and nearby banks of smart meters. Furthermore, utilities have been
charging initial and on-going monthly extra fees to opt-out. The true purpose of
these fees is to discourage opting out, not to compensate for manually reading an
analogue meter as claimed. (Customers can do this themselves and submit the
monthly reading to the utility via the post card system such as has been in effect
for years on Oahu or via an automated touch-tone phone system.) Any demand
of extra payment to avoid having privacy, security or health infringed upon within
one’s own home is, without exaggeration, extortion, particularly in light of the
fact that microwave radiation, including that emitted by smart meters, is
classified by the WHO as a possible human carcinogen. 9) SAFETY AND
BENEFITS PROPAGANDA Utilities and PUCs have been believing, relying on and
disseminating the smart meter “information” supplied to them by the
manufacturers of smart meters and others. This propaganda is riddled with
misleading and false statements, and uses FCC dogma as its basis for safety (see
NOTES AND REFERENCES for reason 7). Unfortunately the truth is that the FCC,
FDA, EPA and other government agencies have been passing the buck around in
a circle from one to the next for many years, with none of them releasing their
own research results. No one can honestly refute the red flags raised by the
enormous body of peer-reviewed research, so agencies use deceptive double-talk
and say that the research findings are not significant. They really do have serious
safety concerns, but are influenced by pressure from the telecom industry.
Telecom lobbyists manipulate public opinion by making false proclamations
through the press. Their chief lobbyist, “fixer” and generator of spin was Tom
Wheeler, who is now the Chairman of the FCC - a classic example of the fox
guarding the henhouse - hence the public remains without protection from nonthermal effects. Business as usual in Washington, but in this case causing
unnecessary death, disability and suffering, lack of optimum productivity, and
increased health care costs. CONCLUSION Don’t take the path of intentional
ignorance. Take a lesson from history: the “harmless” X-ray machines in every
shoe store, DDT that “only affects insects”, malathion “drinkable”, asbestos “no
effect on humans”, thalidomide “no significant side effects”, tobacco “doesn’t
cause cancer”, estrogenic plasticizers “parts per billion can’t hurt anyone” - the list
goes on and on. Please remember these huge blunders and make decisions
accordingly. !7 Who should one believe, those with vested financial and political
interests, or those whose priorities are the prevention of human suffering,
maximizing cost benefits to consumers, and consumer security and privacy? Do
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not rush ahead based on propaganda and wishful thinking. For the purpose of
protecting the pocketbooks, privacy, security, health and safety of consumers,
the deployment of smart meters and their associated systems should be halted
until after they are redesigned and the new design is proven secure, safe and
financially beneficial for the consumer. (Some possible safe alternatives to
wireless smart meter systems are presented in the References and Notes
section.) An unbiased study on the safety of smart meter systems as they are
currently being deployed: $ • would not hide behind the current FCC “safety”
limits and would not be influenced by industry propaganda,$ $ • would treat
and evaluate the deployment of smart meters as an experiment on human beings
that requires approval by an Institutional Review Board (such as an IRB at a major
university) according to the NIH standards for experiments involving human
subjects (one of the NIH requirements being prior full disclosure to and the signed
consent of each subject),$ $ • would test for subliminal effects in humans,
including neuropsychological testing, and monitoring of sleep patterns and EEG
(especially QEEG) and EKG before, during and after extensive exposure to actual
typical smart meter emissions, first at normal duty cycle, and then at maximum
duty cycle.$ $ • would honestly take into account:$ $ i) the thousands of
research reports on non-thermal effects, ii) the recent classification of microwave
emissions including that from smart meters as a possible human carcinogen, iii)
the unusual symptoms and health effects from smart meters independently
reported by thousands of persons world-wide, iv) the warnings of the dozens of
research scientists who have written about the !8 dangers to human health of
smart meters and other microwave emitting devices, v) microwave exposure from
neighbors’ smart meters and mesh system routers. (Smart meter emissions from
the homes of immediate neighbors and also from dozens of surrounding houses
all add together to contribute significantly to exposure inside one's home, even
when attenuation by walls and building materials is taken into account.)$ $
SUMMARY 1) No real cost justification 2) Invasion of privacy rights 3)
Susceptibility to hacking and cyber-terrorism 4) Adverse biological effects 5)
Possible human carcinogen 6) FCC and industry spin 7) Mental and physical
debilitation 8) Opt-outs not sufficient 9) Safety and benefits propaganda Any of
the above nine reasons should alone be cause enough to halt the deployment of
smart meter systems of the present design. These systems were designed to
satisfy perceived desires and needs of utilities, without anticipating that they
would be an all-around bad idea for consumers and will end up being an on-going
nightmare for the utilities themselves. With these systems: high costs, privacy
invasion, hacking, and harm to humans are not going to go away, but will only get
greater and greater. So will the liability consequences. A number of class action
lawsuits are already underway. There are ways to accomplish reasonable utility
goals while avoiding negative impacts on consumers and the slippery slopes of
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intrusion into privacy and personal rights, and the extremely slippery slope of
installing a potential weapon of mass debilitation on homes. The only alternatives
that are safe and beneficial are wired alternatives that have no wireless features.
Don’t follow the mistakes of others down the wrong track, rather, reject the illconceived wireless systems currently being deployed elsewhere. Take a stand like
Northeast Utilities did recently (see reason 1), and help set a precedent based on
common sense. REFERENCES AND NOTES to accompany the above nine
reasons are listed by reason number: (additional references and supporting
documents for each reason are available upon request) Notes for Introduction: A
listing of citizen groups worldwide that have banded together to oppose smart
meters: !9 http://www.takebackyourpower.net/directory/ A list of Smart Meter
Lawsuits: http://thepeoplesinitiative.org/lawsuits/
http://www.mainecoalitiontostopsmartmeters.org/category/legal/ For legal
documents concerning litigation against Kaui’s KIUC: http://stopkiuc.com AEEM
letter calling for a moratorium on smart meter installation: October 23, 2013:
http://skyvisionsolutions.files.wordpress.com/2013/11/aaemwireless- smartmeter-case-studies.pdf Notes for the Nine Reasons: [1] Letter from attorney for
Northeast Utilities to the Dept. of Public Utilities in Boston on January 17, 2014:
http://haltmasmartmeters.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/01/NSTAR_R12-76Comments-7986-POSTED01172014_HIGHLIGHTED.pdf A year-long study by
Toronto Hydro showed 80% of customer’s bills increased after Smart Meters
were installed (Smart Meter Program Headed for Disaster, Horgan, 2010,
www.bcndpcaucus.ca). “Dozens and dozens of customers…are reporting some
billing spikes, in one case more than 1,000 percent,” reported Canada TV,
www.TakeBackYourPower.net, 2013. A class action lawsuit filed in Bakersfield,
CA, (Dec. 2009) states smart meters inflate customers’ bills; Smart Meters Draw
Complaints, USA Today, July, 2010. [2] Report for Colorado PUC by E.L. Quinn,
which includes a detailed description of how much can be learned about private
lives from smart meter data:
http://www.dora.state.co.us/puc/DocketsDecisions/DocketFilings/09I-593EG/ 09I593EG_Spring2009Report-SmartGridPrivacy.pdf Former CIA Director Gen.
Patraeus stated that government will routinely spy on people through their
“smart” appliances (Wired, 2012); also www.StopSmartMeters.org, 2014.
http://www.takebackyourpower.net/news/2014/04/16/industrys-own-words-6admissions-of-in-home-surveillance-using-smart-meters/ [3]
http://smartgridawareness.org/2013/09/29/smart-grid-cyber-security-in-state-ofchaos/ The FBI warned that smart meters are being compromised and hacking
will spread !10 (www.KrebsOnSecurity.com, April, 2012). Former CIA Director
James Woolsey has labeled the smart grid “a really, really stupid grid” based on
security concerns (EnergyNow.com, 2011). Kenneth Van Meter, Lockheed
Martin’s general manager of Energy and Cyber Services said that “by the end of
2015 we will have 440 million new hackable points on the grid… every smart
meter is going to be a hackable point” (Computerworld, Oct. 2010). Cyber expert
David Chalk stated there is 100% certainty the entire wireless mesh grid will crash
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in the next three years (Business Wire, April, 2012). Research firm Zpryme
estimates US utilities will spend a cumulative $7.25 billion in smart grid security
from now until 2020. [4] Bioinitiative 2012 is a 1479 page report by 29 doctors and
scientists from 10 countries that cites almost 2000 research studies on the
biological effects of electromagnetic fields (EMFs) and radio frequency (RF)
radiation. The authors state: “Bioeffects can occur from just minutes of exposure
to mobile phone cell towers, WiFi, and wireless utility ‘smart’ meters that produce
whole-body exposure.” EMF exposure has known cumulative effects. Alarming
and sometimes exponentially increased cancer rates have directly paralleled
increased use of wireless technologies: www.BioInitiative.org. The US Naval
Medical Research Institute (1972) published a report with over 2000 references
documenting biological effects of microwave and RF radiation. Important letters
from experts: http://sagereports.com/smart-meter-rf/?page_id=282 An additional
lists of scientific papers showing health effects of EMF:
http://www.powerwatch.org.uk/science/studies.asp
http://www.takebackyourpower.net/research/health/ Biological Effects of
Electromagnetic Fields, an excellent video by Professor Ted Litovitz:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=6lAFbQqyVio Jan. 2013 NIH research “A Review of
the Ecological Effects of Radiofrequency Electromagnetic Fields (RF-EMF)”
reviewed 113 studies and found 50% of animal studies and 75% of plant studies
showed ecological effects of RF-EMF. In Nov. 2012 a Dutch court turned down a
cell tower permit referencing research in Germany and Switzerland that showed
negative effects of EMFs on bees. US Dept. of the Interior complaint about
impacts from non-ionizing radiation on birds:
http://www.saferemr.com/2014/03/dept-of-interior-attacks-fcc-regarding.html !11
[5] WHO classification of microwave radiation as a Group 2B human carcinogen:
http://smartgridawareness.org/rf-health-effects/iarc-monograph-volume-102rfelectromagnetic- fields/ Dr. Lennart Hardell (Professor of Oncology and Cancer
Epidemiology who specializes in risk factors for cancer) wrote in 2013: “RF-EMF
emissions from wireless phones... (should be)...regarded as carcinogenic to
humans, classifying it as group 1 according to the IARC classification. Current
guidelines for exposure need to be urgently revised.”
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/24192496 $ [6] FCC guidelines are not
based on any studies of long term low-level exposure to pulsed (digital)
microwaves. Meeting current FCC guidelines only assures that one will not have
heat damage and says nothing about the risks of many chronic diseases including
cancer, miscarriage, semen quality, birth defects, autoimmune diseases, autism
and ADD/ADHD. THE FCC DOGMA: The DOGMA being adhered to by the FCC,
IEEE and the telecom companies, and parroted by numerous government and
international agencies and the power companies: “There are no significant effects
of non-ionizing radiation (EMF) on living cells other than bulk heating of tissue at
high levels of exposure.” To biologists and physicians in the know who have read
the literature, experienced electrical sensitivity directly themselves or have seen
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hundreds of patients with electrical sensitivity, such a “no effect” statement is not
reality or good science but is absurd. Not simply a propaganda statement made
out of ignorance and wishful thinking, but an outright lie. These groups defend
their dogma by discounting all evidence to the contrary without honest
consideration or scientifically valid rebuttal. This may have begun as blind
ignorance, but now, now that they have been fully informed of facts, it is a
dishonest litany in service of power and profit. They adhere to and vehemently
defend their dogma in spite of scientific logic based on peer-reviewed laboratory
research and epidemiology studies. They feel it is their duty and obligation to
increase profits for their shareholders; they cannot afford to admit to real health
effects for fear it would bring their house of cards tumbling down. Do not be
misled; their arguments are hollow and devoid of the actual reality of the
situation. Most nonthermal studies funded by industry show no effects, and most
publicly funded non-thermal studies do show effects; see “Business Bias as Usual”
at: http:// www.conradbiologic.com/pdfs/Electromagnetic-Business-Bias.pdf. FCC
DOUBLE-SPEAK: An example of the FCC’s double-talk is found on page 8 of their
OET Bulletin 56, Fourth Edition, August 1999, Questions and Answers about
Biological Effects and Potential Hazards of Radiofrequency Electromagnetic
Fields, where they say: “scientific laboratories in North America, Europe and
elsewhere have reported certain biological effects after exposure of animals and
animal tissue to relatively low levels of RF radiation. These reported effects have
included certain changes in the immune !12 system, neurological effects,
behavioral effects, evidence for a link between microwave exposure and the
action of certain drugs and compounds, a “calcium efflux” effect in brain tissue
....... and effects on DNA.” But then they go on to say: “In general, while the
possibility of “non-thermal” biological effects may exist, whether or not such
effects might indicate a human health hazard is not presently known. Further
research is needed to determine the generality of such effects and their possible
relevance, if any, to human health.” This is not logic; to any scientist with
biological training it is transparent spin. [7] A definition of ES is: "sensitized to
EMF" as in allergic to, developing symptoms in response to EMF but not
necessarily being able to sense EMF directly. Usually the EMF is detected only via
painful and debilitating symptoms that it produces when or very soon after
exposure to it, even when the person is not at first aware of its presence. It is EMF
that is triggering the symptoms, because of repeated correlations with EMF
exposure but not with anything else, and because of the timing of those
correlations, including not finding out about the presence of the EMF until after
the symptoms develop - i.e, not knowing at first that the EMF was present. This
type of correlation is strong because: 1. it is reproducible with the same results
(inadvertent blinded experiments repeated hundreds of time by almost every
individual with ES, and in more than hundreds of thousands of people with ES), 2.
there is no correlation with any other variable, 3. the timing of symptoms is that
they follow after EMF exposure, and 4. people are in many cases unaware of the
EMF source until after symptoms develop. Of course, ordinary simple correlation
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by itself does not prove causation, but, the properties 1 throughout 4 above of the
correlations in this case, all taken together, legitimately and strongly imply
causation - cause and effect: EMF, including from smart meters alone, causes
debilitating symptoms. For the “Smart Meter Health Effects Survey” and report
of results, see: http://www.mainecoalitiontostopsmartmeters.org/wpcontent/uploads/2013/01/ Exhibit-10-Smart-Meter-Health-Effects-ReportSurvey2.pdf For personal testimonials of serious health effects, see Appendix 6,
page 65 in the above link, and also: http://www.conradbiologic.com/pdfs/SantaRosa-Smart-Meter-Hearings.PDF For the results of a 2011 smart meter survey
see: http://www.conradbiologic.com/pdfs/ EMSnetwork-Survey-ResultsFinalReduced.pdf !13 For expert witness testimony against smart meters in the
State of Maine, USA case, see:
http://www.mainecoalitiontostopsmartmeters.org/2013/02/introduction-to-ourpuc-filingsof- expert-and-lay-witness-testimony/ Also see the other references
listed at: http://www.conradbiologic.com/articles/ EMFreferences.html [9] The
book “Cell Phones” by Dr. George Carlo and Martin Schram. Notes for Conclusion
SUGGESTIONS FOR ALTERNATIVES: Possible safe alternatives to wireless smart
meter systems are meters either connected directly to fiber optics or hard wired
to phone lines or CATV cable, and modems that transmit the data on the optical
fiber, phone lines or CATV cable with filtering on the rest of the phone lines or
cable going into the home; these modems designed to have very low RF
emissions, to be shielded and use very low power, very low RF emitting types of
microprocessors and LCD displays and filtered linear power supplies. To maintain
privacy, data collection by smart meters should be stored as a simple running
usage summation within the smart meter itself, and only then reported in a single
transmission per month to utility. For safety and security reasons, cut-off
switches should no longer be incorporated into smart meters. To locate power
outages, sensors every few city blocks on phone poles could call in info via phone
modem. To report instantaneous power draw it would be adequate to employ
sensors at the substations; these would see an instantaneous power usage
aggregate of many households, effectively preventing invasion of privacy
because they could not be used to ascertain what is going on in any one home. It
is important to note while examining alternatives to the mesh system, that
PLC/BPL (Power Line Communication/Broadband over Power Lines) is NOT a
safe alternative to smart meter mesh networks, for the following reasons: a)
PLC/BPL operates by transmitting at either about 35 KHz or 85KHz onto the
power lines, and not just out into the street, but also inadvertently backwards
onto the house wiring throughout the whole house. b) In contrast with smart
meters operating via Mesh networks, which are designed to transmit wirelessly
into space and not to couple into power lines (though some inadvertent coupling
probably does occur), PLC is designed to couple its frequency directly and
efficiently onto the power lines. c) Due to its KHz frequency range, PLC travels
much further on power lines than microwaves do because of its long wavelength,
not only on power lines but also deeper into the house wiring with much less
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attenuation due to distance. Thus the 60 Hz house power becomes contaminated
with these frequencies. d) Outdoor power lines suspended in air from poles act as
ideal radiating/transmitting antennas for the PLC frequencies, because the length
of these wires is in the same !14 range as the wavelength. This in turn
contaminates whole neighborhoods/cities with the KHz radiation by radiation
through space, not only by conduction through wiring. e) From reports of persons
made newly electrically sensitive by smart meters in areas where PLC is already
deployed instead of wireless AMI/Mesh, PLC seems to be at least as sensitizing as
AMI/Mesh, and in general causes more painful symptoms. This is understandable
from the properties of PLC described in a) through d) above. Richard Conrad’s
CV: http://www.conradbiologic.com/mycv.html

Date:

Tue 8/8/2017 10:29 PM

Subject: My comments and questions on HECO's plans to upgrade Oʻahu's power grid
Body of
the
Email

First of all, mahalo for arranging the meeting on August 7 and giving me the
opportunity to speak.
As I already mentioned during the meeting, I'm very concerned about being
exposed to the radiation emitted by smart meters. One of the reasons is my own
electro-sensitivity. Another reason is the worry about what this type of radiation
might do my parrot, who has been living with me for 21 years now, especially after
hearing Tom Harris mention during the meeting that all of his friend's plants died
after smart-meter exposure.
Since I'm renting an apartment, I'm concerned that renters and residents of
apartment buildings might not have the same options owners of single-family
houses have. I understand that, under normal circumstances, I could choose whether
or not I wanted to have a smart meter. However, if neighbors opted in, there
would still be an exposure problem for an electrically sensitive person in an
apartment because of banks of many wireless advanced/smart meters nearby.

If the advanced meters include chips to communicate with appliances in
the home to turn off air conditioners or hot water heaters when deemed
necessary by HECO in abnormal situations, such communication, whether
it be via ZIGBEE-WI-FI or signals over the house wiring, would make a
home unlivable for persons with electro-sensitivity. Since I live in a small
apartment, neighbors' appliances could cause me serious problems
too, making it impossible for me to continue living in this building.
Would HECO be willing to pay for medical care becoming necessary due to smartmeter exposure? Many major insurance companies, like for instance Lloyd’s of
London, have stated that they will not provide liability coverage to manufacturers or
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utilities for health effects of wireless devices. I need to be far away from a wireless
advanced meter. Neighbors’ WiFi signals already cause me problems. The addition
of smart meters would be disastrous.

Unless safer alternatives than smart meters are introduced, apartment
buildings should be exempt. Smart meters should not be installed in a
building that has more than one unit. While the idea of an opt-in system
appears to be fair at first look, it ignores the fact that neighbors can be
drastically affected by choices made by residents of apartment buildings.
This is comparable to second-hand smoke but considerably worse because
radiation penetrates walls.
I have even heard about other electro-sensitives who were affected by
smart meters radiating from other buildings in close proximity.
I have a public digital meter right in front of my bedroom window and am
concerned that, sometime in the future, it might be converted into a smart
meter. How would I be able to protect myself? What would HECO do to
protect me?

Further, I'm extremely concerned about a substation that is planned
to be built on a nearby lot acquired by HECO. It will result in
increased radio-frequency exposure. Living near a substation is
always a concern, especially to electro-sensitives. (Substations should not
be built in residential areas.) However, I'm afraid this wireless technology
would make it even worse.
Life would become very hard for electro-sensitives after widespread
installation of smart meters. Smart meters would be everywhere.
Shopping (even for groceries), taking a walk in a city or village,
eating out in restaurants, visiting friends or family who have smart
meters installed would all become problematic. To a degree, this is
already the case due to widespread WiFi. It cannot be completely
avoided. However, smart meters would make the situation
considerably worse.
Would hospitals (for humans or animals) be connected to wireless
advanced/smart meters? Since radiation emitted by these meters
suppresses the immune system
(http://www.bioinitiative.org/report/wpcontent/uploads/pdfs/sec08_2007_Evidence_%20Effects_%20Imm
une_System.pdf), recovery would be more difficult, and the risk of
not surviving a serious condition would increase. This is especially
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true for electro-sensitives but also for the average person. A stay in
a hospital would become riskier than ever.
Electro-sensitives will be forced to give up their jobs if their
workplace has a wireless advanced meter and they develop
symptoms. Or will HECO allow for arrangements?
Will schoolchildren, including those who are electro-sensitive, be
forced to be exposed to smart meters?
If I move into a new home (apartment or house) that has a wireless
advanced meter, can I have it removed and replaced by an analog meter? It
would be harder for electro-sensitives to find apartments because they
would have to make sure neighbors don't have smart meters either.
I heard HECO would be planning to phase out analog meters. This would
be of concern to me for several reasons. Digital meters should have
good radio-frequency filters on their internal power supplies, which
they don’t. Digital meters are a fire hazard. If I want to avoid
radiation emitted by a smart meter, how could I be sure my digital
meter won't be converted into a smart meter sometime down the
road, without me being notified?
It is not technically necessary for solar panels to be connected to smart meters.
There are other, much healthier ways to monitor solar and/or other renewable
energy. For instance, a second analog meter could be installed. It would be much
safer.
Why does HECO still want to introduce a smart-meter grid after other communities
have had bad experiences with these meters (for instance fires, erroneous billing,
and residents developing serious health issues)? Why is HECO willing to spend a
fortune on something that is an extremely serious risk to health and safety (not to
mention privacy)? Why is HECO willing to jeopardize people's health and safety?
http://www.naturalhealth365.com/toxic-radiation-brain-cancer-1994.html
http://www.naturalblaze.com/2016/11/nerve-disrupting-frequencies-radiating-smart-metersinformation-perspective.html
http://www.naturalhealth365.com/smart-meters-emf-2268.html
http://stopsmartmeters.org.uk/resources/resources-scientific-studies-into-the-health-effects-of-emr/
http://emfsafetynetwork.org/smart-meters/smart-meter-fires-and-explosions/

The World Health Organization has declared EMFs, such as those emitted by smart
meters, as a Class 2-B carcinogen, which is the same category DDT, lead and
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chloroform are in. Exposure to smart meters can also cause sleep problems, tinnitus,
chronic fatigue, headaches, difficulties with memory and concentration, nausea,
joint or muscle pain, heart palpitations, rash, eye problems and more.
People who had not been electro-sensitive before can become so due to exposure to
high amounts of RF radiation emitted by a smart meter. People who already are
electro-sensitive are more than likely to experience a worsening of symptoms.
http://www.es-uk.info/docs/front-03-es-smart-meters.pdf

Wireless advanced meters are not necessary for grid
modernization. If HECO doesn’t want to send out employees to
read analog meters anymore, the postcard system, which has been
in place and working very well for a long time, could be used, or
consumers could send in readings via email, or via a HECO website
that could be set up for that purpose.
Wireless advanced/smart meters are less safe and cause much more harm than what
we have now. They are a serious health hazard and have a history of causing fires
and artificially elevated billing. They pollute the environment with EMF radiation,
which most people do not feel and are not aware of. Otherwise, this technology
would not be considered. If those holding influential positions at HECO and other
utility companies were electro-sensitive like I am, they would find alternatives that
were safer than wireless monitoring. A smart-meter grid is certainly not
environmentally friendly, even less so than what we have now. It also is a
cybersecuritiy risk.
If the plan to have widespread smart-meter coverage goes forward, I predict that a
few decades from now (or sooner), it will become obvious, even to non-sensitives,
that the harm done by this technology far outweighs the benefits and cannot be
justified. Eventually, this technology will be abandoned and replaced. By that time,
better alternatives will become visible, even to those who don't see them now,
although safer options are already available (but ignored). The worst part of it will
be that many people (not just electro-sensitives) will have become seriously sick or
even died. The high amount of money spent on a wireless-advanced-meter grid will
have been wasted. In my opinion, it should be used for a safer and healthier
alternative now.
It usually takes time for a truth to be widely accepted. Tobacco is a good example.
Ionizing radiation is another example. People used to wear watches with radioactive
luminous radium paint on dials and hands.
Brigitte Otto,
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Date:
Subject:

Tue 8/8/2017 12:04 PM
Public comments re "plan for upgrading power grids" under the
www.hawaiianelectric.com/gridmod proposal
Body of
Thank you for considering and responding to the public about the following.
the Email *Would NEM users have their cost, usage or solar systems impacted or changed
by the "plan for upgrading power grids" under the
www.hawaiianelectric.com/gridmod proposal?
*What would the impacts or changes be on NEM users be if “smart meters”,
“voltage management”, “demand response”, and “distributed resources” are
implemented
*Some customers do not want smart meters
(http://www.pbs.org/newshour/rundown/how-smart-are-smart-meters/): would
customers be allowed to opt out (without penalty) of smart metering or other
technology considered intrusive by the customer under the "plan for upgrading
power grids" under the www.hawaiianelectric.com/gridmod proposal
*What are the rate costs under "plan for upgrading power grids" under the
www.hawaiianelectric.com/gridmod proposal; what would the cost to the
average household be; what will the total monetary outlay be
*Will Hawaiian Electric pay for and own all of the land and technology installed
under "plan for upgrading power grids" under the
www.hawaiianelectric.com/gridmod proposal (versus leasing,
ownership/operation by a 3d party, a partnership etc.)
*Will the "plan for upgrading power grids" under the
www.hawaiianelectric.com/gridmod proposal be reviewed and evaluated by an
independent expert picked by the PUC and be available to the public; and will all
financial details regarding costs including the how the costs are calculated
(without withholding any information) be available to the public

Date:
Subject:
Body of
the Email

Tue 8/8/2017 11:53 AM
Public Meeting - 7 Aug @ McKinley High School
Comment Concerning Modernization of Energy Distribution System – Smart
Grid
Recommend against deployment of smart grid and expansion of privately owned
distributed generation systems in lieu of a more “hardened” conventional
distribution and investment strategies which focus on public / commercial large
renewable energy generations systems. The Affordability objective cannot be
generalized when you have certain sectors of your customer base who cannot
afford any rate increase due to fixed incomes or lack the ability to take
advantage of energy choices such as apartment owners/renters. The model also
assumes that privately owned systems will continue to be maintained properly
and recapitalized if no tax incentives or subsidized. If privately owned
distributed energy providers drop out or become unreliable the economic basis
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for maintaining the advanced energy distribution system becomes
irrelevant. Reliability is dependent upon use of the electricity. The majority of
users are using electricity for stoves, ovens, refrigerators, hot water, air
conditioning and other domestic use which do not require high quality frequency
and amplitude constraints . Reliability should be based on minimal disruption
from overhead lines being damaged, slap shorts, bird strikes, overloaded or old
transformer and substation. A smartgrid system unless physically hardened such
as being placed underground, having redundant lines, multiple feeds and the
ability to physically reroute power would be just as vulnerable as the current
system. The use of conventional protective circuits and controllers in lieu of high
tech microprocessor controlled and remote controlled systems would also be
less susceptible to cyber attacks, software issues and unknown long term
reliability of high density control circuit cards. Energy Choices are not available
for all sectors of your customer base which makes this objective limited. As
previously stated there must be equitability for those who are not able to have
energy choices other than to use less. The premise that 100% renewable energy
cannot be achieved without small distributed intermittent renewable energy
generators which in most cases are privately owned residential PVs and large
public or commercially owned firm power generators needs to be reexamined. What is the incentive for maintaining or recapitalizing small privately
owned PVs if there are no tax incentives or subsidies. Affordability of public /
commercial generation systems can still be achieved with public / commercial
bonds and by rates regulated by the PUC that would more fairly spread the cost
across the customer base. The advantages in economy of scale,
efficiency, research, sustaining, modernization and recapitalization of large
entities would far outstrip those of the small residential suppliers.

Date:
Tue 8/8/2017 5:56 PM
Subject: smartmeters
Dear Hawaiian Electric,
Body of
the Email
As a recent visitor to Hawaii for 2 weeks, I strongly urge you to stop
smartmeter installation. Ubiquitous smartmeters would basically keep
someone like me from visiting your beautiful islands, since I am only able
to do so if I can stay at RF-free rentals such as certain VRBOs (Air B&Bs).
Regular hotels are filled with RF from wifi, hotspots, etc and I must avoid
these due to immediate very bad health effects.
My husband and I opted out of "smart"meters when our CPUC made that
option available, so we have never had to live with a smartmeter,
thankfully. The RF radiation such as smartmeters emit has been shown to
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be harmful to humans through numerous studies, and the recently
concluded National Toxicology Program's landmark $25 million dollar study
demonstrated a clear connection between at least two types of cancer
and wireless radiation in rats - they developed two of the same cancers
that have increased in humans recently - the aggressive brain cancer
glioblastoma multiforme and also schwannoma.
So please, consider the health of humans and animals, and stop the
deployment of any type of smartmeter, "Smart" meters are not smart. They
are costing all of us dearly in health deterioration.
Thank you,
Nancy Hubert,
Sebastopol, CA

B.

SMART METER FORM LETTER

In addition to these individual emails, 8 emails were received that appeared to be copied from
a single source. That email is listed below just once for space considerations within this
document. It should be noted that the Subject Line of the email varied across multiple of the
emails. Other emails appeared to be inspired by the source. Those are included below.
Date:

Fri 7/28/2017 3:43 PM

Subject:

I am not a fan of smart meeters for the following reasons:

To Whom It May Concern:
Body of
the Email
1) Smart meters are a public health hazard, according to Dr. Samuel Milham
(physician, epidemiologist), author of Dirty Electricity, as well as over 100 peerreviewed scientific publications. The World Health Organization has declared
EMFs, such as those emitted by smart meters, as a Class 2-B carcinogen (in the
same category as DDT, lead and chloroform). What are you going to do to
ensure the health and safety of those with smart meters?

2) Hundreds of fires, several explosions, and two deaths have been linked to
smart meters. What are you going to do to ensure the health and safety of those
with smart meters?
3) Swiss RE, the second largest insurance provider in the world, lists "unforeseen
consequences of electromagnetic fields" as the highest risk category and EMF
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devices are now excluded (i.e., not insured) across markets. Why do you want to
take on this liability and what are you going to do to ensure the health and safety
of those with smart meters?
4) Smart meters will not make for faster grid restoration. BRIDGE recently
released their 2015 Outage & Restoration Management Survey Results
Summary. Over 20,000 utility employees – executives, managers, and engineers
– from 90 utilities across North America were surveyed. 81% of the surveyed
utilities had installed “smart” meters, but only 16% use “smart” meters as their
primary source of power failure alerts. Customer calls come first. Well before
“smart” meters – utilities rely on SCADA systems for outage alerts. SCADA
stands for Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition. It is technology employed
by utilities for decades and does not involve metering but operates at the
transformer and substation level. Why are you installing expensive smart meters
when they are not going to improve outage response?
5) In an official report, one of New England's largest utilities, Northeast Utilities,
criticized smart meters in detail, saying there was “no rational basis” for their
implementation, and that smart meters did not reduce outages or “modernize”
the electricity grid. Why are you installing expensive smart meters, that we will
have to pay for when they are unnecessary for grid modernization?
6) Data collection by smart meters violates privacy and constitutes in-home
surveillance. The Hawaii Civil Liberties Union has cautioned against the use of
smart meters due to the potential violation of our Fourth Amendment Right to
Privacy. What are you going to do to protect the privacy of those with smart
meters?
7) Wireless smart meters make our electrical grid vulnerable to hacking by petty
thieves and rogue nations. When even governments and global corporations are
regularly hacked, what are you going to do to ensure the security of smart meter
data and of our "modernized" power grid?
8) Smart meters have been shown to cost customers more by forcing people to
reduce consumption and pay higher prices. What will you do to keep needy
families from being penalized by these meters?
Signed,
Pat Makozak
Elizabeth Barris
Susan Douglas
FJ Forest
Peter
Mr. & Mrs. Bill Best
Keith Raney
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Nai`a Newlight

Date:

Fri 7/28/2017 6:49 AM

Subject:

Smart Meter= Class 2 carcinogen

Body of
I would like to respectfully express my concern regarding
the Email your"Grid Modernization" plan. This is ill advised and I encourage you to protect
my health and the well being of all our keiki and community.
The World Health Organization has declared EMFs, such as those
emitted by smart meters, as a Class 2-B carcinogen! Your plan
represents a public health hazard. What are you going to do to
ensure the health and safety of those with smart meters?
Remember when cigarettes were considered safe? Nuclear
reactors? As people wake up to this, you are going to be in hot
water. Please take a leadership role in protecting our health.
Chris Cruikshank

Date:

Sun 7/30/2017 11:10 AM

Subject:

Smart Meters are not safe

Body of
All EMFs affect all living tissues. This is either EMFs from nature
the Email like lightening or from cell towers, microwaves, cell phones or smart

meters. This is a scientific fact---check with any physicist. EMFs have
not been proven safe for human health! In rat studies one litter was very small
and the next was abnormally large. And corporations and even the
government (now owned by corporations) have used paid scientists to
get the results they want(average the two studies) to try and convince
people that then there is "no effect." This is ludicrous and dangerous
for us all. An island and its citizens should be allowed to protect itself.
[Insert “Form Letter” here]

Anne Allison
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C.

PUBLIC COMMENTS

The Companies were made aware of various other comments on press coverage of the draft
grid modernization strategy. We were also made aware of the following public comment:
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/hawaiis-grid-modernization-matthew-tisdale
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D.

COMMENTS RECEIVED IN DOCUMENT FORM
1.

County Of Maui - Office Of Economic Development

ALAN M. ARAKAWA

TEENA Ill. RASIIIUSS EN

~

Economl ~ De'l'eklJXIIEllt Dll'l!Ctor

OFFICE OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
COUNTY Of MAUI
2200 MAIN STREET, SUITE 305, WAILUKU, MAUI. HAWAII 967Q3, lJSA

Tel~e: (808)270-7710 Fac:simie.: (808}270-7995 Email: eoonomic.developnentG,nauicou:nty.p

August 9, 20H
Colton Ching, Senior Vice President
Hawaiian Elecmc Company
900 Richard street
Honotulu, HI 96813
Dear Mr. C hing:
Thank you for the opportunity to review and comment on yom Companies' plan
titted Moderniz ing Hawai'i's Grid tor Our Customers dated Ju:rne 30, 2017. The
County of Mauj offers these comments to hefp enhance Ol!JT understa:nding of the
plan when it is final jzed_ First and as an overamhing coo,ment, we ffind the plan
weCI thought out and that it attem,11ts to address the foundation of what is needed
to advance the State's goals whrle maintaining a safe and reliabl.e grid,
modernization.
The grid is in n eed of both tradiliooall upgrades and modernization. The former is
discussed in several localioos throug'ho11J1t the report and first noted on page ES1. Noted in Section 4 .1 .1 on Page 23, tfl.e trad itionial u,pgracfes are noted to be a
part of category A and are· prerequisites to investments in categories Band C . It
is unclear if the· Companies are dism issin.g the value DER may bring for
reliability. At the end of Section 4.12 the report does disouss non-wires
alternatives which seems to contradict tile prerequisite, concept noted above but
then further suggests a select. group of non-market padidpants s'ho11Jld be
convened to evaluate options. From this it is unclear now the Companies would
be non-market partidpants unless excluded from participating in non-wires
alternatives. can the Oom;panies e)()pand on how this system would wo.rk a:nd
how this differs from California as it is sugg.e sted that it is done this way for RPS
proc11Jreme11ts but in thiis case, it is suggested that it. would be done for re[iability
and transmission purposes wllich in Galifomia iis is largely managed by the
Califomiia Lndepend.e nt System Operator with the Transmission OWners
executing the need (except where FERC Order 1000 is transforming the market

th.ere).

•••••
• •

H awa iia n E lectri c
M a u i E le ctric
H a w a i'I E lectric Light
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TEENA 1111. IRASIIIUSSEN
Eoonor:n~ De-Yela!XJll!llt otredor

ALAN M. ARAKAWA
~

OFF'IOE OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
COUNTY Of MAUI
2200 MAIN STREET, SUITE 305, WAILUKU, MAUL HAWAII Q67'Q3, lJSA
T,elephone: (B08)270-n 1 □ Facsimie: (808)270-7995 Email: eoonomic.developmenfOnauioounty.p

It 1is uncl.ear how the report is considering "Memhallt DER" as noted on Pag,e 13.
Traditionally, merchant power plants are those that. sell power into competitive·
wholesale mar1!ets and are financed by t111vestors. Th.is is in contrast with either
rate-base financed plants. (whi.ch are paid off through uli0ty bills over a long time
horizon) or PPA-tinancedl plants (wfl ich have a contract with an offtaker who
agree-s to pay a certai11 price for power over a period of time ),. Is the report
sugg,e sting, a future wholesale market system mHawai'i? Further, on Page 13,
the management of the system is noted that it "win be the most oosti-effective for
customers and aggregators.u Can the Companies elaborate on ~he Loading
Order in the final version of the report and how the direct control of DER devices
as a backstop to the mar1!et satisfying necessary reliability and security
requirements can work if no "maitet' exists. The report st1gge-sts that the
Companies are advocating for a mar1ket..,based system and perhaps an
Independent System Operator.
1

Further to this point, 7rable .2 0.111 Page .2 0 defines the Ourrent Status of the
company with respect to Modern Grid Functional Evolution. lin Section 3, Market
it is s1L1ggested that Sourcing Energy, Anccllary, and Grid services, Operational
Bulk Power & Distribution G rid Services Animation, Operation and Settlement for
DER Services, and Program Facmtation Services are a function that. the
Companr.e-s are either at "War~ or UNot yet Walka wh.ich further suggests. that the
Companr.e-s v iew their position gearing up to pertonn the roll of an Independent
System Operator.
On Page 1Dthe report proceeds to define "The G rtd We Need" bl!J.t does not
elaborate oo resiliency. Low-frequency, h.igll-impact events such as h.unica:nes
affect ou:r island ,c ommunities and any illvestment in the grid should address how
resi[iency is improved or maintained. As the· grid evolves from being largely
backed by fossil fuels to one that is back.e d by renewable ,enerm,i, the
management of resiliency needs to be taken into consideration. Can the
Companr.e-s inctl.llde in th.e final version a narrative on this topic and can it be
inctuded more deeply in th.e process going forwardi?
Smart Meters were noted as an ·opHn· concept at. the workshop on Ma:ui btlt
also that if older meters were no longer available, Smart Meters. woutd be
deployed in without the communications function if the customer desires. can
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TEENA 1111. IRASIIIUSSEN
Eoonor:n~ De-Yela!XJll!llt otredor

ALAN M. ARAKAWA
~

OFF'IOE OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
COUNTY Of MAUI
2200 MAIN STREET, SUITE 305, WAILUKU, MAUL HAWAII Q67'Q3, lJSA
T,elephone: (B08)270-n1 □ Facsimie: (808)270-7995 Email: eoonomic.developmenfOnauioounty.p

the Com.pantes clarify if there is a lost opportunity oost. by not roll'ing1out Smart
Meters across the grid?
Throughout ~he report there seems to be a llne drawn between "Legacy" systems
and what would be done g:o ing forward. Can the final report elaborate frlLl:rtll.er on
how the impacts. due to the legacy systems and the cost associated with those
systems will be· quantified and managed and the cost-responsibil'ity allocated?
The plan largely reties on the idea that new systems wmhave advanced
technology, be subject lo rurtailment, and get Marginal Neutral Rates but leaves
the "'Legacy" systems untouched, disadvantaging new market participants.

l'n Section 7.3.1 the report elaborates 011 SCADA technotogy deployment and
belng "a good first step toward impmved situational awareness. ..• Can the

m

Companies elaborate if the further deployment of SCADA technotogy is the best
approach to situational awareness and if newer tech.notogres are arready
avarlable to allow the grid to identify and respol'lld to grid issoos better as the grid
evolves. Also, can the final report elaborate on any examples where SCADA
failed to identify and respo:nd to grid issues?

Lastly, it is increasingly clear that as every customer becomes a prosumer and
tile gridl evolves that it wiD take clear management of interoonnection and
relrabrlity standards.. llhis modernization process makes it increasingly evident
that the Hawaii Electric,i ty Relrab□ity Administrator, perhaps tile foundatioo for a
Hawai~ cific Independent System Operator is needed to independently
oversee the· grid evolution in an impartial way.
Should you have any q;uestions, please feel free to contact me at
frederick.redeCl@mauioounty.gov.
Sincerely,

Frederick H . Redell, PE
Energy Commissioner
County of Mauj
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REACH

R. EN F \-VA i~L F tKF.HGY t\CT l ON COA LIT I (.)N OF H AWA ll
4 lSS-4 Keann Smet
Honoln:lu., fuwa:ii 96816
Tel: (808) 171-1475
www.REAGFhw.m.org

RENEWABLE ENERGY ACTION COALmON OF HAWAil, INC.'S
COI\11\IENTS ON HA ADAN ELEC1RIC COMPANIES'
DRAFT GRID ~IODERNrZATION STRATEGY REPORT

,v

RENEWABlE ENERGY ACTION OOALITION OF HAWAfil., INC.
("REACHj, ha,eby submits its Comments on the Hawaiian Electric Companies' Draft

Grid Modernization Strategy Report, titled Modeminng Hawaii's Gridfor Our

Customers, June 30, 2017 (the "Draft GMS'').
EVALUATING BENEFITS OF RENEWABLE ENERGY OPTIONS
In the Distributed F.nergy Resouroes ,docket (die "DER Dool.et''), the Public

Utilities Commission (the ''Commission'') asked the parties to answer this ,qaestion1:
Issue No. 3:
How can the utilities• DER integration analyses be improved to more accurately
characterize grid. capacity fo1 various foimS ofDER and ,o ther :renewabie resomces?'

1 OI:dl!rNo. 34206, fill!dbydle Gommissicm ooDecember!I', 20]6, inDocli:et No. 2014-0192,(lhl!"DER
Doclet") ar 7.

1
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To answeir this ,question, REACH researched publicly a,rail!able information about
the Hawaiian Electric Companies' integration analyses ofrenewable ene1gy options2

(including DER options and non-DER options3). REA:CH summariz~ i.ts research in a
report -- REA.CH Overview ofHawaiian Eleciric Inter,ralion .Analy.ses (the "'REACH
Overn'ew ") - that assesses where the people at 1he Hawaiian Electric Companies seem to

stand in their eval'uation ,o f system penonnmce bene:fits4 and economic benefi1sl of

renew.able energy options. A copy of the REACH Overview is attached as "Exlnoit A"
hereto.
The REACH Ovemew shows that 1here are a whole Lot ofpukas (where the
REACH 0\-·erview says "'not yet") m the utili.ties' 6 eval.ual:i.ons ,o fthe system performanc.e

benefits and economic benefits of renewable energy ,options, including DER options:
•

The utilities are evaluating some ofthe Sy--stem perfomiance benefits of w .me·

options in some ,amounts wi.thin .some categories of options for some of the utility
grids.

2

A ~ eill1lXJ." option mems a:n e:aergy option lhat helps xave UIOo/o reDl!Wlble· ~
· by
eoergy a.s a percl!lllllgl! of 101ll.l energy cODSlllllplfDD,
and/ca- deaea.sing 11w, denorniDBtor for mellSllring re:o,ewable e:aer,gy as a percellbge oftotsl energy
~ the IJUIDf!I2tor for measuring lll!llell'B.ble

cansumption.
s REA.C H ~"'"Mil, Exhibit A at 2.
• Syslem pedimnance is measmed by roa1n1aioing pilysical propemes of elec.ttic powe1 (511Cb as DeqUe]IC)'
at the sy512m--lev-el, and ,ro!tage :rt the di.sttibmion-larel) wid!m. a "reliable" range over mne. S)'Sle.m·
~~
-ofa n!IU!WB.bte l!lll!]'g)' option are•me.asured. by the 3\11ided. occmrence of l!Vl!llts (for
esample, ' T2 l!\'l!ll.l!l" or cirarit hosting capacity violations) wbeD those plryska] propanes are not
maintained. within sudu nmgJ!!.
5 Eamomic ~ ofa reDe\\'lbl'e energy opbOl1 means ecouomiic benefits ( measured by 11\' oided <i:osts of
energy from DOil-renewabie g-l!lleill!ion and other 11\'oided cosis~ attribmable ID implementation oflhe
option, rellam.e ID eamomi.c cost ofthe opli011. Economic be:aefib ofa reDe\\'lble energy·option are
measured in dollars ($), ar iD $1.ls:"\!Jh wbl!II eccmomic beDefits in dollais aie mvi.ded by :kWh deli\'et:ed (in
tbl! ase ofIl!Dl!Wable ge:aentti.oD or l!lll!]'g)' mllllg_l! ,QPl:iOIIS) or by kWh saved (in !hi! case of demand-side
1113DB~ op(iom).
' "Utilliy" or "utililiies," as used in diese Cio.llllDl!Dt5, meam ~ Hawaiian !Electric Compames ('Hawman
Electric").

2
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•

The utilities are not yet evaluating ,the economic benefits of.most QPtions within

most categories ofoptions for mo.rt ,o fthe utility grim_
•

The utilities do not yet seem to be evaluating f.our other c.ategories ofbenefi.ts

(environmeufal oo:mplianre benefits, risk mjnjmization benefits, environmen1a1
preservation belle.fits and ene1gy secmity bene,fits) of renewable ene,rgy options.

Without e,,;ra.1nations of most ofthe benefits ofmost renewable energy options, the
people at the utilities ,cannot be expected to make consensus decisions to implement
renewable energy options, includmg DER optiom..
Wtthout e,,;rahialions of most ofthe benefils ,o:fmost renewable energy options, the
people at the utilities ,cannot be expected to make consensus decisions ,about what tariffs
and what interoonnecti.on standards they want to,prooure what renewahle energy options

m. what amoums in what order.
\\ri.thouf arahialions of most ofthe benefils ,of most renewable energy options, the
people at the utilities ,cannot be expected to make consensus decisions ,about what
renewable -energy options in what am.cn:m:is in what 01der they wani to ,delivec optima]
benefits for the utility's oustomers.
The utilities' integration analyses can be iropnwed to help the people at the

utiliti.es to more accurately characterize grid capac.ify for vari.ous foDDS ,of DER and other
renewable resomces -- and to more aocurately de1ennme what renew.able energy options
1

(indudiog what DER ,options) in wbal .amounts m. what ,order delive1 optimal benefits for

3
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the utility's C111StomeJS - by the people at the utilities coming into consensus ,on a

planning process7 through. which they:
(1) evaluaie the benefits ofrenewable energy options available to the utility,1
(2) compare the benefits ofthose renewable enagy options/ and

(3) convince .themselv:es (and are in consemus) what renewab]e energy options in
what amounts in what order they want to deliver optimal benefits for the
,Tfilih
, ' __ ,.. .
10
~ ........_, s ..,..,.,omea;.

When the people at the utilities c.ome into consensus on such a planning process,

they can be counted ,on to make consemus decisions on plans that articulate what
renewable energy options (tncluding what DER options) in what amounts in what order

they want to deliver ,optima] benefits for the utility's customers.
When the people at the utilities come into consensus on such a planning process,

they can be counted ,on to make consensus decisions about what tariffs ,a:u.d what

' Sa R.ali!wable Energy Action Coalition of Hawaii, me..' s Stalement of Position on the •R.emed ·PSIPs,
filed l!ehmary 14', 2017, iill Docket No. 2014--0183 (REA.CH S OP on .RJr.i:imJPSih) at 18-35, .accessible at
http:;:J{gh27§ ipfusiPwfl qnnlapp.llipkQidJJ!9QIQ1 SSdd.Q@ed11§!17539;(5pc§594§524cp03
(s'biowing what c ~ 011 a decisiim to imp)emeDt :1111 eoergy oplilm miglJt loct.lit:e; slwa!ing \J:hal
CIJllSl!ll.5ll5 on .a, plluming;proce.s oriell1l!d to 31 go31] o f 100% IEll!Wllble e<:Dergy might lool. like; shaliring
111o1111t consensus on a plan ro achil!\-e 100% Il!lll!Wable eneFlJ' .and delh'l!I apmml benl!fi.15 fur die lllilily's
customen might loCJl.lile; ·showing wlutt CODSell5U.!i oo a. proam!llll!m process oriented ID•su:h 31 plan
miDtt lool lil:e; and! .sbowm,g:wbar amseDS11S OIi imp.lementation ofSDCh a procmeml!lltpmcess might .lool:
lite, what COll5ell.5IIS mi.achil!\'l!IlleII! of 100% ll!Ill!WlUl!.e eDl!IID' might look Jil:e :md \\'DIii ocmsensus OIi
delwery of optimal benefits fur the lllility's cmtomm: might look like).
8
In the Cmmnission' ~ dedsilOn & order llccepting tbe Dlilities' PDllll!r Supply Imprm'elill!III: Pila.Ds (Psn>s)
mddosmgthePSl!Psdod.et (Decision:mdOma-No. 34696filedon July 14, 2017m.Dochl:No. 20140 183, the ""Fmal PSIP Onwr") at 32, the C.o.mmissi.oD ,~
ibeutiliti.es "to rig.oroll.sly e:ummel:be
pmdellce, liming, oost~ffi!cmreness, affurdabilily, and! .ressonabl:)•31\'llilable a.llemamses,,, dlat is, ro
~ e1.'Sluse tbe benefits ofreasc:mabl!y 31\'Wlbie ,aJtemam-e IEll!Wllble e<:Dergy optiom.
9 In ibe FiJraJ PSIP D,,dwo•,at 47, the Commis!iion direc,ted lhe utilities to make ~ f.ri:r llllil lrSl15pBrelII
l!\'lllDa.lion ofsltematives:;" that is, 31 fm :md lramplll1!III evaluatiaD. ofibe be!lefils of:aJlemalive l'l!lleW3.bl.e
eoergy opiions:, in :11 WB,y that the beDefits ofal.l:emali\,e ireDl!W3i'ble energy options could be wrty compared..
16
IIl the Final PSIP 0Prlff ,at47, die Commissionmrect~l:be utilities to "mflicientl.y j mtify!bow eadl
:resomt:e is the be51! choioe,;" that is, haw each lelll!Wable eilil!I'g}' option idi!mifiied in the near-term acti.oo
plans is ibe best choroe beta.use it deliven optimal beoefin fur the utilily' s cmmmers.

4
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iintemmnection standards they want to procme renewable energy op1iom, (including DER
options) 1hat deliver ,optimal benefits for the utility's customecs.
When the peopl.e at the utilities come into consensus on a sucli a pluming iPJOOess,
they can be counted ,o n to make oomensus decisions to implement renewa:b]e energy
options fmcluding DER options) that deliver optimal benefits foT the utility' s custo:meis.
When the peopl.e at the utilities come into consensus on such a planning process,
they can be counted ,o n to ),roduoe actual, concrete plans and begin immediate
implementation ,o fthose pJans" "to upgrade the utilities' distribution systems to emb]e
new dean energy tecbnologies and improve customer savice." 11
NET BENEFITS ASSESSMENT PROCESS
In the Draft G.V:S, Appendix C at 32-47, the utility' s consufu.nt, Eneigy and
Environmental Economics (E3). proposed a "Net Benefits Assessment" process for using
the El RESOLVE production oost model to evah:Jate the economic benefits 12 ofutility-

11
Se, tbe,Commi.ssiDll.'s order grmting. tbl! utilities' request for m eJrli!Dsion of time ID file a Grid
Modemiut:ioll Smnegy (OrderNo. 34436 filed on March!>, 2017, inDodet No. 2016-0087) at 14.
11
See 111:111! 5, nipn'l.

s
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provided equipment~based distn"boti.on-level. mitigation optiomB such as mlity-prmrided
reclosers14 and utility-provided distribution-level energy stonge systems (DESS)_u

The Net Benefits Assessment process for evalnating the economic benefit of a
1

utility-pro:i.rided equipment-hased distnlru.tion~level mitigation option can be summarized
as follows:
1) identifj a plausible utility0 provided equipment-based distn:lmnon-level

mitigation •option having a specified economic cost
2) il'l{JUf 3iSSDDiptiODS about:

a_ ilie economic value of"gri.d semioes" (system perlo:rmmre benefits)
provided by the mitig;ltion option,
b. ilie economic value ofavoided costs attnoutable to the mitigation
option, and

lJ m Attacbroent H ID•die lllility's Dutri"'1i.d a-tir:m lnwrc.on.n«tioft P"/an ('DGIP) filed OD Augus.t
26, 2014 , in Dod:et N o_1011-0206, the people at ID!! utilities idl!mified 15 categories oflllili1y-pl0\iided
equipmL!m-4,ased distributioo-le1.'!!l mmg:alioD opliom:
(1) Energy Stotage: Located ooFeeder(DESS)
(2) GmmJdmg Bank
(3) Circuil Direct Transfer Trip
(4) Protectian Upgrades
(5) Smilatian Sbmt Swilc!h
(6) V oltage Control: il..e\'!!l Vohag,e 8Dd ~mt L'ifC
(l) V oltage Control: I.TC Controlm ~ t
(8) V oltage Control: ~ t i n g Tillll!>fomEl5
(9) EquipDll!llt Upgmdl!s: l:Daease Primary Cab !!! Sizmg:
(10) EquipDll!m Upgmdes:: IDcrease Sec:ollda:ry Cable Sizing
(11) EquipDll!llt Upgmdes:: Vollage Com-asioo
(12) EquipDll!llt Up,gnu:IK Ups.izing Dislli.bulian SUbstation Tomsfomler
(13) EquipDll!m Upgmdes:: Adding DimibdiOJl Sub!ilalion Tomsfomler & Splirtillg Load
(14) EquipDll!llt Upgrades:: Adding DimibdiOJl CnstoIIEr Tnwsfurllld & Splittmg Load
( 15) Capacitor R:eJocstiom.
m the Drqf1: G-i\15;. ,at 60, die peq,Je at ID!! utilities seemed to ideDlify J mare attegories of111ilit)'pn!\rided eqmpmil!lll-4,ased distributian-le,1el milig;&Dlllll apliom:
(1) f.rultl!d. CUIIl!lJJ: indicators
(2) remo1I! mtelltigelII !l'lnlCbes (Il!do.sen)
(3) se.cODdaJy VAR <loutroDels (S VCs).
i • DrqftGlfS', Appendl.z: C ,at4.3-44 .
.s Drqft GlfS, AppendI.z: C :at 44-47.

6
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c. the economic cos1 of the mitigation option,
mto a se1ected "'base case" of the E3 RESOLVE model,
J) use tbe E3 RESOLVE model to calculate the Total Resomce Cost of the

a. "ii.th the mitigation •QPtion, and
b. without the mitigation option

4) calculate the difference (in,dollars) between the Total ResomceCos1t,o fthe
selected base case with the mitigation option, md the Tota] Resouroe Cost of
tbe selected base ,c.ase without the mitigation option; that difference is a net

ecooomic benefit to the extent that the Total Reswrre Cosfwith the mitigation

option is less than the Total. Resource Cost without the mitigation option. 16
DJPRO\IJNG IllE NET BENEFITS ASSESSMENI PROCESS
The Net Benents Assessment process might be impToved in three ways tnaf
might help,people at the utilities make oonsemus decisions to iimplement rene1,vaMe

eoergy,options that deliver optimal benefits for the utility's custol!lel3:
l. Proposed Improvemrnt Onr: Expand the Net Benefits As:sessm.entprecess to
ev.al1.1!3fe renewable energy options from all categories of renewable energy

options, including combinations of renewable energy options.
2. P1-oposed lg1-ovemrnt Two: Use a proc~ analogous to the Net Benefits

AsseS'Smenf process to evalnate the system performance benefits ofFe11ewahle
energy ,options.

" That di.flii!rmc:e is a.n.Rt ,« :o,iomit; detrimmtJ to ibl! l!Dl!Dt that ibl! TCIIB.I Rl!s:oua:-e Cost with ihi! mitig.ati=
option is 11101W ,tlrim ihi! Total. Ril!samce Cost wilhout th!! min.~
option.

7
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3i. Proposed Improvement Three: Simplify the base case ofthe E3 RESOLVE

model by assuming that a renewable energy option is implemented v.'llh the grid
as it exists now.

f rnw,ed Impg;gyewrvt Ogg: Expand the Net Bt-nt"lib Assessment pt"Oces.'S, to
evaluate renewable e,nergy options from all categ-01ies of renewable enet-gJ'
opffonsn, including combi11atio11s of renewable energy options.

Expanding the Net Benefits Assessment process to, evamate economic benefits of

reruzyabie m«~ qptions from all catr£Qries of renewable mrx~ qptions bdw

the people at the utilities make consensus decisions to implemem renewabl,e
energy options that deli'to•er optimal benefits for the mility' s customas.

Using the Net Benefits Assessment process to evaluate economic benefits of
renewable energy options in the category ofutil:ity-provided equipment-based
distnoution-level mitigation options helps the people at the utilities to co.mpare ec.onomic.
benefits ofsucli mitigation options, and to convince themseh·es (ao,J come mto

consensus:) what mitigation options within that category they might want to delil;-'eI
optimal benefifs (inclnding economic benefits) for the utility's cnsfomers.

Expanding the Net Bene.fits Assessment proc.ess to evaluate economic benefits of
renewable energy options from all ,categories of renewable energy options helps people at
the utililti.es to co.mpare economic benefits ofrenewable energy options from all such

categ9ries, and to ,convince themselves (and come into comemus) what renewable energy
optionsjmm all such categories in what amounts in what ordex they aciually wani lo

deliver op1!imal. ioenefus (including economic benefits) for the utility's custom.as.

11 All cm .~ es o hrenewable energy options iDdude all categories of distn"buliOJHe\>-el reaewable
geJl!f8.lioD opli,om, all categories of disttibwon-m.-el mitiptioll optiom, all cate~a.ofsystem•le\•el
~ l ! genem:ion optiolls and all categories .of sysll!m-lffel ~ options, S-.RE.4CRav--n,
Exhibit A at 2 .

8
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When the people at the utilities oomeinto oons:ensus on snc-h an expansion ofthe

Net Benefits Ass:es.sment prooes:s., they c-an be counted ,o n to mal::e c-0nsensns decisions to
implement reoewabie energy options that deliver optimal benefits (mchrding economic
benefits) for the militys customers.

Evandine the Net Beueftb,Aszssment process tpi evalb1ate ec;ongmic
benefits of renewable energy options from all categories, ofreoewable

eoeg;• ,options oomplies with the Commission's expectations .and

direclions expressed. in the Final .PSIP Order
The C-0mmission expects the utilities "to rigorously examine the prudenoe,

timing, c.ost-effectiveness, affordability, and Feasooably available altematii;res," 18 that is,
to rigorously evaluate 1he benefits (including ecoo.omic benefits) of reasonably avail.able
altemative renewable energy options. E,rpanding1he Net Benefits Assessment process to
evaiuate the eoonomic benefits of reasonably available altemative renewable energy
options from a]I. categories of renewable ene1gy options complies with the Commission' s
expectation that the utilities "rigorously examine the ... cost-effectiveness ... [of]
reasonably available altemafures."
The C-0mmission ,directs the utilities to :mal-e "a f.air and tramparent evaluation of

altemat:ives,"1~ tmt is, a fair and transparent evaluation of the benefitz ,ofal.temative

renewable ell'ell'J' options, in a way that the benefits (including economic benefits) of
altematwe renewable energ}' ,options might be fmiy and transparently compared.
Expanding the Net Benefits Assessment process to evalnate the economic benefits of
altemative renewable energ}' options in a way that such benefits can be fairly and

LI FmaJ PSIP OiYl8- at 32.
19

Fi7faJ PSIP OiYl8- at 47..

9
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tr:mspa:renl]y compned complies with the Commission's direction that the utilities make

The Commission ,directs the utilities to «suffioienfl.y justify how each resource is
the best choire,,;2°' that is, to sufficiently justify how each renewable eneixv optian is the
best choice because fire people at the millities COffllince themselves that it delivers optimal

benefits for the utility's customeis. Expanding the Net Benefits Assessment process to
evaluate economic benefits ofrenewable energy options from all categories of such
options - in a way that the people at the utilities convince themselves (and oome i.nto
consemus) that a renewable energy option dem.·ecs ,optimal benefits for the utility's
customers - complies \liiith the Commission's ,direction that the utilities ""sufficiently
justify how each resource is the best choice."'

µpanding the Net Benefits Assessmeol process to evaluate economic benefits of

cmz,binatiqns of rene:wable eW'Ul ·Ql!ions helps the llC'QRle st the utiljtjes wke

consensus, decisions to implement renewable enecgy options that d.elii;•er optimal
benefits for the utility's customecs_

l"FintlJPSJP~at 47.
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Of 6 categories of benefits ofrenewabie eneFg}' opti.ons,21 the most important

categ(lry is .system pe,formance beneftti12 becal.liSe a renewable energy option that laa'ks
system perfm:manre benefits - because i.t impairs 1he pe1formance ofthe grid -- is not
going to get implemented, no matter what i.ts other benefi1s might be..
A renewable eneIID' option delivers l)'Stem peefomumce benejiti13 to the extent
that impiemenfa.tion of1he option ,ei.ther maintains or imprm,Tes the performance ofthe

grid_ A renewable energ}' option that ,does not maintain or improve the peifomianoe of
the grid delivers no system peifo:ananoe benefits. A renewable energy QPtion l:hait

21

MtzllRS for ~mm

C'at~ril5 ofBamt:5
System.peifimnance bl!llil!Dt5

Qnantitam,efy llll!il511Dble in frequl!ncy, vol tage,

n~etc.
iEcODOIDi.c benefil5 of:

Qnantnam•efy llll!i8511Dble in 0011111:s ($) per mm of

e.nergy (GJ, MWb, etc.)
iR.ceoea•,a:ble eDeFgy optioos

No1HJelll!Wllble generation options

Eamomk belJefits (measmed by awided CO!!lt of
e.nergy from DmHenewable genenttion ,and other
:a1."'0i ded costs) reJati.1."'I! ID ec.onmnic: ,COSB
Eamomk belJefits IIll!asmed by lawe51 e.<Jimomic
c:osls

i!lmriroomeD1lll compliance benefits

Qoantitam•efy llll!il511Dble in gaseous and
partirulate, emissions

Rm: miDimizatioo benefits

Qualmm-ety llll!ilsurable

&erg)< seairiJy beDefi1s

Qnantitam-ety llll!il511Dble in comnllmicm ID
acme...iing tOM, renewable elll!rg)'

i!lmriroomeD1lll presemttiOD benefits

Quantitam-ely 11ll!i8511Dble in contnllatiOD ID
:achiniing lOM"'- renewable energy

n System per:fimnallce belJefits are somet:i.nu!s reli!J:reil ID•as " ¢d sernces,"' 'imcillmy sen."ices," ~stem
R:liability .,, or ' \system security "
" Syst~JJ(ll'/brmlmat i s ~ by mamra~ pll~cal properties ofefedric power (such ,as
fi:equeuc.y at the·!!}"Stem-le,:el, and \'Oltll11,e at die dlstnlntti.on-le\-el) within a "reliable" range ,o\'er lime.
S~em pem>llDIIICe•bmtf/fts of a reoewable energy ,opliml are measured by the 1n'Oided oc:curreoce of
n•l!llb (for eDIDple, "T2 e."'l!Dls" or cimut ~ apacity ,,i,oJ.ations) wbl!ll those phy5ical prc,pe:ttie are
oot msmta~ within such a ~
-
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deliven no system pafmmance benefits is not going to get implemented with the grid, no
matter what its other benefits might be.

FoT pmposes ofevalwrting system performance benefits of renewabJe energy
options, such ,options genenlly fall into, l of 2 c:ategories: renewable generation
optio-n.s24 and mitigation options.'" Renewahle generation options o,flen deliver ao system
performance benefits because renewable generation ,often is variable and nondispatchable.
A renewable generation option that deli.vers no system pafollWllloe benefits i.s not

going to get implemented v.iiith the grid!, unless the renewable ge:oen.t:ion ,option is
combined with one or more mitigation options. A combination of renew.able generation

option and mitigation o;ption(s) delivers system performance benefits to the extent that
the combination ,ofioptions either maintains or improves the pedomiance ofthe grid For

example, 3 MW of grid-export DG-PV generation on Molokai is not going to get
implemented26 unless i.t is ,c.ombined with a mitigation option (say, 3 MWib of
distnou.tion-level customer-provided! energy storage systems), so tha.t the oo.mbination of
renewable generation option a.nd mitigation option delivers system penomiance benefits
bec.ause it :mairntains nr improves the perlonnance ofthe grid

genemtiioD options :iDdode distriblllicn-lveJ renewable generation optmD!I (fur ,eumple, DGPV) and system-leve1 ll!Dl!Wllble genermon opticm (fo1r Blllllple, lllility~ale PV SDlar geDl!IJttion). Sa
RIU.CTI lM!nmt!, Emmit A at 2.
11
Distnl:mi.an-~11!1 mitigation oplimls iDclude CIISIDIIll!r-p:rouided im-em!r-btied. optiaD!I, ClllilDmerpn!\ricled ~ s ~ge options, utility-provided equipment-based options 311d ~ s i d e management
(DSM) Clp1ions. System-level mitigation op1iOll!i illdudi! renewable g,eueci_tio:n cm1llilmelll: options,
dymmric l.o ad ~ optiom, mr.erislmd 1DlnSIIIissioo optiom, lllilily-p'Mided l!Dl!l',gJ stma~ options,
lllility-prmtided l!lli!Ig}' effid.mcy ,aptioos.. S.. REA.CH ~,_iew, Emibit A at 2:.
2" Ammling ID the lllfililin' llpdatwl Sj_'St,m-1...tn-.J Hasting Capacity Ana{)m filed •Maim 22, 2.017 in
Docket No. 2014--0]92, ~ lll!W grid-apo:rt l)G.!PV on Molokai woulld dellirerno •s ystem pemxmance
bem!fm fur the utility' s alilOllll!IS becmse insmDed. 00-iPV OD the Molobi grid bas.~
smpasSM its
Syslem hosting capadly.
:i.. R.eoewable

1
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Expanding the Net Benefits Assessment process27 to evaluate economic benefi1s
of combinations o,f renewable energy ,options (including combinations ofrenewable
generation ,options and mitigation ,options that delii;rei ~ pedormance benefits) helps
the peopJe at the utilities to compare the economic benefits of such oombmat:ions, and to

convmce themselve.s (and come into ,c-0nsensos) what rell.e'-'rable energy options
(including what combinations ofrenewa.bl.e ene1gy options) m. what amomds in what

order they want to deliver optimal benefits fmcllllding system per.fomwice benefits and
economic benefits) for the utility's ,customeis.
When the people at the utilities,,come into cODSieOSUiS on expanding the Net
Benefits Assessment imocess to evaluate economic benefits ,o f combinations of reoe\\rable
energy options, they can be counted ,on to mue consensus decisions to implement
renewa.bl.e energy options (mcluding combmaJ;i'ans ,of Il:?D.e\\rable eneigy options) that
deliver optimal. benefits (including system perlonnance benefits, and ec-0nomic benefits)
for the utility's rustomers..
Expanding the Net Benefits Assessmem process to evaluate economic
benefits of'co.mbinatlons ofrenewahle eneJ:ID' qptions complies with the
Commission's directions expressed i.n the Final PSIP Order
The Commission directs the utilities to '"'ronsi.del all appropriate technologies,
including combinations oftecbnologies, to address, system, capacity, and enecgy needs," 21

that is, to consider and evalua:te die benefits (including economic benefi1s) of
combinatlons of all appropriate renewable ene1gy teohnology options.

Expanding the Net

27 Ec:oaamic beol!fitsofa reDe'lll":able l!lleI'gJ optiionmaybe~':aluated 1!1ilh m ilqmM!d Nl!'I Benefits
.Asses5Illl!II! process ,(see i lffhi) osiDg a.()1'DIDl[!tiion cost model.s,udJ. 35 tl'II! ID RESOLVE models Of the
General EleClric Multi-Area Prodoclion.Sinmlaoan (MAPS) models fnf eadl of the island grids.

'a_PSJP Final Cmle!P'at41 .
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Benefits Asse.ssmentprocess to evaluate economic benefits ,o f combinations ofrenewable

energy options complies with the Commission's directions ''to consider all appropriate
technologies, inclnding combinations oite:clmologies, to ,address system, capacity, and

fJYPWed llgp[PJC:WfD! Twpc: US'l' a process ,analogous to the Net Benefits
Ass~.ssment proce..ss to enluate the system puformance be.nt>fi.tll of nnewable
enet-gy op:tion(s).
The Net Benefits Assessment process -- as described in the Draft GMS, Appendix
C at 42-43 - evahial:es the system peifonnance benefits29 of a renewable energy option

iby calculating and attaching an economic value to the "grid. services" (system
penor:mance benefits) ,delivered! by the renewable enB"g}' option.

Instead ofusing the Net Benefits Assessment process to evaluate the system
penor:mance benefits ,o f a renewable enag)~option, a process analogous to 1he Net
Benefits Assessment process might be used to evaluate such system perfonnance
benefits:
(1) ideritify a Ia1ev.,able ene1gy option (including a combination ofrenewable energy

options), hai.mg specified physical characteristics (e.g.., capacity (MW),
frequency r~nse, regu]atingresave., etc.)
(2) input assmnptians about the physical characteristics of the renewable ene,gy

option into a "base case" ofa S)-'Slem penormm:..e mode)30

~ S y s t e m ~ i.!i llll!ll5Uied by maiJttining physical propetti.es af ell!.Ctric ()OWl!!f (sm:h 115 fi:;eqm!ncy
at ibe ~t~ IIIJd,rohage at the dislribuocm-leirel) w:idrin a "reliable" r:ange·o.er time. Sysll!.m
pedim:naDc:e l!Nmtdfts ofa rmewable energy option aie measmed by lhe avoided oOOIITI!Dl:e of e,,--enls (for
exaiq,le, ' T2 !!\'eats" 01 circuit ho~ capacily 'lo"iola.tiOI1S) wbeD thme physic.al properties are:n.ot
maintained 'l\ithin sm:h a-~
~ System pemm:1111DCe•be!Je.fils of a.rene\\1able eaergy option m be e1l'lihlaled with systmHelrel
pedim:naDc:e models such as Ille Si.eml!ll!I P'll PSSIE P.DWl!I Flow imd 'Tmnsi:em SU!bility IDiDdel!, ar the
General Electric Posim-e Sequence Load! Row (PSIF) models developed fur the·island goos. .II.lid! anbe

14
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(3) use the system performanoe mode] to calculi1te whether ,or not implementation of
the renewable energy ,option maintains or improves the perl'ormanoe ofthe grid,
and
(4) a renewable energy option that maintains or improves thepenonnance of the grid

might be unplemented, ,depending on evaluation ofthe ,other categories of benefits
(in.eluding economic benefits) ,o f the renewable energy optio~ a renewable energy
option that does not maintain 01 improve the pedormance ofthe grid does not get
implemented, no matter what its other benefits might be..

Using a process analogous to, the Net Bene:t1ts Assessment process31 to embmte
system pedonnanre bene:t1ts ofrenewable energ}' options (indudmg combinations of
Jenewable energy optiODS) heJ]ps the people at the utilities to oompare the system

pe:rfonnance benefits of such renewable energy options, and. to COlrvince themsebies (and
come into, coosensus) what renewable energy options (including what combinations of
:renewable energy options) in what amomds in what order they want to deliver optimal
benefits (including system performance benefits and economic l:iene:t1ts) for the utility's
customers..

When the people at the utilities come into oonsensus on using a.process analogous
fo the Net Benefits Assessment process, to evaiuate system pe:rfomianoe benefits of

:renewable energy options, they can be counted on to make oomemus decisions to
implement renewable energy options (mclnding oombinattons of renewable energy

l!'illlhla.ted wilh dislnllulion-Je\<--el perfotman,ce models SDda as the S~
Section IilaementaJ. H ~
Caps.city tool
~• Ec:ooomic beoefits ofa reDeii'IIMe l!IJeIID' option may be l!'i'llluated wilh m ilql:rCM!d Net Benefits
Asseslilllll!llt process ( see i11f}rr) ming a. prodm::tion cost mode!l such as ibe E3 RESOLVE models Of ibe
Geliem.l.Eliecnic :Multi-Area.Promx:liou Simnlalion (MAPS) models fuf eadi of the island grids.

15
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options) that deliver ,optimal benefits (includ!ing system performance benefits md
economic benefits) for1he utility's customeo.
The system performance benefits of,a renewable energy option are i.mm.easmable

in dollars ($) (or in U:Wh) with any degree of certainty. Such system penorma:noe
benefits are i.mmeasucable i.n dollars because the system performance benefit is in not

exposing the utili1y' s ,customeu to 1he essentially immeasurable costs, ofi.ntemipted
and/or unreliable electric power seniice. 12
Using the Ne1 Benefits Assessment process to attach a dolliu value to system

pei:formance benefits that are unmeasurable in dollars mixes an economic benefit of
uncertain ,and mIDJ.easurable value with otheJ economic benefits13 that have mme certain
and measurable values in dollars. To the ex.tent that the people at the utilities do not use
the Net Bene.fits Assessment process to attach a dollar value to system pelftmnanoe

benefits that are immeasurable i.n dollars, the people at the utilities can be expected to feel
more ca:ta:in and ha~re more confidence in their evaluation o.f,eoonomic benefits ~,jng
more ca:ta:in and meawrable values.
The more confidence that the people at the utilities have in their ewhutions of the

economic benefits ofthe reoew,abie energy opfum.s available to them, the more they can
be c-OWJted on to make ,c.onseosos decisions to implement renewable energy options that

tt Systempe:ifmmimc:e·be!Je,fils of a.H!lll!ll1abll! aiergy option may be ~'8hlared by modeling ( or •llll!IISllriDg)
die aroided ocCIIIIl!lla!•ofe\,em5 (T2 ev.ems, cirroi1 ho~ aipacity 1.'iolati.aus, ett:) - a11nlrul:able ro th!!
illl!lll!\Vll.b l e energy option - ihat o1Dl!nlise woaJd eicpose tbe utility' s m stom1!r.s ID SIOOh i mmeaSIJJ'!lble coSl!l.
Evaluating; !J)'Sleln penom:wice bellefi15 ofa reaewa:ble ,~
optioo in this way - sep8DU!! from
e\'lWlating the ecooomic bellefrts of the relll!lll'8hle sergy option - II1Ues ft UIDJl!Ce58I}' ID lltlen:pt to
e\'lWlate die ecooomic benefits of tbe '!,)'s tempemlllilllDC.e benefits of tbe renewable energy option.
" For l!llllIDple, ecODOmic beDl!fits IIll!ll5lm!d by 8\'o:idl!di costs ofemerg:y from DOD-renewable gmenttion,

8\'tllded oosts ofttllll!ilmssion and!OI" distribulion kl!ises, etc.

16
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deliver optimal benefits (mcluding system perlim:wmce and economic benefits) fur the

Proposed Impronm~nt Three: Simplify the base case of the E3 RESOLVE model
by assmning tbat a renewable energy bl'ing e,-:1luated is implemented with the grid
as it exists: n.ow.
The people at the utilities use a selected ''base case" ofthe E3 RESOlVE model

to ,ei.ialuate the economic benefits of a renewahle enecgj' ,option.34 The selected "base
case" seems to include assmnptions that the renewable energy ,options contained in the
Hawaiian El!ectri.c Companies' Revised and Supplemented P.ower Suppiy Impmrement
Plans filed on December 2:3, 2016 (the "December 2016 PSJPs") will be implemented in
the amomds md order set forth in the December 2016 PSIPs.3:i

Assuming that fue 1enewable enel'gy options c.ontained in the PSIPs will be
implemented means that 1he evaluation of economic benefits ,o fa renewable ene.I:gy
option - using the Net Benefits Assessment [P[oce5S - depends on fu1nre contingencies
(eoonomic benefits and economic costs ,o frenewable energy options contained in 1he

December2016 PSIPs} that are tbemselires de,pendent on other future contingencies
(futme dec:isiom whether or not to implement the renev.,able energy options contained in

the DeoembeI 2016 PS'.!Ps).

Ewlua1ing economic benefits of a renewable energy ,option in a way that depends
on :furore ,contingencies that ,are themselves ,dependent on ,oihel furore OCl'IIJtingencies

i< Dnqt GMS, Appendix Cat 41-43.
" TbeDeambeJ 2016PSIPs, atES-2, IIDtic:ipall! imptemellllltionof326 MW ofDl."WDER. (roofi:ap solar),
89 !.fWh o:f CIIStollll!r se-lf-sq>ply (CSS) ~ smra:ge, 115 MW of DR (mcludm~ 105 MWh ofDR
l!Dl!l'g;)' stmllge), 36011,tv;r of ~scale solar, 31 MW of FIT solar mil l57 MW of grickcale wind! dming
1he!ISl 5 ye815.

17
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means that people at the utilities can be expected to,fee] uncertain and lack c.onfidence in
their evaluations of such economic bene1i.ts:.

'fo the extent that the people at the mililies feel unc:e:r1ain and lack confidence in
their evaluation of the economic benefits ofa renewable energy option, they c~ot be

expected to make consensus ,decisions about what renewable energy options in what
amounts in what ordei- they want to deli\Tel optimal benefits for the utiliiy' s customen.
'fo the extent that the people at the mililies feel unc:e:r1ain and lack confidence in

their evaluation of the economic benefits ofa renewable energy option, they cannot be

expected to make consensus ,decisions to implement .renewable energy options that
deliver optimal benefits for the utility's rustomers.
The Net Benefits Assessment proc~ might be improved by simplifying the base
case ofthe E3 RESOLVE model by assuming that a :renewable energy being evaluated is

implemented with. the grid as i.t exists now.36
When the people at the u.tilities,come into consensus on such a. simplification of
the base case, they can be counted on to make consensus ~ons on plans that

a:rticulate what renewable en.erg}' options in what am.01111fs in what ord.eF they want to
deliver optimal benefits (i.nclu.ding economic benefits) fo:rthe utility's customer.;_
When the people at the u.tilities,,come into conse:oms on such a simplification of
the base case, they can be counted on to make ,consensus ~ons about what blriffs and

36
The grid as it em1!I now might mean presenti.y--eimtillg geDl!ll!liioD, lrllD.5l!m5ioo & distribulioo, eJll!Ig)'
ston~ HIid di!maDd-si.de mma~t c.o mpooents of l:he grid, rogetlEr with spec:ifiicalfy-demified
ll!lll!Wlible ~ opti.om already in tbe utilities' proairemem proc.ess, imd exdudmg renewable - ~
op!ioascODl:lliDed iD the De<!ember20l6 PSIP's. Sa Hawaii .R eiooah~ Enw:gyhportjbrJuly 1017 at

htto,·11qh2za mfiasienseft comlaPWlipkClic)f9275/52lob&17d54bdb65'4W·:ztbblb42'0:aQ112Mc
(SUJDDJarmng specifiailly-~
proc.e$) .

["enewable energy options presemly in du! utilliies' procurement

18
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what intemonnection stmdanls they wmt to procure renewable energy options that

deliverop1imal benefits (including economic benefifs) for the utility's customers.
When the peopie at the ntiliti.es come into consensus, on a such a simplification of
the base case, they can be oolllllted on to male consensus decisions to implement

renew.tbie energy options that deliver ,optima.I. benefits (mcluding economic benefits) for
the utility's cnstomers.
\\l'hen the peopie at the ntiliti.es come into consensus, on S11Jc.h a simp.l.i.fication of
the base c.tSe, they can be colllllted on to «produce actual, concrete p.lam and begin
immediate implementation of those pfans" "to upgrade the uti.lities' distri:bution systems

to enable ne\li' dean energ}' technologies and improve cnsfomeI servic-e...,
CONCLUSION

Here is what an improved Net Benefits Assessment process for evaluating
economic benefits of .t renewable energy option might loo.k like:
1) simplify the base case of the E3 RESOLVE mode1 by assuming that ,.t

renewable energy option being ev,a.luated is implemented with the grid as it
exists now

2) identify a renewable energy option (including a ,combination ,of renewable
energy ,options) having a specified economic cost
3) inpui assumptions about:

a. the economic value ofavoided costs attnmdable to the renewable
energy,option, and
b. the economic cost ,o fthe renewable energy option,

mto, the simplified "base case" ,o fthe E3 RESOLVE model,

19
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4) use 1the E3 RESOLVE model to calcul.ate·the Tota] Resomce Cost of the
simplified "base case"
a_ wi.th the renewable energy option(s). and
b. wi.thout the reneiJ,'able eneir:gy option(s)

5) c:alcvlate the difference (m. ,doll.us) between the Total Resource Cost ofthe
simplified base case with. the renewable energy option(s}, md the Total
Resource Cost ofthe simplified bfille case without the .renewable energy
option(s); that difference :is .a net ,economic benefit to the extent that the Total
Resource Cost with the renewab1e energy ,opti.on{s) is Jess than the To~
Resouroe Cost v.' ithout the renewable energy 1opti.on(s).17
:i· ft, :ii:· :Ii:·

\l,lhen the people at the utilities,come into consensus on improving the Net

Bene.fits Assessment process by:
( 1) expanding the N'et .Benefits Assessment process to, evalua.te economic benefits

ofrenewable energy options from all categories ofrenewable energy options,
including combinations ofrenewable energy options

0) using a process analogous to the Net Benefit.s .Assessment process to evaluate
the system pe,formanoe benefils ofrenewable energy options, and
(3) simplifying the base case ofthe E3 RESOLVE model by assuming that a

renewable ,energy option being evaluated :is implemented with the grid as it
exists now,
the people at the utilities can be cotmfed on to:

" That diffi!reDcl! is a 1'lilt 1/CiOffDl'llic M11i1nfm1 to lbe ezrent t1id lbe Total.Resoma! Cost with the mitiptjon
option is moN tlrtm the Y:ollll R,esoun:_e C.Ost without tlE mm~ option.

20
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(1) evaluate the system performance beoe.fits and economic benefits of renewable
enecg}' ,op1ions (including combinations. of such options) available to the

utilities.,
(2) compare the system perlo:anance benefits and eoo.nomic benefits offuose
renewable energy options, and

(3) convince themse~ (and are in consensus) what renewable energy options in

what amounts in what ordec they want to ,deliver opti.mal benefits (mclud!ing
system perfmma.nce benefits and economic benefits) for the utility' s

When the people at the utilities come into consensus on a planning process, which

inc-0q,orates an unproved Net Benefits Assessment proc"5S., tlnoogh which they
(1) evaluate the benefits (mclmling system perfonnance benefi1s and economic

bene.fits) of renewable ene.rgy options available to the utilities,
(2) compare the benefits (including system pe:cfoDD.llnce benefits and ec.onomi,c
benefits) of those l!'enewable energy QPtions, and
(3) convince themsetves (and are in consensus) what renewable energy options, in
what amounts in whal o:rdec they want to ,~!Ner optimal benefits (mcluding
system perfmma.nce benefits and ec.onomic benefits) for the utility's

customers,
they can be counted ,o n to make comemus decisions to implement renewable energy
options that deliver ,o ptima] benefits for the utility's cnstomel!'s.
When the people at the utilities come into consensus on such a planning process,

they can be counted ,o n to "produce actual, concrete plans and begin immediate

21
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implem~ntalion of lhc•si: plltns" ""to upgrade the utilities' distribution ~ •stems co e1iable
new clean ~erro• teclrnulogicl! uml improw cuslorm.rr sc1vicc: •i s

UA rEIJ:

Ho11olulu, Haw:ui. Augllst 8, 2017

W1~-

r .rik Kv:1m, Presick·nl
Rene\\inhlc F.nt:rgy AcLion
Conli1ion or Hawuii, Inc.

n s,,,, nou, 11, :rnprn

22
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REACH

IZE N EVVAI\LF tKEH.(_;Y 1\CTlON COALITION OF HAV\/All
4188-4 Ke.mu Sueet
Honomlu, Hawaii 96816
Tel: (808) 37 1-1475
www.REACFh,nii_org

REACH MEMORANDUM No. 1:8:
OVERVJEW OF HAWAilAN ELECTRIC INTEGRATION Ai~ALYSES1
The puqiose of this report is to fill you in on where the people at the Hawaiian
Electric Companies stand in their evaluation of renewable enagy2 options avail.able to
the utilities..3
ENERGY OPTIONS AVAILABLE TO THE UIIll11ES

Before filling you in ,on where the people at the ulilities stand, it might be helpfuJ
to understand where renewable energy options -- including distributed energy resomce
(DER) options - fit in the struclm:e of energy options available to the utilities:

Energy options avail.able to the utilities include energy options in the foUowing
cafogories:

•
•

•
•

Generation options,
Transmission & distributiOD1 (I&D) ,options, including mitigation options
for variabl,e renewable generation
Energy storage options
Demand-side management options

1
This public:atioD is au mfurmatioo SOlllll oa!y. Re.ad= shauld DDt act q,on iDfutmstion in lms
publiClllion "lllitbaal consllltiJlg: couns:el. 'Ibe ma11!Iiial i.n this publi.afioD may be reproduced, in.1mOle or m
pm, with :idnawledgmen:I ofits somce and copyrigln. !For furtlll!J mmmnti.on, ccmplimen1llry copies or

changes of address, please comaa Erilt: K~ at R r i k . . K . ~
2 "iRBlewa.bl e ei,ergy,n as used ill dlis RIJ(lrt, means electric poa-er gaierall!d from renewab:fe somic:es aud
dem.-ered lhroup. m electiic system to sen-e statioaary loads.
, "Utilities,n :as used. in this re,port, means the H3waiia.D mectric CompaDli!!s.

1

Exhibit A
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For pwposes ofutility resouroe planning,4 enei:gy options available to the utilities
generally fall into l ,o fi. categories,- renewable energy optio~ and non-nnewable
generation options:"
Ene£gy Optiom

•

•
•
•

Gene.mrum options
T&D (indnding milig:alion) optiOII.S
Enier-gy 5to~ apciom
Demand-'Sidl! mana§l!IIElt optiom

----

Renewable E-D.eigy Options

•
•

•
•

Non-Renewable Generation Optioos

•
•

Renewable g;.-xamm options

T&D (iDduding mitigation) options
EJll!XU 51Dlage optiOII.S
DemaDkide ~ aplions

Pettolemn geoemlion aptimis

Co.al genenlion CJIIOODS
LNG gmenrtioo optiom
Nudea1 ~ optiom

•
•

For pwposes ofpromnlgalmg interconnection standards and tariffs applic.a.ble to
DER. Q?tions, renewabie energy options available to the utilities generally fall into 1 of 2
categories - DER options and No11-DER option.s:
Renew.able Energy Options
•
•

ltenel'l'lilife g.eaeilltion optiOII.S
T&D (mitigamm} optioos

---•
•

Euerg:ysmrag,e optioos
Dema:nlkii» rnanageIJW!lTI aptimis

------

DER.Options

Non-DER Options

• System-le,rel renewable geDl!lldfon apliJms
•• Systeni-le,rel ~tion options:
"
R:i!Dewa.ble genemion cm1ailment optiom
o
Dynamic loolil sbediling q,tioos

• DistnlruliOll-~5 J:l!lle'l!rable g;l!Dl![lltioo options
• Jmtnlrulion-~e mm,gmon opli,om:
o Cmtoml!r-pnnrided im'l!lter-based options
o Cmtoml!r-pn1\7ided ~ stmage aptiom
o

o

Utitity-pnnided equipmem-based aptimis
Demand-si~ management nptiom
• Ulilily-pnnided demand response opliom
• Ulilily-pnnided ptioe response optiom
•
Cus:lnm!r-Jll1hidl!d l!Dl!l"gJ efficiem::y

o

o
o

IDb!risJland cable aplions
Utility-pmVKled energy slDng;e options
Utitity-pmVKled 'i!IU!ID' effideDcy options

oplions

• Utilliy resource plmmmg is a decisioD-mating process through 'llili.ch ~ at a 11lilily decide what
f!IH!l'!n' aplions (iDcJndiJ!g what renewable energy optiom) in 'll'h ll lllDOIIDt5 iD wtiat order they W1mt ID•
demw optimal beEefits for lbe utility' s customers.
s A ~ 1111'111111:Y option mains aJJ. l!Dl!l;gy' optioD ihat help!i acbie-,;e HX1lh em!wable eJ1!IU by
illaeasing the DIIIIEl!3tor for measuring; n!lleWllble energy as 8.peml!lllllge of IDllll l!Dl!l'g)< CODS.umplicm,
a n d / « ~ the·ilpnqmjnator for me3Sllring re!lil!W3ble e!ll!l"gy 185 ,a pen:emage,oftolal ~
consumption.
~ A non-nnnubi. gtmtmrtion optiml me:ms 1111 eoergy aplioD lhat does Dill help achie\'l! 100% rene\\'lble
- ~•because implelDl!llllltion of mch an energy option does 001 increase lbe DUIDl!l1llor for m e ~
ienewable energy as. 8 . percentage of total energy consumption anil does DOt decrease lbe dl!llominatmr Im

m e s ~ ill!lll!'Wllble energy as a pen:enta,ge of ID!lll l!Dl!f~ camumpcion.

2
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Each enagy option may be eva:lmted for 6 categm:ies of benefits:

Categories of Benefits

Me.asnres for Enluatio:n

System peifonnance benefi1s

Qua:oti.ta.ti\lleiy measmabie in frequency,
voltage, TI events, etc.

:Economic benefits o.f.

Qwmtitatn.·ely measurable in dollars ($)
per unit ofienergy (GJ, M\Vh, etc.)

Renewable e:oe:rgy ,op1ions

Economic benefits (measured by awided
cost of eneirgy from non-renewable fuels
.and other .avoided costs) relative to
economic costs

Non-ffllewable genention options
Economic benefits measured by lowest
economic costs
Enviiromnental oompli.an.ce benefits

Qwmtifativeiy measurable in gaseous and
particulate emissions

Risk mmimiz:ation benefits

Qualitnively measurable

Energy secmi.ty benefits

Qwmtitati.vely measmabie in contribution
to acbievmg 100¾ renewable enetgy

Envnomnental presenration benefits

Quantitatively measurable in oonlnlmtion
to achievmg l 00¾ :renewable enetgy

'W HERE DO PEOPLE AT THE Ul1LITIES STA.!.r"'ffi IN THEIR.

EVALUATION OF RENEWABLE ENERGY OPTIONS?
Of six categories of benefits of renewable ene1gy options,7 the two most
important categories are: ( 1) system perfonnance & security beoe,Jits, and (2) economic
benefits (measmed by awided costs of eneJID' from non-renewab1e :fuels and other
avoided com) relative to economic costs.

' See REACH Ml!llll) No, M ~ tJw EJ«:tric Utili(J• W" Want ,at 8 - 11, acc.ess1ble .at
https://gh27& infiisicmsoft com/appltinkCliclJl!643/45809315187f30c8/21439/ l 09foc7fe3 eObl d.6, fur a

more detailed description oflhese cate;gories ofbenefm.

3
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Here is where people at the utih1ies seem to stand now in theiI ongoing evaluation
(through modeling and/or measuring') of categories of renewable eneqnr options for their
system pemmnance benefits and the1r economic benefits:
RENEWABLE El\,t RGY
OPTIONS

INTEGR-\TION ,\l:""iALYSES
= DER Issue No. 3
Enln.ation of System Perfo1-mance Benefits
No. .3.b ("integ:1-ation capad ty")

=DER Issu

Evaluation of
E conomic Benefits9
= DER Issue No.. 3.a
("cost-effectin "')

En lualion of SystemL.enl Performance
Benefits

El•aluation of CircuitLel'el Performance
Benefits

Mode~ PSIP3 10
Appemm O (2 DG-PV
optionsu for each ofOahu,
Maui & Hawaii islands)

Mode~ PSIP3
Appewm N (2 00-PV
options for each of Oahu,
Maui & Hawaii isllands)

Notyet12

Modeling: E3 System
Inten:onnection Limits
Analysis (S)'Sfem Hosting
Capacity)

Mode-ling: Circuit
Hosting Capacity

nfa

DER Options:
Distnbution-level
renewable generation
options (DGjPV)
DG-PV amounts beyond
which mitigation op1ions
are required

• Tbere are 2 ways of qumtitrtively evafuatmg; lbe be!Jefits o f aiergy optio.ns: mmiwing and ""1Mling.
M«mamg llll!allS measuring the benl!fils (fur •l!llllJIJe, the system pemmnance bellefits) of a physicallyexisting~ option (mr •l!DlDple, a 1 MW ~--cOlJIJ!md dislnbuled ~ slmll.~ pilot project).
MOMling mNDS ming a.co~
mod'el oftbe giid ID model the benefits ( for example, lbe ecllDIIIllic
benefib) of .a b}potbetical energy option (fm enmple, l 00 MW af g;rid-conDect:e dmnl>Uled eDl!lfil'
s1or.a~) as ifi.t were cOIIDl!Cted to the giid.
9 Ec_OIIOIIlic bellefit s (IIll!'.85Ulled by a,·oided cost5 of l!IU!['g)' from DO~
ble fuels and olba- avoided
cost5) rehm.,., to ,ecODOm:i.c costs.
to "PSJP,» mers to Hawmitm El«mt; C'mltpaniti' PSIPs Updat. Illport filed OD December 23, 2016 in
Dod:et No. 2014-0183,(PSZP UpdaJ,Japort:: D«enbtll' 1.016).
11
The 2 IXi-'PV options consisll!d of a "Mmet' DG-PV forecast amouot and! a "Biglr"' 00-PV forecast
8IDOUIII, for each of~ iswlds of Oahu, Msui md Hawaii.
11
See REACH Memo No 12 RH/oring HilMYJii's Marlaitfor OistomJtr Grid-Suppf,y.PV Systll'IIIS acces51l>Je
at bnpsJ/.gh278.infusionsoft.comll!pp,~989J4364c.83a50d73622/l 1287/cl9e078a5ac8'15c7d
(discus!ling .a V ahu! of Sohr analysis fm l!\'3ln31:ing thl!! ec.OIIOl!lic: benefit s of DG-PV).

4
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Distnlmtion-leve]
mitigation options:

Customer-pFovid.ed
inverte1-basied -options1 s

Not yet

Modeling. PSIP3
Notyet
Appendix N (f mixesBJ 4
composed of customerpro,vided inverter-based
q>tions, ,customerpro,vided energy storage
q>tions, and/or utilityprovided equipment-based
q>tions, for each of Oahu,
Maui & Hawaii islands)

Not yet

M.easuring: Advanced
Inverter Grid Support
Function Laboratory
Validation & Analysis

Not yet

Not yet

Modeling; Voltage
Regulation Operational
Strategies Projec..t (voftVAR and volt-Watt
q>tions)

Notyet

Not yet

Not yet

Notyet

Customer-provided
16
energ}' storage opti.om:
Customer-oontrolled

oJ Each mix of CllSlollli!r-provided UM!Iter45edi optiam, customer-pnn'ided me.-gy ,!ilDmge options a:Ddlor
utility-provided eqmplllf!Dt-based optioos corresponded to 1 composite distnoution-lel.--el mili.,gation option
fur ~ pmposes..
14 1n 1he HECO Co.n,pani«' GrldModtmtizario/1 Slra§gy (Dnvt)p Sml:uol4tlr ~ i N •a1ld OimllM.llt
(''Drqtt GMS"), filed on 1uDe .30, 2017, at 86 - 87, the wilily iDdicated tlld it l!llp8llded ibe lllllDber of
mins: ID indode "im enhanced! bus.iJu!55,,a5-usm] approach {Wires}" and "a t edmolo,gy--O!Db:ic spproctch
(Grid Moo).» It does DOI appear, ~1!r, that tbe utility modeled lbe circuit-lfiel ~ perlmmance
benefils ofdie added Wu:es and Grid Mod composite disln'llldia!Hl!'Vel mitiption optiQILS..
U In Attlllchml!nr H ID die mili.ty's DistribtnEJ Gmttration br1eraJnMcaon Plan ('DGIPj filed on A ~
26, 2014, in Docbt No_ 2011--0206, the peoplie st lbe utilities iden1ifil!d 8 categoriies of customer-provided
inverter-'ba.sed mitigatioo. options:
(1) Reset Existing mi.-em!n: Ride-Throug,h
(2) Reset Exislin,g mi.'4!112n: Fmd Po\11!lr Facm Com:ol
(3) Am'BIWed lm'l!rter Fom:tioml:ilies: Fast-T-'tjp
(4) Am'BOOed Jm'l!rter Fom:tioml:ilies: FJ,eqaency Response
(5) Ad\'BIWed Im·e1ter Fom:tionalities: Volt-VAR
(6) Ad\'UJC,ed lm'l!rter FunctionaliJies Votmge-Watt
(7) Inverter a.uilmenrs: Active Power C.oottol
(8) Inverter Olltailments: ~ Offlm.--ml!r!l
16
To the extent lhat DG-PV and cnstomer-plO\ooed eDeigy SIDlll~e deli.er self-gener;ated energy to liJie.
rustomeJr, ])G:PV and mstOIIll![-provided mergy s t ~ mii:;ht be characterizied as dellllllld ~
options beause lfle:y recmce or shift aistomen' demm:I! for utilily-5upplied l!IJl!'l'Q'.

5
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Jointly-eon.trolledII

Utility-pFovided
- ment-based
eqwp
opti.ons70

Modeling: Grid
Modernization Lab Call
(GMLC) Hawaii Regional
Partnemrip (frequencyc
Watt options)

Not yet

Notyet

Measuring: SEAMS for
SHINES 11

Not ye.t

Not yet

Measuring: Stem Inc l

Measuring: Stem Inc 1
MW Grid Response
Distributed Storage Pilot

Not yet

MW Grid Response
Distributed Storage Pilot
Measuring: E-Gear
BESSJEMC19

Measuring: E--GeaI
BESSl'EM:C

Not yet

Not yet

Measuring: Mitigation of
Circuil: Hosting Cap11city
violations

Modeling: Proposed
Grid Modemization
Net Benefits
Assessment22

11 JoiDl:ly-ccmtrolled e ~ stDrarJ! is ~ stong.e that is Cilllllmlled primarily by a. CU5IDml!r to
l1l3X:imiu die value of E!Ilil!rgy generated by the C11Slollll!I"'s DG-PV system, 1111d lhat is COIIIJ'olled
SKOIUWily b y the 1llilily to pro\ide grid services sudl as ,'Oha,g.e 811d firequl!l:u:y re~lion.
lfi System to E4e--«-i11!1Wmt Architecture 1111d MllDII~ (Sl!A!.\fS) for Sustaimble and Holistic
mtegrati.ou of iEDergy Storage and Solu PV ,(SHINES)
1t Battery Eni!riIT Stm:age System (BESS)/Euergy 11,fanagemeat Cootrol (EMq
20 ID tbe DGIP, du! people at ibe utilities ideiaied 15 catllgoriies ofutility"iJfmided equipilll!IJt-based
mitigation apliicms":
(1) Ener~ Stor.~ : Localed oo Feeder

(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

~ Bm

CiJcuil llirect Transfer Tnp
ProleCition upgrades
SdlstatimtS lmt Swileh
V oltage Control: Le\•~ .Voltag,e 1111d Adjust LTC
(7) V ol12ge Couttol: LTC CoutroDer R.eplacement
(8) V ol12ge Control: ~ t i n g Tmmfmmer..
(.9) EquipIIll!Dt ~ !lucrea.se Primary Cable,~
( 10) EquipIIll!Dt Upgnules.: Increase Sec.ondary Cable ~
( 11) EquipIIll!D1 Upgnules.: Vollage Com•emon
(12) EquipII11!D1 Upgmdes.: Upm;ing Distribution Sub5b1DIOD 'Innsfonn2r
(13) Equipm!DI Upgrades.: A&ting limttibution SubSl3DDD Tomsfonw!r & Splitting Load
(14) Equipm!DI Upgmdes.: ~ lim1Iibution C'nstomer ~ & Spli~ Load
(15) Capacitor R.eJoc:atioas
ID tbe Drqft ~ at ·6 0, ibe people ,at tbe ·mililies also id.en1iJi.ed f.rulted amem illdicator.., remote
inlellii,!JII S\\itthes (redoser.;;) and secondary VAR cootroller.;; (SVCs) as ll!ili.tyiJ(Oli'ided equipm!Dl-based
dismrution-level mil:i~ optimts.
21 ID tbe Drqft GMS, .Appendix.C ,at 3 24 7', du! utiliry's collSlll'tml (E3) proposed a.' N et Belll!fus
.A5Sl!SSIDl!llt" process for el'llhlatmg du! econm:nic benefils ofutifuy-providl!d eqnipDEm-based. distnlrutio11lel~l miti.gsti:ou ,options 5UCh as utility-providl!.d reclo!ll!IS and utility-prolridl!d dis"lnl>ul:ion-!l!vel eDl!rgJ

stooge 5)'£1ems (DESS).
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Demand-side
management (DSM)
options:

Not yet

:Measwmg: Varentec
ENGO+GEMs:21
secondary VAR
oontrollei:s

Not yet

Measuring: Gridco In-lme Not yet
Powec Regulator (fi>R)

Modeling PSIP3
Appendix O and Appendirx

Not yet

Not yet

Not yet

P- Black & Veatch
Demand Response (DR)
Evaluation (4 mixes23
oomposed ofDR options
and price response options
fur each. of islands ofOahu
& Maui; 3 mix.es
oomposed of DR options
and price respome options
fur isl.and ofHawaii; 1 mix

u~ die "Net Benefits Assessment" process, the econmmc ~fits oftlliliry-prm'i.ded re.closers having
a specified econmnic cost ( ill dolm) would be evalua:l!!d by:
(]) estimating the ecooamic "--..Jue (in dollars) of the eslimated ammmt of "Tefiability" (sysl!!m
perimmanc.e beJEfits) pnn,idi!d by Ille reckJ5ers,
(2) estimating the ecooomic value (in dollars) of emmated c.usmlDl!r oma,ge cos-ts avoided by die
redosers, and
(3) Clomparillg tbe combined es1imatl!d ecommic vaml!·of SIICh grid 5l!IVices md &\'oided
customerouta~cosas againsl lbeeamomic costs (mdollar.i) oflberedo.! ES.
Usmg 1be "Net Benefits Assessme11f' process, 1be ecooomic belldm ofutilit)~pro\iided <listnoutioo12\-el l!Dl!l'g y storage sys- (D.BSS) ba,,ing .a specified ecooomic cost (in dollars) wuold be ~'lllusll!d by:
(]) estimating the ecooomic ,--..Jue (in dollars) of esttmated genenti.oo capacity md elll!l'gy costs
11\'oided by lbe D ESS
(2) estimating the ecooamic value (in dollars) of emmated lrallsmissioD 8Dd sub-mmsmissioD
Closts .awided by ihe DESS
(3) estimating the ecooamic '1"< 8.lue (in dollars) of estimated ITJrnSDJJSsicm ln.sses 3\'0ided by the
DESS
(4) estimating the ecooamic value (in dollars) of Ille eslimated ammmt of "mcillary services"
(S}'SD!Dl perlimwmce beoefits) provided by lbe DESS
(S) estimating the ecOIMJIIDC ,--..Jue (in dollars) of esttmated clis!Iibotion ca.pacey 3\'0ided by the
DESS
( 6) estimating the ecooamic value (in dollars) of estimated 1'&:DO&:M cost,; 3\'oided by the
DESS
(1) estimating the ec01MJ11DC 1,,--..Jue (in dollars) of estimated clisttibulion losses avoidl!d by ,d ie
DESS
00 estimating the ecooamic '1"< 8.lue (in dollan) ofesttmated c.usmlDl!r Cllllllp costs noided by die
DESS, aod!
(9) Clomparillg tbe combined estimared ecommic VSNI!·of SIICh ' 'g[id modl!mrznon im-estmeDt
benefils" Rl,llinstthe•eccmomiccosas (m doJlars) of the DESS.
21
Edge-of-Nelwad: Grid Opt:imiz.er (BNGO) + Gridl Edge-M.ana~t-System (GE.\IS)
" Each mix of demmd ll!SpOIISe options and price response optiOlls <Jom!5Jl(llldi!d ID 1 composite IDlltyprD\ooed danand~ de mana~ opti.oD fm ~ pmposes.
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composed ,o fDR options
and price :response options
fur each of isl.ands of
Mofokai & Lanai)
Utility-provided
Measuring: DR
demand :response (DR) Demonstration Projects26
,opti.om24.2l
600kW

Measuring: DR
Demonstration Projects
600kW

Measuring: DR
Demonstration
Projects 600 l W

Measuring: Shifted Enecg}•
Grid-Interactive Water
Heater (GIWH) Pilot
ProgmnJMW

Measuring: Shifted
Energy Gri.d-Interactive
Water Heate:r (GIWH)
Pilot Program 3 MW

Not y et

Utilify-provi~ed ~rice
response ophons~1

Measuring: Interim Timeof-Use Program

of-Use Program

Customer-provided
energy effioiency
,opti.om

Not yet

Not yet

Non-DER Options

Measuring: Interim Time- Not yet

Evaluation of System-Lenl Performance Benefits

Modebng: Hawaii
Ene:rgy rebate
program
EnJuation of
Economic
Benefits28

System-level renewable

generation options:

u Demmd resp<1115e (DR) mi~tiou options illdude: cmzilab!e alldlor disp&Jcbable (grid-mleractn-e)
~-emdes., pumps 811d other momr toads, lighting,
ln!frigeration, ~
.O il and custoIDl!r-slll!.d ~ ! l (i.e., 00-PV).
0
The milify in.lends to dew.lop a "DER Phase n progmn" !hat illi::Oiporates "specific [photowltaic
rumillml!lltJ options.." PSIP Updtntl Ripon: Dtlaim/Ntr 1016 at A-27 ro A-28. The utility is planning to
pilot a "ComlectDBR" device•1hat "can ~ovide remote monitoring, l."islbillty, configmabiliry and on/off
coutml ofPV sysaems..n PSIP lij,dall! Ripon: ~
1016 at 7-5.
lll'llll!f beating, cemml air conditioomg, ek!ctric

~ IDm,ad of idem:ifyiDg DR optiom: and eva!DatiDg the sysll!m pelfimllame bellefits ,BIid ,ecommic beoetits
of the idl!lllitied DR CJl]ttODS., tbe milily people weze ardeied by the PUC (in Omer No 33027 filed OD July
28, 2015 in Dodl!t No. 1007~341) m idmlify the sysll!m pemlI1118llCI! benefits (CllTh!d "-grid services")
pm,.Med by DR. .lions, alld Wl!n! m:der1!d by tbl! PUC, for pmpo-.i o f ~ "DemonstratiOII Projects,"
to procure the ideatifu!d grid serv;ces, ra1he t:hm pmc:DJJ!· tbi! DR options pm,.ooing the grid ser,.,jc_es;_ The
utility people selected! four demonstr:atioll-·DR opliiODs - deaomim1ed as ' 'Demoosantioo Pmjeds" 1D
pm,.iide·fam cate~ of sy5tem perfmmanc:e bellefiits ,Capacity; fast frequency respome, rer;o]ating
in!Sen'e :alld raplaccement n!!i!!n.~) - fur "Phase I r:a.>lememti~ d ~ 2017.
21 Price a!5pOllSe mi.tip.lion options indnde-: real-m:DI!· ~ (RTP) op1fons., dsy-tahead load shift (DALS)
pme options, time-of-me (IOU) ra11! opoam, crincal peak pricing ,(CPP) options anill rniEinmrn load
optiCIIISn &ooomic benefits (measmed by 3"--oided costs ofelll!Ig}' from llllll-teneWable fuels md Olberawided
costs) relam~ to ecODDmic costs.
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Modeling: PSIP3 Appendix O (all 5 tslands)

Not yet

Modeling: Hawaii So]ar Integration Study Final
Technical Reports for Oahn and Maui (2012.)

Not yet

Modeling: PSIP3 Appendix O (all 5 islands)

Not yet

Modeling: Oahu Wind Integration.Study (2011)

Not yet

Geothennal. genen.tion
options

Mode:ling; PSIP3 Appendix O (Maui & Hawaii tslmds)

Not yet

Biomass genention
options

Modeling: PSIP3 Appendi."I[ 0 (all 5 islands)

Not yet

Hydropower generation
options

Not yet

Not yet

Renewable generation
cm:tailinent options

Not yet

Not yet

Dynamic load shedding
options

Not yet

Not yet

Intertsland cable options

Modeling: PSIP3 Appendix O (Oahu island)

Not yet

Modeling: Oahu Wind [ntegrati.on & Transmission
Study (2011)

Modeling: Oalm
Wind Integration &
Trammission Study
(2011)

Modeling: Stage 2 Oahu-Mani Inteioonnection Study
(20'13)

Modeling: Stage 2
Oahn-Mani
Interconnection
Stndy,(2013)

Modeling: PSIP3 Appendix O and Appendi"I[ P Ascend Optimal Resource Analysis (Oalm, Mani &
Hawaii islands}

Not yet

Modeling: Maui~ Storage Stndy (2012)

Modeling: Maui
Ene!gy Storage
Studv ,Q012)

PV solar generation
,options

Wind generation options

System-level mitigation
options:

Utilify-pmvided energy
storage options

9
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Utility-provided enecgy
efficiency options

Measuring: Amber Kinetics 25 kWh Flywheel Pilot
Project

Notyet

Measuring: Hitachi JumpSMAR.T Pilot Project

Notyet

Modeling: PSIP3 Appendix O and Appendix P Ascend Optimal Resource Analysis (Oahu, Maui &
Hawaii islands)

Notyet

Modeling; Maui Beciric System Imprmrement md
Curtailment Redlllction Plan (20B)

Modeling: Maui
Bectric System
Improvement and
Cm:tailment
Reduction Plan
(20B)

The table above shows that there are a whole lot ofpm:as in the utilities' ongoing
evaluations ofthe system perlormanoe benefits an.d eoanomic benefits of renewable
energy options, mcluding DER options:
•

The utilities are evaluating some ofthe system perfomwice benefits ofso.me
options uuo.me amounts \\iithin some categories ofoptions for some of the utility

grids.
•

The utilities are not yet evaluating the economic benefits of most options ·\lt'tlhin
most categories ofopti.ons for most ,o fthe utility grick

•

The utilities do, not yet seem to be evaluating the ,other four categories ofbenefils
(environmental compliance benefits, risk minimization benefits, environmental
pres-avati.on benefits and energy seamty benefits) of renewable energy options_

Without •evaJnations of moot of the benefits ofmost renewable energy options, the
people at the utilities cannot be expected to male coDSellSU!S decisions to implement
renewable energy options, including DER optiom.
Without evaJnations of moot of the benefits ofmost renewable energy options, the
people at the utilities cannot be ,expected to male coDSellSU!S decisions about what tariffs
and what interconnection standards they want to procure what :renewable energy ,options
(including DER options) in what amounts in what order_
Without •evaJna.tions of most of the benefits ofmost renewable energy options, the
people at the utilities cannot be expected to male coDSellSU!S decisions about what

10
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renewable energy options fmcluding DER. ,options) in what a.mormts :in what order theJ'
wantto del!iveJ optimal benefits for the utility's customen.
When the people at the utilities come into consensus on a plarmingproces:.
th:roogh which they:
(1) evaluate the benefits ,ofrenewaMe energy options available to the utility,

(2) oompare the benefits ofthose renewable energy options, and
(3) convince themseh,.-g,; (and are in consemus) what renewable energy options i.n
what amounts in what order they want to defurer optimal benefits for the
utility's customeis,
the people at the utilities can be oormted on to make consensus decisions on plans Um
articulate what renewable en.erg}' options in what am.01iIDlis in what order they wmri to
deliver optimal benefits for the uti1itfs OlliSiomers.29
When the people at the utilities come into coDSeDSUS on snc-h a planning prooess,
they can be counted on to make consensus ,decisions about what tariffi and what
mtercomtecfton standards they want to prooure renewable energy optiom (i.ncluding
DER options) that deliver op1imal. benefits for the utility's rustomers.
\\!hen the people at the utilities.come into consensus on snc-h .a planning process,
they can be counted on to make consensus ,decisions to iuqllement renewable energy
options (m.cl11.ding DER. options) that del!i\reJ optimal benefits for the mil.it}"s customers.

CONCLUSION

An o,vemi.ew is provided ofwhere the people at the utilities stand in their
evaluation of renewable energy options.
When the people at the utilities.come into consensus on a plmmingproces:.

through which they:
(1) e,laluaie the benefits ,ofrerewable energy options available to the utility,

21 SH Renewable ~ Adiion Coalition ofBa'll'lii, Inc..' s SIB.12.rllmt ofPosilion 011. the Revised PSIP'i,
filed !P,ebnmy 14, 2'017, in Docl:et No. 1014-0183 (JIEACH SOP on Rl.l,is6d PSIPi) .at 18--35, accessible at

bttps:J/gh278..infusiomoft.com/a.pplfuikClick/8901nl85ddf3c2fi!drr76.127539/5&ca5!>46524cc08
(showing what consensus on a.decision. to implement ,a.n msgy option. might lool.lile; sbowmg wbn
consemns on ,a pl'amring process miemed to a goal of 100% Il!MWllbl.e eoergy might look like; shaw:ing
\\'hat consensus on ,a plan to a.chi.Roe 100% renewable eoergy and deli:v.er opliim] benl!fiD fur the lllilily' s
customers~ lool lik~ sbowingldu!t consensus 011. a procmemelll process oriented to such a pl.au
ntigllt lool lile; lllld! sbowmg:ldu!t consensus 011. i.mpleme'lltati.on ofsuch a procmementproc.ess might look
like, what conseDSll!l on achi.R'eJlll!nt of 100% Ielle'lllllb!e energy mi.glit look uke·aud. \\'hat COllSl!ll5U!l 011.
delivery of optimal beDe.fits for the utility's customers miglxt look like).

11
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(2) compare the benefits ofthose renewable energy options., and
(3) convince themselves (am are in consensus) what renewable energy options in

what amounts in what ,order they Wlrnf to deliver optimal benefits for the
utility' s customeR,

they can be counted ,o n to make comemus decisions to implement renewable energy
options (mcluding DER. options) that deli\-'er optimal benefits fOT the utility's c-UStomers.

12
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3.

Energy Freedom Coalition of America

Yamamoto~•, Caliboso
eo
4 LIPIIT E O LI UJI LITY LAW

M PA" 'f

August 9, 2017
Via Email: g ridmod@hawaiianelecu-ic.com
Hawaiian Electrtc Company, Inc.
Hawaii Electric Light Company, Inc.
Maui Electric Company, !Limited

Re:

Draft Grid Modem i!Zation Strategy
Modem;zing Hawaii's ,Grid For Our Customers, dated June 30, 2017

Thank you for inviting comments to the above-raferenced Draft. Grid Modernization
Strategy, issued by Hawaiian Elecbic Company, l nc., 1-!awaci Elecbic Light Company,
lnc., andl Maui Electric Company, Limited.
Attached a re comments and recommendations from the Energy F;reedom Coalition of
America, LJLC. Please let us know if you lhave any questions or need any additional
infoi:mation.

Very truly yours,

Car1'ito P. Caliboso
for

YAMAMOTO C.A:lCBOSO
A united Liabifty Law Company

Counsel for Energy Freedom CoaHtion of America, LLC
Erldosure

10,, AlaUa str11I
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'

I ,,,

-@~nergy Freedom Coalition

-

Feedback of the &ler;,y Freedom Coillition m Ameri£a on HECO's Draft Grid Modernization

~

Aicust 9, 2017

tntrodumon
The &1.e rgy Freedom Coalition of America (EFCA} respectfully .submits this feedback on HEOO's1 d'raft

Grid Modernization P,lan, whi,ch the utility issued ,o n, June 30, 2017 (Plan). 2 As the state• of Hawaii
continues to transition toward increasing: rel1ance on renewab'll!'S to meet its energy need's, it is
important th.e utility ma'ke appropriate investments in the distriiution and transmission system to
ensure the grid is cap.rl:>le of handling the operational rearrties that come with this laudable policy
objective.
In add"rtion to the state's longer term goal of meeting 10006 of the state's energy needs with renewables,
growing numbers ,of customers are deployin,g a variety of lbehind the meter resources, illcluding solar
photo-voltaic system, energy storage, electric vehicles and other distributed energy resources (OER:s).
EFCA fundamentally believes that widespread adoption of th.e se svstems represents. .a significant
opportunity for the state. More generally, EFCA believes that HIEOO shoul'd be tllinl:ing e )\pansively
about what resources mi,gllt be used to ,a ddress their systems' and customers' needs rather than
defaulting to busine=as-1L1Sual solutio:ns.
For ,e xample , DERs, by virtue of their location on the grid, can Jl'OVide a, broad range of grid services,
which, if property ,utilized, can .-eduoe the oosts of the system by reducing and/or deferring investments

in tr.ad"rtional infrastructure that would otherwise be needed. Large scale storage systems have a l'r eady
demonstrated ill Hawaii their ability to support renewable integra.t ion ,efforts, by acting as a means to

store renewal:Jle energy when it is abundant and less valuable to the grid and disdlarge it back. to the
grid when that energy is mor,e valuable . Beyond Hawaii, stora,ge projects are increasingly being looked
to as a means. to avoid inefficient peaki"I: generation to ,a ddress reliability oonc:ems.
1111 the

following pages we offer s,p ecific feedbad to HECO that we !b elieve would strengthen the ~Ian by

ensu ring the llltlility more fully comiders ways. that DERs and energy stora,ge can be usect to address g:rid
needs.
Before turning to those suggestions EFCA first wants to .acli:nowted'g e and oommend HECO fur a number

of e:iements in the Plan. Specifically, the Plan 1p roposes an, integrated grid p.lanning framework that
would seek to identify the most c,ost-effective sol'u tion to address system needs. EFCA is partiailarty
gratified to see tflat one of the outputs of this prOCless ·would be ~Identification of resource and g:rid

' •HE~ her'ein refers to collectively H;rwaii.in Electric corrpany, Inc.., ttawaiian Elearic 1Light company, line. .ind

Maui Electric company, Limited_
Modernizing ttowafi's 6nd,FOr our CUStOtrff!n, June•30, 20:u..

2

Energy Freedom Coarrtion of America., U C
601 lbirteenth Street, NW - Ni nth Fk>or North - Washington, l>C 2.0005
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Feedbadl of th e Einerg:y Freedom Co;ilition ol Ameri1.1 on HECO's Draft Grid M odernization Pbn

August 9, 2017
needs that may be met by more traditional! utility 'wires' or a •·n on-wires' solution,(.]~9 This puts Hawaii
on a similar path as New Yori: and Ca[rfomia, both of' which are in process on effoll'ts to refo1m minty
planning practices specifically to ensure these processes nipport and fully take advantage ,of costeffective ,opportun ities to utiliz,e these newer t:edmologjes in place of c.onventional investments. EFCA
also awec;iates that HE.CO is currently looting at ways to reform demand response programs to d arify
and ,expand on the types of services that DERs can provide.
Re«>mmendaliions

Ibe Pl:iO #Jould consida: onoortw il1es to leve@ee IQER:s to addms efforts aimed at iDPrPYine: risitWrtv
of DER operations and situationa'I awareness
The Plan ,envisions the deployment of additiooall sensing, me aS\Jrement: and telemetry equipmet1t. For
example, the P,lan ca'lls for t he deployment of a second advanced meter to meaoore DER production•, as
well as installing distribution tra nsformer measurement devices on Sl!()ondary systems wid1 lecacy

inverters. In the case of both of these proposals., EFCA c.ontends. tha,t DERs themsehres c.oul'd be used to
provide the information and data that HE.CO is seeking to obtain. For example, pursllilnt to IEEE P1'5472017 we anticipate that inverters will be required to communicate operatiooal data bad. to the utilities,
inciludi"g volt age, 1power, frequency, and operational state. As a reStJh, the second advanced meter will
likely be duplicative in the relatively near future and unnecessary in man y instances. Similarly, DERs
themselves may be able to serve in lieu of the transformer measurement devia:s indudedl ,in the Plan.
Rather than selecting tflis particular solutioo a priori, IEFCA encourages HECO to c.onsider whether
incentivizing the replacement or retrofit of existing inverters. or the inst:a llation of energy storage with
an accompanying advanced inve;rter m uld more oost-effectivel'y address the need" Advanced inverters
can provide this measurement: function as one of their 1many additional capabilities.. Further, the Plan
does not discuss or contemplate how· DERs might be used to s~port am l provide greater situational
awareness and support outage m anagement. This capability .s hould also be explo:red and expressly
recognized in the Plan.

Tue Plan 5hol!Jld ceromize the abilttv gt enewv rtor;u::e aoo

PO"Wer:

decJrooig to nrnvide wltice and

reactive p,wer·$Upport
The Pl'an discusses future methods that HECO en.v isioos using to address voltage and reactive power
s~pport. Among the technologies the ~Ian identifies to address these needs are synchronous
condensers and the repurposing of deactivated generators. EFCA believes the Pl'an does not (but

should} specifiGlly recognize that these same services cani be provided by energy storage and power
electronics. Similarly, HE.OD proposes to, scale up their use of Varentec's secoodary var mnt:roller in
2018. While E:fCA does not necessarily oppo.se this proposal,. we th ink 1it is importantto ensure that the
Plan recog,1izes and HECO considers the ca:pabil"rties of energy storage and advanced inverters to
provide secondary reactiive power and voltage management services..

3
4

Plan, at 27.
Plan, at 15
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Aicust 9, 2017
The potential role of advanced inve:ners in providing voltage management as a part of in~grated w itvar •control {IVVC} is a lso under-represented in the Plan . While the Plan ,references this as a:n eme~ing

area, E.FCA believes tllat a m ore actionable plan should be d'e11eloped and includect in the Plan to enS'Ure
that HECO is fully exploiting opportunities to leverage the capabil ities of OE:Rs by integrating them into
vo'lt-var controls systems. Such an action plan should provide key milestollll!s .and an associated time fine
to adiieve those milestones for real'izing this integration.
The Plan should more ful 1y· consider tile role ,of e'lectric vehicles in, achievin g the state's clean energy

vis.io n.
According to the month'ly energy trend highlights for Jul'y 2017, the number of passenger ,electric
vehicles (EVsJ in Hawaii was 6,084, an increase of 34.1'6 (1~4a vehides) from t he same mo:nth last
year. 5 While still representing a rela tively small number of tota l vehicles in Hawaii, this data
demo:nstrates a strong upward trend of EV deployment a:nd ,c :ustomer interest througjlolllt the state.
W'rtti new mode'ls of IEVs mnsiistently being released by gJ'o bal automakers tlilat address some of the

initial c:ustomN concerns wit h switching to an EV, such as cost and range anxiety, it can be assumed that
total EV deployment will only oontinue to grow over the next five to ten, yea rs. It is therefore im,portant
for Hawaii to prepa re now for a fiuture of potential larger scale EV dep'loyment across the state.
EVs, and the associated Electric Vehide Suppl\( Eq;uipment (EVSE). a ls:o represent a key opportunity to
el!Ctend the positive impacts o f Hawaii's ground-breaking oommitment to renewable energy to
s ig,ificantly reduce ,e missions in the t ransportation sector and further reduoe the state's reliance on
imported fuels. Adcfrtionally, and synergistic:ally, EVs could also serve as a sink for excess. renewa'bles
helping !Hawaii manage increasing amount of' sola:tr gellll!ration being deployed both behind and in-hont
of the meter.. Properly incented, EVs can a lso help improve the loarl factor of the syste m , actually

s e;rving to reduce rates by spr,eading ·the utility's fuced costs over more energy throughput.
Given a'II of the above El'C.A. encourages HECO t o more fully incorporate EVs a nd cha rging infrastructure
{EVSEs} into the Plan. As drafted, EVs receive only passing mention in the Plan with part of that
discussion related to how a:ny costs associated with the deplo yme;nt of EVs, incl ud ing the costs of
supportive infrastructure should be borne exd usively by EV customers.~

This perspective, while

int'l.litively· appealing, appears to ,ignore the importa nt role that IEVs ca:n play in facilitating a host of'
poficy objectives that benefrt a l I customers.
The utility llas a significan t role to pla y in S'Upporting EV adoption and helping to enS'Ure that S'Uch

adoption yields benefits to a ll ratepayers.. IF « exa mple, through rate design a nd providing support for
accelerated de,ployment of dia:rging infrastructure., the utility can ,e noourage clharging during times
when renewa ble energy iis a bunda nt and/ or times when there is excess ca,parity on the system. The
utility could also leverage ongoing efforts to create nesting capacity maps to help EV diarging so'lution
providers identify where on the grid higjler ca pacity charging can be readily deployed without requiring
from • Monthly
Energy Trend Highlii:hts", Research ~oomic Analysis
lrttp://fie:s.hawai.gov/dbedVeconomic/data reports/energ\':trends/Einerey Trend.pdf
1 Plan at 7.

Di'lision,

p.

Z;
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Feedback of the Energy freedom Co~ilion m·AmeriGi on HECO's Draft Grid Modernization Pbn
Aicust 9, 2017
system ~pg.ides. Finally:, the utility can assist ·with charging infrastrucrure deployment in ma:r1cet

segments, such a:s m ulti-unit dwem~ fMUD), that have traditionally faced a hidler barrier- to adoption
but can have a widespread ,customer benefit.

EFCA encou rages HEOO t o wort with stakeholdeirs to ,explore EVs and EVSEs mo.-e fully, both to pr-ovide
a mor-e comprehensive underrstandi"' of the opportunities EVs present a:s well a:s what specific steips

HEOO can take t o s ~ pon their adoption and use to best realize those opportunities.
Conclusion

EFCA wants to again than'lc: IHECO for the sii:,iiflCilnt ,effort a:nd thougJrt that has,gone ln the Plan and for
solioit~g feedback fr-om the stakeholder ,o ommunity. As disa5sed above, we besliew the plan oould be
improved by mor-e e xpressly adnowledging th e opportunity to l'e verage OERs, enei:gy storage, and EVs
to address .a n11mber of grid needs. We look f orward to ,oontinulng to engage wi:th HECO and ,other
stakeholders on thes:e important issues.
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4.

Environmental Defense Fund

~QI~

DC-CNS: r-UND'

t-ncin;i ma ','f'1f,,, ~1a.t we.I<

August 9, 2017
Colton K. Ching
Senior ViCll! President, P ~ & Teclmolog:y
Hawaiian Eledric
POBox2750
Honolnlu,
'~ 840

m

Re: Publit Commeat on H::m-aiia11 Eledric Companies' ~fodermz::ing H3Wai'i:'a Grid for Our
Cnstome-rs" Report

Dear Mr_(lring:

&nrimillDl!Dtll Defense Fuod ("'EDF") appreciates the opportunity to comment on the Hawaiian
Eile.cti:ic Co:mpami!s' ("Compames' ') Draft GndModemizati.on Strategy repadtitled
"Modemizing Hawai'i's Grid fur Our C1J&tomer5" ("Draft L!port' )_ 1 EDF is a non-profit, nonpartisan, non--go,1.--emmental emwnmentil oi:-g;anizaticm that combines law, policy, science, and.
eamomic:s to find solutions to today' s most pll!ssmg em..-ironment.d pmbJem;;.

EDF has participated in.various grid modem:izatioo.proceedings acros5 l:he country and is pleased
to share our persperli,..-e to help ad'l,'im£e Hawai' i 's grid.modanizmon ,e:fforls in a strategic,
OI.IStomec-centric, and environmemally suminahie maIIDe£_ We look fmwardto furtbe:r mg.aging
as the:Compmies coosider next sf1!p5 and respectfully submit these ,colJlllleDts on.behalf,o fom
more 1hm 2 million members who suppod: cleaner air and climate sec:mity_
EDF ooIIIDlll!nds l:he Comp;mies for de'l.-eloping a.near-term strategy for performing "the wad
reqwRd! m update Hawaiian Electric Companies' eneigy netwod: in the next six Je.ills. and how it
will l:ielp lhe fu-e is:!mds sen,'ed by the company .acbie\.-e a.renewable pootfol!io staodlard of48
percem by 2020 and uitima1el:y 100% by 2045_"'2 EDF wauLi also like:to flunk the Companies
and faci1ibtocs fur engaging oosto:meG and stakeholders in an effort to admss lhe uniq1112 needs
ofthe State in meeting its l!IlelID' g,oals_
EDF oft"e:rs l:he following lll!COIDIDl!Ildations on the ma.in topics ofl:he-Draft ltepmt as the
Companies .6.nalizi! their Gnd Modemizatimi Strategy:
1
"Modernizing Ba1'' ai.' i's.Grid fm Our Cusln!Ill!fi" Draft •R,eport, Jmie 30, 2017, m'llllal>le at:
httpsJ /wl\w.hllwaiiane1ectrc.cm!ll'about-m/our--commltmentlin.esting-Dl"tbe--fulure/grid-modeari23ti.on-5lnlil!;ey
~ Draft Report, P- iBS-l

1
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Hawai'i's ambitious :renewahl.e energy gpa1s and, in partieulair, the enstmg hi.gh
percemage•,o fcusfumers wiib.roofto.p solar, place the .st.de in a ,;·ery unique positioo. The
st.di!' s grid is c,memfy grappling with
conditions that others have yet to
encounter. Yet, it still must maiIJt.un the sen-ice and reliability neeclii cusb:>mers 11.n-e
came to eiqieet, espe.cially as om: society and ea>nomy becomes mcu! :reli:ant on
elecb:icity.

,;ra:nous

Gi..ll!ll these :faclor!i,. the iepod's focus oo near-term issues reliated to the managemem: and
integration ofrenewali>les is miderstandable but alone would oot be ~ to address the
complex system intetdependeocies associated with a modem grul Greater emphasis
should be placed on coordination.with other asped5 ofgrid modemizatioo that can
advance the State's energy goals .and meet the ,evoh<ing needs ofelectric customers,
ihrougb parallel effmts fli.it emphasize energy maoa.~lllil!llt strategies. and the
deveiopIDl!llt of a 1DDg-term Integrated R2source Pl.m.
A prime oppmhmity cm:remly exists for the Companies to engage custOIDl!l!i oo.energy
and cost maoagemeni: strategies fu the benefit of all cnsh>mers. k, a 11esn.H of the
Companies' customer and st&eholde£ outreach, the report i:des Chat as customers were
prl!Senled withioformatioo that allowedfor ,a b e t t e r ~ ofthe grid "'they WUII!
abl e to m~ge in aper discussioo a:bout incmpmalmg renewabl.es into the grid, energy
sfnnge, and.otbe?- timel.y issues reflected :in the feedback_"J

The report also states that "without specific progr.uns fu test, lwwever, resi.dential
custamen do J!IOt express Ibis ·s ame interest, oar do they display any awareness of the
usefulness of r,e;al-time data" and that " lil!5ldemial oustcmJeJ:s remain focnsed on other
issues that have (aurently) idemimble·benefits to them, such as the incmporatiDO of
more rooftop solar and featmes that they bellieve can rechwe their mcmtbJy bills.,...
Gi..ll!ll the existing and.groaring l.ei.--ell ofcustomer interest in eneq;y r,elated issues and
opportunities, now would be the ideal time fu cle,;-elop,the prog,r.mJS. :sem.ces, and
edncaticm cunentl.y llOt available, fu Cl'.IStomers to h@4> them manage their ,energy related
oosts. Ene£gy conserv.atioo, load :shifting, demand response, and pnce responsin
strategies can complement the Companies' cunent Distnlrofed.Energy Resources
("'DERs") iotegration approach. Most customers in the state still doo't hai.--e rooftop
sobn:, but their adii.--e participation in ,de:i.-eloping a compreheosii.--e poctfolio ofenagy
~ strategies could enhance the state•'s ability to meet its energy goalsinaoostefleclive manner.

' Dillft llepmt, p. 6.
• Dillft llepmt, p. 7.
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D.

Integra.t ed. Grid Pbmiinf!: with Stabholdu- En~emea.t

The Report acknowledges that ''the opportunity to miderstandJ the impact ,o f policy
decisio:ns and adjust as needed is seen as a critical application ofthis type ofintegrated
!;rid ph.mring proces.s to addi:es.s affordability. This .approach has been ackoeated by
001151l1Der adwc:ates, the Nafural R.esom-ce Defense Gmncil., the F.mmmunental Defense
Fund, and ofue.:- staleholdl!IS in Hawai'i. and odier states.>15
EDF, ofcourse, agrees wiih this .approach and.the f0Cll5 on grid imertments required to
enable pri.cmg, demand response aDrl! otlis energy management strategies that :he1p meet
the on-gping needs ,o ffh.e transmission and distribution system. Strategic modemization
invesfmenis allow foe greater ·system efficiency .and e.Dergy mmageml!lll strategies that
ml}' be facilitated through enhanced.COll!IIIIIUDC.rtions, 1isiibility, and control

ID.

Grid-Facing T,e c-hnolo~s

On fh.e subject of"Tot~graft!d Voltage Management Strategy,"' the Draft Report idsiti:fies
that " fv]oltage mmageml!lll mvoJ:1,-es COl!ll"dina.ted oootrol of both real (watt) ,and rei!dn.--e
power (lirar) eithe£ with grid-side equ:ipIDl!Ilt and« oustomer devices snch as m:verlers
associ2ted.with DGPV a.nd battery energy ~
-" Howe11u, a oomprehens:i:ve 1,"0Jbge
management s1ra~gy can provide ibeneffis beyond the integration ofdistnbuled energy
resournes ("DERs") to i.nclnde the redndion ofdeli¥ery losses, energy conservation,
lower greeohou5e gas emissions., aDrl! thepo,temialdefen:all of capacity expansions.

EDF notes that Volt-VAR. Optimization ("VVO") genenlly has been an integral
oomponentofgrid.modemizahoneffarls across thecomJby. WO im ,oh.-es the
mmiagement of v.mous electric distnbnhon system a55ets a:nd.advanced control
technologies to "right-size" ,.-alt.age le~ deli.wed to,eleot:ru: customers. WO c:an.lbe
illSed.to,reduce 0,-erall 1,"0ltage In-els, while ensuriDg these ,-oltages remaio.'l\iidrin
ac.ceptabie ·st.mdards for- electric distnlmiicm, "through the practice ofConsenrati.on
Voltage Redndicm ("'CVR"). R.eductiODS in distnlmtioo system voltage have been
demonstrated to result inredudions in energy amsumptioo. aaoss tile elednc circuits on
which this pradice is applied and provide tangroie :savings to,cnstomers:6

In Noi.rembec 2012, the National Association ofhgulatory Utility Commissio:na:s
("'NARUC"), adopted a resolution encouraging i [sltate public senrice commissions to
e,...Ju:ate the energy efficiency and dema:nd redud:i.on opportunities that cm be a.clne,-ed
with the deployment ofVoit-Var Optimiz.mon ,( VVO) technologies."" ~
on the
import.mce of WO as a goo mode:rnizatioo.component, NARUC stated that "VVO
technology sel'lo--es as a pl!a.tfimn.for potential. :futme grid mndieroization i.oitiamres that C2ll
defurer oper.dional 1,mbility, effic:iemcy, and cootml ofthe eledric distn:lmtioo.grid,
s Califumiia PUC RnJemaJcing 14-88-013 - Respome ofEnviro:mD!:IIta DeD!D.Se Fmid ro Ulil.ilfes• Appliaitions: fur

ApprCMll or:Ji)isttibanon Resomt:es Plans,.fi'aila.l>le at
http~fJAPc5 rnw; Cl SYIPnbli511e®9£5fRfllefGOOO/M] S4fK305J] S43P53]3J>DF
6 H1lllluation ofConsenration Voltage Reduclfmn on a.Natiooial Level. Pacific Nmthwest Nati.om] Labomt:OfY. Joly,
2010 avaiiliable at. http:1/p,IDf pp] goy{mpjp,'nphfi9tj995lgxtemalttr£hnirpl rgoorts/PNNL-J Cl596 pM
' BL-2/ERB-JR.esolulion SllpllOl1ing the RaJrid Dep!Ol}'IDl!llt ofVolla,ge Optimiz.a1ion T,eclmolo,gies, adopted
N o.-ember l 4, 2012, 3Vllilable at http·(lmps P"DK WWIJb!53AO]ll~DS-2354-D714-5 ]C7;02A3Fl7DACAE
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improving niliability and cusfOIDl!l' sen-ice for a rehfn-ely s mall increment.a.I.
investment."'

VanOU!i states are adi\'ely pw:suing strategies and .ma.king oo~-flfective imrestmeoh in
r.-olta.gJ! m.ma.ge:mmt for energy oooservation. The lDdiana Utility Regµl!atocy
Commission recmdy approved a se\set1~year deployment of,:olta.gJ! optimization
teclmol.o,gies across roughly 50%,•o f~e Energy hlmiana' s circuits, where "'-oltage
optimi=ti.on was deemed.to be cost effective as a H!SU.lt of arigorom;; ~fiteo5t
analysis assessment. 9' In Illinois, Commoim.'1!.ilih Edison ('1ComEd") perfomied a i.--oit.age
optimization fea.si:"bility study, which fOlillld voltage oplimization was cost-effedi"-e fm
\uble feeders., with a \'Ultage redudion. potential foc GomF.d. was between 3 ..0o/. ,.mil
3aS%. 10 Simi.hrl.y in Ne-w y ark, Consolidated Edis-on is ~f'ening imsestments in a Dl!W
snbsta.ti.on .mil.capacity expansion through the ' 'Brooldyn-Queem Demand M.aua.gemeut
Program" ---.1 non-wires altemati,·es to meet im::reasing energy demands in three N.ew
Ymk city oeigbbomoods l:bro~ a.menu ofcnstomer-side and oon-b:aditioaal utility-side
solutions.. A ll!<ll!lll company teporl:11 on 1he project indicates that fue pro.gram is ,expected
to provide "a target volttge redudi.on of 12:MW" for 2017 in comrib:uting to the demand.
rediic:tions i:iequired for tbe defeual of the ofhen.-ise needed capacity expmsioo_
EDF encourages the Coi::ap.mies to pw:sue the full range ofbe:neffis fm vol~ge
optimization across its system, and to m1tline a pathway that identifies the potential for
eIJeJID' savings ,and carbon lt!dudions that can he achi.etted with strategic, cost effeotive,
im-estmena Defening or eliminating fu.tme.customer com menergy and capacity can
offset investment expeodilmes required. to build.the mod.em grid we m!ed.- potentially
redii~ fwnre rate impacts..

IV.

Customu F.aring Ttthnologies
The Draft hport oates that "meteis will be deployed to customa:s ,~
to install
distnbuled generatioo.or ibatt:eiy ,ens-gy !itorage,or who wam to participate in a i:espaosi'l.-e
demand program or tariff" and will be made," avaih.ble" to othel-cnstomersunder other
critem.12 We a:Jie i1.l\rm! that rather tbaD the " surgical" approach to deploymem of
advancedmeteringinfrastrodme ('"AMF')proposed in.the l"epllrt, the ''Smart Grid
Fouodatioo.project had proposed the rollout ofadvanced metus to all cnstomers"
initially.

AMI is often ccmsi.daed a foundational. technology •o fthe modern grid in.pro-i,-i.ding
,-arious visibility and cantml capabilities that had been missing from the el.edric sys:tem
frommostof:its existence. A system-wide deploymemof M.fl undoubtedly requires a
sizeable im,,estmem no mafteJ the regioo.where Ibis is ~ g consi.derecl Poi reference,
we highlight tmt the New York Public Sen~ce Commission mits ' 'Onie£ Approving
• Ibid.
9

Duke .EDl!rgy IDdiana TDSIC Fm.al Order, ITIR.C Cau.e 44720, 111111! 2016

hlWffim:c w;ta1 m, w:Ow1:we-dmw@d=2§4§6dl7;db821l(II I-8J07-lf5§®WbeO

iO Commonweal.th Edison Volmge Optimization (VO~ Fe&Sll>ility Sandy Final Report 201.5 .AIPR Atlac.hmeat A, at
A.9, Applied Energy Group, Jmmary 2015, 3\o"'llilable :at
https://w\\wicc.illiDoi.s..gm~bl.i.d20]5%20.i\lPR.%2-0.Appendirl~A.pdf.
11
BQDM QuarterlyE."Cpl!llditures & Progmm.hport, ConBdisoo, Q l 2-017
http://documellfs.dps,ny.e;ow'public./MatterManae;eme.ntfCaseMaster..aspx'?MattefSegc='ISSOO
11 li)ml !Report, p. SJ.
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Advanced Metering Infr.istruohm! &smess Plan Subject to Ccmditions"'u far
Gonsolid:ated Edison detmnmed. 11w "full deployment is necessary to acbie\re the full
oper.dicmal s.nr-ings tM AMI can provide.''14

This Commi.ssi.cm am\'l!d! at the clecisioo.to,require the "'\Company to not m--or particular
customen in lhe roll-out pl'OC!ess, but to proceed expeditiously and mrly to ~phce all
meters in the parl:i.cular geographic area where lhe wmk is being perfocmed" a:ftere\'3:lu:anng van.om; !it&eho.lda:- positions on the topic and.detennining that " customers are
fac.e d widi lhe high cost of eledric commodify and. a bcgeted depIO)"IDl!D.t would.depm-e
these customers oflhe ability to ibenefit from system flexibility and access to umovafu.,e
pr:icing ilild! DER services, ind.udmg those lhat may roiuiurize rate mcreases associated
with load refu!.f wark. "is
While each stale and jmisdiction is diffir:ent and sbouM ooosider its own ,obj ecti\'l!S to
chart its o"l\m path, these im-estmenls should be made "llilh iknowled§! ofthe mil
implicatioos oftheproposed. ,a ppmach. An "opt-in" ~teddep!c,yment may l:eep costs
dawn mthe short term, but one may be foragomg the C<UStomec lbenefils and. ,ecoDOmi.es of
scale that a system-wide or ~ c a l . approach to AM] deployment may pro.rule. A
long-range phm fw lhe full deployment of Mil full.owing th.is "'opt-in" approach may in
rum be IDDlil! costly compared to ,a geographic deployment strategy.

11.be Draft L!pmt also notes that " some oustomer:s. fe.el ·lbat PV owners. are not paying
their fair share now."' 16 v;rhil.e the Draft &.!pod does not specify how the costs of the
proposed DER.nlated im<estments wouid be allocated, utility imll!5toEnls that are
primarily direded to pbotovolbic ("PVj o\\m.er:s., and not lhe custom.er base,at Large
could exacerbate these cmto1111eT ·senti:m.eots.. Prcn,iding AMI primarily to cust.om.er:s. wifh
DERs and not lhe customer base as a \\,bole,, may also,h..n.-e lhe inad\'el'tem result of
creating furlher disparities between cm;;iomers tbat are a.heady ha.'11-e lhe m.e:ms to manage
theireJll!ZEY1151! ( especial!J:ytfirough 1he1151! ofPV, electric vehicles ("EVs"), and batteey
systems) and cust.om.er:s. who don't have aci:eSS to lbese options.
On 1he other hand, if the costs of grid modernization investments are imposed on
pr:imu:ily customers p11I51.1mg options .like self-generation and storage and DR. to 1DOre
optimally mamige their energy use, it could mefficie:ndy incraase l:h.e cosi bmdeos on
those oustoms:s and encourage them to pursue non-interooDil.eded energy options, which
would be sub-opfuoa] for 1he grid as a \\ihole.. These issues undersoon! the importance of
a holistic 1r-iew and! plan fur grid rnodemizah<>n that goes beycmd addressing DER
integration considerations m. mahng me:aniogNi progiiess cm lhe State's energy goats.
EDF commends the Companies' explor.a tioo imo energy dlata access options foe
"enab lmg customer choice and con.Im!,"' indodmg lhe Green Button.stmdard. We note
that pro.iding costomers with access to their ~ coDSUIDption data not only
empawe:rs them to,lower ·their milify bilk, out data access is also integr;al! to nralizing a

u NYS PSC, C3s.e 15-E--0050, Order AP{IID\,mg Ad,,"llllCed Y°etl!Img mft:mructwe Business Plan Subject to
C-Ooditi.ons ~wch.17, 20]6 ('"NYS PSC2016A\fi0rder"}8.\llilable at :
htto~fldprumems Sit5z PY rov,'mlbliflMIW7MDNrrwenT(Ce¥l:41-Mtw1Th1ffllerCP-¥Ho=I tt:

0050&snbmit=Search
14

N'YSPSC 2016AMIOrdel"p.29.

u NYS PSC 20l6 A?.lil Order p2 SI.
16 li)mt

!Report, p.7.
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more efficient a:ndl clean.er eledrirify system that can smoodily integme Dl!W DERs.,
i n ~ EVs ,and rooftop soliu:. In addition to these capabilities, data aClcesa also spm

lhe del.-elopment and adoption ofinnov-afu.--e te.clmologres, produ.cts and sen,,joe,5 designed
to support oonsmoers in mmagmg ensgy comumption and expenditures (e..g., dl!mandl
respome, energy efficiency, and coc.sa:vati.onproggms).u
As the eleotrie pom!l" system evolves from a one-"\\,;ry grid into a ilexiWe and dynamic
neh\'Dzk, it is crucial to engage all custamecs so that we s:ucceed in npfiroizing tl:ie use of
smart teclmol.ogy investments. A ma.jar [es;soo from ptioc :stm! d.eplo.yments ofMn is
that full rea1iza.tioII ,o fooosumeJ benefits from ,eiflki.enc:y or time~fting ofenergy usage
will 1JOt occm unless OODSUIDeI'5 have comreni:ent access to their own energy data made,
a..'3'.ilable by am;anoedl meters.
lnnovm,,--e third-party products and sen.iices can prov--ide b emendous support to
ClllStamel:s nai..-igatjng this evoh.~ energy bndscape by translatin,g tlie aoo:ndanee of data.

into adi.anibJe insi.glds and pot:enti:a] dollar s avings. It is tmaefore p.uamounl &it
oostamen are able to shalil! meaningful dab with tliirdcparty service prm.-:i.deJ:s oftheir
choosing. Cons.tde:r:ing thirdparly engagement in tandem.with designing compreheasi,<e
meter data ace,ess policies fir customers:
pre,i,--eni U11I1eCessary delays and costs. In this
context, lhe emerging :indlllstJy standard Green.Hutton Connect My Data ,('"GBCj
fun.eJio:oality slwllid be considered as a !basic.service to all customen. GBC bas been
adopted by utilities in regions with AM] including CmfODli.a,, lli'inois11 and.will soon be
l!aunclled by Con Edison in New Y od.:.

=

1~ MosU 1!Clendy dleNewYOJi Pub.lie SeniceCommissionmade ihispomt mlbeMai:ch2016 NYPSC Order
appf'O\iUlg Con EdisoD'·s AMI plBD (p. [9) sla.ling;. "'A MI can empower customers to become acm•e in their aie:rgy
ma~ by provi.dmg t!Em.with infuIIlllllion to assist in the ma:nag.ement of their ma~ which 'Will allow them to
better IIJillllll§!' lheir eJeelric ,alllil g/15 Clil!IIS."
http://documl!nts.dps.ny.goV>'pubJli.c/Common.lViewDoc.aspx!DoclWid=%7B8C26CF58.-S66MA16-:85BC-

JWAB21BFF8D%7D

a. Exelon 5IIOOdimy Commlmw-ealth !HdJson Iau:ncbl!d Gleen Bllll:00 Coonect fur its sman :IIll!ter customer:; m2016.
Com Ed Pn!ss.Rel.ease, May 24, 2016, 8\'Bilable at

bttp-Jlvi.ww.businesswiie:.e,om~me/20160524006420,~n/ComEd-CUstomen-Oreeu-Ll!bt-Sbare-Eoem•-Data
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Y.

Coachmoa
EDF appreciates the opportunity to comment oa this importmt step in the Companies'
effort fD modemm! the electric grid for the bene.6t of electric customers in Hnrai' i'.

~ Submitted,

(st Bmw Smdm:al

Director, Grid ~4odernizatinu
Oima.te & :Energy Program
EavironmeJJtal Defense Fund
257 Park AveDW! South
NewYmk,NewYoo. 10010
rsandoval-'tiedf.on;
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5.

Smarter Grid Solutions

smarter

grl d solutions

Stakeholder Feedback
SGS Feedback on "Modernizing
Hawai'1 s Grld For Our
Customers"
Prepared by:
Date:
Contact;

Chad Abbey
August 8, 2017
cabbey@smartergridsolulions.com
-t-1 (347) 345-6262
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Background
We are pleased to ~ feedback to the collective oompaiies senring lhe islands of Hawai'i oo their
Grid Modernization Sbategy (GMS) dbcumert entitled i Modemizing Hawai'i's Grid lfor OJI"
CustomeB". The docunent itselfr e ~ a ~ensive desaiption of the ehall'e nges facing lhe
islands andl the proposed approach to meet these chalenges through the in t ~ of Grid
Modemizatim sol'utions. The aw,oaeh is lhoughtful, well-structured, and eric:ouraged a lot of reflecfioo
on, cu sde. Fundamentally, the comparies (Hawaiia, Electric, Maui Elecbic, Hawai'i Becbic lifllt)
present a ratiooal, pragmalic approa.c h towards the 100% renewal:Jles 2045 target.
We have ,attempted lo prtMde conslructive oorrmerrtary on the initiatives most relevant to oia- areas
of ellpel1ise bu do dig'ess into a deeper- tedwlical llevell on cerbm occasims,, aimed at informalioo
sharing even lhough we 1.nderatand lhe oonments 1hemseilves may not irrpacl lhe structure or ,content
of a revised version of the document. In support our expertise in the ,area, we'd lik,e to first prowle

sane brief backgrol.lld on Smarter Grid Solutions (SGS).
SGS delivers reaktime oonml software, referred lo as active network management (ANM), for the
,integration of DER in vesy higi penetration scenarios (>100% circun peaik load) and currently manages.
more 1han 300 MW of DER across the UK, North America, ,and Euq>e. In oonlinental United Stafes,
SGS i s currently working wth many of the utilities at the foremrt of this industry transfonnalion
induding AVANGRID, Consolidated Edison, Souhem Califorria Edison,. San Diego Gas & Elec1Jic,.
and Riverside Pltllic Ufilifies, a,rong others. We regtJar1y ~ oonslJting1and technic:al ,expertise
to proiecis at the leacing edge of imovafive technology and policy, inducing ha.Iring been recenly
selected as a key participant in two U .S. Department of IEnetgy (DOE) Stnshot proiects under the
Enabling 11:meme Real-time Grid lnt~tion of Solar- Energy {ENERGLSE) 1XO!JW11. Additionally, lhe
team has extensive related experience in the UK lMlrlling wth DER negration and island ~
systems and has ,collaborated with, live of lhe six distrilt.rtion netwod< operators (DNOs) to bring
innovative solutions lo the mart.et Most relevant to Hawai'i's context, the islands of Orkney and
Shetland ,are live exaJT1)les of how SGS',s techrdogy has greaty increased the hosting capacity of
dstribution nei'M>rks, and island power systems in a reliable manner, commellSlillte wth lhe
coostraints of the system.
In addition to provicing grid modemi2'ation technaogy solutions, SGS has 1IOJ'k.ed oo com-nercial

aspects, business models and finlre system concepts IMfh its customers and through inclJs1ry wor1dng
go~. SGS worked with many of the DNOs and DER developers in the UK in lhe estal,lishment of
li:OO'fflerdal .agreements fD facilitate what lilas beame krll1lm as managed or flexible interconnections.
Likev.ise, in the UK we are engaged 1Mfh DNOs on the development of the disbiootioo system operator
(DSO) concept, and sirrilady contrib\te fD the Oisbibufion System Platfonn (DSP) concept il NY state
as part of lhe IRefommlg the IEnefyy Vision (REV) proceecings.
We hope that the feed>ack provided wil offer a somewhat differert but usefij perspecti.~ and will
oontlibute positively in tt1e finalization of the com~ !J'icl modernization document and will J)l'(Mde
usefij input to internal debate. Shoi:jd you have any specific. questions or 0011mere, please reach
out to lJS directly.
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SGS Feedback
Introduction
We have organized oi..- feecl>ack irto three main topics: Integrated System Plaruing, Grid ArdhilectlJe,
and other Considerations_ They relate to issues mentioned d ireclly in the GMS document and
,represent our views based on some of OU" learnings fraTl other juisdictioos.

Integrated System Planning

Hosting capacity
Our ,experience has been that the tedncal facmrs that detfmline hosting capacity on island systems
are often roore complex but lhey generally are ,d oowlated by voltage and stability constraints, as was
iti!tllghfed in the GMS.. As.with other applications of ANM, stability and voltage constraints can olten
be appropnately managed, using netligent cl:l1ailment and lewraging other sman inverter motions,
and leads to "enhanced' or "dynamic" hosting capacily that can be many times the static limit identified
in the first instance by our utility cusfDmers,_ Given ANM's inherenly scalable nature, it can be depl<7)'ed
for a single generator,or generators across mU,liple :substations, we can accomnodate rrw.u:h tigher
llevels of PV in a w..ic:11 mare cost effective mamer, slowly building out infelligeflce accorcing to needs..
Methods fa ,analymg the ad<itiooal hosting capacity are well established and could be used to
develop ilputs ID the oost effediveness framework presenec!_ These methods inc-Jude considerations
ot the nooi>er ot legacy inverters without moriforing and oontrol and therefore, are pragmatic and oot
llirrited fD ~ installations with the latest tecmology_

Probabilistic Planning
It was promising to see the GMS menli<ns the use of probabilistic methods in load and DER
forecasting, although the integ-ated system planning methods have not yet gotten to lhat stage_ II
would be also interesting to oonsider the probabiitles of outages as,v-ell in order to consider ~city
,r:equiremmfls hum a,risk-based peirspeciive as welt We have efll)loyed these methods for assessment
ot asset exceedance risks both in the ,:resenoe ot DER and in its absence andlhas den 101.sb ated quite
i nteresting resuts c:onl)ared with deterrrinistic approaches.
Toe doaJment aJso mentions of electric 'tt'etvcles (EVs), yet it is undear hcr.N irtlportanl a role these will
play in shaping load gcM'ltl. Given IEVs argua~ represent one ot the most sigrilicant sources of
'll'lcertainty in load growth, ad'dressing ttis uncertainty using these same methods co.Jd become a
very liial:Jfe approacti_

Grid Architecture

Operational Architecture
Toe ton'1)81'lies reference the arcl1ilecb.re flan PNNL in sectioo 4, but the solutions being pursued
(l)MS, centralized DERMS) seem to be dominated by a cenral conmand aoo oartrol an:hifech.re,
with reliance ai an accurate as-is d istribution IOOdel. We wonder whether d istributed controls, apart
from the disbibuted V Ar devices,.should not also form part ot the strategies. Although OERMS is cited,
most DERMS sotwons we've reviewed follow a traditional centralized paradigm.

Leveraging AMI investments
Distributed control an:tifectures can leverage parts of the ,advanced metering infraslrud:ure ,that is
planned as part ot the Grid .Modemiz:alioo strategy_ IFor ins1anoe, these control algaithms can1be
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,oostedl on lhe NlC associated witl1 concentrators as part of lhe Silver Springs Nel\wrk (SSN)
1infrastruc:b.Jre. In lhe past, we ~ deployed projects that ha~ used lhe meshed nelwolik with SSN
for some operational data of the ANM disbibuled oontroll ~ it is bandwidlh constrained there
are some, less time critical applications that could use this infrastruotue, thereby helping the oi.erall

bu.siness case tor, AMI.

1

Interfaces
We are using the IEEE 2030.5 (Smart Energy Profile 2.o), as a standard intefface to aggregata
systems oow as part of projects in Caifomia and wtil'e it is l10t generally supported at presert by
,roost vendors (only one that we coud md) these deploymentpr~ects should lead to greater
adoption. Again, a distributed ,oontrol S)'Stem can use these aggregata irterfaces to dynanically set
ClrteS mentioned in lhe GMS (p. A--D 17}. Features of the standard that will become paJticula,ty
usefiJ irncl'ude: Grouping fm.ctims .( particiJarly oonsidering mutiple topologies and for associating
dynami c VN ,assets witt1 inverter-groups) and the aggregafDr curves already menticned
We are also,beginning wort on the use of OpenFMB as a peer.-fo..peer ,standard for facilitating data
exchange between field devices, induding DER, dynamic V N devices, and <isbibution apparalus.
Cou~ed with lhe ~ s l y meooooed concepts of hosting distributed coo1ro1 logic on field
hardware, we see ~ter use d OpenFMB as an evolvingI initiative fD follow, particiJarly seeing as
Hawai'i and elsewhere will conliooe to experience inlec;Jafion more at the gridl edge.

Advanced controls
As.mentioned above, the GMS seems to be clomnated by back-office tedmologies (fable 6, p. 59)
although ~ •d encouage the companies to oonsider distributed cootrol as part of the Olierall sollmort
OLa- ,experience has been that part.distribl.jedl architecu<es such as those associated with ANM c:ari
scale better ;;IKI have S001M11rruch better performance in operational systems, with systems
operaoog successfully for close to a decade now at VefY high penetraoon llevets. Learnings from
other areas have shown that the inability to translate lransmission lewl concepts., such as slate
estimation and accurately maintain the distributioo system roodel represent serious shortOOfl'WlgS d
,model-oenbic operational approaches. Furlhem IOI e, the latency of su.ch conlrols mean 1hat if
cli1ailment is reqlired, this translates to much hi~ armunts than ttiat reqlired using real-m-ie
(second-by-second) cxnrol such as that characteristic of ANML
That being said, 'Ile were pleased to see the discussion of the V f.W"entec pilot (p. 46) detmnsfrating
i nvestigation into dstributed conlrol coocepts. &lilcing on lhe above statements,. we feel that ,some
ooordinafion using distributed control across distributed VN assets, such as the Varerrtec poduct,
and the smarfer inverfin using wwld be a nahrai ,evolulion and v«>IJd ,qptimize the use of these

<istrb.rted assets.
Distributed control provides a ,!:Cfl1)elling caJ1)1irne'li: le the ceriral OMS through a low'-oost, criticall ocarion firs~ ~ g e a,wroach. This d istributed anrol ,architecture can be de~yed in advance
d lhe DMS and eventually cooperates with lhe OMS and ~ally ~ imre, better data to backoffice systems.

DER participation
Utii ty-scale batleries are being deployed by tird parties,, as lhe C001)!11lies are certainly aware, in
,roolliple j urisdicoons and learnings coming out d p,qects we are involved 'Mlh in Califonia
(SCE/AMS) andl N Y State (GI Energy Con Ed~ Both these projects.'MIi den IOI tsh afe ooordinafion of
the third-party c:lbjedives with those of the wires Olll11ef and the transrrission system operatcx. We
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encou~ the 1C001)811ies to keep abreast of lhese developmerts and we 'MlUld be haJlPY to provide
i nformalioo as milestmes are met.

Other Considerations

Commercial agreements
Controli ng DER, in the form of cultaiment or reactive power control, usually leads ro specific
c:mmen:ial temis to .address these issues_ In the IUK, mmaged intercomedion has led to speatic
cmmerdal agreements lhat defirie how clrlailment sholJd be treatedl Oi.nail'm ent assessments are
often req.iired as part of the i nterconriec:fion process., ~ b y oorrmen:iaJ projecis are provided an
estimation of the l evel ,of curtailment they should eJCpefienoe over lhe project lifetime. Interestingly,
these estimates have been impacted by orgaric: SJ(7Mh of behind lhe meter projects, further
cxmplic:at:ed these agreemens.
Toe main point v,,,e wootd like to raise i s lhat cxmmen:ial agreements can beaxne aoother deli cate
piece wtle.n dealing with customer assets andl ttis strategy unfolds. V:arious learning reports has
been !X-11: tonh by the regulator Ofgern to captue best pra.c tice learnings Iha! may be of value fD the
companies.

Cost Estimates
As.a final observation, in the oost estimate table (p. 88), the business .as usual (BaU) solution still
,r:eqlires 185M$ of investment i n adv~c:ed technology solutions versus 205M$ in the Grid !Moo
Alfema1ive. We would •s irrw ~estion why only 2ClMS more 'M>IJd be expected in the Grid Mod
Alternative and what does the inc:remen.l al 20MS represent (ITK>T technologies, ,cxmroonicatiof\
other)? The PUC may have the same qµestioo.

•••••
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6.

Elemental Excelerator (EEx)

E LE,V, E l'~TA _

EXC E _E R,t,.,-~--;.p
Thank yoo for providirg El'emental Excelerator (EEx) vlith the opportunity to comment on
Hawaiian Electrics Dr-aft Grid Modernization Strategy, :rubmitted on June 30, 2017. We
appreciate Hawaiian Electrk's efforts to collect and iocorporate broad stakeholder i;nJxrt.
EE.x innovation ccrnpanies partner with Hawaiian Electric to provide solutions tnat improve
volt:~e regtJation, load srufting, distn."buted energy interconnection, energy storage, system
mapping - and many of these projects were dtscussed in ttle strategy. In reviewing the
strategy, we were particularly interested in what the proposed approacfl would mean for
innovation, new Ideas, and new technologies. We reached out to our portfolio companies and
other innovators to col lect their thoughts, with the goal cf leveraging their experience in
Hawaii and other markets. We syntllesized ttieir comments and our own tooughts as follows:
1) We think It would be helpful to provide a clear timetable 'for

tne rollout.

Why?
The timetable laid oot in the strategy lacks detail, which dis.coorages companies from
engaging in Hawaii. One of the lbest ways to attract the lbes.t solutions, which are often
developed by nimble companies who are inrlovating on the grid and at the grid edge, is
to provide clear market signals and timetables_These companies. generally follow 12-18
month product roadmaps. In order to ericourage these companies to address Hawaii's
dlallenges and invest mour unique market, we need clear and predictable timetables. For
exampl'e, Figure 24 and Table 8 provide little visibility into 1) how the utility plans to roll
oot programs. and tedhnclogies, and 2) what the estimated proo.Jrement timclines. are
and for what.
Ari idea frocn EEx crowdsourdng:
Lay out a dear timetable to attract tfie bes.t scfutions and best talent to Hawaii
2.) We think a,faster, comptehensr,.,e AMI rollout makes more sense lhan a skJwer, ·surgical'
AMI rolloot.

Why?
•

•••••
• •

Slow rollout favors big companies. wilitl deep pockets, which is fine for core
metering and network technolog[es._However, for related tec.hllologies and
solutions, inoovative companies woo't be abte to ride out the long
implementation schedul'e and extended procurement proc;es.cses.
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•

Surgical ro/Jout means incomplete data for utility program development, such as
rate deveJopmernt, electrification of transportation, demand response, and
dismbuted energy resource (DER) mailllet development. For instance, it would
likely be diffirnlt to devel'.o p ,effective time-of0 use rates - a~ wenas to ,change
behavior and measure resl.llts - if 1he ubl ity ard regufators ooly have data for
people with solar ,or electric vehicles.
Surgical, opt -in roltout meanrs inoomptete data for new solutions.. Companies who
have the best soh.mons need access to data ttlat oomes from AMI. If Hawaii
doesn't have Hlis data, the best talent and ideas will likely ,go elsewtiere.

•

T'wo Ideas from EEx orowd$0Urdng:
• Share a ttlird scenario U\at is more e.xp.ansive than ilhe opt-in surgical ro llolil
model proposed.
Present botti t he capital and lifecycle ,costs of each scenarto so that they C<'l111 be
more ,oompr,ehensively undernood.

•

A q.iestion we l'lave related to the l'Qllout timing:
It seems t o us that having meter -readers (for analog) and data analysts (for AMI) would
reqllire duplicate staffilig and resour ces. Would keeping ttie legacy metering system
around ad'd extra cost for the many years it would ta\:e to completely swirtch <Wer - and
teep Hawaiian Electric from, ~end_ing time/money on thirngs ~ make more sense for
the ruture?
3) We thin~ It's important to provide customer off:e,1ng$ along w11h AMI rollout

'Wtiy?
AMI has the potentia1to pmvid'e real benefits to rustomers - more choices, more visibililty,
lower energy bills, -etc. We wourd love to see customer ofiferirngs such as personaliiz:ed bt11
disaggregation for homes. and businesses, smart home devices and ,oontrols, and other
soluti'ons ,even for oustomers who don't have sol ar and other DE.Rs. We think this Is
especially Important to prO\lkle benem:s and bll savings to low- and medium-Income
CU$tOmetS who haven't had the meains to purchase solar and others DERs. From our
experienct! worting wfth utilities who compete for ,oustomers in dere,gulat,ed markets, i't is
dear that customers value being able to ree immediate benefits from new investments.
Translaiing this to Hawaii, we also believe that such benefits wil l make non-energy rnerd's
(we mow ttieyre out therre!) more f.ikely to support such an expensive - and largely
invisible - mod'errizatiorn of the energy ~em.
1

Two Ideas from EEx crowdsoorclng:
•

Require :smart meter arnd network vendors to design and offer a bundle of
rustomer- and grid,.,facing products for 'Hawaiian Bectric to white-label upon
deployment as a oordilion of their award (e.g., personalized bjJI di:saggregation,
safety d'evioes). Enrsure that low- and medrum-inoome ,customers are induded..

2

•••••
• •
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•

lo better communicatetiile vafue to rustomers, highlight ,earlier in the document
1(prior to Page 88) that ~ Silirategy sham that AMI saves money in the long run
co~arecl to :business-as-usual.

4) We would love to ~e tl\e strategy create a foundation for Innovation and i"'Ciude a

~ s for pllotl'\g and operatJonah lng new technologies..

Why?
i echndlogy is changing quickly and the suoces<. ,of the strategy depends on Hawaiian
Electric rapidly identifyingI and sca] ng the most effective solutions_Without a mechanism
to pifot and scale technologies.t o achieve the priorities identified in Sedion 8,, companies
offiefing1these solutions will not lcnow how to engage with the utility - and the utili'ly won't
have a d ear process for finding, eva'IU'ating, aoo operational izing, rew technologies.

An Idea from EEx crowds-ourdng:
Allocate runding (e..g. $20-30 million) tor $1-2 milrion awards in ptject funding to
technorogies ttiat ar,e proven beyond the 1proof~of-roocept phase and have potentia l to
scale across the companies. Alongside this funding, establish a p rocess. with clear metrics
for ruccess and a pathway for successfu pifots to scale t o NII deployment '

We appreciate Hawaiian EJectric's thoughtfulness in crafting tlis plan and consideration of
assorted - and at times ronfficting - stakehokler input. We view a modem grid with ful l AMI
deployment as essential to u:nloo'kiing too'ls, technologies, and talent to reach 100% renewable
energy. We encour age the parties involved to wort together to help Hawaij maximize this
investment early.

Wrth al'oha,
6Iemental Excelerator

1

One model D ttis is Pacac Ga. & E<l2cm(s llfOPO>al to the c ~ Public IJtftie,; Commissioo. '1ll par11 of the
Ca:iforria TrP-nnial !Electric Program In\~
Charge OEPIO ln\12stment Plan, lhat maps in~-estments 10 lhe
electric cystan \ ,llue chain in grid c,perations/rmrtet de~n. 92neration, transrris9J!i, cistrbJtion. and demand
0

side rnanag£fl'll!ff. tl:!p://docs.cpoc.ca.gcw./i'mlishedDocs/Effe/GOOO/MlB>/1376/IB-5576~16.PDF

3
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7.

♦

Gridco Systems (GRIDCO)

GRIDCOSYST[ ,\/1 '.:-.

Gridco Systems Comments to Hawaiian Electric
regarding the Grid Modernization Strategy Draft
G:ridco Systems (GRI DCO) is foa.ised on solving new grid chaUe;nges ttiat arise with increasin_g
penetration of distributed energy resources (DER), sud! as rnoftop solar and electric: vehicles. We
prnviide voltage ma.na.gemesnt capabilities IOG1ted on the low voltage seconidary side of the network_
Th.ese capabilities enable utilities to decouple the challenges of managing tlhe medium "'oltage system
from those of resolving loca~zed issues due to dustering of DER.
As a suppUN to Hawaiian Electric:, we have followed with rireat interest both the PSIP and Grid
Moderniza-tion proceedings. The team at Hawaiian Electric is breaking new g r,ound in defining how t,o
transition th.e combined genera.t ion, transmission and distribution system so that it will service the
islands witlh safe, reliable power \vhile achievin g tlhe 100'l6 renewables objective. There is no e:xisting
model at any other utility to follow_
We believe that combining both medium voltage and low voltage .,volt-var"' technologies is the crux ,of
an effective long-term strategy for grid modernization. In addition to the 1:,asfc: technical bene,fits of
stabilized voltage anid minimized system losses, tlhis approach provides addi.tional grid visibility that can
unlock :slranded capacity of the legac:ywires system. The approach is-capital efficient and can be
leveraged to defer specific: large "wir,es" capital expen ditures.
GRIDCO offers the broadest range of systems and solutiioll<S focused on the unique problems in the low
voltage segment of the grid. These products include power electronics-based In-line Power Regulators
(IPRs) and Static VarCompensat<WS ISVCs), as well as supporting software, data management and
communica.t ions p tatforms that can be integrated into any broader system management plan_
GRIDCO has reviewed Hawaiian Bectric Company's (HECO) Grid MDdemization Strategy (STRATEGY) and
offe:rs oomments for HECO's cortSideration, l:,ased on our knowledge and experience,.on the draft
STRATEGY. We look forward to playing a r,ole in addressing these ,c hallenges being experienced in the•
current grid operations leveraging our set of new tech nologies to resolve them. As part of an overaD
solution, we be5eve that it is. entirely possible to enS'Ur-e voltage stability whae paving the way to
support t he lOO'lfi renewables ,objective for the state of Hawai'i.

1. S~port of the Grid Modernization Principles

While the draft STRATEGY disa.issi!s an ar,c:hitec:tur.allframework and s:pecific: principles before
prnposing the near term pl'an, we feel t he fin al STRATEGY would benefit, and prnvide a, more
dear linkage between these and the investment recommendations if HEOO p rovided additional
information. These elements of a ~an may already exist and may have been omitted for brevity
in the draft. In any event, we believe it w,ouldl help both the c:ommi55-ioo andl otlher stakeho'J ders
u nderstand the STRATEGY more d early if they were added.
Ft-a,e: +LB44.4GIUllCO • -1.781.897.7"10
10 L Com.mi:rt:e Way• WD!tum • MA 019Q1
FIIK:-1.. 7S1 333A19!1 • •ww..;:fdeosysterru.com • i'J~dca.s--;rtcnu.c:arn
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♦.t GRIDCOSYS I L.\/,S'

A. G'RIDC0 su.ggestt tha.t HECO include a structural and functional! blul!!Print ofthe proposed
modernized grid d'esrgi that supports the s.tated G:rid Modernization Principles, as well as a

WClfkplan/ro.id'map, detaili~ seque,ntial technology investments to achieve the
functiionalitieslB. G'RIDC0 also suggests that HECO extend the STRATEGY beyond the near0 term activities that
attempt to so'l ve imm ediate is:sues to a cost effective ,e volution of its distribllltion s.y st:em to a
grid that will empower a l I customers as 1partioipants in an integrated E ! f l ~ system. This
should indude the fleicible inte,gration of distri:>utron genera:tio:n (OG) resources, demand
response (DR), batteries, EVs, fuel cells, and Home/Business EnergylManagemet1t Systems.
C. GRIOC0 further suggests that HECO provide a breakdown or- explanation, of the timing of
expenditures that m:a,t thes the· plan, with the additional detail ,a s met1tioned in the previous,
sections.

It is our opinion that stabilized volt age is a critical foundational e lement in any grid
modernization plan, especially when both, 08R andl,grid-side energy·efficiency initiatives
(including conservation voltage .-eduction,, CVR) ,ar-e t all:en into account. As soch, and
r-ecognizing that HECO has invested efforts in devel'o ping an imp.-oved understand1ng of the
state of voltage (inClludillg reactiYe power aspects) in your distribution, networlts, we

recommend:
A.

HECO include, a,s pan at ,a ftna'I grid modemiiz:ation pl,an, ,a voltage analysis of primary and
secondary distribution circuits.. This is consisten.t with OOE's recommend'ation to ,c onduct a
power flow ,analysis to identify potenti.11.constraints on the system and sm;pe the need for
sy.s tem investments based on operating ,criteria, such as voltages outside acceptable limits
or- overloading at ,equipment. This woo'ld inform HE0O and your stakellolders reg;;i..-ding

what is r,equirad to stabilize the grid prior to any grid modemization efforts.
IS.

HECO make a point at emphasis in the final plan that se<iond'ary voltage con troll is an
essential tool not only as it relates to DG hostin,i: capacity and simplifying the rooft,op sol'a.interconnection pr,ocess, b:ut a lso to suppon e lectric vehicles, CVR and overall voltage
stability. Voltage stability is a critical function that should be intE!<G;rated into a modem grid
d~n, and provides beneftciallflexi>inty by relieving constraints on the medium voltage
control systems.

c_

HECO include a discussion of the potential for volt/va:r opti:miz.atio.n, or-conservation voltage
reduction (CVR!, to produce savin,gs tlhat can reduce the cost to ratepaye.-s in suJllPO(t at the
overall @rid modernization effon. There a re a nu mber of commercially availabl'e voltage
control tedmologies that cou1d be intE!4:rated to achieve maximum CVR s avings and ,ensure
voltage stability a l I the w ay to the custome;rs' met,e r, several of which are a lready i:nvolved
in trials at HECO. We believe it wouldl be val'u able to document the current understa:nding,
trial results,, pros and cons of each of these ,offerini:s as part of an eval'u a,t ion of options, as
part of this discussion section.

August2017
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♦.t GRIDCOSYS I L.\/,S'

3. TedlnolocY Solutions
While we are not an A:MI s-o'llltion provider, we believe thiat the benefits ,o f such a system are
s~ificant enough in the long run to include in a m~•forward l'ool!:ing version of any god
modernization plan. There is growing evidence from a number of util1ties to s~on tlhis
position. So while we real1z.e there may be opposition from some stakeholders to such a p l'a n,
we encou~g;e HECO to continue to explore the option and p'U5h the industry to offer viable
solutions.
Vi:!.i bility to !load/generation and voltage by CllSitomeT, in near reahtime w ell bl!<Jome more and
more import.Int for achieving 100% renewables in a cost-effective mano,-. It is hard to imagine
optimizing the system without impact to ratepayers.while leavi~ in design margin to account
for the lad: of localRed visi>irity;, sudl ,a s would be hel,pfu'I in the case of 1rooft:op solar or e l'e ctric
vehicles, andlw ith no mechanisms for ,c ontrol.
A. GRIDCO suggests tha,t HECO include a long-term pl11n for wider AMI d~p'loyment. We

believe AMI meters w ill be nl!<Jes:sary to deliver the capabilities and functionality as outlined
by the Commission. AMI provides the best means of wltage monitoring by gathering
voltage r,e adings at the 1point ofs,terconnection at the edge of the g,id -at customers'
meters. Data trom an AMI system can be usedl ,as part of an aaive, comprehensive
secondary grid stabilRation system, while provid ing informa,t ion to oustomers tllat
empowers them to adapt consumption behavioT and enhance ,d emand response programs,
for example.
18. GRIDCO rec-mends: that IH EGO broadeJ'I the disoussion of voltage solutions in the grid
modernization STRATEGY to,indude Volt-var management software, d:istrillution secondary
n~g'-11iator devices (indud1ng both [PR and SVC dasses of device), a:nd other voltage
milnagement technologies that ha1'e successfu'lly ,rompleted trials at IHECO. A number- of
these ha1'e demonstrated their commercia l viability for SUAportrlg roles in the near term,
while laying a founda,t ion for god architecture that leverages theiT ,complementary
c.ipabilitlies.
C. GRIDCO strongly urges HECO to dearly anioulate how secondary w ltage regJJl~,t ion ,d evices
are inten ded to support tile g,id - whether for resolving local issues that are difficult to

milnage from the medium voltage level ,or for feeder wltage shapin~ In both cases, tile
SlRATEGY should consider whether oonvent ionat ,a'ltematives, suclh as medlum ~ e
apacitor banks with modern oontrols, might offer a compelling alternative to achieve the
same objective. Our ,opinion is that s econd'ary voltage regulation ils most cost effective and
offers the greatest retum when used for locali z.e d purposes.

August2017
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8.

Silver Spring Networks

Silver Spri~ng·-s
NE TWO Fl:<

,,,

Au~ '!J, .2 017

Hawaiian Eled:ric; Companies
PO Box 2750
1-!onolu lu, HI 96840

Attentioo :
COLTON K. OUNG

Seniof-VKE President, Palanni~& Tedmology
colton.dting@hawaiianelectric.com
Notice Delivered f'/ectronimlly

SILVER SPRING NElWORl!CS COMMENTS TO JUNE30 DRAA

SUBJECT:

MQOERNIZIN§ U&WN!'.l'SGRIQ fOR QYR WSTOf,IERS,
Colton and Team:

In ttie spirit of,our ,continued stra~c and long tenn partnership Silver Spring Networks s upports and 1is
ab'le to execute against the requirements ,c ontained within the context oft he Dr.a.f t Plan " We have
provided examples .and additiona l suppon m aterials for your consideration.
We are all are working toward the .same goal A Grid Moclemization Strategic Plan that can be exeaited
with minimal risk and that also maximizes mstomer va.lue.. The final plan must be: affordable, refiablle ,
and prnvide g!1 customers with energy choioe while accelerating the attainment of State of Hawai'ii' s
10096 renewable portfol1o st.indanl by 2045.
Silver Spring offers the following comments .and suggestions to tlie recent June 30, 2017 draft titted:
Modemizlng: Hawai'i's Grid F,o r Our Customers..
S14J'POrt a nd Executio n: Silver Spring supports and is.able to execute a proportional strategy. We
have e xperience with several other customers and have successfully implemented strategic
deployments that target select mstomers across diver.;e geogaphic r~ions, target specific program
1p,artiaipation or other p,a.rarneters for tlie basis of inclusion onto ttie network.
We are pruud of the results from the technology demonstration ,over the p ast few·.,.ears. This
proj;ect prcwides Hawaiian Electric and all stalceho'ldeB with dlrect e vide nce of our- sl!O.lrity,
connectivity pelformance, reliability, and flexibility - all of tlhese are foundationally ir:nponant and
reduce the risk for any future large.scale programs"
Cons:ider~tions: It m ay bemrne ~halleng;ing to maintain or lower b usiness opera.t ioflal costs with an
"'Opt-in" inplementation strategy. This model will potentially inaease the ,comple xity of core
business practices and requir-e redundant or- non-concurrent processes. Other !F actors:
,o

A. prqponiona l d~loyment does not provide a comprehensive view of tlie dist:riibutiofl
grid, which is a core obj ective of ttie strategy.

o

Does not ena ble all tlie 'typical!and customa ry' f1nancial benefits

....................................................- .. · ·············································································"11
SIIVeli Spdl1g Ne1M>fts, Irle.
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o

A. pr-oponionaJ deployment str,a tegy has the potential to drive a deeper divide between
c:unomer rate structures

,o

Given the substa11tia'I time an effort required to develop a Strategy and Implementation
IPlan of this, magnitude, we suggest mnsider.ition fur more tactical implementation. For
exa"'ple, an aaielera,t ed tactical grid modernization plan that will enable Molokai to
reach 1009£ RPS by 2020_

o

We strongl:Y .s upport the conver-gen ce mncept ,o utlined in t he IP Ia n _ However,, its success
1is. typically predicated ,on directives or incentives that catalyz.e staJceholders to wort
together to adopt a common communications. platform,

1F inal Consideliltion: Gillen the sub5tantsl t ime an effort required to develop a Strategy and
Implementation Pl'an of this mag,itud'e, we suggest consideration of a ooncurrent tactical
1implementation While the process evolves and readies oondusion_ For ,example, an accelerated
tactical u id modernization plan tha,t willl enable Moloka i to reach 10006 RPS by 2020.
Stakeholder and Business Benefits. •of a Mololtai First Approadu:

o
o

o
,o
o
o

Demonstrates immediate l'e ader-sliip across mult'11'e stakeholders.
Ability to exp'lore a lternative Business Models and Capital Investment Requirements
"Jump-starts-' the process and se,ts Hawa iian IElectric ~ for additional s u ccess and learning
Demonstrates immediacy and ,c oncern for action towards Molokai's 2.000 1 ~ renewable goals
L.ei,,erages current Foundational Investments (e.g;, hsdend and back office:I
Demonstrates expanded convergence of mult iple applications on ,one 11etwort:
!Electric and Water Meters

StreetngJrts

o
o
o
o

Distributions automation l sensors
Smart invenors and/or • u,p gradsble" invertors to fadrrtate more DER's
note: Silver S,pring networlcs is in an actji,,e large scale pil ot usi ng lEEE 20.30.5 standards
ro amnect i nllf!!ITOIS using our IDT rou:rer
Provides additional! energy use data to facili,t ate new rate structures for "'O pt-In" and other
system and drcuit lewl upg,adesthat can be supportedlwith actual ,and real time data
Directly targets low-inmme users for participa,t ion ,a nd value
Enables ability tD structure a rate design that motivates I.o w-income participation
Provides a conmrrent test proru:rement path to aocelle rate timelines a·nd process for tfle largl!f
scale IRFI' efforts across a ll isl'ands

As a reminder Silver-Spring is a networicing Compa ny_ This is our oore bus:iness. We desigi,, build and
operate networks. that connect the internet ,of impormnt thiflgs. We have nei,,er left a a.istorner
stranded with legacy tedmology or without ,a compatible path fOT newer generation r,eleases. This is a
bold statement and we are proud to be recognized by many industry leaders as the o nly •Future Proof'
provider of loT sensors that elCists t oday. This includes sensors that elCist today and those that have yet
to be thought ct for tomonrow_

---··-···· ···-- ·-·······-··········-- ·······-· ······- · ········-·········- -·········· -·······-·· -·······-··········-·······-·· -······-.
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Moreover, we continue to make s:ignifi:cant R&D investments into broadening and imprOYing our loT
network andl p latform of applications and sentices, We hope this 1infurmation is helpful and has provided
addillional insigit as the !Hawaiian !Electric team continues to sondify its Grid Modemiz:ation initiatives.
We a,~ eciate the opportunity to ,earn your business and lool: forward to, the successful adopt ion by the
IPUC of IHa,waiian Electrics Grid Modernization strategic and tadica.l p lansThe entire Silver Spri111i; !N etwork's team remains available at yo:ur convenience.
llei;:ards,

Jeff Wright I Vice President Western US
Silver Spring Networ1cs

.Atmmments::
-

foundational Accomplishments

-

foundational Charts and Results

.................................................... _............................................................................... ..
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Cisco Systems

Cisco Systems, Inc., Response to
Request for Comment

Hawaiian Electric Company
Grid Modernization Strategy

Hawaiian Electric
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August 9, 2017
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Legal Disclaimer
Thank you fill" the opportunity lo submit Ibis noon-binding (other than pieing foc now-availablle products
listed i n ,o ur- quotes) proposal for )'Ollr consideration. !Please note that this proposal may inctucle
proprietary. confidential and.for trade seuel infcrmation which. if i ncluded. will be clearty maned as sud!
in t he proposal_Any information that Cisco,COlllSiders to be a trade secret will not be S1Jllject t o disclosure
under any public reoords act.
We [ma)'! have referenced i nfcrmalion about future•technology sud, as products and features under
deveklpmeni that ara noi generally available from Cisco today_ Because this technology is 1in various
s ~ of developmenl. an infcrmation concerning this future IE!chnalogiY. including1whether we wil
oontinue devek>pment. its availabiity·, pricing, and included features, is subj,ect to change and wiD be
offered on a when- and ii-available basis.
T his proposal is valid ror a period of ninety (QO) days from the date of proposal sU'bmission_

Trademarks
Every effort has been made to ideotify trademark information in the accompanying text.
However, this information may unintentionally have been omitted in referencing
particu'l ar products. Product names that are not so noted may aloo be trademarks of
their respective manufacturers_
Cisco is a registered trademark of Cisco Systems, Inc.
Th.e Cisco logo is a registered trademark of Cisco Systems, Inc_
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Introduction
The purpose of this document is to comment on the· teleoomrmmtcation aspects
proposed 1in Hawaiian Bectlic Company's (HECO's) G rid Modernization Strategy.
Within the Strategy, Section 7.5 addresses Telecommunications necessary to support
Grid Modernization. Section 7.52 proposes a two-step mesh network bulld-out
approach to support edge devices as one option and then follows by des.c libing an allcellular netwont as a second option. Comments in ttiis document attempt to show how
the mesh option offers greater strengths and minimizes 1risk whereas the an-cellular
option may not be capabl.e of meeting evolvin g functional requirements and ttierefme
contaris lb usriess risks. This is not to imply that celtula:r has no pl!a.c e i111 HECO's
strategy s ince it can accommodate some business re(luirements. These observations
are being offered to HECO for consideration and stand as material subject for future
discussion w ith HECO professionals.
Th.e three most impo.rtant suggestions made in this document are:
1. Choose telecommunication architectures that can support increasing
sectionalization. Whether for performance. Hexlbi[rty, or securiity reasons,
network sectionalization 1is a key capability for mitigating future risks a:nd
constraints.
2. Choose telecommunication architectures that can support increasing
deterministic qualities measured as latency and 1pred'ictabili.ty across time.
Even if tti.e present distribution grid only calls for moderate deterministic features,
the future distlioution grid will li'kely demandl significantly more real-time control
capabilities.

J. Choose telecom architectures that can support distributed computing. fhe
Mure electric grid is losing its dependence on central~ed generation and i1stead
generatioo will be distributed. lt seems imperative that the telecom a-id control
systems a'lso become de-centralized.

The Need for SectionaUzation
The Grid Modernization Netwonting Strategy calls for a !layered architecture including
Wide Area N'e twork (WAN), Reid A rea Network (FAN), and Neighborflood Area
Network (N'AN). At a basic tevel, splitting the network into Wft;N/FAN/N.A:1',J layers is the
first step toward sectional ization. l Layered netwonts he'lp facilitate perfonnance,
reliabflity, a:nd security-which are the !hallmarks of control systems networking. This
presumes HECO is in fiull cootrol of each netwont layer and that each layer has been
architecte<l o r can be re-carchitecte<l to effectively support HECO's unique and evolVing
requirements. Ottierwise, the nelwont wlll appear to the distlibutioo grid operator as a
mono.lilhic infrastructure incapable of HEOO's optimization.
A review of cunent netwonting activiti.e s among US-base<! electric utilities would reveal
most utility W ANs, FANs, a:nd NANs lack many important features and are 1incapal'.lle of
supporting modem grid needs. This sentiment seems to be echoed 1in HECO's
statement that "each tier of the· modem electric grid commun ications network req~ires
pervasive data communications at higher rates a:nd lower latencies than utmty
communications networks have provided in the past.• If this interpr:etation is correct, it
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provides evidence that grid requirements are evolving andl that they are increasingly
demandin g_Capabilities such as sectionalization are c,ritical for accommodating
evol¥ing and ever-demanding !business needs_Furthennore, mesh network
sectionalization permits the netwo.rlk qperator to just optimize the areas \'Jhere needed
without burdening the areas where further optimization m ight not be needed_
Th.e Grid Modernization Strategy calls for the implementation of various grid devices
that can sense the state of the grid and be UISed to control its operation. The
presumption is that these devices will be capable of sensing and responding to
anomalies in suffidient time such that ,electric service delivery can be sustained. These
new devices are p'lamed to be· deployed at substations, out on ttle d'istlibution grid, and
wilhin ,customer facmties_Therefore, an improved wm is needed to the substation_
New Fms and Nms are needed to supporl modernized distri'bution facilities for
HECO-controlleo devices,. andl an Extranet is needed to supporl third-party service
suppliers such as.Aggregators for interacting with oon-HECO controlled devices. What
is unclear however, are the performance requirements for these devices and the
applications they support
This uncertainty begs the ,questioo as to whether 'best-effort' networks (W~N, Fm, and
Nm) could accommodate Grid Modernization or if 'tligh-perfonnance' networking is
required_The spectrum of options and the associated cost structures between th.e se
two extremes can be extensive. One report on IEEE 1547 and IEEE 2030 [Report: IEEE
Smart Grid Series of Standards IEEE 2030 (lnteroperab11ity) and IEEE 1547
(Interconnection) status] describing system requirements for Distributed Energy
Resources (DERs) states, "For significant levels of penetration __ _, it is practically
assured that the initial stabi~zation action has to be independent of critical
communications lhaving long latency.• Another report (R~port IEEE

COMMUN/CA T/ONS SURVEYS & TUTOR/AlS, VOL 15, NO_1, .FIRST QUARTER
2013) indicates, "The Demand Resource (DR) m1Jst d'etect the unintentiona'I islands and
cease to energize th.e m within two seconds_" lt goes on to say, "The latency in the case
of anti-island'ing1was estimated! to be maximums.ix cycles o.r 100 1msec.· Please note
that these values reflect overall operation , whereas the communications portion might
only be lhalf_Although it m ight be too early to set s,pecilic latency specifi:ca,t ions for high
renewable pooetration situations, it should be noted that even these values are ,quite
close to the mnge of w hat some netwooong tectmol'o gies or network. services are
capable of providing_For those technologi es, the risk HECO faces is what to do if the
distribution grid demands even greater detenninism, if those network services become
congested, or if growth on those networks increases faster than remediat ioo projects
can acrommooate_(Note: Dete1m inism should indude latency meastJred usilg worstcase situations, ind ucling nominal distances, network loading, and cirruit
establishment)

Suggestions for WAN Communications
Regarding WAN communicatioos, HEOO indicates that all of its generation facilities and
transmission substations are connected using fiber optic, poinHo-point miorowa.v e,
point-to-mulliipoini wireless, leased w ired, and -commercial cellutrar data modems, and
that appro:>Gimately 53 percent of distribution substations are connected_lit is further
stated that, '"Substation WANI deployment would be expanded to incorporate prioritized
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distribution substations and woold use leased wire•l ine .• HECO's position that
'"pervasive data communications at higher rates and lower latencies" wm be necessary
tor Gnd Modernization Iindicates an expectation that some of the existing WAN systems
will need to be .upgraded. What seems unclear are ttie technology dhoices HECO
expects to make to 1remediate these shortcomings.
Fiber technology has expressly large capacities and ,capabilities, th.e refore where it
exists .it is CikelY that the supporting fiber eledrontcs may need upgrades. Any
replacement fiber electronics should be based on packet technology (the choice for
modem communications systems) rather than traditional Time Division Multiplexed
(TOM) technology. What might not lbe so obvious is that most wm sites will still require
isochmnous services. Therefore it is necessary to choose packet sol'ution.s that can
support isochronous IDM-based services. In addition, many electric utility companies
are advancing their grid systems by utilizing specializ,ed time- based and ,deterministic
services sudh as synchroph asors and advanced forms of teleprotection. Therefore,
HECO should give preference to packet-based WAN communication systems having
high deterministic characteristics as well as TOM adaptation services.
This point raises two key questions around HECO's stated WAN strategy. First, 'What is
tlile i mpact of Grtd Modernization on substations that use point-to-multipoint w ireless,
leased wired, and commercial oelkl lar data. modems?' Point-to-multipoint wireless and
commercial cellullar data modems do not typically prov,ide isochronous, time-based, or
detenninistic services. Second, assu:mingI they can still be acquired, 'How long will
leased wired services having the necessary capabilities be avarlallle?' Leased wir;ed
. terministic are being d iscontinued by public service
services that are isochronous or d'e
providers. Replacement l eased wired services are padket-based .and gooerally do not
provide deterministic capabilities. While the emphasis on the proposed Grid
Modernization sollltions focus on th.e FAN and NANI, care soould be taken in the WANI
such that any new investments or seNice contracts be sufficiently strategic to
accommodate evolving gnd apptications.

Suggestions for FAN and NAN Communications
Whereas most FAN and NAN applications do not typically require isochronous services,
proper distribtltio11 grid control may indeed demand some ,degree of deterministic
capabitities. a lbeit perhaps not to th.e same degree that applications in the wm might
require. HECO's Rigure 19 shows relative bandwidth and latency requirements of
various applications. Situational Awareness, strategic Field Area Network Infrastructure,
and Distliibutioo Grid Management have the greatest need for low latency - perhaps
approaching the millisecond ;r ange. This seems consistent with the IEEE reports
mentioned above. It s'hou'ld be noted that the need fa r row tatency is not j ust for control;
awareness (or sensory information) is also dependent on low latency. This raises the
fo'llowing questions: 'How much deterministic performance Iis necessary for d istribution
grid applications?' and What communication systems are capable of supporting such
performance?'
Unfortunately, little historical informalioo ,exists to help answer these questions with high
specificity. llhis is partly due to legacy distn1mtio11 grids not having to fimction at the
same performance revel as those with high amounts of distributed generation an d
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distributed storage systems. To exacerbate the matter, future distn"bution grids in l-lawati
will ih ave increased levels of distributed generation and storage, l ikely requiring even
higher degrees of controllabitity. Mechanisms such as centraliledl inertia, whidh help
keep distributed things functioning property. seem to l:>e becoming marginalized. l f this
is the case. then might system determinism for gri:f applications become even more
important for sustaining quality electric services? Shoufd communications suppo.rting
the evolving distribution grid aJso be capable of greater determinism and reliability, or
can lesser-capable communications systems adeqllately support the grid? These
questions must furthermore be considered in the context of increasing quantities of
devices out on the grtd. HECO presently has few devices supporting1the distribution grid
and its Grid Modem~tion proposal catls for the addition of more utility-owned and controlled devic,es along with many more third;1>arty owned. but utility control!ed devices
(such as smart inverters). It seems lrkely that the growth in device quantity 'Win be orders
of magnitude greater thian what exists today. What is the 1impad of tens or hundreds
times more devices burdening the communication and control systems in tenns of
performance aru:l capacity? These questiollS are even mo.re 1imporlant to consider for
shared access, non-<leterministic commll'lication systems such as point-to-multipoint
radio and commercial cellular. Therefore, HECO should p:lan for how any proposed FAN
or NAN could accommodate higher perfon:nance and significant growth.

Strategies and Contingencies fo r Accommodating
Sectional ization and Determinis m
Private communication systems can be engineered for high 1perfonnance and
acrommodating growth. Fiber q,tic systems hiave high bandwidth and low tatency, and
as such offer significant margins for variation i n forecasted needs. Radio systems can
be engineered for degrees of performance and offer adequate•margins for variation.
Should abnonnal grid-<levi:ce growtll occur, private 1radio systems can be re-engineered
to accommodate capacity and performance. Radio systems that use radial topology can
be re-sectored or new towers can be constructed. Mesh-based radio systems can easily
be improved by adding inexpensive take-<>ut points. Advanced mesh systems such as
WiSLIN can achieve best perfonnance by optimizing hop coonts. The cost structure for
upgrading each of these technotogres valiies widely. A rankiing exercise of eadh could
prove informative. Yet all of these private network systems woutd be under HEOO's
control sh.outdl the need fo.r modification or alteration arise.
Where HECO util'izes commercial cellular, it should factor the risks of evolving
deterministic requirements of distribution applications and for accommodating growth of
gri~upporting devices. Commeroial cellular performance 1is not under hlECO's control.
Therefore, should distribution grid applications demand unique determinism (whether
initially or eventually) that commercial solutions cannot provide wi.ttl acceptable
reliability, private network solutions might be required. This evaluation should be made
in ailical situations. In average situations, users of ,commercial cetlular systems ,enjoy
broadband services with acceptable latency. !But in abnormal situations sudh as
emergendes or during social-driven events, mobile users can temporarily overwhelm
the systems the,reby preventing communications to critical infrastru:cture. Therefore, it
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might beflefit I-IECO to diversify any ,dependence on commercial seivices for supporting
cliitical gliid operations such as situational analysis and glid control.
The Glid Modernization Strategy contemplates two qptions for bu riding out Ille
telecommunications infrastructure. Its first option \YOU Id utitize a oombination of WiSUN
for NAN communications and commerciall cellular service for iniliall backhaul, which will
eventually be supplanted by a private back.haul solution. The o ther option uses an all
commercial cellular solution. When contrasting the two options, HECO ,describes
support for peer-to-peer communicatio111, ,Quality-of-service (QoS). and system retiability
are necessary netwooong capabilities.
Peer-to-peer communications 011 W iSUN networks can be extended between devices
across differoot NANs using ,routing functions provided by the FANI. Although the
strategy indicates peer-to-peer is oot supported by ceClular, commercial service
providers have indeed begun to offer peer-to-peer fOUting_There are several key
differences between the two opti.ons: First, peer-to-peer routing ,on commercial cellular
systems generally occurs centralty as opposed to occurring at the remote cell site. This
is largely due to the architecture of cellular systems in addition to the predominance of
Internet traffic that is interconnected to the Internet at central locations. Second,
centratized peer-to-peer routing is burdened with the service provider's backnaul
systems. This redl.lces reliability and inserts transport and switclling delays should
deterministic traffic be· required!. llhird, peer-to-peer routing is,under th.e control of the
service provider rather than the electlic utitity_This becomes a weakness for potential
security archited'I.Jres. HECO's strategy goes into great detail regard'ing1the concern for
security as new devices get added and mo.re third-party devices become part of
I-IECO' s control responsibility. WiSU N mesh ardhitectures offer HECO ltle ability to
control security centrally, at aggregation sites, and at the ,e dge. l f peer-to-peer routing
were deployed by the commercial ceIIUlar provider, H ECO would the loose the ability to
maintain direct security control at the central and aggregation sites. This could present
very complex security remediation constraints shoukl any edge node become
compromised.
Private W iSUN mesh networ'l'<.s have the advantage of prov;iding localized routing if it is
needed and are under the control of their ov.mer (HEOO) for specialized performance,
reliabflity, and security needs. They work 1in conjunction with commercial cellular as the
FAN backhaul as HEOO's Grid Modernization Strategy describes. And althoogh HECO
envisions supplanting commercial backhaul witl1. a private solution, it might be worth
considering operating both private FAN as well as commercial cellular for FAN ba.c khaul
as some other electlic utilities have chosen This can help sustain performance and
uptime in critical situations whUe diversifying operational risks. In those hopefully rare
situations, certain features may not be optimal.
Quality-of-Service services could be offered by commercial ce lh.Jlar providers through
tile use of plioliity Bearer services. However, ,doing so can adVersely impact system
capacity for the growing user base as v.tireline users continue to move to, mobile
networks. Instead, some commercial cellular service providers are offering lower quality
services sudh as narrow-ban d LTE for machine-to-machine traffic, which would
decrease the burden on general d'ata services. While narrow-band! LTE services might
be great for sensory applications, it rema ins questionable wh.ether it can adequately
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support control awlication requirements descliibed in the above-mentioned reports on
distributed resources.
The Grid Modernization Strategy also noted reliability as a concern. HEC0 ireminds us
of two high-profile occurrences when weather anomalies ,caused commercial cellular
network taaures. other growing concerns indude social sibJations where crowds
(whether at known venues or at random places) can overwhelm commercial systems.
Ironically, these places can be where electric service is most needed, yet if the public
oveiwhelms the communication systems, any dependent electric systems coU:ld suffer.

Cybersecurity Concerns
HEC0's Griid Modem~tion Strategy indudes the implementation ,of a "two-prong
approach" at cybersecurfty. While the securtty challenge of IEEE 1547 lhas been
identified, a solution does not appear to have been offered. DER devices under control
of HECO via its FAN and INAN col!J'ld benefit from the implementation of layered security
services. Due to the natl.Ire of la.yered networiks under HECO's direct contro.l, securtty
services could be deployed at the DER endpoint, the NAN aggregation site, the
substation, and at the central control site.
The benefit of layered services is greatly apparent when co11Sidering1the remediation
process, expense, and impact of a cyber-event. Rather than use a single centratized
control point for security wllere the entire distribution grid would need to be isolated
(causing what would likely be overwflelming detriment to any grid that was
predominantly renewables~riented), sections and even subsectioos of the distribution
isolated and then restored. Tlhe analogy 1
is of a clileckerboard
grid could be quickly 1
where blocks represent individual NANs covering Iindividua1neighborhoods containing
perhaps sub-100 devices. This approadh would not onLy mintmize the impact of etectric
service delivery, il would also keep security remediation costs low since the zone of
potentially cyber-impacted devices would be ma.rginafized. Security is further improved
by using the network. as a cyberseculil.y sensor. There are multiple ways a distri'buted
control system could be ,deployed in which tfle data could be examined and cyberevents kept to a minimum.

Distributed Compute
WMe sectionalization and detenninism have lbeen the focus of this paper, tfle tightly
is of equal importance. In fact, Iit is somewhat
associated concept of distributed compute 1
related to adhieving sectiona[ization and determinism. By transitioning from centralized
decision making to distributed decision making, the performance of tlile network
(measured in determinism) can inorease. However, this necessitates communications
architectures that can accommodate sectionalization. Some centralized architectures
such as commercial c,ellular cannot be (or wm not l!kely become) sectionatized. lihey
are huge hub-and--s1Poke a.rchiteciures. As s'Uch, they resemble the legacy centralized
generation grids that electric utilities are moving away from as they move toward
decentralized and Iincreasingty autonomous distrit>uted systems.
As a technology, distributed compute systems are growing 1rapidly due to the populartty
of pubtish/subscfiibe systems on the Internet. But the mechanisms can also be
accommodated over private networks. Smart devices publish Iinformation that is
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consumed by those systems that subsclibe to the information, and the information 1hat
is publislled can be subscribed! to by multiple appltcatioos. This lessens 1he burden of
interoperation between apprications. They can run autonomously or in federafioo with
other grid applications. Metering, Demand Response, Fault Location Systems, and
Distribution Manag,ement Systems can each subscribe to 1he data coming out of
sensors across the·gridl_
It !becomes necessary for ,distributed compute to be availabte to adhieve this l evel of
autonomy, interoperability, independence, and perform.;inoe. This is exactly the kind of
future envisioned by the OpenFog movement and being tested by utilities such as Duke
Energy and CPS Energy. T he movement is oot merely supported by electric utilities, it
appears to be beoom ing a widely adopted framewm1c for software-defined sdlutions.
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Acronyms
DER
DR
FAN
HECO
IEEE
LTE

Dismbllted Energy Resource
Demand Resource
Pteld Area Network
Hawaiian Eleotric Company
!Institute of Electncal and Blectronics Engineers
Long Term Evolution

NAN

Neighborhood Area Network

QoS
TOM
WAN

Quality of Service

Time Divisio11 Multiplexed
Wide Area Netwm1c

-n
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10.

Verizon

I. General:
Verizon fouoo the 1information presented wi11hin the draft report regarding customer and stakeholders
i~ue.s and interests to be lb oth informa.t ive and val ua'bte.
. gies, Veri2-0n lbe[ieves this seaion is
As to the 1information praented on telecommunications technol'o
i11acrurate and is lac,king with respect to cellular communications, with a pred'ispos:ition tow.irds lega.cy
RF Me.sh communications. In addition, the infonmation on cellu lar communicatio11s contains
mistatements (e,g., celtular systems do not enabte peer-t~ commun ications., and cell utiar systems
do not support qua[ity of service) and 1m ischaracterizat ions (e.g., cellula1r systems may not prov,i de
adequate retiabil ity during stonn condition s, and cellular networks as shared public infrastructures only
solutions!.
The draft report presented oo information ,om LTE Category M, which is, the leading, global, open
standards-based, ceUular ,aommu11ications technology for pr1ivate l~:ba.sed machine-to-machine
networks (or the Internet of Things). Veri1z.on's co11dusion i s that 11his omission is due to a1n
#i11formation-gap" ·w,i thin the utility ind'ustry with respect to c,urrent advanced ,cellular machine-tomachine ne,t working for botih r.icensed and u:nricensed spectrum. Verizo11 wou'ld l ike to prOV:ide HECO~
and its regulators a1nd any interested stakeho'ldlers, with a fowsed technical workshop where Verizon

telecommunications networking and smart gJiid soluti on experts can p rovide detailed and factual
i11formatio11 on 4G / SG Long Term IEvol ution (LTE) telec,ommu:nications, ,on the broad adoption of LTE
Category M throughout the wol1d as tihe leading Internet of Things com municatioru;, platform, and on
how HECO (and the State of Ha,wai'il coul'd ]leverage an island-centric Verizon Grid Wide Priiva.t e IP LTE
Category M network as a service platform. Verizon believes tiha.t 11his informa11ion and knowledge
transfer is ·f"undamental for HECO, 1it ,customers,. and its regulators ro make both an informed a.nd
obsofescence de-risked decision on the future ,of HECO' s grid modlemiz:ation telecommunications.

II. LTE Primer:
White the primary goal of Loog Term Evolution (LTEI is t o, increase the capacity an.d speed of wiretess
data networks usi11g new DSP (digjtal signal processing) techniques and mod:ul~tions that were
developed arou:nd tlile tum ,of the millennium, a further goal is the red~n and simplification of the
celtular network architectu re to an IP-based ytstem.
liioda,y, there are over 521 LTIE cellu'.lar networks deployed in 170 ,aou ntries, that cover a high percentage
of the dlose target populatiom. In addition, there are 1,0005 of LTE devices, availab'le l"mm a wide
ecosystem of sup p[iers, that seamlessly work and communicate together over these IP-based LTE
networks.

Verilron Re~nse to HECO Draft Report
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The 3rd Generation Partnership Proj ect (3GPP),, whose scope i ncl'udes the development of the LTE
standards, is. a, collaboration between the following grou,ps of g'loba I tetecom munications associations,
~nown as tlile Organiz:alional Partners :
•

Amaru::e tor l etecommunicatJions Industry Solutions (ATIS)1

•

Association of Radio Industries and BUisinesses (ARIB)

•

China Communications Standards Association (CCSA)

•

Eu ropean Ter.ecom mun ication s Standarids Institute (ETSI)

•

Telecommunication Technology Committee ,(TTC)

•

Telecommunications Standards Develqpment Society {lSDSI)

•

Telecommunications iechnology Association (ITA)

USA
Japan
China
Europe
Japan
India
Korea

The participants in the development of LTE ind ude the world's reading n etwork ,operaror.s,.
telecommunications equ~pm.ent suppliers, and consumer products companies.
The 3GPP uses a system of parallel " Relea,ses• which pr,ovide developers ·with a stable platform fortihe
im,ptementation off"eatures at a given point, and then allows for the addition of new tundiiona'lity in
subsequent Releases.
The goal of LTE caregory--M, specified in LTE Release 13, is to provide an open, IP-based, low Power
Wide Are.a Networt flPWPA) intemetworking solution for the myraid ,of devices that ma'ke up the
Internet of Things. The core design 1principles ,of LTE Ca,t -M are to (i) lbe compatib le with existing LTE
networks, I ii) provide support for both non-rechargeabte battery and powered devices, 1liii) extend
rad'io covera,ge for hard to reach devices like smart meters and !>mall inverters, and (iv) enable the cnst
of LTE cat-M modutes to be under US $5 by tlte end of 2019.
Some not:ab:le features avai !able in LTE catM that are 1required to real iz.e a self-ada,ptive, seH-.optim i~ing,
and self-healing 100% renewa'bte energy--based electric grid, are:
•

Peer-to-peer device communications using st:and~rd IP-based unicast routing, with an average
communications latency of a few hundr,e d milti.seconds between the two devices, regar dless of
ttte dat:a payload siz:e -o r their location ,on the network.

•

Peer-t0-mu1tipeer device comm unications using IP--basedl broadcast multicast seNices, ·which
are Rmdamental tor the neaf-t'"eal time signaling of lb oth grid events (e.g., voltage levels and
freq;u:e.ncy i mbalances) and energy market priaingto participating smart devices.

•

Poinuo-multipoint communication 1path, which 1is fundamental for providing reili:ab'le,
deterministic, power outage and restoration .S'ignaling that is not 1impacted by ~brokenu
communications hqps d'ue to the outage event.

•

Dedicated " machine only"' frequency It.and within the LTIE n etwort, thereby enabling machines
to communicate w ithout i nterference or contention 1irom con9umer mobile devices
phones., tabtets, vehiciles).

Verilron Re:s,ponse to HECO Draft Report
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•

Quality of service communications, which enables grid protection and operational control
mei.sages t cJitake pr:io:rity over best effort data reports 1(e.g., daily consumption mete r reads).

•

I ntep-ated, mutually authenticated, secure channel communications based upo11 the leading
government a nd i ndustry guidelines, ttandards, technologies, and algorit1hms.

m. Venizon Grid Wide PJatform:
The Verizon Grid Wide platform is a sern re, pr1i.vate IP-based LTE CatM netwm1c that is segment ed fro:m
th e Ve11izon LTE network that is used lb y Verizon' s retail and enterprise customers. As such, Grid Wide
provides ea.c h utility customer with their own U'v irtual 1plivate networt" infrastructure.

As p reviously discussed, given the ,critical nat ure of the Hawai/i!s Grid co mmunications, Verizon its
w.i'lling to extend its LTE n etwork 1infrastructure on Hawai'i sucih that tihese communicat ions would
never leave the islands. In addition, Verizon is willing t,o, collaborate witih HECO to deS'ign, build, and
im,ptement a joint disaster--:reicovery program to ensure around-the-dlock availabitity and 1rel'iability of
th e Verizon LTE network in Hawai'i.
The draft rejport questions tile reliability of a ,CJellUlar networks d uring emergency ,conditions, without
rais>ing similiar conCJerns for RF Mesh networks ,(which have more pole andl building mounted collector
devices that are subject to tihe same .s torm c,onditionsl. This lis where it is important to, distingui~h
between networiks, because no, two n.etwor:ks are the same. At Verizon, we take reliability 1personal~.
We have i nvested on average $6B per year in o ur network infir,aiStructure since we became Verizon
Wirel'ess, and plan to invest an additional $111B il, 2017.. There is no 1public cellular car rier in t!he US
who,ihas invested more in that same tiime. lhe resu'lt is a highly reliable and resilient network.. We can
p rovide ~pe.cific details in terms of architectIJre, design and 11etwork performance 1in emergency
silluations in a confidential ~tting. We have evolved ,our netwo:rk through decades of experience and
lea m ings i111Cluding d'isasters .S'uch as hu:rrica nes,, wi ld fires,. flooding, earthq:uakes and tomados.
We have <1ttached a document that outlines our Business Continuity-lD.isaster Recovery (BC-DRI
strategy and approach (It is named VM BC-DR ctJstomer content February 20111- The question isn't
what the impact of an unexpected evernt was,. ii t is how ·we respond. We bring the weight ,af a $1308,
global technology company with over 160K em:ployees to,t he table.
fiurther, the draft irejport also mischaracterized "ceflutar network oversubscripti.o n" in t hese times ,of
emergency conditions. We ,can, in a ,confidentiial discus>Sion, d iscuss how we architect our network to
address this or how we have 1numeroucS, assets 1reacty ro dle ploy in emergency situatiions to support th.e
LTE networik availability and ireliabirity needs of all of our mstomers. Th.e draft further stated th,at
Qlliillity of Service (QoS) is •only now developing" and "\if QoS !becomes available". Verizon Wireless
released QoS capability in its LTE network l ate 2016. This ca,pability utiifizes standardized IP-based
Differ entiated Serv.ice Code Points (DSCPs), that enable the Veii!Zon Grid Wide 1pliatfo rm ro deliver a
se.a mless, end·t ~nd q uality·of service across 1its wireles>S and w i reline network components.

Verilron Re:s,ponse to HECO Draft Report
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11.

Navigant

Navigant also provided comments, but the body of the email is included within this report due
to the size of the attachment, which provided in-line edits on the nearly 250 page draft Grid
Modernization Strategy. Those comments were noted and incorporated into the final version
of the Strategy as appropriate.
Date:
Subject:
Body of
the Email

•••••
• •

Tue 8/8/2017 5:56 PM
Grid Modernization Strategy - Edit Suggestions and Comments
Colton,
Attached is the grid modernization strategy document with some suggested
edits/comments. My general impression is that the document is very well structured and
provides a lot of information necessary to educate the different stakeholders. In
general, my main comments are directed at connecting, explicitly, every Grid Mod
investment to customers benefits, and the accomplishment of the PSIP and State policy
as planned (meeting the milestones along the way).
The two questions I kept asking during the review were:
 What’s in it for me (from the customer perspective), and
 how is the 100% renewable target affected (delayed, or missed) if the
investments proposed in your plan are not approved by the PUC, or approval is
substantially delayed.
I am happy to discuss further with you and your team. Further, I offer my help, and
Navigant’s if you think it may be of value.
All the best.
Hector
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E.

IN-PERSON COMMENTS

In addition to the Town Hall meetings, the Companies met with various stakeholders in person
between the filing of the Draft Strategy document and the completion of the final filing. Input
from all of these meetings helped to educate the final Grid Modernization Strategy filing.

1.

WiRE Meeting

The Companies attended a meeting with the Women in Renewable Energy forum on Oahu.
Notes from that meeting are below.
WiRE Breakout Session Notes
August 4, 2017
Topics generated through “popcorn style” group activity















What are the pros and cons of full vs. partial rollout? (10)
How are we handling cybersecurity? (22)
Who is responsible for interconnection costs?
What is the relationship between smart grid and smart cities? (15)
How are we prioritizing rollout – who gets it first?
What level of visibility and control of DER does the utility need? (14) (16)
How will the utility handle households that want to go off-grid? (14) (13)
What public policies can facilitate smart grid? (8)
Should advanced inverter features be implemented before DERMS, etc.?
Timing of technologies roll-out? (12)
Visibility and accountability of data – what’s utility’s responsibility?
Will there be penalties/costs for customers who “opt out” (renewable obligations for
customers)?
How will this impact rates? Cost/benefit/commercial/residential and interconnection?
(40)
What would you like to be able to do as customers after rollout?

Following the initial group brainstorming, the WiRE facilitators conducted an initial voting by
hand to evaluate the issues of greatest interest (three votes per attendee, initial votes in
parentheses above), grouped similar questions and issues, and sought consensus among
attendees as to the final four topics of greatest interest. The members were allowed to selfselect which group they would join based on the topic and they could also move among the
groups during the breakout session.
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Breakout Sessions
1) Cost:





How will costs be allocated?
What is the methodology behind the Company’s cost allocation plan?
What costs will be fixed vs. variable?
What benefits can be monetized?
Concerns regarding allocation of shared costs initially bore by individual
customers
 Take up to higher level, how fits with GMS
 Incentives not leave grid, make grid attractive
 Exit fees, standby charges
 Transparency of partnership between utility and customers
 Need to enhance confidence and relationship
 Provide monetary incentives to stay on the grid
2) Cybersecurity: What is the plan?
 5 elements
o Identify, detect, protect, respond, recover
o Each element of grid needs its own cybersecurity
 Issue – no standardized body/requirements for cybersecurity
 HECO can’t control all the individual homes/companies
o Can only control at aggregation points
o This is vulnerability
 Can no longer look at this as a perimeter that can be protected, now there are
multiple entry points
 HECO’s standard contracts have cyber security requirements
 HECO is working on revised standards for new IPPs to include in PPAs
 Standard requirements vendors must meet
 Business systems and operational systems need protections. Systems are
converging. Before these requirements were separate and different, but now
that systems are converging HECO has to look at how to merge the
protections.
 Hoping industry standards advance for pieces that can’t be controlled (e.g. –
DER), but HECO is increasing monitoring program until industry develops
standards
 Electric grids around the world have been compromised
o Ukraine example – HECO taking lessons learned
o One thing HECO is doing is monitoring who is logging-on on-site vs offsite

•••••
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Hawaiian Electric has an incident command team and a cybersecurity response
plan in the case of a cyberattack
 HECO monitors internet probing
 Can isolate events at endpoints (user, server)
 Section 7.6 of plan discusses cybersecurity
 Adopting best practices from throughout the industry, not just looking in one
place or one recommendation.
3) Visibility and Control of DER
 Data accountability (visibility) ownership - who is responsible to determine?
Access to data is critical for competitive positioning for businesses
 Data – responsibility lies with both the utility and the customer/user to share.
Examples from other industries.
 Data must be acted upon and utilized to have value
 Customers must be allowed to opt-out rather than opt-in
 Communication is critical – between utility and customer and customer/DER
and utility
 New tools and software are needed for data management – new intelligence
needed
 Identification of sources of data and sharing
 Need clarity – don’t know what data you need until you know what you need it
for
 When is visibility needed to protect public?
 When does public interest come into play?
 Take what aggregators do to analyze to achieve meta level information exchange signals instead of data

4) Grid Defection: How should the utility handle customers who wish to go off-grid?
 Why is this important?
o Going off-grid is becoming more and more popular, and affordable; it’s a
growing population
o Going off-grid affects costs for utility and prices/rates for customers;
GMS needs to be economical – should utilize public policy to manage
grid defection
o At a high level, aside from our state mandate, Hawaii has pledged to do
what we can to meet the Paris Agreement.
o To be successful as a state (reaching RPS goals) we all need to cooperate
and make sure we are heading in the same direction

•••••
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o There is an economic impact to people leaving the grid, and as a result,
equity issues that need to be addressed (only rich can afford to leave,
placing burden on those who stay connected/cannot afford to go offgrid)
How should the utility handle grid defection?
o Make staying connected more cost effective than leaving the grid
o Increase the value of staying connected / provide added value through
services offered
o Utilize demand charges (e.g. – if you defect and then want to reconnect,
make the connection fee higher than if you were a customer who never
left the grid)
o Hawaiian Electric should look at entering the battery market
o Include grid defection as a choice for customers
o Changes in policy to leverage external incentives/financial programs
(GEMS)
What are the specific suggestions for HECO on how to handle this in GMS?
o Provide option for customers to purchase smart meters
o Rate impacts (e.g. – require TOU rates to influence behavior)
o Build grid defection into GMS as an option that also creates a financial
opportunity for the utility, find a way to use grid defection to manage
utility costs so that customers who stay connected do not shoulder the
burden of those who leave.

Key Takeaways






Include grid defection as a customer option and build it into the GMS
Use grid defection as a financial opportunity for utility to manage costs
There is a difference between information and data; need to educate customers/public
on the difference; data analytics are critical in seeking good information
Important to communicate to customers about data use; use lessons learned from
other utilities and banks
Cybersecurity is a nascent industry, currently no set standards that can be easily
adopted for utility application
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